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LITERARY ASPECTS OF AlLIE (1867 - 1868) 
8.1 THE TEXT 
The Text of Ailie presents some problems because pages are missing from the beginning 
of the narrative. At some point in the history of the notebook, WARD Box VII Volume 
3, pages were tom out. This in tum loosened othcr pages, which ultimately fell out and 
were put back in the wrong order. At the timc of the acquisition of the Ward papers, 
which were very numerous, the librarians dealt with the material as simply as possible, 
and continued the pagination policy through the loose pages without chccking for sense. 
The correct order has been indicated by a series of capital letters: [A, B, C] 1 in succession 
through the relevant pages. 
8.2 THE NARRATIVE 
As a result of the problem outlined above there are some difficulties in discerning the 
exact shape of the narrative. Sufficient clues remain, however, to bc sure that a complex 
narrative pattern is established. Ailie appears first on a balcony in Romc2, probably 
followed by an account of a visit to St Peter's where, perhaps, Ailie bumped into Ralph 
for the first time since she rejected his proposal of marriage in England3. Either just 
before this or just after it there must have been a narrative flashback to Harford, Ailie's 
home village4. Presumably the sudden news of Marie's seizure in the Colonna Gallery 
follows this, providing an urgent excuse, that of kindness to a friend, for Ailie to renew 
close proximity to Ralph Musborough. 
In the Introduction to her first published novel, Miss Bretherton, in the 
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Westmoreland Edition which was brought out to consolidate her literary achievement and 
generate income in 1911-12, Mary refers to 'a long story in three volumes, writtcn at the 
age of seventeen, and of no merit whatever's. Although never delusive, Mary's 
retrospective memory as far as her own life is concerned is frequently expressed in vague 
terms. Ailie is not in three volumes and the most obvious candidate for that description 
must be Lansdale Manor, which does survive in three books, but which she wrote at the 
age of fifteen. Ailie was submitted for pUblication to Smith, Elder & Co. during 1869. In 
a letter dated October 1869, Mary acknowledged that their rejection of her manuscript 
was a fair decision. Allowing for the time for a copy to be made up, for submission, 
reading and the eventual return of the manuscript, it is quite possible that it was written 
substantially in 1868. Ailie could fairly be described as falling into three parts: the first 
the Roman episode (which is carefully crafted to provide the continuum and main locus 
of the novel's narrative, though not of its action); the second part the Musborough double 
courtship and Indian tragedy; the third, the domesticity which is Ailie and Ralph's final 
reward. Whether this is the three volume novel cannot be certain. No independently 
dated notebook survives for 1868, which is her seventeenth year. On the other hand, the 
writing of Ailie cannot have been begun before the summer of 1867 and it is very long; 
quite long enough to have continued well into 1868 considering the demanding nature of 
Mary's schoolwork and the fact that she was now living at home with some family 
duties. From the note 'Copy no further,6 which appears close to the end of the ex isting 
draft in the surviving notebook, it is safe to assume that the novel submitted to Smith, 
Elder may have been a refinement in certain respects of the version in this notebook. In 
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fact, the practice in drafting and the addition of extra episodes which survives in the texts 
of Lansdale Manor may well have been echoed in Ailie. 
There is some evidence that the last version of Lansdale Manor, script B, may 
have been written after Ailie was begun7. Both follow Mary's visit to her school friend 
Bessie Thurburn' s Scottish home, when Mary and her friend indulged in late night 
escapades with young menS: boating in the moonlight, clandestine meetings, hysterical 
outbursts of laughter when they had to keep control during their formal day time 
meetings, 'wickedness', tiredness in the mornings and other happenings only cryptically 
recorded9. These gave her, for the first time in her life, unsupervised opportunities for 
social contact with eligible boys of her own class who were not relatives and did not care 
that she was an Arnold. This experience gives Mary's writing honesty and energy in her 
depiction of Ailic 's rejection of Reginald, and her experience of his anger as well as the 
relaxing of tension after the confession of love between Ailie and Ralph. 
In Allie, all conflicts arc resolved by death or marriage; the deaths somewhat 
melodramatically and suddenly contrived, the marriages cloyingly tinged with mid-
Victorian sentiment, though redeemed by realistic dialogue, feeling and humour. 
Death is frequently the high price exacted in Victorian fiction for failure to realise 
ideal moral standards. Characters such as Lady Dedlock in Bleak House mete out to 
themselves severe punishments leading to death. This pattern is evident in Mary's 
writing here and in later novels when her attention to plot is less concentrated and she 
strays into essentially symbolic rather than realistic patterns of behaviour. The 
adulterous heroine of Eltham House dies of cancer; Eleanor lO, who, it is implied, has a 
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too close relationship with a gifted man outside wedlock, dies of a slowly debilitating 
disease; Hester, in The Case of Richard Meynell, dies accidentally, falling over a cliff, 
although she was faithful to her lover and moreover went through a wedding ceremony 
which she believed to be legal. Bessie Costrell, who extravagantly spends a fund of 
money which is not her own, drowns herself in the village well. In these examples it 
appears that death is an easy resort for a writer who does not wish to confront difficult 
issues. Other deaths, particularly Laura Fountain's, spring from a different source. 
8.3 THE SETTINGS 
The fruits of Mary's research methods in A Tale of the Moors and her practice in 
building up credible domestic scenes in Lansdale Manor are evident in Ailie. Although 
much of the tone of the domestic setting in the end is cloyingly sentimental, her 
observation of actual habits of speech between the couple is acute. The choice of Rome 
is very ambitious, reflecting her reading of Hawthorne 11 and no doubt an accretion of her 
earlier reading, including Bulwer Lytton, whose Rienzi, is set in Rome, as well as 
Gibbon and Roman history at school. Her depiction of India, which is heavily dependent 
on her uncle's book Oakfield12, is less successful, although the physical description of the 
embarkation at Dover, and the journey and arrival home at the Musborough' s country 
house, which has similarities to the houses described in her Scottish diary, are 
convlncmg. 
The evocation of the childhood of Marie la Riviere and Ralph and Frank 
Musborough is cloudy in comparison, and more ideal than realistic, though its episodes 
in their broadest outlines are credible. 
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8.4 THE HEROINE 
Ailie is an attractive, realistic and compassionate heroine who makes mistakes and 
regrets them. She bears a family likeness to Edith Lansdale in that she appears from time 
to time to blame herself excessively. 
The literary expression of feelings of frustration, tension and regret in this novella 
seem to the twentieth century reader conventional and forced into a barely convincing 
framework of renunciation and duty. Examples from the early part of the surviving 
narrative include the barely comprehensible expressions of forced sentiment: 'Full of 
penitence longing to atone in the only way left to it, and full of wann, womanly sympathy 
and pity for the poor dying Marie, Ailie walked silently ... her face serene and peaceful 
and her sad eyes resolved and calm'; and .. 'She had loved but that was over now. 
Woman's pleasure was gone but woman's duty still remained ... '. This high-pitched and 
unrealistic writing detracts from the success of the narrative. 
A melodramatic intensity is induced by the role of self-sacrificing nurse, which 
Ailie insists on taking, played out in sight of the man she rejected but still loves. The 
heroism involved is intended to be one of self-control and patient resignation but in fact it 
is successful because of the tenacity with which Ailie plays it, and the fact that the sub-
text is legible: her need to be near Ralph. It is their only chance to break through to a 
more truthful relationship. The emotional disguise is therefore not only effective but 
moving and the constraints of the mould of conventional narrative are broken. 
Ailie has virtually escaped from the control of her family, and in this respect she 
resembles all Mary Ward's later heroines. Even Catherine Elsmere is acknowledged as 
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radically independent by her mother and sisters before "her marriage. Ailie's father, Mr 
Walter, is weakly drawn, her mother off-stage throughout the narrative and her sister 
Beatrice, whom she loves, an invalid who is facing the next world courageously. The 
reader is preparcd for her death at the end of the novella but it is clear that Ailie herself, 
though grieving, will not be damaged by it. Ailie is entirely responsible for her own 
emotional life and has clearly left childhood behind. The balance between Ailie and 
Marie is a new departure from Mary's previous practice in that she explores contrasting 
characters serially. Ailie is closer to Nina and Edith than to the volatile proud, foreign 
and beautiful Marie, who is the ancestress of irresponsible, emotionally destructive later 
heroines, like Lady Kitty Bristol, in The Marriage of William Ashe, or Daphne, in 
Daphne or Marriage a la Mode, who cannot find a way of escape from the tyrannical 
demands of their own personalities. Grizel Madden plays the part of Nina at the end, 
when Ailie is able to sort out her life and provide her, slightly patronisingly, with 
everything necessary for her marriage. Grizel's confusion at Dover is realistically drawn. 
8.5 THE HERO 
The plot of the novel concerns two triangular relationships, with one man, Ralph 
Musborough at the apex of both. The woman in each triangle has two potential lovers 
and both women, after being initially attracted to Ralph, reject him, although Ailie later 
reverses her decision. There is nothing original in the existence within a novel of the 
dynamic of two men in pursuit of one woman. It is the staple of nineteenth century 
fiction from Jane Austen to Thomas Hardy, whose The Trumpet Major later resembles 
Ralph's experience. The rivalry between two brothers is similarly resolved; the more 
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superficially attractive one wins. However the twist which Mary writes in, the Balin and 
Balan strand where one brother kills the other, provides conflict and torment for the 
SUrvIVOr. 
In the interests of patriotism and the fulfilment of his profession as a soldier, 
Ralph vitiates his private happiness, firing the shot which frightens off the dangerous and 
rioting Gurkhas but which kills his brother accidentally. 
This conflict appeared in A Tale of the Moors, when Inez, fulfilling her patriotic 
duty, informed against her father's sworn friend, although in that narrative she does so 
consciously and deliberately. The almost impossible tension engendered in this situation 
, 
arises from a biographical and not a literary paradigm and it makes Mary's work original. 
Heroes in her novels often find themselves pitted against the conflicting claims of higher 
duty; the claims of patriotism, public office, religion or art set against the intimate love of 
the dearest person in their lives. This pattern of conflict is apparent in the later characters 
of Robert Elsmere, Alan Helbeck, Aldous Raeburn in Marcella, Fenwick, in Fenwick's 
Career and to some extent in Richard Meynell. David Grieve experiences conflict 
between the ideal of marriage and the passionate love of a French artist with whom he is 
in love but who rejects the conventions of wedlock. 
Mary's effort to depict Ralph's loneliness and the emotional pain of rejection is 
interesting and effective. It is the first example of a series of heroes who experience 
rejection at the hands of beautiful and loved women. Aldous Raeburn is rejected by 
Marcella after conflict over the poacher's murder; Laura Fountain rejects Helbeck, 
Catherine Elsmere rejects Robert initially, Julie Ie Breton in Ladv Rose's Daughter, and 
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Diana Mallory reject heroes who resemble Ralph, although all except Laura and Helbeck 
are fmally united. Mary creates a complex image of reticence, determination and pain in 
all these heroes, though the major focus of the rejection is generally, in later writing, on 
the woman. Robert Elsmere is the most moving exception. 
8.6 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AlLIE FOR LATER NARRATIVES 
The subplot of Marie's early life explores the theme of passionately rebellious feelings 
and behaviour on the part of a beautiful and gifted woman which lead her to reject the 
man who loves her and whom she loves. This is explored far more fully in later novels, 
for example in the characters of Marcella and Laura Fountain. In Ailie both Marie and 
Ailie reject and separate themselves from Ralph but with different degrees of 
justification. Marie resists marriage through an irrational desire for liberty; she is 
essentially resisting control. This desire to retain her independence, perhaps her essential 
character, is not explored with the depth and perception which Mary Ward later brought 
to one of the most profound scenes she ever wrote; where Catherine Leybum is caught in 
inward torment at the conflict between her integrity as eldest daughter and her deep sense 
of family duty and affection for her widowed mother and sisters set against the pain and 
inexorable appeal of Robert's love for her13. That episode has a psychological 
complexity whch anticipates D.H. Lawrence. Marie's rejection is not so convincing. It 
is presented as the consequence of a 'whim'. It is irrational and inconsistent, as is shown 
by the fact that within a very short space of time she has married Ralph's brother Frank, 
who also loves her. 
Rejection before marriage can be seen to playa strong part in the structure of 
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suspense as well as the theme of integrity in the plots of Marcella, Lady Rose's Daughter 
and The Coryston Family. In Robert Elsmere and in the later novels Fenwick's Career, 
Sir George Tressady, The Marriage of William Ashe, The Mating of Lydia and Daphne, 
or Marriage a la Mode, the rejection and separation Occur within marriage. Women 
separate themselves from a husband whom they still love. 
Ailie's nursing of Marie anticipates the charitable work which characterises most 
of Mary's later heroines: Catherine Elsmere risks her own health during the outbreak of 
cholera in Robert Elsmere, and, in an almost exact but genuinely costly and tragic 
parallel, Laura Fountain's example follows Ailie' s. Laura's compassionate nursing and 
refusal to abandon her step-mother Augustina, brings her into close and inevitable 
contact with Helbeck, destroying both their lives. 
The beginning of the novella, as far as can be judged, and certainly the episode 
alone with the myrtle which Ailie throws into the night air, strongly anticipate the first 
chapter of Marcella, Laura's response on first arriving at Bannisdale 14, the beginning of 
the novel Diana Mallory, and several weaker scenes in later novels, in all of which Mary 
represents a heroine alone in Wordsworthian communion with nature at an open window 
or outside in the night air. 
The symbolism of the myrtle, which is taken up later by the artist Wilfrid Tennant 
when he sends a delicate spray to Ai lie , is found translated on the last page of the later 
novel Marcella, where Aldous Raeburn produces from his breast pocket: 'a pen-and-ink 
sketch of herself that had been done one evening by a young artist staying at the Court, 
and - a bunch of traveller's joy.' 
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Later novels also frequently focus on a work of art as a symbolic pivot or moment 
of revelation in the emotional drama between lovers. This occurs most significantly in 
Helbeck of Bannisdale, when the painting which Laura loves is sold for Catholic 
charities l5 , but it also provides a turning point in Fenwick's Career, when Fenwick's wife 
destroys a painting in jealous reaction 16, in The Marriage of William Ashe, when it is 
used to represent the heroine's extraordinary aesthetic sensilibity and emotional 
vulnerability 17. 
Marie is the ancestress of heroines whose foreign, volatile, beautiful and 
untameable tendencies bring tragedy in later novels. These include Lady Kitty in The 
Marriage of William Ashe. More normally, these qualities are commuted, though they 
provide an important element in the independence of Marcella, Diana Mallory, Rose 
Leyburn and, in part, Laura Fountain. 
Ralph, whose personal tragedy makes him sympathetic, and who in some respects 
works as a model for later very complex heroes of real stature, also anticipates a type 
which Mary was to work out into ever weaker and more 'establishment' form as her 
novels progress. The heavy, slightly patronising responsibility such a figure 18 shows for 
a younger woman becomes more sexless and guardian-like in the late writing. He 
perhaps represented an Amoldian ideal for Mary; a figure she wished to believe in but for 
whom there perhaps seemed less and less real evidence in her life as she came to 
dominate the social world and even, in a limited way, the literary world in which she 
moved. The characteristics of an authoritative but strangely sterile knowledge of the 
facts, total integrity but an emasculating withdrawal from contlict, doubt and creativity 
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are apparent in these figures. Possibly she was unconsciously depicting her father's 
withdrawal into scholarly minutiae and increasing frailty. He died in 1901. She wrote 
nothing which broke new ground after that time. 
Ralph is the focus of both plots; the earlier, when he was the disappointed lover of 
Marie, and the appalled killer of his own brother in an accident, and the main plot in 
which obstacles to his union with Ailie are removed. In one respect he anticipates 
Helbeck, who also suffered a tragedy of unrequited love19 in his life before he met Laura. 
There is a rival in both plots; the first, successful rival, is Ralph's brother Frank, 
the second, unsuccessful is AiIie' s cousin Reginald, who, in this role, resembles the part 
played by Laura's cousin Hubert Mason. Reginald is a pale and ineffectual figure 
compared with Hubert but, structurally, he occupies the same position and the heroine is 
forced into the uncomfortable role of rejecting his affection in both plots. This is a 
moving and realistic scene because the difficulty and guilt is made clear. 
Perhaps the most powerful image which recurs in later writing is the scene of a 
person gripped helplessly in the personally destructive consequences of an action and 
gazing 'upon the pallid peaceful face' of the victim of that action. Robert Elsmere sits up 
all night with Catherine, who has already, in his imagination 'a white face' and in 
actuality an 'austere remoteness of look, as of one who had been going through deep 
waters of misery, alone with God. His heart sank. For the first time that look seemed to 
exclude him from her inmost life20.' 
Here the pain is far more interesting because it is not forced by external 
circumstances. 
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8.7 LITERARY INFLUENCES ON AlLIE 
If Byron influenced the drama and idealism of Mary's first story, Tennyson may be 
considered a strong influence on Ailie. The Marie episode includes references to the 
May Queen and Ralph addresses Ailie as a Princess, both highly significant images from 
Tcnnyson's poetry. The image of Marie walking and singing alone, remote in her 
garden, is strongly Tennysonian. There is a quotation from The Princess woven naturally 
into the narrative, as if Mary's familiarity with the poem were unsclfconscious and 
habitual. 
At the same time, her imaginative and intelligent assimilation of challenging 
settings taken exclusively from prose reading is clear. Her uncle's novel Oakfield is 
mentioned in the text as a serious book with influence on the contemporary social world, 
something Mary aspired to later in Robert Elsmere and The Case of Richard Meynell, 
Marcella and The Coryston Family. 
Peterson21 discusses the influence of Hawthorne on Ailie. However he judges it 
to be ultimately superficial and considers that C.M. Y onge' s influence over Mary's 
writing at this time is still decisive. He sees the moral of Ailie as one of submission. This 
is certainly true of the tone of the end of the novella where complacent domesticity 
triumphs. A general Christian piety is evoked in an attempt to resolve the huge questions 
raised by death and personal tragedy. It is a reflection of Mary's evangelical piety, but is 
entirely consistent with Yonge's devotional stance. There is no evidence of the complex 
spiritual tensions and religious feeling of Robert Elsmere or Hclbeck of Bannisdale. 
Mary's efforts at theology in Ailie are reminiscent of Lansdalc Manor in their forced 
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detachment and derivative tone. 
Jane Austen may also be an influence on the plot of Ailie in the sense that Anne 
Eliot's second chance with Captain Wentworth and Emma's teasing relationship with the 
older and wiser Mr Knightley have resonances in Mary's depiction of the talk and 
honesty between Ailie and Ralph. Marie's wild girlhood and her uninhibited friendship 
with the two brothers perhaps contains a vestige of Catherine Earnshaw. The early death 
of Revd Mariott's new wife, Madame La Riviere, is close to the death within a year of 
her marriage, of Hindley Earnshaw's wife. Villette and the French strand of European 
literature and culture seem to have an influence on Ailie, where both landlady and 
servant speak French rather than Italian. Traces of Elizabeth Gaskell's Wives and 
Daughters may be seen in the Squire's response to a French wife for one of his sons and 
also in Ailie's ready response to Marie, which echoes Molly Gibson's kindness to Mrs 
Hamley in that novel. 
This narrative is the first in Mary's writing which clearly evokes the influence of 
George Eliot. Mr Gilfil's Love Story, from Scenes of Clerical Life has many echoes in 
Ailie, principally in the scene from the Musborough's childhood where Marie's mother is 
brought to England from France by a compassionate clergyman whose love is aroused for 
a vulnerable and beautiful foreign woman. Both Marie and her mother resemble Caterina 
in that story. 
8.7 CONCLUSIONS 
This narrative is Mary Arnold's first mature fictional work despite its inconsistencies of 
tone. It shows the ability to control a complex plot and use sources eclectically. 
Chapter nine 
THE TEXT OF THE NARRATIVE A GAY LIFE (1869) 
A t gay Life Diaryl 
So Edward and Lena are engaged! 
Let me lie still and think it over a little Mamma has been telling me all about it and 
trying tolmake it all clear but <I suppose> I must be very dull and stupid for the news sti 11 
seems as incomprehensible and incredible as ever. 
Was it not only yesterday morning that Lina2 and I had one of our frequent tiffs 
on the subject of this same Edward Woolley? Does <not> my memory deceive me and 
was it I who turned him into ridicule walked up and down mimicking his air and voice, 
and went {abusing} off into a long tirade against the pride and exclusiveness & 
disagreeableness of "some people"? No certainly not! M<y>ine may not be the clearest 
of heads, but there is still some capacity left in it for remembering tolerably distinctly the 
eventslof twenty four hours ago. 
Lina does not and cannot love him? Mamma knows it as well as I do though she will not 
say so. Then why has she said Yes? Is it because? _ <can I bear to> {I must} think it of 
my own sister? _ of a certain Marsdon Hall and large estatelin the background. Oh Lina! 
foolish child! you may think now that nothing more islwanted for happiness than 
handsome dresses and plentylof money tolbuy them with, but a day will come when you 
will find something else you want filling besides the purse, - a[n] odd something which 
calls itself a heart! 
An invalid more or less all my life Lina has been tolme ever since I can remember my 
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chief and closest interest. I have loved her more than {6} 3 [61 she ever has loved or ever 
will love me. What else have I - withlmy plain face and bad health and weak head toldo 
in life. To think for others and be useful to/them in what little ways I can this is my work. 
I could do no other if I wished it ever so much. But Lina - <my> pretty fascinating 
{clever} Lina <has always> {can do so} many things, is necessary tolso many people, 
and has so many more interests and occupations than I have - it is not tolbe expected that 
she should be able {to give} so large a piece of her heart to anyone person as I have 
given tolher. So I have gradually learnt not tolexpect much from Lina. She is very kind 
tolme; I think she feels easier withlme than with anybody else. I never lecture her <and> 
or scold her or expect her toldo what she calls "unreasonable things[ 'l Sometimes the 
"unreasonable things" seem to me very reasonable. I can hardly explain tolmyself how 
she can escape from the obligation and duty of them _ but I never say much tolher It 
would only lose me thellittle I have, and I couldlnot bear that. 
Surely then if tolno one else, she might have given me an idea of how things were going! 
She might have known she would get no scolding from me whatever she told me. It was 
not kind - not what I would have done tolher. And then the news itself does not please 
me does not satisfy me. I had hoped betterlthings than this for the child. Edward 
Woolley is well enough, he is well-intentioned, he adores Lina but he is not the "fated 
fairy prince"! not the man tolrouse Lina out of her shallowness & selfishness and teach 
her where her heart is and what it is meant for. {7} 4 [71 And yet I know by thisltime 
tomorrow afterlLina has talked tolme and put "matters in a right light[ '1 toluse a favourite 
expression of hers. I shall be obliged tolseem and say that I am satisfied however little I 
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may really <seem> {feel} so in my heart. Very few people can resist the child. Withlthe 
exception of M~ Wentworth I know no one whom she could not <after> {in} a longer or 
shorter time bend tolher will. So while there is yet time, before I am won over against my 
better judgement, I hereby set down and record {as} my deliberate opinion, that if Lina 
marries Mr Woolley [§] unhappiness will be the lot of one or other. That it will not be 
Lena5 all my experience of her tells me. As long as she has every {thing} comfortable 
around her and people admire her and make much of her as they always will <anything 
so pretty and taking> Lena will not make herself unhappy about such a trifle as not being 
able topove her husband as she ought. But Edward _ Poor Edward! he has risked his all 
and it makes one tremble {to think} how much he has given into Lena's girlish careless 
hands. 
True love - true strong love can it ever be given in vain? It may be slighted scorned 
rejected but it is not the less a good and blessing tolthelheart that offers it. 
Tuesday May 14th Lena came tolme yesterday evening after dinner. [§] Tea was brought 
up for us two and we sat and talked for allong long time. Now what can I recollect of the 
conversation Let me try and recall it. It was something afterlthis fashion "You dear dull 
quiet old thing! How do you find yourself this evening. Not a window open and the 
thermometer at Goodness knows where 
[§] And up goes the window<s> with a quick impetuous movem(ent] which makes me 
chilly creature that I am draw my shawls round me and wonder what superabundant 
warmth there is tolcomplain of in the cold damp air which comes streaming in 
Then the child came and sat herself down near my sofa. I thought I had never 
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seen her look lovelier. <T> Her white dress her fair hair coiled round her head and 
straying untidily over her smooth forehead, her cheeks flushed and those great hazel eyes 
of her[ s1 glowing and glittering with excitement, the pearls round her throat and the 
bright flowers in her hair, _ <it> made up altogether a brilliant picture. My heart went 
out in longing and love towards her. She looked so <fair> young and fragile, so sweet 
and girlish. But r said nothing Lina does not like caresses. She lets you kiss her but it is 
as it were under protest and the red lips hardly touch you<rs> in return. 
Well the child was silent She rested her head on her hand and seemed tolthink. Every 
now then [sic] and then a smile would curl her lips then leave thelface again thoughtful 
and considering. 
At last r saw that it would fall to/me tolbroach the subject. So I began 
Well Lena so you and Edward have made it up together 
She made a quick impatient movement. 
That again! Do let me have a little peace. Mamma has nearly driven me wild downstairs 
and I came here expecting a little refreshing common sense. 
Is there no way of looking at an engagement but one Mine is a pure matter of business 
and if people {8} [81) would only treat it as such and leave it and me alone I should be 
much obliged to/them. [§] 
A matter/of business"!t Oh Lena! 
"Purely and entirely so" she repeated sittinglup and facing me. "Betha6 let you and I 
understand each other. You know/betterlthan tolsuppose I am in love with Edward 
Woolley. But I will marry him. lowe it to/him to/myself to/everybody. The sooner 
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Mamma settles one of us comfortably the/better How sbe has endured the reflection of 
three single daughters for so long I can't imagine. I shall have done well for myself and 
it will be a step towards Julia's getting off well. 
And Edward! Is he content withlthis matter of fact view of things." I said after a pause. 
She smiled <scornfully.> Edward content? You had better ask him. 
I was silent a while Her manner and words ruffled me out of my composure and I took 
some time tolrecover myself. [~J Then I broke out - I could not help it-
Lena dear consider a little! You may not think so but tolmarry without love is a 
dangerous hazardous experiment, _ tit is indeed. You will not be always young and 
pretty Lena dear. Think of thellong life before you and not only of the next few years. 
You will not be always able to/do without love whatever you may think. 
She did not answer. I think she was so wrapped up in her own thoughts that though she 
heard my voice the meaning of the words scarcely reachedlher. Some one t knocked. It 
was Jane with tea. 
[81] Lena roused herself jumped up and began to busy herself withlthe tea cups. 
Presentlylshe brought me mine, and set herself to/shake up my cushions and make me 
comfortable. 
What were you saying just now you sentimental personage" she asked with a smile. 
"Some "love in a cottage" theory wasn't it. Unfortunately dear this is the 19 th century 
Rose-covered cottages and run away matches don't go down now even in novels. [~] 
I shook my head but who could resist that smiling innocent-looking face, those sweet 
child7[JikeJ <I> lips. Not I and she knew it. 
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Madge you shan't look at me as if I was going toldo something dreadful! Put on a 
pleasant face and congratulate me as you ought toldo. £5000 a year isn't hooked so 
neatly every day. Give me credit for cleverness at least. 
Lena! How can you say such things" I exclaimed indignantly "If I thought you <could> 
meant them 
Well?" she said opening her blue eyes at me with a smile and I sank back silenced and 
exhausted. 
"Well I must go down and make tea I suppose _ be talked nonsense tolby Edward and 
quarrel with M~ Wentworth! Au revoir 
Is M~ Wentworth here to-night then?" I asked as she moved towards the door. 
Malheureusement" yes. That man gets more disagreeable every day. What he will arrive 
at at last is frightful tolimagine. However I consider myself a match for him. Goodbye. 
{9} [91 I believe I smiled over that last remark when she was gone. No; despotic little 
tyrant as she was towards all the rest of the world <she> {Lena} was not and never would 
{be} a match for M~ Wentworth I have watched them together many a time, been a 
witness of many a tussle between them, but I never yet saw Lena anything but worsted in 
the encounters she sometimes ventures with him. Not often now; for by this time she 
knows <her own strength pretty well and> M~ Wentworth's <and> strength pretty well, 
and does not measure her own against / {it} often[ er] than she can help. [§] It would seem 
very strange tolme if Herbert Wentworth had ever tolleave Arkworth. Ever since the time 
when we were all a romping set of troublesome children and he used tolcome down from 
thelHall - a pale silent motherless lad to join in our games and schemes, he has seemed 
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as much one of us and been {almost} as much tolus "as Mark himself. Afterlhe came back 
from college however changed from the slight delicate boy into theltall stalwart vigorous 
man, with all a man's gravity of purpose and steadfastness of will Lena suddenly took 
toltreating him as a stranger, called him "M~ Wentworth" and assumed towards him that 
off-hand indifferent manners [sic] tolwhich she is wont toltreat strangers [om.:onJ whom 
<it is of no importance> {she does not care} tolmake a favourable impression. As for me 
though I followed Lena's lead and dropped the "Herbert" I could not makc up my mind 
toltreat him in anything else otherwise than as the brother and friend he had [gIl always 
been. Mark's affection for him and trust in him are of course the same as ever. Mamma 
still looks up tolhim and depends on him, so that except with Lena his position here is 
very little changed from what it was as a boy. And indeed it would be strangely 
ungrateful conduct on our part if it were otherwise, for a truer friend than Herbert 
Wentworth has been tolus through joy and sorrow, prosperity and adversity it would be 
difficult to/imagine. 
[§] Wednesday May 15th One of my bad days. Too worn out by headache and 
sleeplessness toldo anything but keep quiet on the sofa as near tolthe open window and 
thelfresh balmy outer air as possible. Latelin the afternoon when it was beginning tolgrow 
dusk I laid down my book and looked out. There under the mulberry tree sat Mamma 
and Lena working Edward Woolley at Lena's side apparently reading aloud while a 
{little} distance off lay Mark on the grass deep in his beloved Hooker. Dear old Mark! 
If he never was and never will be brilliant, in thorough goodness in plodding 
perseverance, and unwearied self-sacrifice I know nobody worthy tolbe compared tolhim. 
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Presently there was <the> a sound of steps in thelshrubbery and Herbert Wentworth 
emerged upon the lawn He threw himself down by Mark and a lively general 
conversation began After a while happening tollook up towards the house he caught 
sight { lO} [ 10'] [of] me as I lay at my window looking on. He rose and came across 
thellawn. 
Not well Margaret? Aren't you coming out this fine evening? 
No. I am afraid I couldn't walk down-stairs" but I looked regretfully at the merry party 
under the mulberry tree. 
Oh Mark & r will manage that! Come here Mark will you & bring one of those garden 
chairs withlYou. 
And in another minute theltwo appeared in my room bearing a garden chair between them 
cushioned withlpillows & shawls into/which I was put and carried triumphantly down-
stairs 
We had a delightful evening. Herbert & Lena were as usual thellife o~thelparty. 
Lena it appears has lately tried her hand at parish-visiting and had a long story toltell of 
an expedition she made yesterday tolsome cottages on Woodley Moor. Her account of 
the brusque reception she met with from their not over reputable inhabitants, and 
Herbert's satirical comments on and additions to the story were irresistible. I lay back at 
last quite worn out with laughing, and by the time the gong struck and Mamma went in 
tolmake tealshould have been glad of the!rest and quiet of my own room again. 
After/Mamma went in Mark & Edward Woolley began to/walk up and down together 
while we three under the mulberry tree <t> sat in silent enjoyment of the stillness and the 
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cool evening air which however I thought began [soon} to get too chilly for comfort. 
Presently Herbert Wentworth got up and moved towards Lena. She was sitting on 
a low garden [Id] chair some little distance from me. It was vcry nearly dark. I doubt 
whether Herbert Wentworth remembered my presence. 
MiS Warenne" he began in his dry quiet tone "I hope it is not to[o]llate now toldo what I 
ought tolhave done before _ to congratulate you on your engagement tolM~ Woolley and 
assure you of my good wishes for your happiness." 
Oh dear no!" was the answer in Lena's scornful voice, "not too late certainly _ if you 
thought it necessary to do it [om.:at] all. 
I saw his eyes sparkle as the waning light fell on his face. He always enjoyed a passage 
of arms with Lena and she seemed inclined tolindulge him to-night. 
I stand corrected" he said with a little bow, "Are {the} Congratulations <and> good 
wishes and so forth then {natural to such an occasion} so very disagreeable to you MiS 
Warenne. 
Yes" was the sharp answer, "when they come from people who don't mean what they 
say. 
You are severe" was the careless reply "I was as sincere in what I said as most people 
who have made or will make the same speech tolYou. 
Lena made no answer. She took up her work again but her hands were not as steady as 
usual. He regarded her attentively. 
[~] MiS Warenne" he said presently "will you take a piece of advice if I offer it. 
Let me hear it. 
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It is that you will not go any more alone tolthose cottages on Woodley MoorS. They are 
not a pleasant set of people and it is a lonely walk { I I } [J Jl] for a lady. 
I thought you were an advocate of parish work tract-distributing <tc> and all the rest of 
it" she said coolly bending over her work. 
Everything depends upon the person who undertakes it. 
I sitting quietly on the other side of the mulberry tree felt my cheeks flush angrily. Lcna 
looked up 
Thank you M~ Wentworth." 
It was said indifferently quietly and she began gathering up her work as she spoke He 
stooped down tolhelp her and I heard him I {say} in a voice he rarely uses to/Lena 
You misunderstand me MiB Warenne. What I was doubting was your capability of 
protecting yourself single-handed against insults and ruffianism. You do not know the 
Woodley Moor people. I do. Any magistrate about here will tell you what sort of a name 
they bear. 
[§] But Lena had recovered herself by this time 
I am deeply obliged to/you" she said dropping him thelslightest and most scornful of 
curtseys "your solicitude for my welfare overpowers me with wonder. Unfortunately 
there is an odd twist in my disposition which <prevents> {hinders} me from being as 
grateful and submissive as <we> I no doubt ought tolbe. 
After that we went in to/tea. 
[1/1] May 26 th A lovely balmy day. I sat at my window, watching the pure fresh green of 
the trees {waving} against the blue breezy sky and listening tolthe bird-twitter under the 
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eaves and the noisy shouts of the school-children in the playground over the road. The 
young bursting spring life {& beauty} all around made me glad and peaceful at heart. 
Next week Mark has asked an old Oxford friend of his tolstoplhere on his way abroad. 
He is a young baronet; just come intolthe title and property, handsome & popular. Mark 
likes him but has a greater opinion of his heart than his brains. 
Lena has given Edward thelslip this/afternoon and is out riding withlthe Wylds. From my 
window I can see him wandering disconsolately about the lawn & shrubberies trying 
tolread. It must be confessed that Lena does not behave as well tolhim as she might. 
Whatever be his shortcomings <in manners and appearance> {(and he is not the liveliest 
of companions or most fascinating of lovers)} so true and faithful a love / {as his} 
deserves a betterlreward than Lena's careless speeches and flightylwa ys. The wedding 
has been fixed for September. 
[§] June 4th Sir Arthur Elmore arrives to day by an afternoon boat from Portsmouth. 
Reaching Ryde at 5 he will be here in time for half past 6 o'clock dinner. 
We have had a very quiet life {of it} lately. 
However Lena and Herbert Wentworth keep the house alive { 12} [12l). Lena has grown 
more audacious and provoking towards him than ever. He seems tolhave lost the hold 
<t>helonce had upon [her]. Perhaps just now with Marsdon Hall and £5000 a year in 
theldistance Lena feels that she can afford to/treat the/world as she pleases. 
She and Edward had some little tiff or other yesterday - a small thing in itself but 
thelbehaviour of both made me sad at heart. She never takes the/least heed of his wishes 
or pleasure. Edward bears it in general much more meekly than he ought. But yesterday 
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something more marked and daring than usual provoked him into remonstrating. Lena 
fired up made one of her short satirical speeches and Edward went wrathfully away. But 
he came again {in the afternoon} looking dejected and out of spirits, and evidently only 
anxious tolbe restored tolfavour. I could have beaten him for his want of manliness and 
spirits. <Lena> In thelevening he managed tolcatch her alone in the garden and I suppose 
made his peace, for they came in together. 
What will be [om.:the] end of it all? Can such a union _ weakness on thelhusband's side, 
and selfwill on thelwife's - be a happy one.t 9 o'clock. Tall goodlooking with a 
goodtempered fresh-coloured face, and light hair & moustache - pleasant boyish manners 
- a general satisfied contented air - this is the sum of the impression Sir Arthur Elmore 
has left upon me in thislfirst evening of our acquaintanceship. [J 21] [~] I daresay <he will 
make himself> {we shall like him He is} agreeable and it is not his fault if he is also 
commonplace. He was I saw greatly struck with Lena. She came down in a white net 
dress lilies & grasses in her hair and on her breast, looking so pure and fresh so young 
and sweet, that no one could wonder at the young baronet's evident admiration. He 
showed it in {an} open boyish way I think he is hardly accustomed yet tolsociety and his 
own position in it. 
Oh Lena my child! my sister! What does life hold for you _ that life which looksltolyou 
so bright & tempting and is tolme {so} a subject for much trembling, food for many fears. 
If I might but shield and help you _ if it were but grantedlme tolstand between you and 
trouble, tolward off every touch of sorrow or of shame_ 
Sorrow! shame! How dolthe words apply - how can theylever apply - to Lena? I will 
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shut my book and write no more till I have grown reasonable again. 
June 7th A showery day<s> with bright gleams of sunshine at intervals. Lena 
Mark and Sir Arthur took advantage of one of these for a ride. Edward's horse thelonly 
one he has here with/him has unfortunately met with an accident which will prevent his 
riding for the next two or three days. So he was obliged reluctantly to/stay at home and a 
little while after/they started came over from his lodgings to/sit withlme. I tried tolcheer 
and amuse him but it was hard work. He looks tolme worn & depressed and I cannot help 
feeling in talking tolhim whose fault it is. 
{ 13} [131) No subject I started appeared to/interest him and at last mutually tired/of each 
other's conversation we had recourse to/books. 
An hour had passed in this way when the failing light made me look up Through 
thelopcn window I caught a glimpse of masses of dark and threatening cloud and in 
another instant heavy drops began tolplash upon thelleaves of thelcreepers outside 
Edward started up. 
"It will be a heavy storm" he ex<plained> {claimed} "It is to/be hoped they are near home 
It was my thought too. Lina is not strong/ { enough} to/risk being wet through andlwhen 
thelrain was succeeded by thunder and summer lightening ~ began tolflash into the room I 
laid down my book and betook/myself tolthe/window tolwatchlin a rather uncomfortable 
frame of mind. 
Edward paced up and down in a fever of anxiety and impatience. Should he go to meet 
themlwith cloaks & umbrellas? Why no; neitherlwould <h> be much good on horseback. 
He would borrow a horse from thelWylds and go and look after Lena? Finding he did not 
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know which road they had taken I dissuaded him from / {setting off} [om.:on] any such 
wild-goose-chase. At last it was impressed upon him thatlhe could do nothing but wait 
and be patient. 
It was past six when the {welcome} sounds of horses' feet greeted our ears at last. We 
went out tolmeet them. Lena was riding in front with Sir Arthur, Mark & Herbert 
Wentworthlwho had joined them in Ryde, behind. Lena's hair disordered <hair> by 
thelwind and rain was blowing picturesquely about her glowing face; Sir Arthur had his 
hand upon her horse's mane and what he [131] was saying brought a smile tolher lips and 
laughter into her hazel eyes. Involuntarily as I watched them coming up theldrive there 
came into my mind some lines from a "Fragment" of Tennyson's describing Lancclot & 
Guenevere's forest-ride together.9 
Edward hastened forward and laid his hand on Lena's bridle. In an instant her face 
changed. {<and>} A <cold defiant expression settled like a mask over every lovely 
animatedlfeature>. She tried toldraw her rein away but Edward held it fast. 
You mustlbe wet through" I heard him say reproachfully as they drew up at thelsteps 
"Why didn't you come home sooner? Margaret and I expected you long before this. 
I am sorry tolhave disturbed your calculations" she said, carelessly as she got off. "We 
have been showing Sir Arthur the country and enjoyed our ride toolmuch toilet thelrain 
frightenlus back. Meanwhile I was administering a privatellecture tolMark on 
thelimproprietylof lettinglLena be out so long in such weather. 
He shrugged his shoulders. 
My dear Madge I couldn't help it. Go she would and I [sic] <couldn't prevcnt her> {you 
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know what Lena is}. She and Elmore seemed tolfirid eaeh other's society agreeable 
enough toldefy the rain and <we> Herbert & I spent our breathl[to]no purpose. She 
seems tolme _ I don't like tols<t>ay it of one of my own Sisters _ but I am afraid Madge 
MiB Lena is something of a _ flirt. 
I was afraid so toolwhen I watched her showing { 14} [ 141 the photographs tolSir Arthur 
after dinner. Looking aeross tolwhere Edward sat silent and unobserved I felt how bitter 
those bright speeehes and gracious ways must be tolhim. He has won her hand - she will 
be his wife - but never _ and he knows it _ through all the long years theylmay spend 
together willithose eyes light up for him as they {have} done tonight for a mere 
stranger<s> . 
He knows now poor fellow! that not only does she not love him _ but thatlhis very 
presence is a bore and a burden tolher. [§] His income and his estate _ these are thelsole 
tics which bind her tolhim. How through thellong years will he bear thellife and home 
which must <be his bound {<with>} Lena for a wife> {under such circum} stances be 
his? 
Laterlin the evening Herbert Wentworth sought him out and did his best toldraw him 
intola discussion on agriculture labour<s> statistics and points of land-management -
subjects congenial and familiar tolhim. He succeeded at last and I think we were all 
surprised at the amount of intelligence and information which Edward showed in the 
conversation 10. Lena and Sir Arthur were too pleasantly occupied at the otherlend of 
thelroom tolattend but every one else listened and was interested Herbert I believe was a 
good deal struck. The conversation <I can r sec] has> considerably alteredlhis opinion of 
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Lena's choice as the following little incident will show. 
When tea came in Lena came up tolthe window tolmake it. Sir Arthur moved to 
follow her but was waylaid by Mamma who gen<eraI> {tIe} and tolerant as she is in 
general has been rather annoyedlby Lena's conduct to-day. Edward was looking over a 
pamphlet {on the poor-law question} Herbert had just put into/his hands, while Herbert 
{himself} came to stand beside Lena's chair and lend a hand in the tea-making. 
[141] M~ Woolley and I have had a long talk" I heard him say presently "He has been 
overturning some pet opini<?ns of mine but tolsuch an authoritylone can afford to/yield. 
have seldom met with/such a union of special information and just views on an 
exceedingly difficult & vexed question. 
Indeed!" was the indifferent answer, "what have you been talking about. 
Things which would not interest you much <I am afraid MiS Warenne>. Wages, land-
tenure the/law of primogeniture and so forth. M<u>~ Woolley has much information on 
all three points 
Yes I have heard he is supposed tolknow something about them," said Lena in a languid 
voice contrasting oddly withlthe animation of a few minutes ago. 
Isn't anybody coming toltea?" 
An inquiry which brought everybody toltheltea table <and from then tilliprayer-time 
the/conversation with Lena Herbert & Sir Arthurlfor itslprincipal supporters/never fla> 
As Herbert left his place and passed tola chair by Mamma, I thought I should have been 
sorry had my conduct called up such an expression on thelface of one whose good 
opinion is so worthylof all respect as Herbert Wentworth's Half contemptuous half sad _ 
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it made me angry for a moment then my heart sanK & I felt that it was deserved. 
(Insert.)11 [§] Lena stay! <You shall> {Stay and} give me some explanation of the 
conduct which has been driving me wild lately. What does it mean? Do you think that I 
can put up withjthislsort of thing for ever?" 
So spoke Edward Woolley goaded tolthe utmost limit {15} [151 of endurance when Lena 
who had bcen pointedly avoiding him all the morning <told> put a climax tolit all by 
telling him {pettishly} as he was about tolaecompany her into/the garden that "he needn't 
comc too" She was going to show <the> Sir Arthur the orchard r ?:houses]. 
His face darkened, he rose hastily went toltheldoor shut it and stood barring thelway 
between it and her. Even Lena quailed before the passion and painlof thelset face. As for 
me sitting forgotten behind the curtains in the window-seat, I wished myself out of the 
way more heartily than 1 can say. 
I don't know what you mean" she said {coldly} <with an attempt at cold hauteur> in 
answer to his fierce question I wish you would not be so odd and rough. Let me go if 
you please. Sir Arthur is waiting." 
He too kino heed. 
[§] Lena" he said coming nearer tolher "1 tell you again 1 <will> can bear it no longer. 
<Even> Do you never consider what sort of a position thislbehaviour of yours places me 
in, in my own eyes & otherlpeople's? We are engaged and yet there is not a servant 
about the place who does not receive more consideration and attention at your hands than 
I do. Good Heavens. What an avowal! 
He turned away. Lena seemed tolhesistate~, the conflict of thought going on within 
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showed itself in her face. The moment, the opportunity was hers to/do what she liked 
with. I think I waited breathlessly for the/issue. 
At last she made up her mind. Going up tolhim as he paced up and down she laid her 
hand on his arm. He turned and clasped it with a look which brought the tears intolmy 
eyes. I think Lena for thelfirst time [151] was moved. 
Don't Edward" she said involuntarily in a husky voice "Don't look {at me} <it> so. I 
didn't mean it as you think. I haven't been myself lately. You shouldn't speak tolme so. 
She turned away half petulantlylthe childish lips quivering. He caught her hands in his 
Oh my darling" he cried "Give me a little love - a very little would content mc. You 
shall have everything in this world that can make you happy _ only try to/love me a little 
in rcturn. If you cannot you shall have your promise back again; I will not make you 
miserable. 
He bent towards hcr his plain face glowing with a noble unselfish light. In that moment I 
repentedlme of all the disparaging things I had ever said or thought touching Edward 
Woolley. 
And Lena? 
She looked up tolhim withla smile. [§] His look brightened and stooping he took thelkiss 
she offered him There was a pause _ then they went out together. 
Now what is the meaning of / {all} this. I will try and put it plainly before myself as far 
as I understand it. Well then putting everything together that I have seen or heard during 
thellast weck or ten-days it seems tolme _ first that Lena has for some unexplained 
rcason been trying her hardest <of late> to get out of her engagement, and secondly that 
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when it came tolthe/point and a single word might have rid her for ever of Edward 
Woolley and his troublesome claims her heart failed. Afterlall she reasoned it <was> 
{would be} risking a certain good for an uncertain one: things were not yet ripe for such 
a step. Also - I {16} [1 &] will give her credit for it at least _ some womanly feelings of 
remorse and regret stepped in and helped toltum the scale. 
[~] Oh Lena that I should hold such a belief as this concerning you! My child! Whom I 
have {watched} <loved> and taught & cared for withlsuch love and faith~ But it will not 
do tolshut one's eyes tolthe truth. To such a disposition as I now know hers tolbe therelis 
danger and temptation at every step. Some one must stand ready tolstretch a he lping 
restraining hand, and whoever it be must understand her & her ways. 
12 
June 10th. T find Mark has asked Sir Arthur to/stay on for some little time. His going 
abroad has been put off till the autumn. I wish he had gone as was first fixed He docs us 
no good here <and No> 
It sometimes occurs tolme / {to} wonder whether he is aware of Lena's engagement. He 
has never acted/as ifhe was. Mamma introduced <M~> {Edward} Woolley tolhim a[s] "a 
cousin & old friend of ours." <Mark is quite absent and impractical enough> {a 
description which would} account in his eyes for the intimacy between them. Certainly 
Lena's manner has never given him reason tolimagine that / {it was} thelintimaey of an 
engagement! Mark is quite absent and impractical enough never tolhave 
mentioned/thelfactltolhim _ on the whole I am inclined to thinklhe is not aware of it. 
Would it not be as well tolenlighten him? He is wasting a fortune o<f>n bouquets, 
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flowers from hislplace in the country, music [e]tc. Poor young man! Really Lena and her 
suitor remind one too closely of a candle and itslattendant moths! 
[ ](9] [§] June 12th The weather was so bright and sunny and yet so pleasantly tempered 
{gentlemen} having gone on before to secure a boat. We <were> {found} all ready, and 
were soon spinning merrily along over the green water which thelwind was ruffling into 
tiny long-drawn waves. In the distance half covered with blue haze loomed Portsmouth 
and its shipping, while tolthelleft rose the island, a verdant gem in a settinglof placid 
shining sea. 
Arrived at the Abbey Mamma and I settled ourselves into a comer<s> of thelruins tolrest 
and work. The others wandered away tolramble & explore _ 13 
Here I was interrupted. Oh how shall I telliwhat has happened since I laid down my pen! 
I can give no further account of Netley. My hand is trembling withlexcitement. Let me 
give thislevening 's historylas briefly and shortly as I can. 
I must go back tolNetleylfor a minute and recall what happened there by thellight of 
thelevening's revelation 
Mamma and I had been restinglsome time when Lena and Sir Arthurlmade their 
appearance They said [om.:dley had] somehow managed to miss Ma<mma>rk and 
Edward & had [om.:thought] it best tolmake their way back tolus. 
As Lena sat down by me I noticedlthatlher hands were trembling very much, and looking 
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up felt certain from her flushed face and shining eyes"that something had occurred 
tolexcite her. Butlshe began toltalk fast and eagerly and I <asked> {had} no opportunity 
of making {17} [17] inquiry. All day she was odd and flighty, cold tolEdward abrupt 
tolall thelrest of us. Poor Edward did not know what tolmake of her. Her manner 
/ { tolhim} of latelhas been so much softer and more gracious. 
She {did} her<urried> best tolhurry the/return home and we reached Seacombe beach 
about 5. A fog was rising and a cold wind blowing up which made us all glad tolbc near 
home. 2tOuring the row back <and indeed during the whole day2t> I think I never knew 
Sir Arthur so silent as he was1t 
[§] After tea I went intolthe conservatory tolwaterlsome plants. The windows 
opening upon the/lawn were all open, and the cold air blowing through made me shiver 
as I moved up and down. The damp and cheerlessness of thelevening combined withlmy 
own thoughts tolproduce a sense of sadness & oppression At last I put down the 
watering pot and sat down on one o~thelstands tolthink undisturbed 
As 1 sat there looking vacantly out into theldark night a sound of voices on the lawn 
caught my <d>ear and presently between me and thelsky stood twolfigures _ one dark 
thelother white from head tolfoot. 
Give me some more definite answer" I heard Sir Arthur Elmore's voice say in pleading 
eager tones. "You cannot imagine that what you have said will contentlme." Give me 
the/right tolclaim you before thelworld _ say that you will <give> be my wife." 
One start, <and> {then} an involuntary impulse made me move nearer tolthe window and 
stretch every nerve tolhear. 
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[§] There was a pause. It seemed tolme as ifiLena wouldlnever speak. At last she 
lookedlup. 
"I have said it already. You have my promise but onlthis conditionlthat you and 1 keep 
thislto ourselves. 1 cannot tell you why. If you love me as you say you will trust me. It 
will not be for long. 
[ 1 i] If T love you! MiS Warenne _ Lena _ you must know there is no if in thelmatter!" 
cried the/young man passionately as he caught her hands. She let him take them let 
them rest in his. As <mad> for me I stood utterly bewildered a mad impulse possessing 
me tolrush out and separate/them then & there<;>. I restrained it but {when 1 would have 
retreated} suspense and dread kept me chained tolthelspot. 
They stood/there close together for some few minutes head bent tolhead talking <to> in 
whispers. {A sense of} The baseness & treachery of Lena's conduct smote me all at 
once with a bitterlpang. 1 thought I would go tolMark at once, <or> to Mamma_ 
A sound of footsteps on thelgravel. Lena and Sir Arthur drew quickly apart & moved on 
along thellawn 
Lena Mrs Warenne begs thatlyou will come in There is toolmuch fog she says for you 
tolbe out so late. 
H was Edward Woolley's {voice} cold constrained with an odd metallic ring in it. 
We are coming" was the composed reply. "You needn't trouble yourself about me" A 
few hastylsteps took him tolher side. 
Lena" he said {huskily} as he took her hand and tried toldraw her away from her 
companion "Lena come in." She looked at him. Their eyes met. The lights from the 
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drawingroom t windows fell upon the group, <and lit> _ upon Sir Arthur's embarrassed b 
oyish face, Lena[ 's] white dress & erect golden head, & Edward's drawn brows and look 
of bitterlpain. 
I saw her start & draw her hand nervously away A look passed betweenlher & Sir 
Arthur. He left them {& went} away towardslthelhouse. {18} [18I] What does this mean 
M~ Woolley" I heard her say loftily. "Do you wish tolmake us bothlridiculous? 
He turned upon her fiercely as if stungltolthe quick and made some answer which seemed 
tolirritate her. She drew herself up defiantly. 
We will come tolsome understanding if you please" she said gathering up her sweeping 
whitel skirts and moving away. He followed her and they turnedlthe corner of thelhouse 
together. The darkness & fog had sole possession of thellawn once more. 
I sat down trembling withlexcitement and bitter indignation. It was some time before I 
could compose myself sufficiently tolretum tolthe drawingroom t 
When I did all looked as usual. Mark was reading Mamma <reading> {working} by 
thelfire for which thelcold evening <for> was a welcome excuse. I looked at her dear 
calm face and wondered bitterlylhow it {wd be} <would look> withlher when she knew 
how her favourite daughter had disgraced herself and all belonging tolher. 
She stroked my hair as I came tolsit down by her. 
"Tired Madge? You look pale dear. What can be keeping Lena out so long? Really it is 
very foolish of her. 
1 said nothing. Presently there was a step in thelhall. There she is _ naughty 
child! Run and telliher Madge tolchange her shoes if they are thelleast wet." 
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I went and found her hanging up her damp cloak in thelhall The look of selfish triumph 
on her flushed face as she turned it towards me made me draw back. I gave her 
Mamma's message coldly and quietly 
"Thanks. They are a little damp. 
Where .. have you left Edward Woolley? 
Something in my <look> {tone} struck her. She gave me a startled in[ J81]quiring look. 
He has gone home" she said abruptly. "He would not come in again 
Very probably" I said drily "You have done a good night's work Lena 
She turned pale. 
So you have been listening" she said in <a> {her} bitter sarcastic voice. "I might have 
remembered thelconservatory. Well I wish you joy of your discoveries <Go and tell 
Mark & Mamma. No doubt> You must keep your lecture for a little. I can't stay tollisten 
talit now. 
And withla hard defiant laugh she swept past me ran up-stairs and I heard her door close 
behind her. 
And Ilhave not seen her since. <All is quiet in the house> It is twelve o'clock. All is 
quiet in the house. But I cannot rest or sleep; the thought of the morrow _ its disclosures 
and explanations _ weighs upon heart & brain. 
£5,000 a year & £12,000 a year _ there is certainly a difference between thelfigures _ a 
difference which it seems Lena has well considered. Marsdon Hall too I suppose cannot 
compare with Glenthorpe Manor in extent or magnificence. That fact no doubt has also 
been carefully weighed! 
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Suppose a higher bidder still intervenes before thelhammer falls & what will happen 
then? Really it is a state of things which would beleomie if it were not so revolting ~ 
The thought of Edward Woolley hauntslme as if I had been a partyltolthe injury 
done him. I have <no> {little} doubt that when he went away from her the engagement 
between them was broken or as good as broken { 19} [19] If so how is he bearing the 
cruel blow Lena's selfish hand has dealt him? When I think of all that has happened _ of 
the reconciliation last week _ <Lena's fr> {Of her facially} altered behaviour and gentler 
conduct, and of the treachery I <k>now know her tolhave been meditating throughout, my 
blood boils within me. I cannot sit still and write I must go tolbed & try to sleep. 
Edward Woolley is I believe, and indeed know - a good man _ a Christian in more senses 
than one. May he find in this fact and what it implies comfort & strength. 
,And at some future time may he find for himself a wife who will abundantly make up 
tolhim for Lena and her freaks! 
June 13th God forgive her! God help her!" Edward Woolley is dead! Some <labourers> 
{[ ?]c[o]asters [?:cotters]} going early this morning from Seaeombe to Mentmore by the 
beach saw some { thing} dark lying among the rocks went tollook and found him _ lying 
dead at the foot of the cliff along theltop of which winds the road tolRyde. In the distress 
and confusion of his mind _ having nothing tolguide him too for the night was dark and 
misty _ he must have wandered without knowing it toolfar tolthelright, - missed his 
footing and fallcn.14 ___ _ 
They have taken him tolhis lodgings which he left yesterday tolcome tolus. There he now 
lies dead! The inquest will be held this afternoon. 
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Mark has gone tolRyde hoping tolcatch a morning boat. He said he had not thelheart 
toltelegraph. His poor mother & sisters! 
[1 gIl In the next room tolthis lies Lena on her bed, still silent never speaking, only lying 
hour afterlhour <her face> {with} hidden {face} in thelsame dead silence. Every 
upbraiding thought has long since fled my mind. It is not for us toladd anything tal such a 
punishment! 
The news was broken tolher in no gentle way. We were all sitting at <present> 
{breakfast} when there was a ring at the front door bell and Herbert Wentworth's voice 
was heard outside a«>sking for Mark (It appears that Edward's landlady went tolhim 
with thelnews directlylafterlthe body was brought home). 
[§] Mark went and was away some time At last he looked in and said in an odd voice 
Margaret _ I want you." 
Lena looked up saw his face and {quietly} followed <him> {me} out of the room. 
Margaret" Mark {sorrowfully} began "Herbert brings terrible news, __ then catching 
sight of Lena "Lena go back! Go back my poor child. Margaret will come tolyou. 
He took her hands and tried tollead her towards the dining-room. But she 
resisted. 
There is something wrong" she said quickly HTell me {directly} <quickly> Is it about Ed 
_ M~ Woolley? 
Mark turned away 
You telliher Herbert" he said imploringly "I can't" and taking up his hat he dashed out of 
the housc. 
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Then Lena went up tolHerbert 
Tell me" she began. 
(1869) 
Yes I will tell you MiB Warenne" he said slowly "M~ Woolley's landlady has just been 
tolme toltell <you> {me} that an hour ago he was brought home tolher by some labourers 
Dead?" she cried wildly catching his arm "No! {20} [2(1] not dead?" 
Dead." the repeated in a low voice "Some labourers going toltheir work found him 
thislmorning lying among the stones at the/foot of Seacombe cliff." 
She caught her breath convulsively. I went to her and put my arms round her but she 
pushed me a wa y. 
Was it was it an accident?" 
"Y ou may well ask MiB Warenne," he exclaimed {turning} round upon her with a face 
whose {righteous} wrathl& sorrow made her draw trembling away from him. "Yes it was 
an accident. I believe from my soul that it was an accident and nothing else, but you may 
well ask the question. You know toolwell that there is cause for it. I should never have 
known had I not met him last night on my way home from Ryde, and learnt from him 
something of what happened yesterday. He was in too much despair and trouble poor 
fellow tolbe able tolkeep silence. He seemed tolme in no state tojbe wandering about at 
night by himself but I was due at home and had tolleave him. If I were you MiB Warenne 
I would not face his mother & sisters for all thelworld could give me!" 
He spoke with thelovermastering indignation of a noble nature against treachery and 
deception _ But I could not bear it _ or Lena's face 
Herbert!" I exclaimed "This is hard - cruel! Now is no time for reproaches. Go tolMark; 
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he needs you; you can do no good here. Lena come wi'th me." 
But she did not stir. [§] I think the shock of the mere bare fact had had such an effect on 
her light <thoughtless> nature that she could not rouse herself. I looked for help 
tolHerbert. 
[2d]He recovered himself instantly. Going up tolher he took her {passive} hand. 
Margaret is right" he said sadly "I spoke harshly. This is no time for reproaches. God 
knows thelblow is heavy enough in itself without my adding anythingltolit. Forgive me 
MiB Warenne 
She looked up tolhim tried tolspeak but no sound came. Herbert hastily drew her arm 
through his, beckoned tolme tolhelp him and between us we half led half carried her up-
stairs. He left us at the door of her room but when I came down a few minutes afterwards 
for water I found him talking tolMamma at the bottom of the stairs. Mamma was very 
pale but calm as usual. She evidently did not understand his allusions tolLena and when 
he was gone turned tolme for an explanation. I gave it reluctantly and I shall never forget 
her face 
Where is he? Sir Arthur?" she said at last as soon as she could speak. "He must go at 
once - to t day. This is no place for him now _ I will go and tellihim so. 
No" I said stopp<ed>ing her "Let me do it. You are not able for it. Dear Mother go 
tolLena and be gentle to her. 
I will try" she said with a heavy sigh and we separated. 
I went tolthe breakfast room. There I found Sir Arthur walking restlessly up<on> 
and down. He came forward eagerly at sight of me 
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Was it true? What a dreadful thing! It must be a grea(shock to all of us. 
Yes tolall of us" I said "but especially tolm<uch>y sister. We are very much afraid for its 
effect upon her. 
He looked up enquiringly {2l} [2P] <Then I gathered up my courage> She was engaged 
tolhim" I said quietly "they were to have been married in September. 
Engaged to/him!" he cried striding hastily towards me Impossible MiB Warenne! 
It is true" I said, then afterla pause withlsome hesitation "I may as well tell you Sir Arthur 
at once that I inadvertently overheard some of your conversationl<in> with Lena last 
night. You were not to/blame" seeing he was about tolspeak "except in consenting 
tolkeep secret what you ought tolhave been thelfirst tolmakelknown but _ 
[§] I turned away. It was an humiliating avowal. There was a long pause then he said in 
a gentlemanly hesitating way for which I liked him 
I do not understand it all_ except this that I have been to/blame. I might have been more 
straightforward but yet _" how my pride chafed under thelpause and his evident 
bewilderment. 
One thing is clear tolme that I had better leave you at once MiB Warenne. My presence 
can only be a burden to you now. If I set off at once I shall be in timelto catch the I 12 
o'clock boat. [§] Perhaps it would be as well" I said awkwardly "Shall I ring for Davies 
tolhelp you pack 
Thank you. I shall manage it quicker." 
And he dashed impetuously upstairs while / {I} left alone {went first to order thelponey ~­
carriage & then} sat down tolcollect myself & rest. 
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In half an hour's time he reappeared in travelling time [sic]. We stood together for a few 
awkward minutes in thelhall then came thelwelcome sound of wheels 
Goodbye MiB Warenne. Would your brother just {let} me have a line toltell me how she 
getslover it. Perhaps [211] _ may I hope _ at some future time? _ 
He stopped and look<ing>ed eagerly into my face as if half expecting some encouraging 
word. But none came and he flushed and drew back. 
I will give my brother your message." I said 
In another minute he was gone. Poor young fellow He has been almost as badly treated 
as poor Edward I liked him very much at thellast. Shall we ever see him again I wonder'? 
Herbert Wentworth came again this afternoon. The coroner's verdict was "Accidental 
death". He asked briefly afterlLena but nothing furtherlwas said about her. 
It is now quite dark. The stars are beginning to come out and thelnight-wind is blowing 
coldly in through my window _ By thisltime Mark has reached Penzance. Poor Mother! 
Poor Sisters! God comfort and pity them!" 
June 1 <3>4th. Mark returned this afternoon bringing Mrs Woolley and her two daughters 
with him. They preferred staying at thellodgings tolcoming here and I am thankful that it 
is so. Mark came up here looking exhausted & overdone. It has been a terrible journey 
The agony of the poor mother h<as been> { e says is} dreadful tolwitness} 
His first thought was for Lena! How was she? 
A little better" I said. "but she has <sp> hardly spoken yet. Poor child!" <he said while> 
{and} theltears came intolhis eyes" tthen afterla pause 
"Where is Elmore?" 
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{22} [221] He went yesterday 
Gone? How is that? 
( 1869) 
Mamma and I looked at each other. Then she drew a chair beside<s> him and sitting 
down toldlhim the whole story in her quiet way. 
Afterlthe first outburst of natural indignation he sat sadly silent. I do not think he will be 
hard upon Lena but he felt as we all must that she has brought shame and unhappiness 
upon us all by her conduct. 
At last he rose with a groan 
How shall I ever meet those poor things with/this on my mind? I am glad they did not 
come here." 
So am 1. The thought of them is more than I [om.:can] bear. 
It was very late when he came back again inlthe evening looking wretchedly ill & worn 
out. An unhappy letter of Edward's to/his mother <w> found in his pocket after his 
death, writtenlhere on <Tuesday> {Thursday} evening probably only a very short time 
before his final interview with Lena, awakened their suspicions, and when they asked 
after Lena Mark thought it his duty to tell them the history of that miserable evening so 
far as it concerned Edward. 
The mother is too/much crushed tolfeel resentment, but the daughters _ poor young 
things! _ How should I feel if I had lost / {Mark} under such circumstances? 
One of them said openly that the storylfully explained the accident. In such distress of 
mind it was no wonder he missed his way. It may be true enough but it was hard for 
Mark tolhear it. He felt towards Edward Woolley as a brother. 
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We have sent tolDoctor Black tolsee Lena. Mamma'is alarmed at her state. She has not 
touched food for twenty four <s> hours, and her pulse is hardly perceptible [221] Always 
delicate the shock tolthe nervous system has been very great. 
We can not get her tolspeak. Very late last night I was kneeling by her watching her, a 
prayer tolthe All-Merciful Father for her in my heart. Perhaps she saw my lips {moving}. 
At any ratelafter a while I found her poor wakeful eyes fixed upon me with a look _ 
intense and wistful _ which brought theltears into mine. 
Lena!" I said bending over her. "Speak tolme dear. But no sound came and presently 
theleyelids fell. - Since then she has noticed nothing. 
June 1 <4>5 th The funeral was at 2 <this afternoon> {to-day} before afternoon church. 
Mamma went with Mark who was to/perform thelservice. She came intolLena' s room 
before going to/wish her Good-bye. 
Lena looked at her black dress _looked but said nothing tillishe was gone - then turning 
to/me quietly 
"Is it this afternoon 
It was thelfirst time she had spoken except in monosyllables and I knelt down by her glad 
at heart. 
Yes dear" I said Mark & Mamma are gone." 
She was silent again. Presently she stretched out her hand & laid it on thelPrayer book I 
held. I gave it her; it was open at thelBurial Service. She was too/weak tolhold it but it 
lay beside her and she looked at it from time to/time 
Afterlchurch Mark came in tolsee her - for the/first time since Thursday. It was evident 
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thatlshe shrank from him but she said nothing. 
He sat wa[ (Jching her for a little while then bent over her and took her hand. 
It was a very simple soothing service Lena. We buried him on the north side of the 
church, near Papa's grave, in {23} [231 view of the sea 
She looked at him for a moment with thoselfixed wistful eyes of hers then drew her hand 
hastily away turned her head and burst into a fit of convulsive sobbing. 
Mamma and I rose in alarm but Mark whispered talus taiga and we went and left 
him alone with her. He is so wise and good and yet so humble so distrustful of himself -
if anyone can dolher good he will. 
June 17th She is better. Since that interview withlMark she has been slowly mending. 
To-day she came down-stairs and lay on the drawing room sofa looking strangely unlike 
the Lena <that> who moved about the same room so lightly a week ago, but very sweet 
and fragile. 
She has never mentioned Sir Arthur's name or seemed anxious for any information about 
him; but this afternoon I thought it better toltell her whatlhad become o~him. When she 
heard he was gone a look of relief came into her face. <A> I was glad to see it. I had 
been imagining _ I know not what. 
About 5 I heard Herbert Wentworth's voice outside, and rising hastily was about 
tolprevent his coming in when Lena called tolme feebly 
Madge _ let him come. 
[~J He came and we were all glad tolsee him. I was [partially illegible, blotted word ?: 
ve,cv grat -eful] tolhim for the gentleness of his manner towards Lena She seemed 
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tolbrighten under it as if it had been unexpected 
When the time came for him tolgo he beckoned me out into/the/hall after/him. 
She looks dreadfully ill Margaret" he said withlan anxious look & tone "I hope you don't 
let her brood over it toolmuch 
"We can't help it" I answered sadly "There is evidently some dread or fear weighing 
upon her but she won't speak tolanyone. I don't know what we can do. 
[231] He thought a little 
[§] I will come again tomorrow" he said as he went away 
<On> June 18. He has come and tolsome purpose When he arrived Lena and I were 
alone in the drawing room. I was sitting writing by the {farther} window. Lena had a 
book but was not reading as I could see when I looked up every now and then 
He came in and took his seat by her. I had finished writing but I stayed where I was and 
tooklup my work. 
[§] How are you thislmorning" I heard him say 
Better thank-you. 
Not much I think. You do not look it at least. MiS Warenne will you let me exercise 
the/privilege of an old friend and ask you what is thelmatterlwith you." 
I looked up startled Lena flushed and tried to/speak in [her] old proud way, could not 
manage it & was silent 
Because" he went on gently "I think it would help you toltell someone. Forget our old 
disputes if you can and try and look upon me as a friend. Indeed I should be very glad 
tolhelp you 
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Could this be Herbert Wentworth speaking tolLena. I could hardly believe my ears. 
Lena seemed almost as astonished as I was. Her eyes met his in a bewildcr<ing>ed 
{way} then colouring painfully she hid her face. 
What is it?" he asked bending over her. 
But she was silent 
"Are you thinking of Friday and my harsh words. I have repentedlof them long ago MiS 
Warenne. I had no right toladd a feather's weight tolyour burden." 
But if they were true!" she gasped. 
He was silent. Anxious as he was tolsoothe and calm her he could not deny thatl<t>his 
words if harsh had been true. 
Yes they were true!" she went on excitedly "It was my {24} [241 doing. His death lies 
at my door! 
She hid her face in thelsofa cushions, her whole frame quivering with fearful agitation 
He looked distressed but spoke quietly 
If they implied that MiS Ware nne they were certainly not true." 
She made no answer. [§] He toolwas silent and thoughtful for a few minutes. As for me 
<the> tears were fast spoiling the work I held. <It seems> I wondered what he would say 
next. It seemed tolme this was the crisis of thelwhole 
If that is what is troubling you MiS Warenne" he said at last bending towards her withla 
look of pityland resolution on his face "the sooner you put such a thought away from you 
thelbetter. It is not true that Edward Woolley's deathlwas your doing, and it cannot be 
right tolsay or think it." 
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[§] Not true?" she echoed faintly 
No _ a thousand times No! Not even it [sic] if it could be proved which it never can that 
there was any connection between what had passed before that evening and <Edward> 
{poor} Woolley's false step. You might have been wrong _ mistaken but you were not 
the cause of his death. Withlthat you have nothing/toldo. It was God's doing MiS 
Warenne not yours." 
She looked up a gleam of comfort dawning on her face 
You think so? Oh! If I could! 
The broken piteous voice overcame us both. Herbert got up and walked up and down 
the I room then recovering himself & going up tolher again _ 
I think so indeed, and you must tryltolthink so toE 0]. You are too weak tolreason it out for 
yourself yet MiS Warenne and meanwhile try and believe me when I telllyou that what 
you have been troubling yourself <with> {about} is not true_ not the case. I wish I knew 
betterlhow tolhelp you 
But {when} he was gone that evening and I noticed the more [241] restful look on poor 
Lena's face {it seemed tolme} that he was thelonly person who had known how toldo it 
{at} all. 
June 22nd This morning Lena gave me {a} note directed tolSir Arthur Elmore. 
Read it." tShe said with a painful flush and I read it. It contained a simple 
acknowledgement thatlshe had acted wrongly towards him, and a request that he would 
[not] seek tolsee her or write tolher "as it would only give unnecessary pain or [sic] both. 
I kissed her joyfully, but it becomes harder and harder tolme tolreconcile thelold & new 
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Lena. Those mad weeks! I think she hardly knew herself what she was doing or what 
she wished. 
September 15th Autumn is coming fast. The trees are turning and a peaceful mellow 
look coming over the landscape. These silent Autumn days are very pleasant tolme. 
Quietly sadly but not despairingly thelyear seems burying out of sight its lost glories. Bit 
by bit its garment of summer beauty is dropp<eci>ing away from it but instead there is 
thelbeautylof rest of patient waiting, of quiet looking forward. 
[§] Indoors all is like thelworld without - peaceful. Lena's health is still a cause for 
anxiety but she is much better and so changed. <So much> There is stillitheloid 
<dislike> {reserve} the old dislike toldemonstrativeness, and occasionally there comes an 
imperious flash like those of 3 months ago. But these last generally fall<s> tolHerbert 
Wentworth's lot who takes them very coolly, - seems indeed heartily rejoiced tolsee 
them. 
No words can describe what he has been tolus all this time. Every day he has been here 
walking with Mamma reading orltalking withlLena & me, always kind helpful and 
gentlemanly. When I look at him {25} [2j1] <doing His death lies at my door.> and 
Lena together and see how gentle he is withlher and how she looks up tolhim and 
depends upon him the remembrance of thelold battles and disputes _ of her indignant 
resistance and his contemptuous sarcasm _ strike me oddly sometimes 
What if 
I think I will leave that "if' alone, a<p>t present at least. 
Octobcr 2nd This morning we heard in a letter from Sussex of Sir Arthur Elmore's 
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engagement tola Lady Emily Pagnell daughterltolLord Anbury. We were all glad of it. 
Lena said little but she came down this evening looking something like her old bright self 
again, her white and pink {dress} <complexion> {setting} off her lovely complexion and 
soft eyes. 
I caught Herbert looking at her, many times in thelevening He has been {rather} silent & 
absent of late. 
October 4th I came in this afternoon from an expedition tolthelvillage and found Mamma 
waiting for me in the hall her dear face bright withlpleasure. 
My dear" she said as she kissed me "Herbert has been talking tolMark and me in the 
study. He_ 
Our eyes met. We understood each other and I thr<ough> { ew} my anns round her for 
very gladness. 
[§] Yes it is true dear. Lena will be happy at last. She knows her own mind this time 
poor foolish child. 
And a little while afterwards I w<ent> { as called} in to the drawing room to receive an 
affectionate brother's kiss from Herbert & the closest of tearful embraces from Lena. 
She was excited and overwrought and I tooklher away withlme to rest & be quiet for a 
little. 
When we reached her <hand> {room} she turned and again flung her arms round me. I 
pressed her close feeling gladly that now for thelfirst time the affection I had lavished 
upon her all my life was returned as fully as even I could wish. 
Margaret" she said wistfully "He says it is right to/be happy now; but I can never never 
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cease tolbe sorry! Is it a good thing for him dol you thihk? Tell me honestly. 
I reassured her in thelbest words I could. Poor dear! If she cannot bring an unstained 
Past tolher husband she is at least doing her best tolwipe it out of his memory and ours by 
thelnew tborn /{un} selfishness & humility with which she is struggling every day 
to/replace thelold heartlessness & self-seeking. I do not fear for her future now She is 
changed and Herbert knows how toltake care of her. 
[§] October 6th The old Squire has received Lena as <a> {his} future daughterlin a way 
which has gratified us all. He <was> {is} very much taken with her prettyllooks and 
sweet ways and knows nothinglof course tolmake him think anything but well of her. 
The wedding is to be a very quiet one _ probably some time next April_ They are tollive 
at Goatlands a house on thelestate about 6 miles from us. So we shall not lose the child. 
This {evening} we were all sitting in the drawing room after tea talking in theltwilight. 
Herbert was full of the elections and parliamentary news and we women kind listened 
meekly tolhis discussion with Mark & were edified. Afterla while there came a summons 
from a parishioner and Mamma and Mark went outltolseelthelmessenger. 
Then Herbert went tolLena' s sofa. She looked up tolhim with a smile[,] dropped her 
work and they satlfor some few minutes in silence, her hand lying in his. 
It is very evident tolme that Lena has found theJheart whose very existence I used 
toldespair of a little while {26} (2&] ago! 15 
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A Woman of Genius 
All her life she had been told she was a genius and by this time she believed it. 
[A further trial sentence of A Gay Life follows:] 
{27} Now what is thelmeaning of all this. I have <been> watched Lena pretty closely at 
[of] late land lldolnot in thelleast believe thatlshe meant affairs tolcome tolany such 
conclusion. But it seems thatlat thellast she changed her mind. 
-~-------------
Chapter ten 
LITERARY ASPECTS OF A GAY LIFE (1869) 
10.1 THE MANUSCRIPT 
The complete narrative of A Gay Life is found in a navy leather bound unlined notebook 
without watermark, labelled WARD, Box VII, Volume 5. There are no significant gaps 
in the notebook, which contains a variety of writing styles: Mary Arnold's own diary; 
two complete literary narratives; a description of Fox How; two fragmentary narratives 
and an extended literary essay incorporating her own translation of a poem from the 
Spanish. 
Her handwriting, a fluent, mature script, which is consistent throughout the book, 
suggests that all the pieces in this notebook were written within a few months of the first 
date of composition. The organisation of the book as a whole shows far greater control 
and confidence than the last dated commonplace book, Volume 3. 
Mary follows the pattern which she established in the first extant notebook, 
Volume 1, which contains A Tale of the Moors (1864). This practice was to begin 
writing in the notebook at the beginning and to write straight through the succeeding 
pages, and then reverse the notebook and tum it upside down so that the writing proceeds 
through in the same way, as if beginning a new book. There are no missing leaves such 
as those lacking from Volume 3. 
The dated A opening contains first a few pages of her own diaryl, then the 
following narratives in close succession: A Gay Life; A Woman of Genius; Believed Too 
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Late and Vittoria. These compositions bear a very loose relationship to each other. It is 
likely that the B opening, which is taken up with a translation and literary essay on The 
Poem of the Cid, may have been work which Mary set herself at the same time as the 
fiction. The B opening is essentially concerned with literary analysis and argument, 
showing considerable insight and clarity of thought. Since the B opening continues to 
the page next to the end of Vittoria, which comes to an end in the middle of a page which 
she has left blank, it is impossible to say which page she finished first. There are no 
empty pages in this notebook. 
10.2 THE CONTEXT OF THE WRITING 
The first page of the notebook (opening A) is dated and begins five pages of diary 
writing. Mary Arnold was at this time living at home in Oxford, with access to the 
Bodleian Library. Her eighteenth birthday fell on 21st June 1869 and it is possible that 
the notebook was a birthday present. The diary entries are headed 'Note-Book. Diary 
') [e]tc. 1869.' and dated: 20th June; 21st June; 22nd June and 10th July-. 
The first five pages of the diary contain lyrical and exact descriptions of the 
weather; exploration of her feelings about her own life and analysis of her current 
reading, Carlyle's Sartor Resartus. She records that she went, with her younger brother 
Theodore as her chaperon, to the Radcliffe Camera where she spent time studying 
Professor Huxley's "Scientific aspects of Positivism". Her religious and philosophical 
analysis of his views and her reference to Auguste Comte is orthodox but cool and 
intellectual compared with the personal and involved religious writing of two years 
before. She writes 'the infidel tone of these papers passes me by without causing me any 
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discomfort or disquieting me in the least.' 
Another aspect of the writing in the diary before the beginning of the narrative of 
A Gay Life and one which may bear an oblique relationship3 to it, is Mary Arnold's own, 
failing relationship with a young man, Mr Price. According to the diary, his invitations 
would attract Mary, accompanied by her mother, to play croquet at eleven in the 
morning, which suggests he was viewed by the family as a fairly serious marriage 
prospect. But Mary senses that the relationship with Mr Price is beginning to exhaust 
them both and drive them into a 'stereotyped way of talking to each other,4. She goes on 
to write that she 'feels tempted .. tolsay or do something outrageous tolshake him out of 
his polite speeches.' Later she writes: 'He thinks me conceited, talkative, tiresome, and 
instead of the attraction 1 once felt I now feel repelled and shut up when he comes near. ' 
Later again she expresses the fear that she is unlovable: 'I may please for a day - a week 
- but never for longer. Perhaps it is because I am so anxious to please, and so self-
conscious.' These are anxieties common to girls whose age makes them socially eligible 
for marriage and yet whose inexperience makes them vulnerable to uncertainty, and 
therefore, perhaps, leads to rash and bizarre behaviour. 
Mary's self-analysis is of considerable interest in relation to the psychology of the 
heroines of the succeeding narratives in this notebook: A Gay Life, the fragment A 
Woman of Genius, Believed Too Late and Vittoria. All of the fictional heroines in these 
stories are the same age as their author, as was also true of Edith Lansdale, though not of 
Inez. It does not follow that Mary was writing thinly disguised autobiography; in fact she 
seems to have had very little in common with Lena, the main character in A Gay Life. 
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Nevertheless it is clear that the tensions and preoccupations with romantic feeling, sexual 
jealousy, and the potential for abuse of trust within the setting of a conventional mid-
nineteenth century fonnal engagement, are significant preoccupations of the author 
herself. Since such a high premium was put on marriage for any young woman at this 
period in history, providing as it did an economic provision and secure, almost 
indispensable, social status, as well as a place of emotional and sexual stability, it often 
becomes a tense arena for independence of feeling in Mary Arnold's later writing. 
Catherine Elsmere, Marcella Boyce and Laura Fountain all experience dramatic reversals 
of feeling and fears of losing their identity. The opposite pole of opportunistic and 
cynical venturing into the expediencies of the marriage market place is also the subject of 
numerous sub-plots in her later novels, and in A Gay Life it fonns a large part of the 
main plot. 
Mary clearly had a great deal of spare time, and was not always satisfied that she 
spent it welL If as Sutherland suggests5, she had broken off her friendship with Mr Price 
by the beginning of the next narrative, Believed Too Late, perhaps she wished to distract 
her thoughts and emotions, as she had distracted herself from loneliness and 
homesickness at school, by writing fiction. 
10.3 THE SETTING 
Mary chooses an entirely realistic setting for this story, a large family home, perhaps 
similar to the houses with which she became familiar in Scotland. It is clearly grander 
than her own home, Laleham, on the Banbury Road in Oxford. There is one expedition 
to Netley Abbey, which is not itself described, and which serves the same narrative 
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purpose as Box Hill in Jane Austen's Emma. 
Dr Arnold was born in the Isle of Wight, where the action is set, and it is quite 
possible that Mary may have visited there but if not it would follow her tendency to 
search out places of origin or association with the Arnold or Sorell families. The family 
name of the inhabitants of the house is Warenne, which was pronounced, perhaps, like 
Sorell, with the emphasis on the second syllable. 
10.4 THE NARRATIVE 
A Gay Life and Believed Too Late, the two complete narratives in this notebook, both 
expLore desertion and abandonment, resulting in death. The death of Edward Woolley in 
A Gay Life is technically accidental, but the death of the heroine Margaret Phemister in 
Believed Too Late, the next story, is the result of sexual jealousy founded on a tragic 
misunderstanding. Whereas Margaret is tragically abandoned by her lover, Lena 
Warenne in A Gay Life cynically abandons an innocent fiance after she has received a 
more attractive offer. Her action is not explained or excused. Her responsibility for her 
lover's death fall is only approximate, as Edith Lansdale's was for her brother Percy's 
fall. Fudging of issues relating to culpability and responsibility occur very frequently in 
Mary's later fiction6. Unlike George Eliot, or Hardy, Mary does not face human 
weakness or the psychological torment of someone who has knowingly done wrong. In 
Robert Elsmere she does not admit the theological existence of evil apart from social 
evils, which by force of human energy and self-sacrifice can be removed. In this she was 
alive to the sociological and psychological movements of the time and superficially her 
explanations seem to have a kinship with George Eliot's emphasis on the extension of 
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imaginative sympathy for characters whose suffering-is disguised. In the end, however, 
Mary Ward's fiction is the weaker fOf failing to take account of the possibility of 
corruption, in contrast, for example, with her friend Henry James. The narrative device 
of the diary, which is in many respects successful, views Lena from a distance and this 
remoteness contributes to her alienation. The title of the story is an imperfect fit. It is 
not at all surprising that C.M. Yonge turned it down for publication in her Monthly 
Packet7. 
The story is economical, consistent and fluent. It is comparatively short, just over 
eleven thousand words, and represents a striking development from the carefully copied, 
often re-written and extended episodic family story Lansdale Manor and the complex, 
long Ailie. The majority of characters in A Gay Life are members of one family circle. It 
depicts an affectionate, but adult and sophisticated social world. 
The chief technical innovation is the assumption of the narrative perspective of a 
diary. The writer of this fictional diary, the frail invalid elder sister of the heroine, 
Margaret is occasionally forgotten in her corner and can therefore convincingly be made 
to 'overhear' much of the dialogue. This technique is not one which Mary was to repeat 
in any future work of fiction, but it offers very interesting scope for the writer. Margaret 
is able to record her own anxiety and subtly to anticipate developments in the action by 
her own highly-charged affection for the heroine and by a commitment to the family 
which Lena seems to lack. She adheres to such devices as dating her entries. Sometimes 
a day or two days lapse before she finds time to record what is happening in the family, 
which enables changes of time and space, and shifts in the action, to take place 
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convincingly. 
Above all, the invalid observer can defuse dramatic, intense and painful events by 
writing from a more considered perspective. Like Emily Bronte's use of Lockwood and 
Ellen Dean, Mary's device of the diarist mitigates the inherent improbability of violent 
action. In addition, in A Gay Life, Margaret Warennc, the eldest sister, the diarist, 
embodies a stable moral perspective. The invalid was privileged, in mid-nineteenth 
century fiction, with an exalted aura of insight akin to the conventional treatment of 
death, and for the same reason. Unfortunately, the diarist also intervenes in the action 
and judges the heroine, which detracts from her authority as narrator. 
10.5 THE HEROINE 
Lena is not an interesting or sympathetic heroine. She is the first of a series of women 
who appear in Mary's later fiction who seem to be beyond the reach of simple 
consideration for other people. They are often women of great beauty, vulnerability and 
taste, who are orphaned or alone in the world, or have undergone the stress of exile, 
which cannot be said of Lena. The clearest example of this type in Mary's later writing 
is Lady Kitty Bristol in The Marriage of William Ashe. She ruins her husband's political 
career and runs away with a Byronic figure, a poet and traveller. Like Marie in Ailie she 
reacts irrationally, in response to a deep desire to resist her lover's control, which for a 
moment seemed imperious. Daphne in the novel of that name is another example. These 
women, who appear at first glance to eonfonn to a Rosamund Vincy type seem to stem 
from a need in their author to unravel a serious problem, perhaps rooted in her own 
family inheritance. Undoubtedly the example of her own grandmother, Elizabeth SorelL 
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who, having taken her children to Europe, disappeared with an English Colonel and never 
saw them again, was a disturbing one. Eltham House later represents Mary's attempt to 
wrestle with this theme and make it seem explicable. 
Julia may have repeated the pattern of her own abandonment by abandoning 
Mary, possibly also making Mary the scapegoat for the severe emotional difficulties of 
her marriage to Tom Arnold. Mary may also have known that Julia was engaged to three 
men before Tom appeared in Hobart, two of them sons of consecutive Governors of the 
Colony. Her notoriety in tenns of local gossip and association with the recall of Wilmot 
on moral grounds, may have meant that, though innocent in fact, she was held 
responsible for the 'fall' of a respectable administrator. 
10.6 LITERARY INFLUENCES ON A GAY LIFE 
It is not known how early Mary began to read George SandS. She certainly knew about 
her father and uncle Matthew's very strongly positive views on her novels. This may be 
the first of Mary's narratives in which Sand's influence can be traced. 
Dinah Mulock's The Ogilvies (1849) treats the theme of the cynical pursuit of a 
husband. Other greater works, like Thackeray's Vanity Fair (1848) exploit the dramatic 
possibilities with great ingenuity. We know tantalisingly little about Mary's infonnal 
reading at this time. 
Technically, the narrative perspective of committcd observer has a parallel in the 
device employed by Elizabeth Gaskell in the short story Cousin Phillis, where thc 
narrator watches his admired best friend win the heart of his bookish and other-worldly 
cousin, only to descrt hcr and break her heart. Phillis, like Lena, survives a serious 
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illness, eventually to face a milder future, though she is not given a new lover in 
compensation for suffering. Phillis, in strong contrast with Lena, is the victim of a lover 
whose commitment lacks depth. Harriet Martineau's Deerbrook (1839), has some 
narrative similarity to the limiting of narrative perspective to one young woman's view of 
events. 
A girl who read as seriously as Mary Amold,must surely, though shc does not 
record it, have been very familiar with the novels of Jane Austen. Several small 
indications in A Gay Life suggest her influence. The choice of Wentworth as the name 
of Lena's ultimately successful wooer is a quotation from Austen's Pride and Prejudice, 
though here he is an image of stability, bearing considerable similarity to Mr Knightley in 
Emma. Mrs Warenne is very close in situation and behaviour to Mrs Dashwood. 
Margaret's role in dealing with Lena's unsuccessful lover, Sir Arthur Elmore, and 
sending him away at the end of the story, has a great deal in common with that of Elinor 
Dashwood at the end of Sense and Sensibility. The role of the clergyman brother is 
reminiscent of Mansfield Park. Finally the calm resolution of the potentially destructive 
tensions in the story echoes the control of a Jane Austen ending. 
Mary's love of the Brontes is well known. Perhaps there is a distant relationship 
between Lena and Catherine Earnshaw, in her wild, uncontrollable and fey character and 
her reckless disregard for the feelings of her more conventional lover. Lena very 
distantly resembles Rochester in selfishly playing Blanche Ingram, Jane Eyre and Bertha 
Mason against each other until one withdraws, one destroys herself by a death leap, and 
one eventually marries the damaged survivor. This is exactly what happens to Lena's 
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three lovers. However Mary Arnold consistently diminishes her heroine's responsibility 
for the destruction she causes by distancing devices which appear in later writing. One is 
to call Lena 'child,9, and to give her an exceptional and Romantic status by reason of her 
beauty and chann, which ultimately detracts from her interest and conviction as a 
character. Another is to remove Lena's culpability from Edward Woolley's death by 
making it an accident. 
The withdrawal of love, which occurs several times in George Eliot's Scenes of 
Clerical Life, suggests another very important literary influence on A Gay Life. Lena 
seems to resemble Caterina Sarti in Mr Gilfil's Love Story in several important respects. 
Her unfortunate lover Edward dies, like Captain Antony Wybrow, very suddenly in a 
manner which bears some relationship, although not a direct one, to violent rejection by a 
person who had previously played the part of a lover. 
Lena, like Caterina, is a spoilt and indulged child, who suffers illness and slow 
passive recovery after the crisis and she, like Caterina, finds a stable and committed 
husband, who, in both cases, though more obviously in Mr Gilfil's case, loved the 
heroine all along. Herbert Wentworth and Lena had carried on a 'war' more reminiscent 
of the antagonism veiling mutual attraction of the Benedick and Beatrice type. It is also 
clear that Lena will survive to live a long and happy life; the violence and passion in her 
character is less marked than that unconsciously expressed by Caterina. 
Since there is evidence that Elizabeth Gaskell's Life of Charlotte Bronte was 
given to Mary Arnold by her aunt, it might be expected that she would have read 
Gaskell's novels. Wives and Daughters, which appeared just after Mrs Gaskell's death, 
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with its final chapter unwritten in 1866 must surely have attracted the interest of a girl of 
literary tastes. The polarisation of Lena and Margaret in A Gay Life seems to reflect 
aspects of Gaskell's depiction of Cynthia and Molly. In particular, their conversation in 
the attic in chapter 34 'A Lover's Mistake', in Wives and Daughters makes an interesting 
parallel to the conversation in Margaret's bedroom on Lena's engagement. It is Molly 
not Cynthia who suffers a nervous illness and gradual return to health. Cynthia attempts 
to kcep two engagemcnts in tandem, but her motivation is in character, and the 
complusion to secrecy is handled with compassion and insight. Mary Arnold does not 
achicve the same detachment or involvement; Lena is held at arm's length and her 
feelings, inward anxiety or insecurity are not attempted. The fascination which Lena 
exerts on others is described to the reader but not expressed in such a way that it can be 
imaginatively experienced. Cynthia's contradictions, vitality and charm attract the reader 
and make all her actions plainly understandable. Mary may have been trying for a tragic 
effect, as the death of Edward Woolley and the absent Tennysonian fragment relating to 
Lancelot and Guinevere suggest. The dynamics fail, if this is so: an integration of the 
world of a Jane Austen comedy with an inexplicable, secret and destructive self-will is 
not possible. Finally the overlay of mid-Victorian sentiment, even though it is 
inextricably bound up with the narrator's perspective, destroys the story. 
Sutherland describes Mary Arnold's choice of narrative device as deriving 'from 
those in the best-selling John Halifax, Gentleman and Guy Livingstone 10.' This narrative 
perspective, though it unfortunately contributes to the failure of identification with Lena, 
is pcrhaps the most interesting aspect of the construction of the story .. 
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The religious tone of A Gay Life is composed and implicit. It bears more in 
common with the religious landscape of Jane Austen than the earnest, intrusively 
committed domestic religious behaviour depicted in Lansdale Manor. 
10.7 AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL ELEMENTS IN THE STORY 
Superficially Mary Arnold had little in common with Lena in terms of character and far 
more with the invalid elder sister. It can be seen from Mary's own diary however that 
there were times when she wished to have an honourable discharge from the attentions of 
Mr Price. The pressure to be respectably settled must have been beginning to make itself 
felt in her own life about this time. We have no means of knowing to what extent she 
was aware of the behaviour of her own mother and maternal grandmother, both of whose 
characters bear a far closer relationship to Lena. She may have known, since Tom 
disingenuously referred to it, that when he first saw Julia, she was engaged to an anny 
captain but that by the next day, having noticed the admiration of the handsome 
newcomer with a brilliant cachet, Julia had unceremoniously cancelled her engagement. 
In this, Julia certainly behaved like Lena. 
10.8 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A GAY LIFE AND LATER NOVELS 
Marcella's clash with Aldous Raeburn is a natural development from Herbert 
Wentworth's attitude in this story to the possible dangers of Lena's parish visiting in 
v..r oodley Moor. The independence and refusal to be accountable over emotional issues 
which Lena shows is also developed maturely in Marcella and in Helbeck of Bannisdalc. 
The irresponsible, wild aspect of Lena's behaviour appears in later novels in the 
characters of women who abandon their spouses. These include Lady Rose, the mother 
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of Julie Ie Breton, in Lady Rose's Daughter; the mother of Diana Mallory in the nove I of 
that name; Lady Caroline Wing, in Eltham House; and most strikingly, Lady Kitty Bristol 
in The Marriage of William Ashe. 
10.9 CONCLUSIONS 
The social and moral world of A Gay Life is a development away from the static 
certainties of Lansdale Manor and to a lesser extent, Ailie. In A Gay Life power and 
moral and spiritual authority are no longer located within a father figurc. Moral 
exhortation passes, as it will effectively in much of her mature writing, to a layman, a 
detached figure of Amoldian unimpeachability without overt rcligious fervour. In A Gay 
Life, Mr Wentworth anticipates such later figures as Mr Grey in Robert Elsmere, and 
Aldous Raeburn in Marcella. 
In Mary Arnold's earliest stories the threat to the stability of the situation was 
external. It is found in the dangerous friendship with a Spanish spy and the advance of a 
foreign anny, which appears, though in the event it does not threaten life and stability, in 
A Tale of the Moors. Margaret Percy, though safely a cousin, appears suddenly from 
outside, from abroad, to disrupt Lansdale Manor. Marie in Ailie, was an 'adopted sister' 
but Lena is a member of the family; the volatile, extremely attractive, virtually 
uncontrollable agent of destruction is within. By the end of the story, within the 
personality of a heroine, disciplined by suffering, the intransigent qualities can also bring 
stability and hope for happiness. Positively, when commuted into rebellion on the side of 
wisdom, they appear in Marcella Boyce in Marcella, in The Coryston Family and perhaps 
most movingly in Laura Fountain. 
Chapter eleven 
THE TEXT OF THE NARRATIVE BELIEVED TOO LATE (1869) 
{28} (281) 
"Believed toollate"t 
Going Hamish? Why it isn't eight yet!" 
Must little woman. Old Playfair said he'd look in about eight. He and I have some 
business toltalk out." 
Business!" pouted a pair of rosy lips "stupid business I wish you were {your} own 
master Hamish. 
So I shall {be} soon. <H>Playfair and I part company next month, and then you and I 
will {have} grand times Maysie. 
"How shall you get on by yourself dolyou think Hamish?" - in an anxious voice 
The young surgeon drew himself up 
Not worse than other men have <done> {got on} before me I daresay Did you think I 
meant tolbe a junior partner for ever Maggie?" 
No no no," flinging her arms round his neck "My Hamish is tolbe a great man, and his 
little wife will climb the ladder alongside of him and [slit oh! so merrily withlhim at the 
top. 
Then" laughing "she mustn't be afraid of the firstlstep - Goodbye little woman. I 
mustlgo. 
Hamish" she said as she went {with} him to the door / {and clung to him loth to let him 
go} who do you think is coming next week? Robin Macey's written tolsay he'<i>s got a 
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week's <H>holiday and will Aunt Jeanie take him in. rhave [om.:not] seen him since he 
was that high [281] 1 not since he and I learnt thelsame lessons, played the same plays and 
got intolthe same mischiefs twelve years ago. I am <very> glad he's coming. He and 
Aunt Jeanie will pair off nicely. Aunt Jeanie will be relieved from playing Gooseberry 
and you and I will be left to ourselves" _ with a shy coquettish look at him out of her 
blue eyes. 
Humph! It remains tolbe seen how he will light [sic] that arrangement! Next week is it he 
comes? Let me go you little witch. r shall find old Playfair rampaging about my study 
like a mad bull. Tell him whose fault it is and he won't be very hard upon you" was the 
laughing answer as he went out from her intolthe cool evening air. The echoes of her 
merry silvery tones rang in his ears still as he turned the handle of his own door on the 
opposite {side of the} street and went in tolfind his colleague & partner Dr Andrew 
Playfair waiting for him in his study. 
After he had gone Maggie Phemister went {back} tolthe <dra> parlour again drew 
thelfire together till it blazed out merrily then sat down beside it tolthink _ the happiest 
girl in all Aberdeen. The twilight deepened into darkness, the fire's short-lived 
splendours died out tillionly a glimmer of red coals was left in the grate but still the 
young girl dreamt on, her hands clasped round her knees a smile upon her lips and in her 
<shining> {absent} eyes. At last the touch of twolhands uponlher shoulders roused her. 
Thriftless bairn! how much longer dolyou mean to sit idling <you> here 
I have,t<nt> been thinking very hard not idling at all Aunt Jeanie! You know _ with a 
laughing glance up into the grey eyes looking down upon {her} from under a calm brow 
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in a setting of snowy hair "in my {29} [291 position one has naturally a great deal to 
think about! 
Always an answer ready! Go and get your work you saucy bairn and come and 
tell me about Hamish and his plans. When does he give up thelpartnership." 
[§] Maggie went and got her work then sat down opposite her aunt and the two talked on 
till late {far} intolthelnight as women will do when once they begin 
Mrs Jeanie Phemister was Maggie's paternal aunt and had supplied thelplace of mother 
and father tolher niece cver since thelchild's own parents died within a few weeks of each 
other of a fever raging in theltown, and their orphan child was given over tolher care. She 
had loved her taught her educated her intolwhat she was now - a sweet-natured happy girl 
of eighteen with a sonsie face clear confiding blue eyes and a wealth of fair hair whose 
wavy untidy propensities were its owner's plague and Hamish's admiration. 
Between aunt and niece there existed the tenderest affection. 
The thought of parting from "Aunt Jeanie" was the only "speck" in Maggie's "veil 
') heaven of blue."-
But after all she was only going across thelstreet. That could hardly be called a parting! 
She would be able tollook afierlher as usual and Hamish would be a son tolher. 
So with these thoughts Maggie comforted herself as she and her aunt sat sewing 
together in those happy August days making thelsimple preparations for her wedding -
only two months tolit now! Work and talk filled up the morning; in the afternoon there 
was generally shopping or [to] do or visits tolbe paid, and in the evening an hour or two 
with Hamish rounded off thelday into a happy completeness and left Maggie <f> nightly 
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in a state of wonderment at her own bliss. She loved hIm withlher whole heart and soul. 
He was her world - her all. Scarcely a thought in thelgirlish heartlwhich he did not share, 
scarcely [2gl] a wish in the littlelhead he did not know. Aunt Jeanie often thought as shc 
watched them together thatltheylwere a pattern pair of lovers. There was a freshness, an 
unwo<l>rldliness and whole heartedness about their love, rare in these hurrying 
calculating unromantic times and which took Aunt Jeanie back tolthelworld of her youth 
when according / {to} her men loved and women were loved in a good old hearty fashion 
little understood o~thelpresent generation of lovers. 
Well the days went on. It was Monday and/on Tuesday Robin Macey was expected. All 
<day long> {the/morning} Maggie and Aunt Jeanie {<went>} trotted up and down-stairs 
<arra> {between} thelspare-room and that goodly linen press on the/lower landing 
containing thelwhite fine stores dear to/a Scotchwoman's heart; and when all was ready 
and thelroom looked as fresh and clean as three pair of hands could make it. Maggie 
went intolthe garden and brought in<to> some pale roses and waxy fuchsias which 
showed out bravely from thelwhite furnishings. 
I am so tired," she said in the evening tolHamish with one of thelpretty spoilt-child 
gestures, reserved for him "Aunt Jeanie and I have been routing about all day. If Master 
Robin's charms are at all in proportion to theltrouble thatlhas been taken about him he 
will be a<n> {paragon} Admirable Crichton indeed! You look dull <and tired> Harnish. 
What's thelmatter? 
Nothing lassie" he said as he put his arm round her "except - It is only a foolish feeling 
that has come tolme {sometimes} lately as if there was trouble coming. 
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Trouble!" with a start "oh Hamish what do you mean?' You must get on; you are certain 
to. Look at the bright side of things dear. 
{30} [30'] I was not _" then breaking off, {he} stroked her hair with a smile and bade her 
not mind the "foolish fancies" of a poor overworked fellow who did not know his own 
mind. 
Maggie said nothing but all that evening she showed her [sic] the tenderest 
sweetest gravest little body that ever comforted an anxious heart. She thought he was 
doubtful about thelfuture but it was not that. Hamishlhardly knew what it was; a shade of 
gloom, a vague presentiment at the most which had grown upon him in his hours of hard 
solitary work and which Maggie's bright eyes and tender voice chased into thin air. 
[§] Next evening Robin Macey {came} and brought a pile of luggage with him more 
suited to/that young gentleman's idea of his own importance than to/Aunt Jeanie's 
humble demesnes. 
He kissed his aunt shook hands with Maggie at whom he looked in some little 
astonishment and then asked for his room. Aunt Jeanie escorted him thither and then 
came down to/her niece 
"Well my dear?" she said nervously 
My dear Aunt" said Maggie with a satirical cast of her pretty/lips "How thelhouse is to 
contain both him andlhis luggage I'm sure I don't know. 
"We must manage it somehow" _ with a sigh. "Barbara glowers at the/boxes and won't 
say a word about taking them up stairs. We shall have tolget a man in I suppose. 
[*] Why can't he help her up withlthem himself?" quoth Maggie but she stopped and 
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coloured for at that moment M~ Robin Macey opened theldoor of thelparlour. 
He was a tall good-looking young man of about 5 or 6 and twenty Heavy lids drooped 
over his dark dreamy eyes, the complexion was pale but clear; the hair brown and thick 
andlthrown back in a <high> {great} smooth wave from a high<l> but narrow forehead. 
About his costume there was a look of over-care and fastidiousness <without actual> 
{which just fell short of} foppishness and <there was> a tinge of melancholy patronage 
{in} <about> his [3d] manner which had a subduing effect upon Aunt Jeanie and 
<some {what } discontented> {just the opposite on} Maggie. 
Yes I know what you are looking at Sir," she said tolherself as she caught him scanning 
the tea-table loaded withlsuch a meal as only Scotch cooks are equal to. t"but while you 
choose tolmake your abode withlus you will get no late dinners. Sensible ways and 
healthylfood - it remains to be seen how you will like them." 
But before tea was over Maggie's mood changed. His courtly melancholy manners, the 
subdued deference and {quiet} admiration which thelyoung gentleman managed tolthrow 
intolevery look or <tone> {word} he had occasion toladdress tolhis prettylcousin made 
her gracious against her will. Nay she even caught herself wondering what made him so 
sad and quiet. Some secret sorrow _ 
Stuff and nonsense!" she said to herself "What has such a boy toldo with such things. 
Why I remember him in knicker-bockers." 
A reflection not much tolthe purpose and which made but a feeble barrier against theltide 
of pitying interest which was {fast} setting in towards the new-comer. Before tea was 
over Maggie was heartily sorry for him and fully persuaded that he had something on his 
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mind. And when that is the case with a woman a man has not much tolfear from her. 
Afterltea Hamish came. He was introduced to Master Robin, looked him all over from 
his Byronic chevelure tolhis irreproachable evening boots _ bowed _ and turned away. 
Macey took his scanty courtesy with imperturbable composure. A man who appeared in 
thclpresence of ladies after dinner in a tweed morning coat, and withlhair which looked as 
if he had just run his fingers through it might be a very estimable personage but was not 
worth a second thought from _ Robin Macey <junior partner in thelgreat firm of 
Connington and Co publishers Edinburgh> 
Hamish and Maggie were talking together near {31 } (311) the window {later in 
the evening} when Macey walked up tolthem and said in his grave deferential way. 
<Cousin> {Aunt} Jeanie tellslme that you sing Margaret. May we have thelpleasure of 
hearing you to-night. 
Hamish looked daggers at the interloper. Maggie was amazed at the interruption of her 
tete {at tete} withlHamish <b>and was just about tolexcuse herself when she caught an 
imploring look from Aunt Jeanie. Poor Aunt Jeanie! She had done her best toldetain the 
young man in her gentle fetters, and keep him from disturbing the pair of lovers in the 
window, but afterla while he would not be detained and now he had done just what she 
<was> {had} desired he should not do. Young men were very obtuse now-adays she 
thought tolherself in her vexation. 
Maggie rose in obedience to/her Aunt's look and sang her best Macey bent over her 
with subdued respectful admiration and approval, which at length charmed her 
annoyance away as it had done at tea. A feeling of compassion for his lonelinesss and 
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evident melancholy began to stirlin her tender girlish heart again and at last she found 
herself trying tolcheer and amuse him, singing her prettiest songs {for his benefit} and 
talking tolhim in her merry lively way of theltimes when they were children <there> 
{together}, and had many a childish interest in common 
[§] Hamish in general was a great admirer of Maggie's singing but to-night, with 
Macey's brown curling head and brown coat intervening between him and her it did not 
sound as sweet as usual 
Faugh!" <s>he said tolhimself as he watched them "She is like all thelrest. A man has 
but tollook mad or moon-struck and there isn't a woman thatlwon't swear bylhim." 
By which it will be seen that Hamish was thoroughly out of humour and {had} moreover 
taken a decided dislike tolAunt Jeanie's visitor. 
When theltime came for him taiga Maggie went withlhim to the door as she always did. 
In the dark hall <he took her> {a sudden impulsiveness made him take her} in his arms 
and fold her close. 
[311] Maysie! my Maysie! Arc you all mine? Mind and body heart and soul _ is it all 
mine Ma ysie. 
"All yours Hamish" she said gently laying her head on his breast. 
So they stood in silence for a while, head bent tolhead, heart pressed tal heart. At last 
Maggie raised her <arm> {face} from itslresting place and he kissed the lips trembling 
with sweet emotion 
"Well lassie I must go. Look for me to-morrow morning." 
No need tolremind her. As she went up-stairs Maggie[ '5] little fee<ling>t were dancing 
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with eagerness & pleasure. To-morrow was Sunday, and Hamish would be with/her all 
day from <half past> ten in thelmorning tolten at night. No stupid patients or partners 
toldivide thelpossession of him with her; all day long he would be hers and hers only 
Meanwhile Robin Macey had been catechising Aunt Jeanie in the drawingroom 
My dear Aunt" he said as Maggie and Hamish [~] leftlthe room together, "who is that 
man?" 
His name is Hamish Graham and he and Maggie are tolbe married in September." Aunt 
Jeanie responded promptly feeling thatlshe must positively instructlhim on matters a little. 
Macey gave a low "whew!" of astonishment. 
Married tolhim? My dear Aunt, _" Aunt Jeanie wished he wouldn't call her his "dear 
Aunt;" she was sure he didn't mean it, _ "has my cousin seen anything of the world yet?" 
No not much," said Aunt Jeanie demurely "butlshe has seen a great deal of Hamish, 
enough tolmake her {willing to} trust herself tolhim for good and all twolmonth' s t 
hence. " 
[*] There was a pause broken by Maggie's reappearance. Macey moved away from his 
aunt's chair with a sigh and a compassionate glance at his fair cousin as she stood near 
the piano the flush still on her cheeks which Hamish's {32} [321) words had called up 
there. Aunt Jeanie went tolbed that night impressed withlthe comfortable conviction 
thatlshe was considered a weak foolish old woman utterlylunfit tolhave the guardianship 
of any young girl's happiness. 
Chap II 
I wouldn't keep breakfast on theltable for him Aunt Jeanie I wouldn't indeed. Let 
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Barbara take<s> something up to him Lazy fellow! . 
So spoke Maggie indignantly on Sunday morning when ten o'clock had struck. She and 
her Aunt had long done breakfast and Macey had not yet made his appearance. Aunt 
Jeanie sighed and rang the/bell. 
Barbara take this up tolMr Macey andltell him that church begins at eleven 
Barbara an old and priveleged~ handmaiden glowered atlthe tray as she had done at the 
boxes the night before took it and marched off with it, with a protesting air. 
Presentlylshe {re} -appeared 
Master Macey's not up yet" she announced grimly "and he desires ye won't wait for him. 
"Heathenish ways!" she broke out wrathfully as she closed the door, "what for does he 
come troubling a decent household with his Edinbro' airs.? 
[s] So Aunt {Jeanie} Maggie, <Jeanie> and Hamish set out for church by themselves. It 
was a lovely August morning. The white granite of Union Street sparkled in the sun; 
occasionally through side-streets theylcaught a glimpse of flashing shimmering sea 
studded with/tall dark shipping; all had a fresh wholesome Sunday-look. Maggie clung 
tolHamish's ann feeling as if life was one happy dream. <And when after> Having 
conducted Aunt Jeanie home after service, theyltwo wandered off again, and sat on 
thelbeach in thelhazy Au<tumn> {gust} sunshine filling up the time with pleasant talk 
[321] or pleasanter silence. That morning that hour on thelbeach were white spotslin 
Maggie's memory through theltime that followed. 
On their arrival at home Aunt Jeanie followed Maggie up intolher room 
My dear" she said with/a horrified uplifting of herlhands He says he never goes tolchurch 
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He? who?" said Maggie tolwhom atlthat moment there was but one "he" in the world "oh 
Robin! More shame for him lazy boy!" 
My dear it isn't that, he _ I am sure I don't know what he means," but he talked in such a 
melancholy way of "painful convictions", thelmisery it was tolhim to "cut himself adrift 
from early associations," that <it> {I} was some time {in} <before I found> finding out 
that it all meant he didn't believe in anything. I gave him some of my mind <[illegible 
word ?: then> {when I understood} but" said Aunt Jeanie in her quaint way "he thinks 
me only a foolish old woman my dear. Besides he says it isn't his fault 
People always do" said Maggie indignantly "What right has he tolbother you with his 
beliefs or non-beliefs. I call it very bad tasteltolsay thelleast. 
Don't ye be hard upon him Maggie bairn" said Aunt Jeanie quietly "Poor lad! 
Edinburgh's a great <wicked> {dangerous} place for a callant like him tolbe set adrift in 
withlnever a soul tollook after him. 
Maybe" said Maggie thoughtfully "that's what makes him look so unhappy. 
Maybe. Poor misguided lad! 
Nothing interests a woman so much as a suspicion of mental trouble or unhappiness in a 
man with whom she may be thrown in contact. Her clear quick sense of religious 
truthlcondemns him, but her tender woman's heart pities and excuses him, and between 
theltwo influences the delinquent is sure tolobtain a large amount of sympathy & 
attention from her. 
So in spitelof her indignation with him for having pained Aunt Jeanie Maggie found 
herself watching Macey['s) {33} (331) dark sad face with a growing amount of interest 
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and compassion. No doubt it was very wrong of him <tolhave doubts; of course it was, 
thought stout little Presbyterian Maggie tolherself; but then <young> men had so many 
more temptations than women, and Edinburgh as her aunt said was a dangerous place for 
such a young fellow, [e]tc. [e]tc. 
After dinner Hamish left tolmake a round among those of his patients who couldlnot 
dispense withla visit on Sundays Maggie went up tolher own room for thel<gre> 
afternoon and sat at her window looking across tolthe wooded hills stretching along 
Deeside with a feeling of thankfulness {in her heart} whiehlthe words of thelhymn she 
was learning but inadequately expressed. At five she descended tolmake thelearly tea. 
On entering the <drawing room> {parlour} she found Macey stretched on the sofa 
reading an old copy of the "Spectator". He jumped up at sight of her put a chair for her 
and rang for tea. 
What have you been doing {with} yourself all this afternoon, " he said 
I<n> have been in my own room reading" said Maggie shyly 
Reading? what? may I see?" 
And he gently tooklher book from her hand opened it and turned over its contents. His 
lip curled with a melancholy sarcastic smile. 
My little cousin have you been reading this all thelafternoon? 
And why not!" said Maggie stoutly, not at all willing tolbe called "little cousin" by a 
youthlwhom she "remembered in knicker-bockers" It[ 1s a very good book. 
No doubt. Margaret" - bending over her chair and lookingldown intolher face 
with/mournful passionate eyes "you are very happy in your innocent childlike faith. I 
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held thelsame once and was happy too. Bring back tha"t time to/me little cousin. I would 
bless you for it. 
Maggie looked down embarassed~. She wished he wouldn't talk like this What could 
she say? 
At least," he went on in his sad pleading voice "be my friend Margaret. Do not despise 
me like your aunt for what I cannot help. 
Aunt Jeanie does not despise you," exclaimed Maggie indignantly [331] but -" looking 
down again [§] "She thinks as I do that everybody can help such a state of mind and that 
it would be betterltolset about remedying it than to _ " 
"Talk about it" she was going tolsay but she thought it would sound unkind and stopped. 
Remedy!" exclaimed Macey leaving her chair and walking up and down. "I know of 
none. Ilhave read, I have travelled I have conversed withlsome of the deepest intellects of 
the day and hcrc I am, still uncertain {about} still doubting the central truths of existence. 
Remedy little cousin! There is none 
He looked so sad so almost desperatelas he stood opposite her his dark hair falling 
forward over his flashing eyes, that Maggie felt the tears coming intolhers 
"Don't speak so" she said with a gentle<y>lpitying look "there is there/must be alremedy. 
Margaret do youlknow what a man feels when brought face to face with a true woman's 
pure faith and simple practice? He feels it possible tolbelieve; through her as through a 
glass he getsla glimpse into/what seems the very heart of truth. Such a glimpse you gave 
me this afternoon. As you stood at the door thatlbook in your hand, your face so peaceful 
your eyes so calm _ your white dress making you look like an angel of purity and peace 
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_ for that moment Margaret I believed!" 
His voice was low and tremulous. Maggie sat silent with bend [sjc] head and burning 
cheeks. 
Be my friend Margaret!" he said again 
Yes I will be your friend Robin" she said simply putting her hand in his "only _ perhaps 
it would be betterlnot toltalk tolme any more about these things. I do not understand them 
/ {and} -
Hamish could not have chosen a more awkward moment for opening thelparlour door. 
There stood Macey and his betrothed hand in hand. Macey's handsome face 
w<ore> {earing} an expression of tender reverential<ly> homage, Maggie[ 's] {34} [341 
face crimson and her eyes shining through pitying tears. 
Maggie" said Hamish's constrained voice "will you come out with/me a little before 
<tea> church. 
Is that you Hamish" exclaimed Maggie starting and drawing away her hand "Oh yes! I 
will be ready directly. Take alcup of tea while I am away. I shall not be a minute. 
But Hamish preferred waiting for her at the foot of the/stairs When she joined him and 
they left thelhouse together he was silent and made no attemptlto/talk. 
Hamish" said Maggie at last with a saucy look from under her drooping lashes. "You 
were astonished at what you saw just now - confess it. 
"What were you doing?" he said withlan attempt at a laugh. "Were you swearing an 
etenlal friendship. 
Something like it" said Maggie withla smile and alblush. "He was telling me how 
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unhappy he was about various things - I don't think I ought toitelllyou what/theylwere _ 
and finished up by asking me tolbe his friend. Well I couldn't very well say 010 Hamish. 
Humbug!" exclaimed Hamish vehemently switching thelhedge with his cane "Take care 
Maggie how you belicve any nonsense that fellow may choose toltalk tolyou. He is 
thelmost intolerlable young prig Ilcver came across. 
Hamish! exclaimed Maggic reproachfully, her colour rising at what she considered 
prejudice and injusticc 
There!" in a mollificd tone "you needn't look {at} me <abo> {like} that 
He's not worth Ian angry {word} between you and me Maggie. Only don't take 
everything he says tolyou for Gospel that's all. 
Foolish jealous Hamish!" whispered Maggie laughingly as she clung tolhis arm, and 
though he frowned and dcclared he was nothing of thelsort yet in his inmost heart he 
knew very well the reason of his animus against Macey. It is certainly not pleasant 
toldiscover thelgirl you arc engaged to and love withlyour whole heart & soul, in the act 
of setting her hand to compact of friendship withla tall handsome cousin several years 
your junior. Hamish at least did notlfind it an agreeable experience. 
{341} Well thelweek wore on. Robin held no more privatelinterviews with his cousin 
Margaret, he forbore toldistract thelevening tete at tetes in the window but for all that 
Hamish found himself day by day growing more and absurdly jealous of Aunt Jeanie's 
handsome nephew. The thoughtlof Macey and Maggie together all day while he was 
away at his work was a most unpalatable one tolhim. He distrusted Macey thoroughly 
had no confidence in his honour or good faith and as for Maggie dearly as he loved her, 
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Hamish was of a suspicious nature and had a vague idea concerning women, thatlwhere a 
handsome face and a smooth tongue was concerned, the<y> {best of them} w<ere>as not 
to be trusted. Not that he put any such feeling intolwords even tolhimself but there it was 
atlthelbottom of his heart, disturbing his peace and ruffling his temper, whenever itlcame 
to mind. 
On Friday {afternoon} Maggie was in the garden gathering fresh flowers for thelparlour 
when Robin Macey came up the gravel towards her withlan open letter in his hand 
"I have got my leave extended" <H>he said with a smile "Here is a letter from 
Edinburgh which tells me I may if I please stay away another week. Aunt Jeanie kindly 
says she can put me up for that time, and I am only toolhappy toldelay my departure. 
"I am glad to hear it" said Maggie for politeness' sake but she felt a pang of dismay as 
she thoughtlof Hamish. How annoyed he would be! It was only yesterday evening 
thatlhe was grumbling and growling at thellength of Macey [ 's om.: stay] and rejoicing in 
thelthought that on Saturday atlthellatest they would be rid of him. 
Are you glad Margaret?" said Robin coming near and speaking in his slow soft way. 
"Can you bear withlme for a week longer?" 
Don't talk nonsense" said Maggie withlan embarrassed laugh. "Come and help me gather 
my flowers. 
He obeyed but as she was holding down a long rose-spray {35} [3YJ from which he was 
cutting thelflowers he began again. 
Margaret you listened tolme so kindly last Sunday that I have thought [om.:to] myself 
several times lately, <thatl> beforelI went I would ask your gentle sympathy in another 
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matter concerning me. Does it never strike you my cousin" he went on with his 
melancholy eyes full on her face "that I am not as young as other men. I am worn aged 
sad before my time; you cannot but have seen it." 
Maggie looked up withlthat impatient repugnance toland shrinking from his confidence 
she had felt thelfirst time it was offered to her, but now as then his pale face and sad look 
disarmed her and checked thelwords upon her lips. _ 
You have -" he went on gently "perhaps imputed it tolthe influence of doubt on matters 
which you hold most precious and most vital and you are partlylright. But ah! Margaret 
that is not all! My little cousin from thelheightslof your own happy prosperous love, 
throw a kindly pitying thought tolme who love, aye withlmy whole heart and soul _ and 
love in vain!" 
Maggie <looked up> {gave a} startled {glance} at him and thelrose-branch 
escaped from her hands and bounded back intolits native air. What do you mean?" was 
all she could find tolsay afterla pause "How in vain? 
I am not at liberty toltell <th>you the circumstances (Maggie knew not long afterwards 
what good reasons helhad for silence) but this much I may say that between me and her 
whom I love there exists an insuperable barrier. There was a time in which I thought it 
might be surmounted, a time when -
He put <in> his hand in his pocket and brought out a square packet wrapped in 
silver paper. 
Her name is Margaret too strange tolsay" he said as he undid the wrappings. "You will 
understand how hard it was that/from thelfirst moment of seeing you I felt so 
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unaccountably drawn towards you. There. It was done for her. She was tolhave worn it 
as a brooch but " 
Here came a heavy sigh. Ma<rgaret> {ggie took} <looked at> what he <had given 
{her} in silence, only conscious for a moment or two of an intenselfeeling of relief. It 
was a miniature of himself> [3Jl] put intolher hand and had just time tolsee that it was a 
small miniature set in gold, when they heard voices in thelwalk behind them 
Cover it" said Macey hastily wrapping thelpaper round it again. "There take it and look 
at it {at} your leisure. Not a word Margaret I beg of you <to> about it or what I have 
toldlyou tolany living soul! You promise?" 
He bent towards her anxiously. At that moment Hamish and Aunt Jeanie came in sight. 
Maggie flurried and confused had just time tolhide the miniature out of sight when 
theylcame up. 
Not finished yet Maggie!" said Aunt Jeanie as thatlyoung lady made an unsuccessful 
spring at the recalcitrant rose branch more tolhide her burning cheeks than anything else 
"why you have been out nearly an hour!" 
A speech which made bad worse. Maggie turning round caught Hamish's gaze fixed 
upon her with an expression which nearly made her drop the I flowers in her hand. Her 
little frightened heart went sinking _ sinking _ down intolher shoes; her great blue eyes 
met his with/a terrified look which recalled him to/himself. Controlling [om.:himself] 
he<r> went up and said in a low voice 
"I want tolspeak tolYou; can you come withlme now'?" 
Maggie gave her flowers tolAunt Jeanie {without a word} took his ann and he led her off 
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towards the orchard. Aunt Jeanie looked afterlthem wondering and uneasy, while 
Macey[ '5] {lip} curled withlan expression of contemptuous irony 
A very Bluebeard" he muttered, "Poor Fatima! 
Neither Hamish or Maggie spoke till the orchard's sheltering trees were reached. Then 
Hamish turned upon his companion. 
"Margaret" he said sternly "what was thatlman saying to you just now? What was it you 
took from his hand and seemed so anxious tolhide as we came up. Answer me Margaret. 
But she stood there silent, her head drooping, the colour spreading {36} [361 over neck 
and brow. She knew what he must think and yet she could not explain! Stupid Robin! 
She wished him at the world's end; _ but she could not betray!his secrets. 
"I cannot tell you Hamish" she said boldly at last. "It is Robin's secret not mine3. If you 
want an explanation you must ask him. 
Maggie!" he exclaimed fiercely catching her arm. "Do you think I will be content 
withlsuch an answer? Tell me at once what there is between you and this man or by 
Heaven! I'll call him out to-morrow morning! 
Maggie[ '5] face paled. Duelling in those days though fast dying out was not yet a thing 
of the/past. Hamish's threat did not sound tolh<im>er by any means an idle one. 
Half beside herself withlterror and pain she threw her arms round his neck 
Oh Hamish! Hamish! don't speak tolme like that! Trust me Hamish! I tell!you I have 
done nothing thatlshould make you angry. It is Robin's secret; it has nothing!to do 
withlme. Oh Hamish won't you believe me?" 
What was {it} he gave you as we came up" he reiterated doggedly his heavy brow 
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relaxing not a whit. 
Maggie's arms fell from his neck. She sank down on the turf at thelfoot of an old apple 
tree and covering her face withlher hands burst into {a passion of} tears 
That is a sorrowful moment for a woman in which she first discovers that thelman of her 
love is not thelfaultlesslylperfect creaturelshe had hitherto imagined him tolbe, that there 
are flaws in her idol, imperfections in her divinity. Such a moment came tolMaggie as 
she sat sobbing under thelapple-tree. What possessed Hamish tolbe so unreasonable and 
unjust. 
So you won't tell me" he said presently in a hard voice his rough-featured Scotch face 
darkening more and more. 
I can't Hamish" - despairingly. "You must ask Robin 
Much good that would do," he retorted bitterly "I should get the truth <ab>out of a 
scamp withlabout as much conscience as that tree, shouldn't I! No No Maggie! The 
explanation must come from you and no one else! As for any promise tolhim you had no 
business tolmake [om.:it] but it cannot and ought not to [38] stand against what you owe 
tolme." 
[§] Maggie hastily reviewed matters in her own mind. No she could not tell him. Robin 
had trusted <his secret> his secret tolher honour; it might be [om.:more] important than 
she knew that it should [om.:be] kept; tolexplain aboutlthe miniaturelwould beltoltell all; 
and that {withoutlhislleave} her sturdy Scotch sense of honour absolutelylforbade. 
Hamish" she said at last looking up courageously "You must trust me in this. Without 
Robin's leave I can tell you nothing. I have no right tolbetray his secrets. Perhaps he 
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ought never to have told me but that does not alter the case. Hamish I give you my word 
.of honour that in thelwhole of thelconversation between Robin and me <that> {there} 
<need have> was not a word which could have vexed you had you listened to all of it. 
And you expect me tolbe satisfied with this. 
I do expect it, Hamish" she said standing up opposite him with <a> simple 
<unconscious> {pathetic} dignity <in look and attitude> How are you and I ever to be 
happy together when we are married if you will not trust me now about such a little 
matter? 
Her look and voice all but shamed him out of his suspicions. He turned and took to 
walking up and down 
Hamish" said theltender voice as she stolelup tolhim and laidlher hand on his arm "You 
are not angry with me now!" 
I don't know what I am" he said gloomily [§] "I only know nothing would please me 
better than tolkick that young blackguard back tolwhere he came from! 
Maggie's wide-open surprised eyes recalled him tolhimself I beg your pardon Margaret" 
he began thelgentlemanly instinct reasserting itself. "I should not speak so tolyou but _ 
There let us leave it alone. No good can be got by talking <of> it any more. 
And you trust me Hamish? 
He turned _ his gust of passion entirelylpassed away _ and took {37} [37] her sadly and 
silently in his arms. He felt that he must trust her; that if he did not life would be not 
worthlliving. To let himself doubt her would be tolshut out from himself happiness in 
this world and heaven in thelnext. No; come what would he must trust her. 
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Nevertheless when latelthat night he sat <h> in his study brooding over the day's events 
Hamish could by no manner of means persuade himself thatlhe was satisfied. In such a 
nature as his a doubt is more easily excited than allayed. <R>Macey's prolonged stay too 
_ that was another and a bitter drop in his cup of annoyance. Well he would look after 
Maggie and <th>give that young scapegrace tolunderstand what he might expect if hc 
ventured {on} any more liberties with Hamish Graham's betrothed. Andlthat resolution 
made he rose shook himself and went tolbed. 
Next day Maggie gave Macey back the miniature. 
"Do you wish me tolkeep it quite a secret" she began hesitatingly 
"Would you object - would it do any hann _ if I were toltell M~ Graham? I never keep 
anything from him 
My dear little cousin" said Macey looking at her curiously 
"I am sorry tolput you tolany {in} convenience but I must beg that you will keep my 
secret. M~ Graham cannot possibly feel sufficient interest in my affairs tolcare about 
knowing it 
"I should like to/know why you concluded that I did?" sighed Maggie {to herself} but 
{she} merely answered proudly "Certainly not" and turned away. 
She could do no more. She could not possibly tell Macey of Hamish's mad jealousy -
about such a little thing. It would be toldegrade her lover in his eyes and that she would 
bear anything rather than do. 
Days passed on. All went as usual _ withlthis difference that Hamish at this time 
contracted an odd habit of dropping in upon Aunt Jeanie's quiet household at all timcs 
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and seasons. Formerly except on special occasions'he had never appeared in the/house 
over the way till the evening, now Maggie never knew when she might not hear his 
stepslin the hall or find him waiting for her in thelparlour. Somehow [37] [om.:things] 
fell out just as they shouldn't this week. Macey was always making opportunities of 
talking tolher; she came tolknow more of his life and feelings than perhaps he had ever 
known himself before: and no sooner did he get excited and she interested _ as any<onc> 
{woman} will be interested by <a> details of personal experience whosever theylmay 
relatelto _ than Hamish was sure/to/make his appearance, find them tete-a-tete t and look 
- well, not pleasantly _ to Maggie's eyes at least. 
At last Friday came, _ Macey's last day in Aberdeen. Aunt Jeanie had arranged 
an expedition to/Balmoral for this day which Harnish was of course asked toUoin. He 
answered curtly/that/he could not possibly take a whole day from his work, and Maggie 
{who} had half hoped from his desultory habits lately that he might [om.:find] it possible 
to/come with/them was sorely disappointed. 
Hamish watched them set off from his window, waved his hand to Maggie as she sat 
beaming and smiling in the carriage the very picture of purity and freshness in her white 
dress and blue ribbons, saw them disappear up Union Street, and then went about his 
work in by no means thelmost amiable of tempers. What a philandering monkey that 
Macey did look to/be sure withlhis velvet coat and the flowers in his button-hole_ 
Faugh!" 
About five having completedlhis afternoon round he went into No 12 tolwait for 
thelreturn of thelparty. Hc mountedlto/thelparlour and sat down in an arm chair near 
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thelwindow. For some time his own thoughtslwere" sufficient occupation. At last he 
looked up and stretched out his hand towards a book on theltable. It was thelbook which 
had served as a pretext for Maggie's and Robin's first tete a tete together. Hamish knew 
it well. He himself had given it to Maggie in the early days of their betrothal. 
He drew it tolhim. Something lay between the leaves marking the place which fell out 
upon his knees as he opened the/book. {38} [38I] He took it up. J t was a miniature of 
Robin Macey set in gold and pearls; at the bottom in blue enamelled letterslwas an 
inscription "To Margaret." Hamish turned it over. Behind was a lock of brown hair and 
on the/band which tied it together he read "To my dearest love" 
Afterlthat there was silence in thelparlour for a while. Hamish sat staring at miniature 
and inscription. He let themlfall at last with a savage imprecation and covering his face 
withlhis hands groaned aloud 
Maggie! my Maggie! 
Then an agony toolgreat for words seized {him}. He sat {there} the slanting sunlight 
streaming in upon his shaggy head, his hand clenched thelwhole strong man within him 
rebelling {a} gainst thelblow which had {been} dealt him. Maggie was false! she had 
deceived; betrayed, outwitted him! Good God! if she was false who or what was true? 
Twilight came stealing on. Cool airs blew in upon him <fro> through the open window; 
from the street below a sound of tramping feet came up of labourers returning from their 
work. A great stillness came over Hamish; thelprostration which comes after any great 
mental strain. 
The parlour clock str<i>{uc }k<es> six. The sound roused him instantly 
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I must go" he muttered rising unsteadily tolhis feet iike one physically weak "they will be 
here directly." 
He went _ over thelstreet across his own threshold intolhis study, and {there he} shut 
<theldoor> himself in. 
A little while afterwards a carriage drew up at theldoor of No 12 full of tired people, 
emptylhampers and bundles of blue bells and heather 
Maggie got out carrying a bundle of heather nearly as big as herself, ran upstairs, and 
opened thelparlour door. 
"Where was Hamish?" _ standing in blank disappointment on thelthreshold "He 
promised to [be] there when they came home. Oh dear how tiresome! 
[381] And Maggie went her way tears in her blue eyes, hardly able tolcomfort herself with 
thelthought that Hamish had been called out unexpectedly and would certainly appear 
afterltea. 
Meanwhile Robin Macey was searching among thelbooks on the parlour-table. He found 
at last whatlhe wanted and put it carefully in his pocket 
No harm done" he said to/himself withla careless smile Even if anybody had seen it, 
thelthing hasn't a tongue to/tell its history and purpose with." 
No Hamish came after/tea. Maggie waited and waited her prettylface growing blanker 
and blanker. Bed-time came and still there was no news of him. She went up tolher 
room tired and {ill at} ease. 
A note and packet on the dressing-table caught her eye at once. She flew to it. It was 
Hamish's writing, _ no doubt it would explain his not coming. She tore it open joyfully. 
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Inside were these words, 
"Margaret, I know all. No need for any more explanations or subterfuges _ I know all. 
God forgive you. <You have deceived and betrayed me.> I return you your letters. 
Would tolGod I could put away from me {as easily} <with them> every recollection of 
thelpast year!" 
Chap III 
My bairn! my bairn what does it mean?" cried Aunt Jeanie as she read thelfew short 
terrible lines over for the hundredth time. 
Maggie only gave a sort of gasping moan. She had had [sic] hardly spoken in any other 
way since Aunt Jeanie coming into her room thelnight before had found her lying back in 
her chair in merciful unconsciousness, thelnote dropping from her nerveless hand. 
{39} [391] And now morning had come, morning with its sunshine itsllife its busy stir and 
movement; and in a chair in her Aunt's room sat Maggie Phemister her cheeks bright 
with fever her hands locked rigidly together, heedless of all of everything save her great 
her unbearable misery. How it had all come about she did not know, it was all a mystery 
tolher which she was not curious tolunravel. In heart and brain there was but one thought, 
one cry "Hamish says we must part ___ Hamish loves me no longer!" 
But Aunt Jeanie had passed the night in wearying conjectures and suppositions. That the 
misunderstanding had toldo withlRobin Macey she did not doubt but what was its nature, 
what motive could have been strong enough tolinduce Hamish tolwritelthat letter _ all 
this was a blank tolher when she began to think and was a blank tolher now. 
But the sight of her child, of thelwakeful piteous eyes, <the> <low moans> the poor face 
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and <f> hands burning with fever, and / {above all [ that little low weary moan spurred 
<in> to [sic] Aunt Jeanie into something more than thinking. 
I <shall> {will} go to him and hear from his own lips what it all means" she said at last 
decidedly "Things cannot be left in this state I will go directly Maggie before he goes 
out." 
She went tolput on her things and on coming back found Maggie had dragged herself 
tolthe writing-table, and was writing. 
She waited in silence till thelletterlwas done 
There" said Maggie holding it out tolher "Take it. But it will do no good; I know it I feel 
it 
Aunt Jeanie threwlher arms round her as she stood there {looking} so pitifully small and 
childish tolbear thelgreat trouble which had come upon her, and went her way. 
An hour afterwards she came back opened her own door met Maggie's look of 
expectation and rushing up tolher threw herself on her knees besides {the} <and cried 
with her as if her heart would break> tears raining over her aged face 
Oh my darling! my darling!" she cried "he is beside him- [39']self. He will not listen tola 
word. It is no use." 
Maggie grew deadly white 
Tell me" she gasped 
He says he has proofs, but nothinglwould make him tellime what they were. I told him 
that between you and Robin Macey there was nothing but the merest cousinly intimacy; I 
told/him that you were innocent of anything and everything he might suspect you, that 
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Robin Macey had left this morning and that you mIght probably never set eyes on him 
again; I said morelto him than I could repeat tolyou, but all was in vain He shook his 
head withla contemptuous smile at all my arguments. "So you are also deluded?" he said 
more than once. His look and tone made me shiver; I felt then that all was over. Tell 
MiS Phemister" he said as I got up tolgo "that I have no thought but for her happiness 
should not act as I am doing now were I not fully persuaded that she does not love me 
that she never has loved me." Oh my darling it is better that you should know all the 
truth. Rouse up my bairn. Bear it bravely. It is the Lord's Will. 
Maggie made no answer. She got up went withltottering steps tolthe dressing table, 
arranged her dress thenltook a shawl from thelbed and threw it over her. Aunt Jeanie 
watching her in wondering silence. 
I am going tolhim myself' she said at last in a hard unnatural voice "I cannot lose him my 
Hamish _ my all. He shall hear me. He shalllistenitoime. It cannot be that I who was 
everything tolhim yesterday can be nothing today! 
My bairn! my poor bairn!" exclaimed Aunt Jeanie theltears falling fast as she looked at 
her standing there by thelwindow in the morning sunlight, the feverish face gleaming 
from under thelheavy crimson folds of thelplaid she had thrown over her. {40} [4(Jl] 
Maggie met thelpitying look and threw up her hands with a little cry. 
Don't look at me so don't! Oh it is no use! I can't do it. 
And she sank down again in tearless speechless agony. 
Maidenly reserve _ womanly dignity _ they held her back from Hamish withltheir iron 
fetters and surge against them as it might, her love _ great and passionatelas it was _ 
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could not <burst> free itself could not burst thelbonds which held it. 
The day dragged its weary hours along. Maggie lay for thelmost [om.:part] in a s<t>ort 
of stupor dead tolall outward things but about nightfall there came an access of fever and 
all night long she talked in a light-headed delirious way of Hamish and Robin, of 
thelexpedition tolBalmoral and thelheather and blue bells on thelBallaterlcrags, <all> of 
little trivial common place things which sounded oddly in the midnight stillness and 
nearly broke Aunt Jeanie's heart as she sat watching and listening. 
Hours and days of anxious nursing followed. The doctor called in, an old friend of Aunt 
Jeanie's shook his head over his patient but forbore toldistress MiB Phemister 
withlconjectures as tolthelcause of the illness. He saw as indeed no one could choose but 
see that there was some great trouble brooding over thelPhemister household and held 
{his peace}. Every day as he went out tolhis carriage afterlhis evening visit a tall 
muffled-up figure met him, stopped him for a moment, then/passed on down thelother 
side o~the street. One evening from the window of Maggie's sick room Aunt {Jeanie} 
was a witness of this/brief colloquy. 
He loves her" she said {sadly} turning away "and yet he is killing her!" 
But Maggie did not die. Her youth and strength came tolher aid; Aunt Jeanie's love and 
care interposedlthemselves as a shield between her and death. There came a day when 
life and death hung humanly speaking in thelbalance [ 4d] when Aunt Jeanie half thought, 
thatlthelbonnie blue eyes would never open again or the parched lips unclose. _ And 
when in the evening hush and quiet there came a peaceful waking and a loving intelligent 
look where all before had been vacancy or distress. The crisis had come and gone and 
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Maggie was saved. 
Slowly slowly she camc back tollife - to such a life as was left her. A strange {forlorn} 
<desolate> world it was tolwhich she returned. Without Hamish without love - she was 
like a little boat drifting rudderless {and alone} on a wide and desolate sea. No haven 
was in sight. The even monotonous waves - of time, - of <ordinary> daily life - rocked 
her on and on she knew not, she cared not whither, - might they only drift {her} into the 
same port as Hamish at last. 
[9] The first morning she came downstairs Maggie sent for her desk. Therc in a 
compartment by themselves, sealed and tied with loving care lay Hamish's letters, - not 
many in number for they had been seldom parted. She made them into a packet along 
with thellittle presents he had made her since their engagement, sent them, and then sat 
down tolweep a few quiet {natural} tears over the happy past, and to brace herself in 
prayer and silence for the dreary inevitable future. In that moment the girlish Maggie 
fled for ever; and in her place there moved about Aunt Jeanie's house a wan, frail, 
saddened woman whose patient smile and tender speech came readily and lovingly as 
ever, but into/whose inner life none were admitted. Those who watch[ edJlher and dwelt 
withlher felt that it was a life 'hid with Christ in God,4, a life of adoration and childlike 
submission, but further they could not penetrate. For Maggie never spoke of the past. 
Once when she and Miss Phemister were sitting togetherlin thelparlour Aunt Jeanie saw 
her niece start and drop<ped> her work. On his door-step on the othcrlside of the street 
stood Hamish Graham {talking tolan acquaintance who had stopped him at the door as he 
was setting off on his morning round}. Maggie hastily withdrew from the window but 
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she need not have moved. He never glanced that way and, his conver- {41 } [4 JT]sation 
finished he was soon hurrying in an opposite direction towards Union Street. It suddenly 
struck Aunt Jeanie as she worked that this was the first of October. The first - and on the 
twelfth Hamish and Maggie were to have been married. She rose, went to Maggie and 
put her arms round her. Maggie returned the kiss, smiled into her Aunt's face wet with 
vainly regretful tears and theltwo women returned toltheir work. 
Winter came, and Maggie's <little> {recovered} strength began tolfail her again. A 
cough came on which no remedies seemed toltouch; littlelby little she gave up one after 
anotherlo~her accustomed ways; Aunt Jeanie's [om.:hopes] sank as she saw how day by 
day the childish patient face grew thinner {&} paler. 
What could be done for her child? She consultedlD f Mitchell and his advice was "Take 
her for thelwinter tolEdinburgh; there she will have change of scene and a milder air. 
Doctors toolin plenty if she wantslthem!" 
Maggie did not resist. She lent what help she could in the preparations for the move and 
enteredlin Aunt Jeanie's cheerful schemes. But on thelevening before theylwere tolleave 
Aberdeen she stood at her own window looking down upon thatlhouse opposite in which 
she was tolhave lived with Hamish. Was he in his study, she wondered? This was 
theltime at which <two> months ago he used tolcome over {tolher} <[ ?:hour] house>. 
Love _ youth _ hope _ all gone. Ah well! It would not be for long. 
[ * ) Maggie gave her last look to/those well-known windows as they drove a wa y 
tolthelstation in thelclear chilly Autumn morning. She did not think she should ever see 
them again. 
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They established themselves in a flat in one of theltalfEdinburgh houses. The first 
morning in their new home, the same dread seized both. Would Robin Macey make his 
appearance? As <first> far as they knew he did not know of their coming, but they could 
not count upon his remaining ignorant more than a few days. Those inconvenient beings 
_ mutual friends _ would soon betrayl<their> their whereabouts to him and then Well 
come what would Aunt Jeanie was resolved that Maggie at least should not have thelpain 
and awkwardness of meetinglhim. 
Their anxietylwas set at rest in an unexpected way. On a rainy afternoon about a 
week aftcrlthe/phemister's t arrival [411] two ladies made their appearance in Aunt 
Jeanie's sitting room. One, a large soft motherly woman had been a friend of Aunt 
Jeanie's youth; the lather was her daughter Looking at the elder lady one wondered 
whence thelyounger derived her tall gaunt figure and angular proportions. The first 
greetings over, Mrs Annesley and Aunt Jeanie proceededlto a systematic talk-over of their 
mutuallfriends and acquaintances. Maggie tried <hard> to make conversation for the 
daughter but found it hard work. The young lady seemed chiefly occupied in listeninglto 
her mother's and Miss Phemister's conversation, and Maggie could get nothing but sharp 
scrutinising looks and abrupt monosyllables out of her. 
At last, however, a thought seemed tolstrike her and she turned round with - "Oh, 'bye 
thelbye - M~ Robin Macey - He's a cousin of yours isn't he?" 
Yes" said Maggie quietly. Aunt Jeanie looked up quickly. 
Ah!" said Mrs Anncsley "what do you think of thelyoung man, MiB Phemister'? For my 
pan I don't see so much harm in a young man's running off with a pretty ~irl if theylloved 
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each other. It was a thing often done in my youth, she added with a laugh. 
<But my dear Mrs Annesley> What? _ Who?"_,,t exclaimed Aunt Jeanie, bewildered 
opening her eyes at thelspeaker. 
"Is it possible you do not know.t Why, all Edinburgh is talking about it. You know he 
was tutor at thelBallantynes. Well he and Margaret Ballantyne fell in love {with each 
other} when she was only sixteen. It is said that it was her fortune he was in love 
withlbut people are so ill-natured. There was a secret engagement which old Ballantyne 
found out about a month after it was fanned. He was naturally furious - turned 
Master/Robin out of doors and vowed tolsend Margaret to England where she could [not] 
get intolmore mischief. However the girl stayed in Edinburgh. For months nothing was 
heard of M~ Robin Macey. But some time this summer he and his lady-love must have 
found means of beginning it all {42} [421 again, and now there has come out such a 
history of clandestine visits,lletters, walks and all the rest of it as makes one[ 5] hair stand 
on end. My dear MiS Phemister what a thing it is to have daughters!" 
This with a <bland> {jocose} significant look at her dear {Lucy} <girl>. <The poor girl 
however could not "lay the soothing {flattering} unction to her sour,5 She did not think 
it likely {at least} that she should ever have so daring a lover.> 
[§] Well?" exclaimed Aunt Jeanie, impatient of thellittle by-play. 
"Well the lend of it is that last Saturday my lady Margaret and her lover took a journey 
to/Perth, where Macey had performed the/necessary residence, were married in so secure 
a way that I believe no one can untie the/knot, and from there addressed the penitential 
effusions usual in such cases to old Ballantyne and his wife. The old people arc nearly 
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beside themselves, Margaret is thelonly child and herlfortune - £60,000 I believe it is 
will all go to/this _ well I mustn't call him a scamp before you MiB Phemister I suppose." 
I don't know what other name he deserves," exclaimed Aunt Jeanie sitting sternly upright 
her old face glowing and quivering. 
"Poor girl - poor younglthing! A large stock of mutuallfaith they will have tolbegin 
married life with! I pity her withlmy whole heart but as for him _ were he ten times my 
nephew I will give him thelname he deserves! He is a villain!" 
Maggie had never seen that tender simple Scotch <f>nature/so roused before. The sense 
of disgrace - of pity, of indignation was very keen in her, but she thought had she been 
Robin Macey she would hardly have cared tolencounter Aunt Jeanie at thatlmoment. 
Mrs Annesley and her daughterllooked curiously at MiB Phemister. To 
themlthelmatter was not such a serious one. Bah! young men couldn't afford tolmarry 
for love in these days - such things would happen. 
[~] They tried good naturedly <to be> enough to lessen the impression made but without 
success and tookltheir departure at last, leaving behind them a legacy of by no means 
pleasant thoughts to/Aunt Jeanie and her niece. 
My dear!" said MiS Phemisterlwhen theylwere alone together. [421] What a story! Well I 
never trusted the man, not from the time I/first saw that dark deceitful melancholy face of 
his. What made him come tolus when he did I wonder?" Probably therelwas some danger 
of discovery and he thought it better toltake himself off for a week. He has disgraced us 
all. Don't let us speak of him any more, Maggie" exclaimed Aunt Jeanie as she got up 
kissed her niece and walked away tolher own room tolcompose herself. 
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"What made him tellime what he did I wondcr," sighed Maggie: "I suppose he felt he 
was quitelsafe. 
His behaviour puzzled her as she looked back on it. And no wonder. Simple-hearted 
Maggie never <<1> would and never did <and never did> {comprehend} Robin Macey _ 
one of those common mixed characters who do on thelwhole more mischief inlthelworld 
than thelthoroughly bad ones. 
Afterlthis date Macey was tolerably prosperous inlthelworld. His gains if ill-gotten were 
none thelless pleasant tolhim for that. His wife, a giddy, prettylheedless child was not as 
happy as she might have been <and> {but} thcre were {always} <plenty of> people 
<who told> {at hand to tell hcr <continually> that she had no right to complain for was it 
not all her own fault." So she learnt tolhold her tongue and bear withlher slippery 
unsatisfactorylhusband as she best could. He was not unkind tolher; he was indeed 
grateful tolher for the solid substantial benefits she had brought him, and by fits and 
startsl<do> tried to make her happy in his {own} odd way. 
But withla wife and £60,000 _ with a countrYlhouse in Perthshire and town-house in 
Edinburgh, - Macey never lost that melancholy way of his. To thellast day of his <day> 
{life} he could never resist theltemptation of reposing sentimental confidences in 
prettylwomen; or help laying himself out tolwin their compassion and approval. So while 
men in general distrusted and disliked him, women pitied and were kind to him, 
mentioned his name gently and handled his misdoings tenderly. The object of their 
admiration as years went on had more and more of the petit-maitre t about him but 
thclspell of his dark sad eycs, and respcctful deferential ways never cntirely {-+.3 } [4Jfl 
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lost its force. And with this he was obliged to be content. 
So much for Robin Macey. He will figure no more in these/pages. 
The winter in Edinburgh passed slowly away. For a while the change and the warmer 
climatelhad their due effect on Maggie's health. She was brighter/stronger betterlin every 
way. But January and February were severe monthsland even in sheltered Edinburgh 
thelcold was intense. Maggie began toldroop visibly. The cough and weakness returned 
and by the beginning of March she was so ill that Aunt Jeanie nearly lost hope again. 
Take me home dear Aunt," [*J she said at last when the craving was so strong thatlit 
could no longer be repressed. "A breath of sea-air _ a sight of the Deeside hills - they 
would dolme more good than all thelmedicine in thelworld. 
They took her home, and so ended the visit which was tolhave done such wonders and 
upon which Aunt Jeanie had built so many hopes. 
The very first evening of their revival [sic] in Aberdeen, Maggie's health seemed 
tolrevive. Barbara surveyed her with satisfaction proportioned to thelgloominess 
o~thelforebodings which had possessed her <wh> once she heard they were coming 
home and even Aunt Jeanie's spirits rose. 
Maggie sank that night into a peaceful contented sleep. For many days her step was 
lighterlher air more full of life. Was she not near Hamish once more, under thelsame sky 
breathing the same air with him? It was a thought which would have given her happiness 
even amid thelshadows of thelDark Valley itself. 
In a fortnight's time her health was so much improved that she resumed some of 
her old occupations, amongst others,lthat of visiting/thelfamilies of her Sunday-school 
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children. She had not been out for monthslbut such a spcll of <bright> mild warm 
weather came aboutlthis time to brightenlthelgrey streetslof Aberdeen that even her 
delicate throat and chest could bear thelopen air without danger. 
One morning she set out tolvisit a poor family living in a road opening out of Union 
Street. She reached thelhouse and knocked. There was no answer. Gentlylopening 
theldoor she passed in, through a [ 431] long stone passage and entered thelkitchen at the 
further end so noiselessly that her presence was for a few momentslunnoticedlby its 
inmates. 
There a sad scene met her view. On a <little> bed nearlthe fireplace lay a poor littlclboy6 
panting and gasping for breath. The look of distresslin the <poor> blue eyes, the hectic 
flush; thellaboured breathing all toldlthelsame tale. It was a<n> {dangerous} 
<aggravated> case of bronchitis. <His little sister and brothers> {other} Children were 
scattered about the room while on a sort of shake-down in one comer lay thelpoor mother 
only just recovering from her confinement. 
But therelwas anotherlfigure in thatlsorrowful group. By thelbed-side holding thelboy's 
hand in his and stooping down tolhear thelfeeble gasping answers tolsome question he 
had asked stood - Hamish Graham. Maggie had hardly time toltake in thelfact of his 
presence when he turned and saw her standing in the doorway. 
There was a pause. The children gazed in wondering silence {while} the sick woman on 
thelfarther {comer} raised herself on her elbow with with [sic] a feeble greeting. Over 
Maggie's heart swept a tempestlof emotion - as brief as it was violent. Woman-like she 
was the first tolrecover herself <to h>. Passing Hamish with a bow she went {up 
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tolthelmother with} <she passed Hamish> whom she stood talking for some time. When 
she turned at last Hamish was still there. <and> In anotherlinstant without knowing why 
or wherefore she found herself at his side. 
Poor little fellow!" she said bending down tolraise and smooth thellittle sufferer's pillow. 
"Can nothing be done tolease him, M~ Graham. t 
He raised his head met her clear calm eyes and moved away tolfetch his stethoscope. 
I have done what I could," he said after a while. "A nurse will be here directly. She will 
see to him." 
Then little Ben must be patient" said Maggie, kneeling down by the child. "He must be 
patient and bear thelpain bravely like a Man 
Hamish {Graham} turned to look at <the kneeling figure> {her and as his} face fell upon 
the pure pale outlines of thel<speak> bending face a<s> quick expression of dread - of 
alarm - crossed his face. A few hastylstepslcarried {44} [441] to/him [sic] tolher side. 
Come away," he said hastily, "thislis no place - no air for you. You can do nothing. A 
nurse is coming. You had better go. 
He spoke gruffly harshly but as Maggie rose she had {to} pull down her veil tolhide 
thelsudden light in her eyes, thelquick trembling of her lips. So though he believed her 
false he had some care, some thought for her still. 
At thelthreshold she turned back for a moment. Hamish was now standing talking 
tolthelmother with his face turned away from her. One last lingering look at 
thel<lingering> {beloved} form and Maggie gently shut the door and went out a 
quivering April smile on her colourless lips. 
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I have seen him. I have spoken tolhim. I know he loves me still. Now I can bear it." 
Afterlthat day Maggie's walks came tolan end. Cold keen east winds swept for days over 
theloldltown old town [sic] driving thelrich indoors and sowing seeds of disease and 
deathlin the weak and aged. Maggie's cough became very troublesome That combined 
with oppressed breathing kept her very much awake at nights. In such solitary suffering 
{ times} thelthought of God's Endless Rest was verylprecious tolher. 
And yet there were moments when Maggie's young fresh life fought against the numbing 
weakness and powerlessness creeping over it, when she strovelwith all {her} strengthlto 
beat back the Hand which was so gently <and> yet irrevocably detaching her from life 
and thelworld which held Hamish and leading her on and on towardslDeath the Hereafter. 
Only moments. And at last thelFatherly Hand blotted even these out of her life and so 
divine a sense of love and safe protection wrapped her round that there was no room for 
doubt or dread. 
One morning as she was dressing a strange choking feeling oppressed her. She put her 
handkerchief to her lips and withdrew it covered with bright red spots. A little weeping, 
a little trembling, a few natural misgivings, - and Maggie was herself again [ 44']. 
She kept this new fact tolherself. It happened several times afterlthis but even Aunt 
Jeanie's observantlcare knew nothing of it. 
At last came April withlits soft breezes and softerlshowers. But thelwarmer weather only 
brought added languor and weakness tolMaggie. About this time Aunt Jeanie withlmany 
a pang silently resigned her darling intolGod's Hands. 
One afternoon she went outltoldo some necessary shopping and left Maggie established 
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withlher work on a sofa in the parlour. After a while the/light began to fade; twilight 
came quickly on. Maggie could no longer see tolwork so she lay peacefully watching the 
firelight leaping in and out and dreaming of thatlother life which her thoughts now 
handled with a reverent familiarity 
Suddenly there came a knock at thelstreet-door followed by a loud ring. Maggie knew 
that knock. She had not watched and listened for it evening afterlevening in vain. 
It is Hamish!" she said, springing up withlthatllight in her eyes that flush on her cheek 
which had always greeted him in the olden time. 
A quick firm step came up thelstairs and traversed the passage. There was a pause. The 
door was opened and shut and therelin thelfaint gleam of thelfirelight stood Hamish. 
Hamish! oh Hamish!" she cried as she sprung [sic] towards him. In an instant thelblessed 
certainty flashed across her that thellong waiting/was over. The moment of re-union 
hoped for in heaven had come on earth. 
Maggie - come!" 
He held out his arms. She crept intolthem in a silent ecstasy of joy and clung tolhim 
trembling. She felt his hold tighten passionately round her; his tears were on her cheek. 
Maggie, my little lassie! Speak to me. I have suffered - God knows I have suffered." 
Hamish! Hamish!" was all she could say. So for a while they stood in silence, an 
ineffable sense of re-union, of perfect love wrapping them round. At last a trembling and 
{45} [451 faintness came over Maggie. She clung to/Hamish for support 
Maggie!" he said, "Maggie, what {is} it? 
Her head sank on his shoulder; he felt the/frail form slipping from his grasp. A great fear 
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tooklpossession of him He raised her hastily in his arms and carried her ah! it was a 
light burden! _ tolthelsofa. 
He laid her there and knelt down himself beside her. How pale she looked, how 
changed! In that moment a foreboding of <what> {the} inevitable came tolHamish, but 
only tolbe dashed from him withlall thelstrength of his strong nature. 
Speak tolme Maggie!" he urged and at thelsound of his voice the white lids unclosed and 
a little cold hand sought his. Slowly, slowly life and thelpower of speech came back 
tolher She looked up and her lips framed words. Hamish stooped. 
"Tell me - why - how?" 
He {made a} mighty effort at self-control. Then bending tolher again _ To-day I heard 
fori the first time of Robin Macey's marriage with a Miss Margaret Ballantyne. I heard 
too thatlwhen he was here last summer they had been engaged some weeks. A silence. 
Maggie's face expressed bewilderment - enquiry. He left her and went tollcan against the 
mantlepiece. Looking down upon her from there he toldlher thelstory of thelminiature 
and thuslexplained thelwhole mystery of his conduct. 
Sharp pain, bitter regret _ theylfilled Maggie's heart tolover-flowing {as she listened}. 
Such a little thing - and yet it had wrecked two lives! 
Oh Hamish!" she cried, a paroxysm of bitterness and despair sweeping over her "It has 
come toollate. If you had toldlme this <but> at first _ but now! _ I cannot stay withlYoU 
Hamish, I must go; you cannot keep me. "Oh God! Oh! Father! A littlellife - a little 
time. " 
<She held out her hands to him.> Hamish came tolher. She held out her hands tolhim 
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with a piteous look. 
Maggie," he said, in a low hoarse voice, "What do you mean? Are you so very ill? [451] 
The sight of his emotion, - thelsense of the blow thatlwas about tolfall upon him - soothed 
her own wild excitementland despair. She put up her hands drew his away from his face 
and made him look at her. 
Hamish dear, you must tryltolbear it. You have made me very happy, your love is more 
precious tolme than life, but even it cannot keep me now. There is no hope; the lungs arc 
injured. The end may come at any time." 
[§]<He looked at her, at the serene childish face, at> But Hamish's mind 
absolutely refused toladmit theltruth. He made an agitated incoherent dcnial which 
brought a look of pain intolher face. But true tolher tender clinging nature she could not 
bear tolgrieve him any longer, so she said no more, and he, only toolglad tolescape from a 
subject which he could not bring himself tolface, let it alone too. To him, thelpossibility 
she spoke of was indefinitely/far off - indefinitely distant while to Maggie it was a 
certainty _ 'near; even at theldoors,7. 
She threw it off however and presently there began a quiet happy talk over old scenes and 
times. Hamish stirred the fire and it blazed out merrily throwing a rosy glow over 
Maggie's white face and dress and lighting up every comer of the old familiar room. 
Ha!" said Hamish looking round him withla long breath It is something tolsee this again. 
When you were away in Edinburgh, Maggie, thelsight of these windows darkened and 
shut up was almost more than I could bear!" 
Poor Hamish!" said Maggie, stroking his large, stronglhand withlher little fingers. 
----------------------~ ----
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He stooped and raised her in his anns. 
Maggie - little Maysie! Have I really got you again? Is it really you speaking, smiling _ 
looking? It seems tolme that all this will tum out to be only a dream, and then will come 
the/old desolatellife again. Eh! little lassie?" 
What can I do or say?" she said, laughing up intolhis moved {46} [4&] passionate face. 
"Don't I feel substantial enough 
"Y ou feel like a feather, Maggie. I could carry you about with me all day and not know 
there was anything in my arms. Ah well - we will mend all that. 
She nestled up to/him with a little shiver. Presently there was a sound of opening doors, a 
step in the passage _ 
"Hamish Graham - Maggie! 
It was Jeanie's bewildered voice. 
Come here Auntie" cried Maggie merrily "Come here and see what a clever doctor has 
been here while you have been buying up Aberdeen. Can't you see the effectslof his 
medicines already?" 
Aunt Jeanie looked at her and turned to/Hamish for an explanation. 
He gave it _ with Maggie's help. MiB Phemister/knelt down by her niece and theltwo 
embraced each other and shed a few quiet joyful tears together. Afterlwhich a measure of 
composure <and common sense> {returned to} everybody. MiB Phemister went up-
stairs to/take her things off and <endeavoured to compehend what had happened> 
{ collect her scattered senses} in the/silence and quiet of her own room. 
Left tolthemselves again Hamish and Maggie were very silent. The fire died down, but 
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Hamish would not disturblthellittle tired hcad lying on -his arm tolreplace it. So presently 
the room was in darkness save for a faint gleam of red light at one end of it. 
Hamish sat thinking o~thelpast and future. Below {stairs} he could hear Barbara's 
cracked quavering voice singing a verse from one of the grand old Covenantlhymns. 
Through the unshuttered windows he caught a glimpse of a wide stretch of dark bluc sky 
studded with faint stars. All was still within and without and thelstillness and peacc 
passed into his heart. 
Suddenly there was a little start and troubled cry from Maggic. 
Oh! Hamish, save me! Don't let me go. 
What is it my darling?" he said, thinking she was <a> half [4&] asleep. "There," bending 
down to/her and raising her more comfortably in his arms "Is that better'?" 
There was no answer. Her head sank back into its former place on his shoulder<s>. <He 
bent down and placed his ear to her lips.> An awful dread seized him. He bent down and 
placed his ear tolher lips. 
Maggie was dead. 
Chapter twelve . 
LITERARY ASPECTS OF BELIEVED TOO LATE (1869) 
12.1 THE TEXT 
The manuscript narrative of Believed Too Late follows immediately after the fragment A 
Woman of Genius at the end of A Gay Life in WARD Box VII, Volume 5 in the 
unbroken A progression. It must therefore have bcen written when Mary was about 
eighteen years old, in Oxford, as part of a period of serious fictional experiment. The 
number of characters is limited, but Maggie, the central character, is a very successful 
creation. 
The narrative is dramatically complete and consistent in mood. It is written in 
three chapters and contains several of the elements which are brought into play in A Gay 
Life, but with a tragic denouement for the heroine. Maggie is a far warmer and more 
attractive character than Lena, in A Gay Life. Lena's equivalent in Believed Too Late is 
the strangely motivated and cynical Robin Macey who, like Lena, appears principally 
attracted by material considerations in matters of the heart. in later novels, Mary makes 
the hero rather than the heroine the victim of destructive jealousy1. 
There is no record that she attempted to have this story published and in fact, 
despite some great strengths, and a fonnidable fluency and control, too great a stress is 
forced upon the central tension, jealousy, so that it has to bear the weight of the death of 
the heroine, which goes against common sense. There is also striking capitulation to 
some of the literary and moral conventions of contemporary popular and rcligious fiction. 
Nevertheless the story has vitality and, especially in the first of the three chapters, great 
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realism and charm. 
12.2 SETTING 
Mary's visit to stay at Murtie, the large country house near Aberdeen which formed part 
of her schoolfriend Bessie Thursford's family estate, gave Mary the material for the 
realistic depiction of Aberdeen in Believed Too Late. The detailed di ary1 which records 
this month-long stay is found in Volume 3 preceding Script B of Lansdale Manor. The 
visit took place from June to July in 1867 and gave Mary an opportunity to study the 
Scots dialect and to gain local colour. She chooses the name of a family servant at her 
friend's home, Phemister, for the surname of her heroine and her observation of the 
organisation of the household and recording of local dialect is apparent in the story. 
12.3 LITERARY INFLUENCES ON BELIEVED TOO LATE 
It is possible that the plot of this narrative was suggested by Jane Austen's 
Persuasion, but only in its barest outlines, and with a tragic ending. Inward 
circumstances, destructive jealousy, take the place of the measured, if misplaced, 
received wisdom and external forces which ended Anne Elliot's early romance. 
Believed Too Late strives in places for the authorial manner of George Eliot, with 
whom Mary was to have dinner in Oxford a few months later as a guest of Mark Pattison 
and his wifc3. The ultimate death of the heroine, Maggie Phemister, reflects the literary 
influence of the starkly moral drama of several of the Scenes of Clelical Life, first 
published in "Blackwood's Magazine" in 1857, which appeared in a cheap one volume 
edition in 1863. An illustrated edition appeared in 1868, the year before Mary wrote 
Bclivcd Too Late. The major crises in the Scenes cxpound the intuitive perccption that 
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the withdrawal of love causes death. Amos Barton's partly unconscious and partly self-
willed neglect of his wife results in her death. More significant perhaps in relation to 
Believed Too Late is the second of the Scenes, Mr Gilfil's Love Story, which contains 
several features in common, though the social world of the stories is very distinct. In 
common are the elements of passionate jealousy, though on the part of women rather 
than men; a wasting disease suffered by the heroine Caterina, who is, like Maggie, an 
adopted rather than a natural child of the household, and a miniature portrait in gold 
containing locks of hair. 
George Eliot could well have been taken by Mary as her model in striving for 
authoritative control of local dialect. Mary Arnold's other major literary idols, the 
Brontes, also write in dialect with great force. Her keen observation for verbal and aural 
authenticity is clear in Believed Too Late, where Maggie's aunt Jeanie Phemister's 
genteel Aberdeen tones and the servant Barbara's more robust Scots utterances show her 
ability to create a convincing verbal landscape. This anticipates the Cumberland dialect 
of Robert Elsmere and Helbeck of Bannisdale, the Derbyshire and Manchester dialects of 
David Grieve and the Hertfordshire dialect of Marcella, and the Tale of Bessie Costrel!. 
It is striking that both in Mr Gilfil's Love Story and in Janet's Repentance the 
moment of violent withdrawal of love leads directly to the death of a lover or husband. 
George Eliot also develops this theme later, in Middlemarch, when Casaubon dies just as 
Dorothea is deciding not to devote her future life to the arrangement of his sterile and 
labyrinthine research notes. The sex is reversed in Believed Too Late. It is Hamish who 
ultimately kills Maggie by the withdrawal of his love. The irony of this is observed 
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poignantly by Maggie's aunt, Miss Phemister: "He loves her," she said sadly, turning 
away, "and yet he is killing her!,,4 
Elizabeth Gaskell's Wives and Daughters contains some of the elements of this 
story: a medical practice with a junior partner who is subject to a passionatc attachment 
to the heroine (which is clearly far less important than Hamish's love for Maggie), the 
arrival with luggage of a male equivalent of Cynthia Kirkpatrick, Robin Macey, who 
brings far more serious destruction in his wake. Most significantly, the possession of a 
secret by the central character leaves her vulnerable to misinterpretation, and it is this on 
which the intense emotions of the narrative hinges. Molly Gibson loses her local 
reputation temporarily as a direct consequence of keeping the secret of a careless and 
self-seeking person, the step sister whom she loved, and who also, in her way, loved her. 
Maggie Phemister loses her life as a consequence of keeping the secret of a man whosc 
self-indulgent behaviour is clearly not worth the sacrifice. However the principle 
remains the same and it is this which interests Mary most, as her later novels show. 
12.4 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NARRATIVE FOR LATER FICTION 
The tragic tension of passion and isolation between lovers as a result of an intuitive or 
emotional reaction to an event gives human and dramatic psychological force to Mary's 
mature fiction. In Robert Elsmere, the terrible emotional frustration experienced by 
Catherine Elsmere when she loses spiritual communion with Robert does not result in her 
death, though it gives her great suffering. In Helbeck of Bannisdale, where Helbeek and 
Laura are caught in a tension between love and personally incompatible moral and 
spiritual integrity, the result, ultimately, is Laura's death. 
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Since the manuscript text of Mary Arnold's sto'ries was not available to scholars 
for critical comment until the 1970s, it is inevitable that little has been written about 
them. Peterson comments that the villain of the piece, Robin Macey, is the direct 
ancestor of Langham in Robert Elsmere and 'represents the first appearanceS in Mary's 
fiction of a religious sceptic.' (This is not in fact the case, since Edith Lansdale's 
sceptical cousin Margaret Percy takes this role in Lansdale Manor, particularly in Script 
C, where a formidable argument on 'women's religion' betters Robin Macey's 
performance. ) 
A melancholy air, supposedly the reflection of inner religious doubt, from which 
Robin implies Maggie may be able to free him by the inspiration of her pure evangelical 
faith, first attracts Maggie's sympathy to him. This is certainly a very interesting feature, 
but one which Mary Arnold does not develop consistently in the story. 
It is a very attractive feature of Believed Too Late that Mary has a direct and 
authoritative grasp of human, flirtatious, mutually attractive behaviour between the sexes. 
This gives vitality and complete conviction to the first chapter of the story, on which the 
tragic denouement depends. The domestic sentimentality of the last section of Ailie is 
mercifully absent, although the final death scene lacks credibility. 
12.5 THE HEROINE 
Maggie Phemister is a direct ancestor of the most striking heroines of Mary 
Ward's mature fiction: Marcella and Laura Fountain. At eighteen, Mary Arnold's 
intuitive compromise between her ideals of integrity and the necessity for an overriding 
moral or religious system of belief find thcir artistic fulfilment in an immensely attractive 
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and vital girl of real humour, irony, discretion and cllarm. Her resistance to her lover's 
assumption that he has the right of confession over her anticipates Laura's struggles with 
Helbeck and Marcella Boyce's fight for the right to believe in the innocence of a man 
whose cause she has championed. Maggie, like Marcella, rises in indignation against 
what she feels is prejudice and injustice. 
She is rejected in an irrational reaction of passionate and destructive jealousy. 
Mary was to explore the psychology of jealousy and the separation and pain inevitably 
caused by it in later fiction, notably Sir George Tressady, Fenwick's Career, and Daphne, 
or Marriage a la Mode. Hamish's jealousy is resolved in the last chapter of Believed Too 
Late in a manner which is radically unconvincing, sentimental and over dramatic. 
Nevertheless writing of great verve and potential can be found in this narrative as well as 
real, mature feeling and engagement with disillusionment and disintegration within the 
setting of an adult relationship. 
There are no living parents in this story. Maggie's only friend is an aunt. This 
anticipates Vittoria. The domestic affections of Miss Phemister's household represent a 
convincing departure from the restricting and sometimes cloying family atmosphere 
found in Lansdale Manor and A Gay Life. 
The heroine is vulnerable and acts on her own account and on her own principle 
in a volatile and uncertain world where she cannot expect effective support. This 
anticipates major heroines such as Marcella and Laura Fountain in later writing. 
Chapter thirteen 




A Woman of Genius 
All her life she had been told she was a genius and by this time she believed it3. 
THE Tt:XT OF VITTORrA (1869) 
She paid the cab, dismissed him, t And stood a moment at the garden-gate, looking so 
scared and white and bewildered, that the cabman as he drove off turned tollook at her 
<as he drove off> standing there <in thelp> under the dreary sky in thelpouring rain, a 
small shrinking delicate creature. The fire of her great resolve had for thelmoment died 
out andlonly the embers of weariness, reaction, terrible misgivings remained behind. 
[§] She turned towards thelhouse at length and started as her eye fell on the shuttered 
windows, and {noted} the straggl<ed>ing shrubs and uncared-for creeper, growing here 
and thcre in the domain she remembered so painfully neat and trim. <To be sur> 
Certainly she had not written tolher Aunt tolapprise her of her intended journey; thcre had 
been no time for that. But she had taken for grantedlthat shc was at Streatham; the 
possibility of her being from <fr>home had never occurred tolher - Andlnow thelshut-up 
house, the desolate *{garden}! Vittoria's heart sank, but in another minute she 
walkedlup the drive with a defiant reckless courage in her look andlair, and knocked. 
Ah that familiar porch, with itslrustic benches, and the deep shadow cast by the ivy 
clambering over- {48} (481)4 head filling its recesses, _ Vittoria looked round her with a 
curious feeling, remember<ed>ing the summer <lawn> {shower} the waiting, and that 
sudden flash of consciousnesslfrom heart tolheart {thelremembrance of <wh>} which 
stirred the depths withinlher now as she stood holding her breathlfor the sound of 
footstcps within, the heavy November rain plashing on thelsteps and dripping from the 
dank ivy leaves. 
------------------------------ -----
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At last there was a pattcrlwithin. Vittoria heard bolts undone a chain carefully adjusted. 
Then theldoor opened a cautious two inches, a glimpse of an aged faee appeared through 
the aperture, and a hostile voice <demanded> {announced} If it{ 1s Mrs Woottonlyou 
want, she's not at home The doctors took her up tolLunnon last <for> week for 
theloperation. There's no one here but _ 
"Martha!" cried Vittoria, theltears choking her. 
Eh<!>-h-h-h!" 
Such a tone of fright, of utter bewilderment! A moment[ 1s silence then the ehain fell, 
and Martha stood on [sic] the doorway, striving toladjust a pair of antique spectacles with 
her trembling hands. 
Eh! _ MiB Vittoria, no - sure - Well I never _ all by yourself, and such a day! 
Something's wrong withlthe missus I make no doubt. 
Nothing's wrong with anybody butlme" said Vittoria with a faint hysteric laugh, "take me 
in Martha I 
Her head<s> drooped her hands fell. Martha rushed forward {49} [4915 caught her, 
poured upon her a torrent of inquiries concern reproaches, got no answer, and finally had 
thelsense to lead her in, through the long passage, intolthe bright warm kitchen. There 
she put her intola chair, and proceeded to care for her bodily wants as far aslshe 
understood them. 
Martha!" gasped the wanderer when recollection returned 
"Y ou must put me {up} somewhere. I must sleep here to-night" 
<Why> Aye tSurely !" ejaculated thelwondering Martha by [but] why if I may make bold 
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tolask MiB Tory are ye come here just now when your' Aunt's away and all. 
"I didn't know Aunt was away. I came tolsee her and on - on - business. __ Please 
give me some tea Martha and don't talk tolme just yet awhile Martha did as she was 
told, and went afterltheltea <and> holding sotto voce conferences with herself thelwhile 
Vittoria lay back faint and weary, but withlreturning strength creeping intolevery limb 
withlthelpleasant warmth and something of the dogged resolution of thelmorning taking 
shape again within. After all what did her Aunt's absence matter? The business she 
came to do was not with her. Her presence would have been a protection, {no doubt} a 
shield too from thelbusy tongues and eyes of theloutside world but the work tolbe done 
could be got through without. Aye and that it should be done _ begun that very evening 
and [4gi] finished before thelmorrow's sunsetting, Vittoria determined anew, withlfresh 
force of soul and purpose as she lay outward[1y] resting in luxurious silence within the 
warm circle of thelkitchen hearth. 6 
Chapter fourteen . 
LITERARY ASPECTS OF A WOMAN OF GENIUS AND VITTORIA ( 1869) 
14.1 THE MANUSCRIPTS 
A Woman of Genius consists only of one sentence which stands by itself at the top of the 
page on which A Gay Life ends. Vittoria follows immediately after the narrative 
Believed Too Late and covers only four pages, breaking off one third of the way down a 
page. The narratives are both found in WARD, Box VII, Volume 5. 
14.~ THE NARRATIVE 
Both A Gay Life and Believed Too Late have a clearly defined beginning and 
end. A Woman of Genius is a tantalising line and suggests an unusual, detached yet 
autobiographical perspective. It is impossible to make informed critical comment upon 
it. The word 'woman' in the title suggests that Mary is envisaging a change in the 
independence and potential of the heroine, that she has crossed a threshold to adult 
maturity. 
Many of the heroines of her later novels, from the first, the brilliant colonial 
actress, Miss Bretherton 1, to the profoundly philosophical Eleanor2, are endowed with 
unusual talent, insight or sensibility which is an uncomfortable gift, and which at its 
extreme borders on madness, an example of which is Kitty Bristol, the heroine of The 
Marriage of William Ashe. A dramatic element, presupposing the unqualified praise of a 
discriminating audience, is present in many critical narrative moments in her early and 
late fiction. Inez, in A Tale of the Moors, in her martyr-like integrity, is the foclIs for all 
eyes, both in Moorish Granada, and later, in the Spanish court. This theme is a vital 
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element in the plot of Marcella and Delia BlanchHower as well as a minor theme in The 
Coryston Family, in all of which novels, the young woman stakes her insight against 
received conventional wisdom and is eventually vindicated. This stance of integrity, in 
its way, is an act of genius, performed with the self-confidence of genius, with the 
attendant serious danger of isolation, and martyrdom3. 
Julia Sorell struck Tom when he first saw her as a heroine of Georgc Sand, a 
character of genius or at least of dramatic independencc, beauty and flair. Mary Arnold 
must have been conscious of her own genius. It is fascinating to speculate that she could 
not continue the story because the story was the script of both her life and her subscquent 
novels. Many names of the heroines of her stories bear identification, syllabic similarity 
or consonantal substitution ('1' for 'r') with her own names: Mary appears in the infant 
Mary Elsmere, the victim of her parents terrible religious differences; Marie, in Ailie; 
Ailie herself; Marcella and Marcie in Marcella; Marcia Coryston, in The Coryston 
Family, where Enid, a stunning figure in the same novel is perhaps a descendant of Incz. 
T. Humphry Ward in his diary at the time of his engagement to Mary refers to her, once, 
The syllables and solidity of the family name Arnold may bear some relation to 
the surnames Walter, Lansdale, Fountain. The concept of 'fountain' appears in an early 
letter which Tom Arnold sent home to his mother from Van Diemen' s Land in which he 
describes baby Mary as a 'sparkling fountain or a gay Hower in the house, filling it with 
light and freshness'S. This letter was kept in Fox How during Mary's childhood there. 
The image suggests an analogy with Marie La Riviere. 
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Vittoria, a Spanish version of the name, sounds more sophisticated than the earlier 
heroines. It is likely that Mary may have been influenced by George Meredith's novel of 
the same name in her choice, though significantly perhaps, there is no title given to this 
fragment, which has caused uncertainty among bibliographers as to whether it should be 
included as a development of the Woman of Genius title which occurs earlier in the 
notebook just before Believed Too Late. The manuscript suggests they are quite distinct. 
In so far as it is Latinate in character, the heroine's name resembles that of 
Marcella, and Felicia, a central figure in The Mating of Lydia, though it must be admitted 
that Felicia was also the name of the novelist Miss Skene, who was to prove so 
significant at about the time of the composition of these fragments. She helped Mary 
publish' A Westmoreland Story,6, a narrative in direct line of development, and bearing 
several points in common with A Gay Life and Believed Too Late schematically in terms 
of plot. Mary's own second name, Augusta, might be deemed to belong linguistically to 
this group. 
Often the genius given to heroines of Mary Ward's fiction is of a social kind; an 
inspired talent for organising a salon, a skill which Mary herself valued very highly and 
aspired to practice. Heroines of ihis kind are: Juiie le Breton, in Lady Rose's Daughter, 
1 ,...... 1· '"' T· • Y-.,., ... 1 T T 
anu Larunne wIng In tImam t1ouse. 
In Vittoria, the iast fragment to survive, ihe reader is presented wiih a resoiute, 
fIlaiure heroine who aci!s iuuepeIl(leniiy ill whal is dearly a t:ri~is, though the Ilalure of lhe 
t:risis is noi Iuaue dear. There is a parallel with Aiiie' s reculledioll uf a pasi lllUIIlCIli, 
.., 
which represented in some way a critical deCIsion or movement between lovers J • 
I'" ,. c, 
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Vittoria arrives in London to find that her aunt IS absent, in hospital, and her 
aunt's servant is timorous and clearly unable to sustain any independent action. Mary's 
successful evocation of Martha's character and control of dialect builds on her 
experiment with Barbara in Believed Too Late and the descriptions of servants in her 
Scottish Diary. It anticipates the success with which she was later to depict households 
in the novels: The History of David Grieve, Robert Elsmere and Helbeck of Bannisdalc. 
It is suggested that Vittoria has been in love but she herself, alone faces a crisis, perhaps 
a change of heart requiring a painful decision. Mary Arnold has now rcached maturity. 
In Vittoria, Mary creates a heroine who no longer hides behind the Arnoldian 
father or guardian, and who is not threatened or unbalanced by a warning figure 
emotionally based on her mother's turbulent and dramatic character. She is writing with 
economy and confidence, in control of detail, anticipating the development of characters 
such as Cathcrine and Rose Elsmere, Marcella Boyce and Laura Fountain. 
Sutherland's critique of Vittoria suggests that it represents a watershed in Mary's 
fictional careerS. The writing certainly shows energy, subtlety and and control. The 
handwriting is a fluent, adult hand, slightly differentiated from the handwriting of the 
other narratives in the notebook, and mature, though not as decisive as Mary Ward's 
final, established hand. It fills the last two available page openings in the A progression 
of the notebook. Probably it will never now be known whether a further notebook 
existed with a fuller development of the plot. Although only a fragment of narrative 
remains, Vittoria is clearly delineated; she is as determined and fascinating a charader as 
Laura Fountain or Marcella Boyce. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The primary concern of this thesis is to document and publish Mary Arnold's earliest 
extant fiction in an edition which is intended to give scholars the closest possible 
experience of the text. Evidence of Mary's other early literary activities has been 
included in the appendices to give a sense of the context in which her earliest stories 
were produced. Her surviving Juvenilia help construct a complete account of the 
development of hcr mature fiction. 
BIOGRAPHICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ANALOGIES WITHIN THE ARNOLD FAMILY'S 
LITERAR Y INHERITANCE 
It may be argued that Mary's experience of the 'anxiety of influence' as Dr Arnold's 
ddest grandchild inhibited her creativity, since it obliged her to take on an unduc 
responsibility for the moral outcomes of her stories if she chose to accept and make much 
of the connection. Her uncle Matthew Arnold arguably had no choice, although his 
adoption of a foppish and ironic outward manner has been read as an implicit subversion 
of Rugbean 'earnestness'. Some of his work witnesses to the power and ambivalence of 
relationships in the Arnold family. His poem Sohrab and Rustum is one example. The 
mighty father slays his son, whom he believed to have been born a girl, at the moment of 
recognition in single combat. Psychological accounts of The Forsaken Mennan argue 
that Matthew's relationship with his mother, a Cornishwoman by ancestry, and a Celt, 
had even greater creative significance. The mortal woman who returns to the land, 
leaving 'lonely for ever the kings of the sea' is an even more eloquent image of 
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ambivalence and separation, despite longing for harmony. It is possible that one of the 
stories by Matthew's mother, 'The Elysium of Fishes', (pages 475 to 483 of Appendi\ B) 
which all the children knew, and in which she, a mortal, enters an immortal dimension in 
the depths of the sea, provided a critical stimulus to Matthew's imaginative life as a 
child. 
Mary Arnold's fascination with her mothcr's problematic history and character 
can often be discerned in her fiction. A Gay Life perhaps represents the beginning of this 
process. Readings of some of the finest passages in Robert Elsmere and Hclbeck of 
Bannisdalc which identify the 'battIe of love' in religious difference with Mary's witness 
of her parents' marriage carry conviction. There is nothing of comparable stature in the 
Juvenilia, although religious debate and practice are evident and many of the scenes 
prove to have been apprentice work for later fiction. 
Mary's earliest story, A Tale of the Moors ( 1864), depicts a motherless girl who 
witnesses against the man she believes to be her father and is condemned to death by his 
'--
betrayal, though she survives, to discover another identity. Mary's relationship with Tom 
Arnold, which is uniquely revealed in fictional terms in Lansdale Manor, was, as 
Franyoise Rives cogently argues in her thesis Mrs Humphry Ward, Romanciere, (1981) 1 
the defining one of her life. Her father's death brought to an end the period of her literary 
creativity, though she continued to rework old themes in interesting ways for a short 
time, before the exhausted and sterile final phase of her writing. The punishing writing 
schedule she accepted to meet her son Arnold's massive gambling debts has recently 
been fully documented for the first time2. 
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LITERAR Y EXPERIMENTATION ON HER OWN ACCOUNT 
The first of Mary's stories was written, as far as is recorded, without formal adult 
supervision, interest or stimulus. It seems to have been a private literary experiment. 
The second narrative is more evidently intended for the public domain, even if only 
within the family. It is formally dedicated to her grandmother Mrs Arnold and copied 
carefully into two separate notebooks which, uniquely among the surviving Juvenilia, 
contain no other material. As such the story resembles the 'printed' volumes of her 
grandmother's writing before her marriage which appeared in 'The Gossip' (Appendix 
B). Mary's third narrative, Ailie, whose opening pages have unfortunately been lost, 
launches into independent fictional experiment. The remaining three stories explore 
varying narrative perspectives. The plots of A Gay Life and Believed Too Late have a 
close relationship, being in some ways almost a mirror image of each other. Vittoria, 
though only a fragment, seems to possess maturity and potential. 
JUVENILIA: THE CULTURE OF IMITATION 
Mary's earliest narratives show a responsive capacity for stylistic imitation, whjch is 
particularly transparent in the first story A Tale of the Moors. Close verbal echoes in this 
story reflect Mary's enthusiasm for Porter, Aguilar, Lytton, Scott and the Brontcs. The 
dramatic and Romantic idealism of these novelists derives ultimately from a Byronic 
individualism and intransigent scorn of compromise harmonised in ideal characters with 
a high view of freedom and integrity. This is an abiding characteristic of later heroines. 
The surviving evidence of Mary's early reading is inevihlbly accidental and 
contingent. There arc very significant gaps. One example must be Harriet Martineau, a 
--------------------- --- --~---~ 
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local friend of the family in Amblesidc whom Mary mew personally. Martineau's 
literary method and purpose may well have been even more significant an influence on 
Mary than that of Charlotte M. Y onge but no reference to her reading Martineau's tales 
exists. Similarly, it is on record that Tom Arnold admired Mrs Oliphant most among 
contemporary novelists. Her plots and the issues raised in the novels must have been the 
subject of family dinner table conversation but it is impossible to be certain how strong 
her influence over Mary's writing actually was or whether, in fact, Mary rcad her novels 
at all. 
Conversely, Mary mentions her enthusiasm for Ruskin and for Hawthorne, and to 
a lesser extent admiration of Carlyle, yet except in comparatively minor details their 
influence over the finished surviving stories does not seem marked. She mentions the 
novels of Scott, which seem not to have left a trace on the narratives which follow A Talc 
of the Moors. Clearly the influence of Tennyson was very strong and The Princess in 
particular seems to have inspired her. His poetry is found in the texts of Ailie, and A Gay 
Life. 
Mary Arnold's Juvenilia represent diverse, energetic experimentation in fiction, 
moving from late Romantic prose through episodic domestic realism towards a more 
experimental exploration of the limits imposed on feminine aspiration, sexuality and 
socially effective thought and action in the manner of George Eliot. Her Juvenilia 






EXTRACTS FROM THE 'FOX HOW MAGAZINES', 1839 - 1842 
When Dr Arnold built his family a holiday home in Ambleside, he took the advice of 
William Wordsworth, whose home, Rydal Mount, was close by. The chosen plot of 
rising ground was called Fox How, and the Arnolds' home was named after it. 
Wordsworth designed the chimneys to resemble those of his own design at Rydal Mount 
and took a close interest in the building of the house during the school terms which the 
Arnold family spent at Rugby. It is clear that the very name Fox How, which means 
Fairy Mount, was magical for the Arnold children. The plot of ground was purchased in 
1832 but the building was not completed for at least two more years. In her Writer's 
Recollections (1918), Mary Ward was to give the date of the building of Fox How as 
1834. Her arrival at Fox How, at the age of five, having travelled across the world from 
Tasmania to get there, is the 'first point that stands out' in her mind and the first detail of 
her life which she evokes, after a general introduction, on the third page of her 
autobiography. 
For her father's generation, the journey to Fox How was one of great excitement 
and hallowed rituaL Dr Arnold personally found the countryside around Rugby very 
depressing and his own excitement when he reached the house, and great pleasure in it 
1
, 
was easily communicated to his children, who, no doubt, associated Fox How with a 
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Nevertheless some occupation had to be found for the children on wet days 
during the holidays and it is clear that some sort of schoolroom life persisted into their 
time at Fox How, though no doubt it was informal in character. They seem to have 
travelled to Ambleside twice a year; at the New Year and during the summer holidays. 
Dr Arnold died very suddenly and completely unexpectedly of angina during the 
weekend immediately after the end of the summer term in June 1842 when most of the 
family had already travelled up to Fox How. Only Tom, Mary's father, had been with Dr 
Arnold. He was seventeen when he witnessed his father's death and its impact upon him 
was far-reaching. Fox How became the family's permanent home after that. 
The first extant 'Fox How Magazine' is dated 1839, when the elder children were 
in their teens. The Arnold children; 'the dogs', as Dr Arnold called them among many 
other nicknames, were born in the following years: Jane, the eldest, in 1821 
Matthew, the eldest son, in 1822 
Tom, Mary's father, Dr Arnold's favourite son, in 1823, 
Mary, in 1825, 
Edward, in 1827 
William Delafield in 1828, 
Susanna, in 1830 
Frances, in 1833, and 
Walter, in 1835. 
All the children had nicknames: Jane was 'K'; Matthew, 'Crab', perhaps because he had 
to wear a caliper as a child; Tom, 'Prawn'; Mary, 'Didu'; Walter, 'Corus', to name only a 
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few. Their father's tendency to extemporise nicknames for them is well illustrated in an 
undated extended biographical narrative written in 'The New Magazine' in 1840 and 
illustrated by Jane, called 'The Little Rugbaeans'. This, with 'The Criticising Observer', 
written by William Arnold, is clearly the work of one author. All the other Juvenilia 
which survive from this period, the' Fox How Magazines' are communal editorial 
enterprises, including contributions from the youngest child to Dr Arnold himself. 
The influence of classical Latin poetry is evident in the titles for such pieces as 
'The Caviad', 'The Lakiad' - a poem about six children gradually sinking into one of the 
Lakes. A piece of classical translation by Matthew from the Aeneid is included along 
with a great deal of verse on every conceivable subject; some high flown and much 
comIC. 
The 'Fox How Magazines' were treasured in the family; greatly appreciated and 
much rcad, from gencration to generation. 
[63: frontispiece] 
Fox How Magazine2 FOX HOW MAGAZINE3 
NO. IV {64} 
Happily in work & play 
Weeks & months have pa6ed away 
Till once more we here are seen 
To greet the Fox How Magazine 
And as t'was then a winter greeting 
A firesidc January meeting 
-------~-------------
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So now 'tis right in Rhyme & reason 
To chuse the joyous summer season 
Then all the woods were bare & brown 
The mountain streams came tumbling down 
And snow which capped the highest Fell 
At times descended to the dell 
And set I ween your fingers aching 
As you the famed snow House were making. 
{65} 
Such was the scene, when then as now 
We met at this our dear Fox How 
But such a change! now all is gay 
In springs & summer's rich array -
The lingering primrose yet is found 
Hiding its ,t sweetness on the ground 
While the tall Fox Glove spreads his leaves 
And asks the homage she receives._ 
Nature is changed! but dear ones, still 
'Midst outward change of good & ill 
Midst winter storms & summer flowers 
Unnumbered blcBings still are ours _ 
Mav humble thankful hearts confcB 
---------------- - - ------
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How undcserv'd such happineB!_ 
And strive to reach that peaceful shore 
Where change and time shall be no more!. AM 
{66} 
the Bunsens are come to Fox How With us. George and thenry came almost every night 
to play French and t english With us and I am umpire t susy ows~ me twopence for 
ducking my head When tj bathed BB4 
{67} On the first of july. 1839. 
The first of July it is a grand day 
When all of us do have our pay. 
Leaving out none from Jane to Fan 
Even great Matt though he's not a man 
} t' There's chim- and the cat who are very at 
Then runs independent x as thin as a rat 
But who comes here: it is the smash hand 
And t conIS whose arms are as soft as sand 
.. , BB-AB 
x if the public do not understand who independent is it is Mr E P arnold. 
{68} There is a pool high up on Loughrigg lying, 
Which far to north & south the Eye embraces 
------------------- ----------
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Skiddaw and lnglcborough, & thence retraces 
Each nearer Spot with fairest Landscapes vying 
Silent the Pool and lonely: - Months will paJ3 
And never Foot will climb there; never Voice 
Will break the Silence, - while the Sheep rejoice 
To feed unstartlcd on the quiet Graf3.-
Yet there are Voices now, & lively Feet 
PreBing that Pool's lone Margin; - and I sec 
Small boats with tiny Sails in Mimicry 
Stoutly against the little Billows beat. -
Nor lacks the Pool image of rocky Shore 
With low Savannahs varied; - Shoals {there} were 
To stranger S[ ?:easons] perilous; - Islands bare 
And ancient Cliffs oe'rgrown T with Lichens hoar. 
Nor leB that tiny Fleet its't Honour claims,-
The Caesar bears down on the adverse Line, -
{69} Against the Rotha, Fox and Caroline, -
Their mighty Deeds well matched with mighty Names, -
Victoria, Water Lily, Water Witch, -
I can no more, - here my Verse finds a {Hitch}_' 
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[The following two pages are a translation from Virgil by Matthew Amold] 
60 
Translation Vir Aeneid VII Line 293 to 320. 
Alas! that Race accursed! those Fates of Troy 
That, adverse still, forbid me to destroy~ 
Alas! they fell not on Sigorus' plain 
But still preserved, though captive burst their chain 
Troy's fall oerwhelmed not them, mid fire & flood 
Mid war's cmbattled lines unharmed they stood! 
What! hath my wrath departed from my breast 
Gorged with destruction, eager for its ,t rest? 
Nay! as they fled, o'cr Ocean's billowy wave 
In clouds I come to curse, & not to save; 
Yes! wind & wave, all eager to destroy 
Raged vainly 'gainst the Charmed Barks of Troy -
Vain were the Syrtes, vain was Scylla's cave 
In vain Charybdis <spread> {toBed} his whirling wave 
In Tyber's promised stream their veBels lie 
Safe from my power, & Ocean's swelling high 
Mars slew the Lapithae at will, & Heaven 
To stem Diana Calydon has given 
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Yes! those the Gods forbade not to destroy 
Though scarce so guilty as these sons of Troy _ 
But see the Thunderer's Bride whose wrath 
Hath tried each means to aid our vengeful Path 
Yes! we all powerful, victors in the field 
In might unconquered to Eneas yield! 
But if my might sufficeth not _ if Heaven 
Into its mightest sons no power hath given 
Infernal Powers! - aBist - my purpose well 
If Heaven be unrelenting, aid me Hell! 
Yes! let the Latian sceptre glad his pride 
Yes! let him clasp Lavinia for his bride 
But long delay shall heap those plains with dead 
And Death shall hover constant round his head: 
Be this thy marriage compact with thy Sire 
With seal of Blood, in characters of fire 
And Thou! fair Maid, a dear bought Bride shall be 
By choicest blood of Troy & Italy 
Purchased by ravaged Lands & bloodstained sea 
Bellona bears the marriage torch for thee! _ CCCH 
-~- ~-~-------------- ---
APPENDIX B: . 
EXTRACTS FROM 'THE GOSSIP' 
The unpublished writing of Mary Penrose (1791 - 1873), who married Dr Thomas Arnold 
in 1820. 
Mary Penrose, the youngest daughter of Rev John Penrose, Rector of Fledborough, in 
Nottinghamshire, was the sister of Trevenan Penrose, one of Thomas Arnold's oldest 
school friends 1. She and Thomas Arnold were married on 11 th August 1820. The 
writing which survives from the period before her marriage takes the fonn of a hand-
written periodical, 'The Gossip'. This is a series of articles and letters written by hand in 
two beautifully bound volumes, which were given to her as a wedding present on 3rd 
August 1820 by her friend Susan Williams. They are now in private hands. It is clear 
that Mary herself was one of a number of contributors to the periodical. Many of the 
entries are accurately dated. The three articles by Mary Penrose appear in Volume one of 
'The Gossip' in Number 24, dated Saturday March 27th 1819; in Volume two in Number 
37, dated Monday, December 6th 1819, and Number 39, where her article is undated. 
The opening inscription states that the pieces were written during 1819 and 1820. Since 
Mary was born in 1791, she was in her late twenties at the time of the composition of 
thcse articles. 
After her marriage Mary became a prolific writer of letters but she wrote nothing 
for publication. Her writing as a young woman before her marriage cannot perhaps be 
considered Juvenilia in the same sense as the' Fox How Magazines' and Mary Arnold's 
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of all the subsequent juvenilia produced within the fanUly were familiar with their 
mother's (in Mary Arnold's case grandmother's) writing in 'The Gossip' and it is clear 
from one entry in the 'Fox How Magazine' at least, that she took a very active interest in 
her children's writing, directing them to write and giving them a subject if they could not 
think of one for themselves. 2 
'The Gossip' was collated by a friend of Mary Penrose's who assumed the name 
of 'Mrs Tabitha' and the prevailing image is one of a group of companionable cats. Mary 
Penrose forms part of this group, all of whom notionally addressed their letters and 
articles to the editor, Mrs Tabitha, under various pseudonyms. 
'The Gossip' has much in common with eighteenth-century periodical literature, 
which it follows carefully in fonn and, to some extent, in content, with witty articles and 
letters discussing and mocking the provincial lives and pretensions of the inhabitants of 
the city of Lincoln and the preoccupations of its own correspondents, which is 
comparable to the irony and propriety reminiscent of the social world depicted in 
Elizabeth Gaskell's Cranford. Mary's own articles, as will be seen, are abstract and 
imaginary in tone, although all relate to real life and experience in a robust way, 
'earthing' the appeals to human consideration which her fish and fossil objects put 
forward. She specialises in choosing a highly original perspective on human behaviour 
and in giving an abstract quality, animal or mineral a voice and a valid point of view. 
She writes prose and verse. Her vocabulary is wide and her style fluent. 
The writing was clearly an amusement but many of the ideas and mocking 
reversals bear a seriously feminist interpretation. Eaeh contributor assumed a fictitious 
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name, a practice which was carried down to the children of the next generation. In 'The 
Gossip', the initials of the contributor's real name appear at the end. In the case of three 
articles, therefore, M.P. can be identified as Mary Penrose. There is no doubt about this 
in family tradition. 
The actual copying into the book was not necessarily done by the writer of the 
original article. In order to present a formal appearance, it seems that one scribe copied 
up all the work in a beautiful, almost faultless early nineteenth-century cursive hand. It 
was obviously in keeping with the book's character as a wedding present that unusual 
care was taken. The whole activity is reminiscent of Jane Austen's Emma Woodhouse 
and Harriet Smith and the employment of their idle hours. 
The index and Mary Penrose's contributions to 'The Gossip' are reproduced here. 
Mary Arnold read these as a girl. The fact of their existence as prized literary 
productions of her grandmother is more significant than their form or content, which have 
perhaps only one verbal echo in her grand-daughter Mary Arnold's writing, the word 
'Elysium,3. The fine intelligence, ingenuity and imagination shown in Mary Penrose's 
treatment of her chosen themes express an ironic control and engaging essay style. 
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Appendix B: 'The Gossip' 
[ Title Page of tile first volume:] 
The Gossip a Periodical Paper 
Written by a party of friends for Their Amusement In the Years 1819 and 1820 
"Cat Gossips full of Canterbury Tales" 
In two volumes; Vol. 1 st 
Printed [in fact hand written] for Mary Penrose by Susan Ellison Williams Lincoln 
August 3rd 
[Inside, a loose sheet of paper:] Will my dear Mary, accept of this from Her affccate friend 
S. E. Williams -
Index: 
No 1 Introductory Papcr. 
2 Letters _ Kitty Flirt _ Susanna Peep. 
Page I. 
Page 6. 
3 Letters _ Jeremy Squint _ Griselda Greybeard - Advertisements. Page 12. 
4 Letters _ Tabitha Frump _ Antoninus Fudge _ Molly Wise _ A.W. Verses. Page 18. 
S Story of Miranda _ Letter Tiffy Trip. Page 24. 
6 Letters _ Euphemia Cash' em Crab. Page 30. 
7 Letters Siberiana Crab. 
Patrick Lovesick _ Biddy Barefoot _ description of Mrs Tabitha's Party. 
8 Letters Griselda Greybeard Tabitha Frump _ Jeremy Squint -
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Sensiti va Sensi bi Ii ty. 
9 M~ Jeremiah Squint's dream _ Letters _ Priscilla Forward _ Polly Popabout. 
Page :':2 
'-
10 Letters Adventuratas Peter Prattle. Page 62. 
11 Letters _ Ebenaezer Weary _ Timothy Theophilus Squander 
Jenny Tweak - Mary Trim - . P ~J age /~. 
12 Letter 4 of Clubs Verses to Mrs Deborah Scarecrow. Page 32. 
13 Story of JeBie DouglaB. Page 40. 
14 Vanity an Allegory _ Letters _ Martha Push _ Percival Puff. Page 43. 
15 Letters _ Mnemosyne _ Veritas _ Character of Jacob. Page 109. 
16 Mrs GoBip's Dream _ Letter and verses _ ltineratus. Page 117. 
17 Prospectus of a History of Thimbles _ Letters David Steady 
Remarks on Fashion. Page 127. 
'-
18 Letter _ Tiffy Trip _ Conclusion of Mrs GoBip's Dream. Page 139. 
19 Letters _ Penelope Pry _ Speculatus _ Dorothy Two-Shoes. Page 147. 
20 Story of the CounteB. Page 160. 
21 Letters Felicia Soupiria _ SiUyina Ogle _ Anonymus. Page 174. 
'-
22 Letters _ Solomon Slyboots _ Lydia Playful _ Billy Squeamish Cosmography of the 
Heart. Page 133. 
23 Mimmack the Postman _ Letter Billy Squeamish. Page 192. 
24 Dream The Elysium of Fishes. Page 202. 
25 Visit of M~ and Mrs Wentworth. Pat!c 211. 
1)'I"l' 17~ u~ -1". 
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26 Letter from M~ Wentworth. Page 222. 
27 Letter _ Philosophius. Page 221). 
28 Letter _ Interpretas. Page 236. 
29 Letter Senior. Page 249 
30 Senior in Continuation Letter Gofiippina. Page 254. 
31 Letter and Verses _ Deborah Drive about _ History of a Satin Gown 
Letter and Verses Delia. Page 264. 
[No 24 in tbe first volume of 'The Gossip' is by Mary Penrose and is reproduced below:] 
No 24 The Gossip 202 
No 24 Saturday March 27th 1819 
"Come with me and we will go 
"Where the rocks of coral grow." 
Dear Mrs Gofiip, 
It has long been my intention to distinguish myself by furnishing a paper 
to your fashionable work, and I have been considering whether for that purpose I shall 
have a dream or vision, or whether the machinery of the businesB shall be managed by 
Fairies or Genii, or Dwarfs, or Giants. 
My meditations however have been interrupted by a presumptuous wish that my 
dream or vision, might not be like the dreams and visions of all other scribblers for 
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periodical publications, and I have even gone so far as' to wish it poBible that neither 
bowers, nor Temples, nor straight Roads, nor croB Roads, nor Bridges, nor Precipices, 
nor Thoms, nor Roses, might find place in this dream which is to be dreamed. Certain it 
is that, unleB I stumble upon some novelty, my readers can already tell me with what I 
mean to present them: they know that I shall fall fast asleep; that I shall have a dream; 
that instead of resting quietly upon my bcd, I shall suddenly tInd myself in the midst of a 
large plain; that I shall sec people hurrying to and fro, that some paths will be narrow and 
full of thorns {203 The Gossip t N024} and briers, while others will be wide and 
attractive, and embellished with lilies and roses; and in short they know perfectly well 
that those who are so good as to choose the narrow path, the thorns and briers, will at last 
attain perfect happineB, while those who are simpletons enough to prefer the lilies and 
roses, will finish with endleB misery. 
All such images being exhausted, I almost despaired of making my dream 
different from those of other people, when the unexplored regions of the ocean tlashed 
upon my recollection. 
I thought nothing could be more convenient than to seize upon space so 
unoccupied, and while my imagination was full of this subject I happened to fall asleep, 
which I know is exactly what my reader expected. My only hope is that he does not 
know what to expect next. 
In an instant I found myself at the bottom of the sea; above me I heard the distant 
nIshing of the waters, but all around me was still and transparent; and, what was singular 
enough, I did not suffer the least inconvenience from such a change of clement, but found 
-~---.---------------------- -
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myself as able as willing to survey the new scene around me. Every thing had the 
appearance of an inhabited country: I was surrounded by mansions which marked 
different degrees of importance in their poBeBors, but there was this difference in their 
structure from those which I had been accustomed to see on terra firma, that brick, or 
mortar, wood, or stone had no part in their construction. 
{No 24 The Gossipt 204} 
The edifices around me were principally fonned of coral and shells of the most beautiful 
polish and the brightest colours roofed neither with thatch nor tiles, but with every variety 
of sea weed; while the pavement on which I stood and which I beheld all around me was 
formed of the most brilliant agates, cornelians, jaspers, and every variety of precious 
stone which the depths of ocean could supply. For some time I contented myself with 
gazing on this scene of wonders, and thought I could not be weary of admiring its 
beauties, but, without anyone to whom I could discourse on the impreBions which it 
occasioned, and the ideas to which it gave birth, I soon found that even novelty could 
tire, and I began to wish myself once more in my own chimney-comer, when all my 
attention and interest were again roused by beholding an inhabitant of this novel country. 
I had remarked that one of the glittering mansions before me was much more elevated 
than those around it, and altogether more distinguished in its appearance. 
While carefully observing it, I saw a stately fish glide forth, which to my surprise 
directed its course towards me; but my surprise was heightened into astonishment, when 
in very good English it thus addreBed me. 
"You arc wclcome, 0 stranger, to this my abodc. Approach without dread, for 
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from me and my subjects you shall receive such courtesy as was formerly denied to us in 
the 
{205 The Gossipt No 24} 
country of which you are an inhabitant." To this speech I made reply that I thanked this 
gentle Fish for his good intentions, and entreated him to tell me his name, and wherefore 
he complained of my countrymen. 
"My name is Whale!" he answered, "you have doubtleB often heard of our race, 
and know me to be of an ancient and noble family. The injuries which I formerly 
received from creatures like yourself, I will hereafter relate; but in the first place you 
must understand that I am now beyond the reach of such misfortunes; for you behold 
around you the Elysium of Fishes, where I and my subjects reside in perfect security, and 
where a net, a hook or a harpoon can never molest us again. 
So secure indeed do we feel, that even your presence, though it reminds us of 
former persecutions, excites no alarm; and if you will enter yonder mansion, you shall 
hear more largely of our first and present condition." Full of surprise at such an 
invitation so given, I accompanied my courteous host to his Palace while to my steps, 
unused to such an element, he graciously accommodated his majestic swim. He was 
received atlthe door of his dwelling by a crowd of attendants, whose bright and varying 
colours might vie with those of the rainbow, and whose glittering scales were more 
ornamental that the lace and liveries of earth born menials. The Porpoise, the Sea-Calf, 
the Cod, the Ling, the Salmon, the Turbot, the Mackerel, the Herring, the Pilchard, the 
Crab, the Lobster, the Oyster, and in short a huge shoal 
------~.------ - _. 
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{No 24 The Gossip 206} 
consisting of every variety of Fish, known and unknown, hasted with waving fins and 
tails, to bey obedience to their Sovereign. 
Having, thus attended, made our entree into a grand saloon which was filled with 
waters of the greatest transparency and beauty, my companion ordered his subjects to 
take their station around while he unfolded to me the history of his early adventures. He 
did not, like too many story tellers, begin with events / {that} occurred before he was 
born, but with great dignity commenced in these words. 
"It chanced one day as I was sporting in the Atlantic, that a Whaler from 
Newfoundland drew ncar, and in an instant I felt pierced by the cruel instruments darted 
at me by the skilful harpooner, employed in these seas for the destruction of my race. I 
sank to the bottom of my own element, but returning to breathe the air, their attack was 
renewed, and I was deprived of life, and perhaps my aBailants thought of consciousneB 
also, but how much were they mistaken! For too well do I remember how they sliced 
away my fat, and hacked my bones, leaving the rest of my carcase a prey for ravenous 
bears. I will not detain you with a long detail of the barbarous way in which they 
crammed my blubber into the hold of the veSel, or of my uncomfortable paBage to 
England; suffice it to say that my sufferings were not then over, for I was boiled and 
melted down into train oil; after which I served to enlighten your Metropolis, and was 
even employed in a Lighthouse to guard those 
{207 The Gossip t No 24} 
very vcBels from destruction, which were bringing home others of my race for similar 
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treatment. 1 hear however from one of my subjects, who is lately arrived from vour land 
. , 
that the persecutions against us are abating, since your ladies have discovered that it is 
not eBential to their health or beauty to be cased in our bones, and since some chemical 
experiments have been made, which enable you to throw light on your streets without our 
aid. But here I will have done~ a good Monarch should never dwell so much on his own 
distreBes as on those of his subjects: therefore swim hither Ling, and make your 
complaint. " 
"Please your Majesty," said the Fish, "1 was taken in the residence which you had 
aBigned to me, by some fishermen from the Scilly Islands; after which I was cruelly 
killed, salted, and dried; but this was not all, for on an ensuing Ash Wednesday I was 
greedily devoured by a conscientious family in the country of this stranger, and now that 
I look at him more particularly" - I shrank from his penetrating eye, for I well recollected 
having on that very Ash Wednesday made an excellent dinner on salted Ling. "You 
may retire", said the Whale. "Yet stranger, allow me to take this opportunity of 
observing, that there are some days in the year, (to speak according to your way of 
reckoning time,) when more especial war seems to be waged against my unhappy 
subjects. The intention is in some I am aware so good that I would be contented to 
sacrifice many of my finny 
{No 24 The Gossipt 208) 
peoplc for the object proposed; but when we are devoured as heartily and as readily as 
your beef and mutton, 1 must think the practice inhuman to us and useleB to yoursc lvcs. 
But I sec the Herring wishes to speak." 
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"Your Majesty," said the Herring, "must confeB that my case is a hard one, and as 
such I wish it to be represented to this stranger, that on his return he may plead for a 
mitigation of punishment* [The footnote corresponding to this asterisk appears on the 
bottom of the manuscript page, beneath an unbroken line after the word "waiting".] My 
wretched race is taken in shoals; we are opened, salted, pickled, placed on sharp spits, 
smoked, barrelled, and devoured." "Enough", said the Whale. "Your list of grievances 
is indeed considerable; but the Oyster is unusually agitated, and seems to demand a 
hearing." 
At these words the Oyster threw open his shell, and exclaimed, "0 cruel 
Englishman, remember how many of my persecuted race you have devoured at a meal, 
not even waiting 
*Should I undertake the cause of the herring, I fear I should not be likely to succeed in 
my wit, for Willoughby in his History of Fishes observes, that Will Buchelzu4 rendered 
his name immortal by the discovery of the secret of curing and pickling Herrings. He 
adds that the Emperor Charles 5th coming into the Low Countries, made a journey to the 
Isle of Bier Ulict, with the Queen of Hungary on purpose to view the tomb of the first 
Barreller of Herrings. No bad burlesque by the way on the tribe of Tomb hunters. 
{209 The Gossip t No 24 } 
for our death, but burglariously breaking into our house with sharp instruments, and then 
at one gulp swallowing down its inhabitant. And those delicate fair ones, whom you 
boast as the pride of your land, what is their conduct towards us? They arc forsooth, too 
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refined, too human, to eat us alive, and therefore fret us to a living death, by roasting or 
boiling us, listening all the while to our dying groans. I might proceed to complain of the 
pickling, scolloping, and sauce making, in which we make such a conspicuous figurc; but 
I see my friend Lobster at my side, and there are also in the distance some former 
inhabitants of fresh water Lakes and rivers, that by the movement amongst them appear 
impatient to be heard." 
A fine Eel was in fact darting towards us, when, with a tone of authority King 
Whale demanded silence. 
"My desire," he exclaimed, "is not to overwhelm but to instruct. You will 
observe, 0 Stranger, that were we now to return on you the injuries formerly inflictcd on 
us, I should drain away your fat, and employ it to enlighten these submarine habitations; 
the Ling would salt you; the Herring would smoke you; the Eel would flay you; the 
Lobster would tear you limb from limb; and the Oyster would swallow you alive. But I 
have not been in your country for nothing, for I have learnt that, though it is excellent to 
have a giant's strength, it is tyrannous to use it as a giantS, therefore, Stranger, Adieu! 
return to your own land and sometimes " ______________ _ 
{No 24 The Gossipt 210} 
What advice his Majesty was about to give, I cannot say; for in an instant of time, 
I found myself, not at the bottom of the Sea, not amongst an aBemblage of Fishes, but 
rubbing my eyes in my own bed at home, and exclaiming between sleeping and waking 
to my servant who stood at my bcd side, 
"You may tcll the Cook that I shall not eat a Herring with my breakfast today, and 
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that she need not provide any Oysters for my supper."-
M.P. 
No 37 The Gossipt 
No 37. Monday. December 6th 1819 
39 
"My favourite Study at present is Anatomy, though I am almost equally fond of 
Astronomy, Theology, Botany, Geology, Mineralogy, Conchology, Philology, Zoology, 
Entomology, Chemistry, Mechanics, Metaphysics, Mathematics, and the various 
branches of Natural Philosophy." 
Priscilla Forward. 
Before I left Edinburgh, Mrs Bridget Bluestocking entrusted me with a small 
packet for Mrs Forward, which she desired I would take particular care of as it contained 
an inestimable treasure, the newly discovered root of a Greek Verb. 
The severe frost however has prevented me from making use of my donkey chair, 
or even venturing out in a sedan to deliver it myself, so I yesterday despatched Frances 
on the errand, and told her to ask Mrs Forward if the root flourished in her garden, to let 
me have a slip of it in the Spring to plant in one of the boxes in my little balcony. 
Mrs Forward and her daughters were not at home, and Frances left the packet and 
amused herself for half an hour with looking at the young ladies' collection of curiosities. 
On her return we found a roll of papers fastened into the hood of her cloak. 
{40 The Gossip t No 37} 
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As their contents were addreBed to me, I take the earliest opportunity of making 
some of them public; if I find they have any effect in removing any of the evils of which 
the writers complain, I shall present my readers with the rest. 
Frances is of opinion that they are the production of MiS Priscilla's pen; I am 
more inclined to believe that they are what they profeS to be, the complaints of the 
unhappy victims of science confined in her museum. 
No.1 is the addreB of the Cockle Shell, which I select bccause of the humility 
with which it is worded, and because of a sneaking kindneS I have always retained for 
the Cockle Shell from the days of my childhood. My readers may not perhaps recollect 




"How does your garden grow?" 
"With silver bells, 
"And Cockle shells, 
"And pretty maids all of a row." 
No.1 The Cockle Shell's AddrcS 
Good Mrs Gossip, hear I pray, 
A Cockle Shell's disastrous lay, 
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No 37 The Gossipt 41 
Who now makes one on the long list, 
Of a profound Conchologist. 
Many there are who mourn with me 
This state of sad captivity! 
For though we lie on a cotton bcd, 
And look so bright and polished, 
And repose in a gilded cabinet; 
Yet still alas! we can't forget 
That luckless day when cruel hands 
Purloined us from our native sands. 
But now no more - for well I know, 
I t is in vain to tell our woe; 
For this our suit will all reject, 
And still Collectors, will collect! 
I have a fine name all in Latin, 
But here it would not come so pat in 
As just to say _ I wish you well 
Your humble Servant, 
Cockle Shell. 
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No.2 
Oh Lady! be humane and docile 
And listen to a hapleB foBil! 
I once was bedded in a rock 
Which might of ages stand the shock, 
{42 The Gossipt No 37} 
But not alas! the ruthleB wrists 
Of searching Mineralogists, 
Who armed with hammers of all sizcs 
To which we fell the sacrifices 
And seeking for remains organic 
Antediluvian or Volcanic 
Tore me and many more away 
And dragged us to the light of day. 
It always has been understood 
That I was born before the flood: 
Oh! how this theory were shaken, 
And men would find themselves mistaken, 
Were I my story to begin, 
And fairly tell my origin; 
But no! I will not set them right, 
To see them wrong is my delight, 
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And all the pleasure I can take 
Is in the blunders which they make 
Thus therefore I will end my song 
By saying all are in the wrong. 
Cornu Ammonis. 
The conclusion of this addreB is written in such an impertinent strain that I cannot 
forbear telling the writer that the world is not longer "All in the wrong." The 
complainant would not 
{N037 The Gossipt 43} 
have spoken of his origin had he been aware that M~ Walter Scott has fully explained the 
mystery in the following lines, and truly it is not an origin to boast of 
"Of a thousand snakes each one 
"Was changed into a coil of stone, 
"When holy Hilda prayed.6" 
No.3 The complaint of the Dandelion. 
Bestow Mrs GoBip a goodnatured sigh on 
The fate and misfortunes of poor Dandelion; 
Since I and my race have for ever so long 
Been the victims of ruin, and rapine and wrong, 
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{44 
For ever since Botany came into fashion 
We have been in a state to demand your compaSion~ 
Our cruel tormentors divide us asunder , 
They look at us over, they look at us under, 
They tear our sweet little bloSoms apart 
And are never content till they get at the heart~ 
Nor this is enough _ for they pull us and pick us, 
And put us to dry in their huge Hortus-siccus, 
Where they squeeze / {us} and preS us, & make us look 
frightful 
And think all the while we are very delightful. 
But oftener still we are rudely thrown by 
And left unregarded to wither and die; 
Then 
The Gossipt No 37} 
Then Oh Mrs GosSip, bestow one kind sigh on 
The fate and misfortunes of poor Dandelion. 
The case of poor Dandelion seems a very hard one, its tonnentors appear to 
destroy it merely for the sake of mischief, if indeed the flowers were good in salad, or of 
any usc in making dandelion tea, it would be a different thing. 
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The next complaint has completely perplexed me. From reading an account of 
the miseries of the Whale*, I had become a great advocate for lighting every place with 
gas, but now that the gaBes complain, what is to be done? are we to have no artificial 
light at all? if so we must follow the advice of Goody Twoshoes, and "rise with the lark, 
and go to bed with the crow"; perhaps it would be better for us if we did. 
* See No 24 Vol. pt _ 
{No 37 
"For early to bed, and early to rise, 
Make a man healthy, wealthy and wise." 
N04 
We hear that the victims of science petition, 
Against the mishaps which attend their condition. 
But Oh Mrs GoBip! can any compare, 
With the Chemical woes we are fated to share, 
The Gossipt 45} 
We feel persecutions of every sort, 
We are tied in a bladder, _ we fill a retort, _ 
We are put in receivers, _ exhausted, _ compreBed -
In short my good Lady are never at rest. 
But all this might be borne _ if the Chemical rage 
Were either confined to one sex, or one age, 
--------------------~-- -
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M.P. 
No 39 
But the case is not so: for enquire _ Alas~ 
And there is not a child that can't talk about Gas. 
You are old to be sure, and perhaps do not know 
That this generation expose themselves so, 
But dear Mrs GoBip, examine what paBes, 
And then you must pity your poor friends, 
The GaSes. 
The Gossipt 57 
Letter 2nd 
"What's my thought like"? 
Ancient Pastimes 
My dear Mrs Tabitha, 
In these days of police and good regulations, it is to me a matter of great 
concern and surprise, that no arrangements should have been made to secure one 
particular vagrant of such truly vagabond habits, that his being allowed to wander abroad 
without any check is I am persuaded of great mischief to the community. This brief 
description of him is probably enough to tell you that I allude to that idle fellow Thought, 
and his wandering race. 
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You formed I have no doubt an early acquaintance with him, and the experience 
of 97 years may have taught you how to manage him, and keep him under some controul, 
but this is far from being my case, since instead of being my slave as was originall y 
intended he is become my master, and unleS you or some of your wisest correspondents 
will tell me how to subdue his impertinence; to keep him at a distance when I do not want 
him and make him ready for service when I do, I must give up the matter as hopcleB and 
remain in bondage to his capricious whims. My case is a hard one, and I will attempt to 
describe it that you may bc bettcr able to apply a remedy. 
This said Thought whom I now find to be so idle and trou {b1csome} 
{58 The Gossip t No 39} 
was given me when I was very young, and I must with all humility confeB that he was 
then docile and obedient, and that 1 can never be grateful enough for the original gift, for 
I have very good reason to know he was bestowed on me with the dcsign that under my 
care he should prove an invaluable bleBing to me, and that through his assistancc I might 
be enabled to conquer difficulties, and enjoy pleasures which without his aid would be 
out of my reach. 
Of all this he was I am convinced very capable by his own nature, but with a 
sorrowful heart I must confeS that I spoilt him by early indulgence and by not following 
with him a sufficiently systematic plan of education. In the present National Schools hc 
would I doubt not be trained a great deal better, and obliged to mind his proper busineS, 
but with me he became a truant from his very childhood, and often when I have wanted 
him mostlhas been at such a distance that I could not recall him. 
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He very early fell in with a playfellow called Curiosity, who encouraged him in 
many an idle frolic, though I must confeB that while in the company of this favourite 
play-mate, he often brought back from his rambles something worth preserving, but even 
then he was such a bad manager that he did not know how to secure it, and his choicest 
treasures were generally lost in consequence of his intolerable eareleBneB. Alas! had I 
in those early days been properly strict, and always obliged him to keep at home _ what a 
counsellor, a friend and aBistant might he not have become! 
As time paSed on, the young wanderer became bolder in his 
{No 39 The Gossipt 59} 
expeditions, the length of his absences increased, and often on his return he could give 
me but a very unsatisfactory account of what he had been about. On one occasion I 
remember he told me he had left the work about which I had particularly set him (it was 
as well as I recollect to solve a mathematical problem) and had followed the steps of a 
very charming lady, who had led him into a lovely garden of t1owers, and after 
entangling him in its mazes, told him her name was Fancy, that she had nothing for him, 
and that he might return home again, but she sent him by a shorter way, without any of 
the charms which embellished his path as he went. 
He had been settled for a very short time at home, when he again disappeared 
from the task which I had aBigned him, and which I hoped might prove a useful exercise. 
With painful exertion I traced him out, and after travelling very far indeed in the pursuit, 
discovered him on the pinnacle of a very high castle, on which I found that a notorious 
cheat called Hope had placed him. He encountered her by accident, and she was not 
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satisfied till she calTied him to this elevated situation; though nothing could be morc 
dangerous, for the Castle though built of the finest materials, and abundantly ornamented 
by her active aBistant Imagination, had literally no foundations, and if I had not seen the 
danger of my charge, and rescued him from it, he might have suspected he was secure on 
his giddy height _ and thus have felt more severely the fall which was inevitable. So 
many indeed are thc difficulties 
{60 The Gossipt No 39} 
to which both he and I arc exposed by his ineolTigible propensity to wandering, that it 
would be endleB to attempt to recount them, or to give you an idea of his whims and 
capnces. If I determine ever so earnestly to make a reform, and set him to work ever so 
diligently, he is perhaps in the twinkling of an eye, with the adventurers who are 
attempting to find a paBage aeroB the Pole, or he is actually penetrating through 
Lancaster's Sound, or he is accompanying Madame Blanchard in her last flight in her 
balloon, _ or he is keeping worse company by attending on M~ Carlisle [sic], or joining in 
a meeting of Radical Refonners. 
In short there is nothing too high or too low, _ too near, or too distant, for the 
wandering spirit of this my troublesome charge, and I must own that I am hopeleB of 
removing the mischief. 
Solitary confinement so effectual in most cases, would here be absolutcly fruitleB; 
__ he would escape through all the patent bolts and bars in the universe. 
Such is my complaint, and I can aBure you that it is not overchargcd _ in proof of 
which I will if you please, tell you what this simpleton is now about _ nothing leG 
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whimsical than an excursion in search of himself. 
I remain my dear Mrs Tabitha, 
Y our very humble Servant. MP 
-------------~---
APPENDIX C. i .. 
EXTRACTS FROM MARY ARNOLD'S LETTERS (1857 - 1865) 
1857 - 1859: MARY ARNOLD'S READING AND WRITING IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 
The first letters extant l are written by Mary's aunts before she was able to control a pen 
or pencil herself. They date from the beginning of the long permanent separation from 
her parents and siblings which occurred after Christmas 1856 when Tom and Julia settled 
in Dublin with all the children except Mary. 
There may have been several reasons for leaving Mary behind in England. The 
family was in considerable financial need and, on the most basic level, she was one fewer 
mouth to feed. She was a highly intelligent child, and her intelligence may have masked 
ncr emotIonai needs, annougn It was recognIsed that she had a volatile temper. She was 
the eldest Arnold grandchild and her grandmother and Aunt Fan, the youngest of Dr 
Arnold's children, were weII able to manage one child at the family home of Fox How. 
Tom's conversion to Roman Catholicism brought with it a measure of religious difficulty 
for the Arnold family, and his wife certainly wished to protect her eldest daughter from 
its influence. Whether her feelings on the subject could have been strong enough to 
separate herself from Mary for that reason alone must seem doubtful. It is possible that 
Julia visited the difficulties of the marriage on Mary, and possibly unconsciously 
resented Tom's pride in her. Anne Jemima Clough the sister of the poet Arthur Hugh 
Clough, Tom's closest friend, ran a small boarding school at Eller How, Ambleside, and 
this would probably have been the deciding factor. 
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Clearly in the early months of 1857, Mary, then five and a half, was tended vcry 
solicitously by her aunts in tum. In some ways she was spoiled at this time - given 
expensive presents and a great deal of loving attention by highly intelligent, affectionate 
and civilised people in substantial, though not grand houses. Apart from Miss Clough, 
she could hardly have experienced anything to match this in the lonely schooldays which 
followed. 
Mary clearly dictatcd the first letters we have, which were written down by her 
Aunts Jane, Susy or Fan or her grandmother. Their attentiveness to her actual words is 
clear; verbatim childish errors of grammar are found, for example in her insistence that a 
letter should be forwarded to Julia's sister Augusta, her Tasmanian godmother and aunt. 
The letter rcads, 'Mamma could you when you write to Aunt GuBy put my letter with it 
whieh is going to be writed to Aunt GuBy,2. She had known her antipodean relatives all 
her life. The Arnold aunts were comparatively unfamiliar to her; she had known them 
well only for a few days, or, in the case of Aunt Jane who met her in London, weeks. 
The first letters refer to toys and gifts and a little garden of her own. Objects which she 
was given include: a little 'doll looking-glass' and 'a little doll dressed so prettily' (l.~th 
February 1857); 'a hoop' (16th February 1857); 'a Box of Bricks; a Noah's ark, and a 
number of little pictures, and some sweets, and a little box to put the sweets in' (a second 
letter written on the same day: 16th February 1857). 
A very early letter to her parents, sent from Fox How in January 1 S5 7, mentions 
picture books, and possibly story books: 
I have also been painting this morning - at a picture - in a book -one that Aunt 
Forster gavc me; and I am having my lessons with Aunt F:lIl n~)\\ ~lI1d ne\t week I 
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shall have them with Aunt Mary [ ... J. I have fciund a book whieh I like vcry much 
and there's a picture in it of little Moses in the Bulrushes, and I have been to Mrs 
Roughsedge's and got such lots of presents - two books - and lots of pictures -
and some flowered pictures [ ... ] and Fairfield looks so beautiful with the snow 
upon it - and thank you Mamma, for that nice copy of the 'burning deck' you sent 
me. [ ... ] I hope Dido will be all well when I come there. 1 am now allowed to 
have "Ministering Children" up in the Nursery. And how do you do without your 
writing case Mamma? and is Papa busy writing to anybody?3 
Her literary education is first mentioned when she is five years and eight months old: 
r have learnt to write F & G, and I will soon know now the whole 
Alphabet. 
Grandmamma at Wharfeside was telling me a story about the river Trent.~ 
Her appreciation of the communicative powers of the written word is retleeted 
movingly one month later when she writes 'I liked your letter very mueh which you sent 
me, and I am now staying at the Vicarage [ ... ]. 0 Mamma how I love you! I wish to 
come to you very much[ ... ]5'. 
The second letter which makes specific mention of a book refers to a fairy story. 
This occurs among other gifts in a letter written by her grandmother, Mrs Arnold, but 
clearly dictated by Mary: 
I went yesterday to dine with Mrs Stansfields and 1 had a writing case given, and 
a little Dolls looking glass & a little Book that was called Three Bcars - & a Jack 
in the Box, and three funny men were given me & this is the paper out of my 
writing case6. 
1859 - 1865 CHILDHOOD. MISS CLOUGH'S SCHOOL, ELLER HOW, AMBLES IDE, AND ROCK 
TERRACE SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES, SHIFNAL 
Writing to her mother when she was eight years old, from school, in March, 1860, Mary 
mentions her reading of Walter Scott, writing' I havc got two works of Sir Walter Scott 
"the tlay of the tlast t minstrel," and the Lady of thc Lake,,7., 
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The influence on Mary of her reading of Scott is apparent in a letter to her mother 
writtten the foHowing spring: 
It is a beautiful cool evening and the lake looks so peaceful that it reminds me of 
Scott's description of Loch Katrine He says "mildly and soft the Western breeze, 
Just kjssed the lake just stirred the trees The mountain shadows on its breast were 
neither broken nor at restS". 
She mentions a book which attracts her in another letter written from school in the 
same month: 
[ ... J It is only three weeks to the holidays. We break up on the 5th. Mrs 
Rodwald's little baby that I told you about, is dead. I am reading a very nice story 
called "Adelaide and her godson." It is a wet evening. We have been leaming a 
very pretty hymn9. 
In March 1861, the following year, in a long letter to her father, she quotes a 
poem in a manner which suggests that it was common for them to exchange allusions and 
ask for the sources of poems: 
I hope the boys are quite well and that <Willie> {Dido} liked thc little book I sent 
him. Oh! how I wish I was seventeen that I might go home and stay ... Have you 
ever had the poem called "I'll <will> seek a four leaved shamrock in all the fairy 
dells". MiG Davies repeated it at breakfast and I thought it very pretty 10. 
It is not clear whether Mary had read personally any of the poems written by her 
father's closest friend but she sends her father her condolences on his death, writing' I 
was very sorry to hear that M~ Arthur Clough was dead 11, . 
She had by this time begun to write to her father letters in French and, apparently, 
though none survives, in German. She later mentions a German class reader called the 
life of Joan of Arche 12. The following summer, May 1862, just before her eleventh 
birthday, her proficiency in reading German poetry has matured to the point of readin~ 
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Schiller's drama Maria Stuart (a reference to which Occurs in Lansdale Manor). She 
writes, 'It is very beautiful. I like it so much. We are coming to the mecting of Mary 
with Elizabeth in Fotheringham [sic] 13,. 
It is possible that the Schiller, which is linguistically very demanding, was 
published in a school book of extracts. Tom and Mary's brother William inherited Dr 
Arnold's considerable gift for classical languages and Mary was later to lament hcr 
exclusion from the world of schoolboy Greek and Latin, which shc acquired later. Hcr 
first letter in French to her father is dated November 1863 and was scnt from Clifton. 
Further lctters from school attest her reading of Longfellow. In a lettcr to her 
father dated 'March 1862', Mary asks him whether he knows Longfellow's poem callcd 
'Gaspar' and anothcr called 'The Bridge'. She writes to her father about her interest in 
new school books including an Atlas. It is clear that teachers lent her extra books of their 
own to assuage her intellectual curiosity: 
MiS Davies has lent me "Italy in the nineteenth Century" by Whiteside to read 
and I like it very much indeed - I have said this morning the latter part of the Lady 
of the Lake Oh it is so spirited. But what do these lines mean spoken by the king: 
Ah! little traitress none must know, 
What idle dream what lighter thought 
What vanity full dearly bought 
Fixed to thine eye's dark witchcraft drew 
My spell bound steps to Bienvenue l4? 
Does it mean that he was in love with Ellen and yet it does not say so in the 
poem. What then was the "idle dream" the "lighter thought[ "?]. We have given 
MiS Davies such a nice edition of Tennyson[ 1s poems bound in green morocco 
and richly gilt. I5 
She writes a long and interesting letter to her mother at about the same time, also 
mcntioning Whiteside's History of Italy and an episode which throws a vcry fascinating 
light on A Talc of thc Moors which she was to write out in thc carlicst surviving ~ , 
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notebook eight months later. 
Do you know the history of Guido's beautiful and touching picture of Beatrice 
V cnesi {Cenci}. t She was executed in supposition of having murdered her father 
Fancesco Cenci but she was innocent She was wondrously beautiful and Guido 
asked to be admitted in order to sketch her At first she did not like it but 
afterwards she said with a touching earnestness "Perhaps in after ages my picture 
will awaken compassion if you write on one of its angles the word innoeente". 
Mary then mentions the present of the Tennyson to Miss Davies and asks a question 
about a book by Grace Aguilar which she has recently discovered: 
Have you got ['jthe days of Bruce[ 'J yet to read and if so do you not like it. It 
perfectly fascinates me[ ... ] 
At our concert at Midsummer we are going to act some scenes out of Shakespeare 
and I am to be Princess Katherine the French wife of Henry 5th where her maid is 
trying to teach her English. I am learning Mendelsohn's [ 'jSongs without 
Words" they are so beautiful. There are none such masterminds now; not any that 
can say as Mrs Hemans makes Mozart say: 
Like perfumes on the wind 
Which none may stay or bind 
The beautful comes floating through my soul 
I strive with yearnings vain 
The spirit to detain 
Of the deep harmonics that past me roll 16_ 
She mentions the book by Aguilar again in a later letter: 
Oh! Mother when I come at Easter I must try and get "the days of Bruce" by 
Grace Aguilar. I never read <an> a book that so completely charmed me and 
excited me. It has left such a sense of joyousness as if the exalted chivalry of 
which it speaks made you feel its inspiring influence still. I have been trying to 
illustrate it out of my own head this evening. 17 
On 19th November 1863 Mary wrote to her father a letter in French. In it she 
expresses an interest in reading an article by her uncle Matthew in 'that magazine' and 
goes on to write: 'I hope you have some literary work with which I shall be able to help 
you. Will you advise me on my choice of books when I return at Christmas. t I shall 
Pane 50() e 
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spend all my money on books.' Evidently this is a request which Mary knows will please 
her father but it presumably reflected her own free choice too. 
Many letters were sent and only a few preserved. The fact that many of those 
which survive are concerned with her expression of a Romantic sensibility in response to 
nature, poetry and general reading suggest that these qualities were highly prized by her 
parents. 
1865: LATER EDUCATION: MISS MAY'S SCHOOL, CLIFf ON, BRISTOL, Ai\D OXFORD 
When she was at Shifnal, Mary was shown kindness by a childless couple, Rev. Cunliffe, 
the Vicar of Shifnal, and his wife. Occasionally she was invited to tea at the Vicarage. 
One such occasion was recorded as a diary item in her fiction notebook after the 
completion of A Tale of the Moors and dated 10th December 1864. From Mary's side an 
intensely emotional friendship developed. 
When she had left Rock Terrace school and had been moved to another boarding 
school, in Clifton, Bristol, she wrote some letters to Mrs Cunliffe and evidently continued 
to be invited to visit and stay occasionally at the Vicarage. One of the letters describes 
Mary's current academic interests, in a formal and rather general tone which perhaps 
takes account of the tastes of its recipient, who was an evangelical. 
Do you know that we are now living at Oxford. My father takes pupils and has a 
History lectureship _ We are happier there than we have ever been before I think. 
My father revels in the libraries, and so do I when I am at home though of course 
in a secondary degree. 18 
This restraint of an appetite for reading is reflected in the moral of Lansdale 
Manor which she was beginning to work on at the probable time of the composition of 
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the letter, which is undated, but from internal evidence could not have been written 
before the late summer of 1865 and might have been written as late as early 1866. 
Other clues to Mary's reading at this time in her life are found in the narratives 
themselves and her reflections on childhood reading which appear in later published and 
unpublished work. The list of Marcella's favourite books is examined earlier in this 
thesis in relation to A Tale of the Moors 19. The most significant other later source is A 
Writer's Recollections (1918). In it she gives a vivid description of her identification of 
some of the heroines of Scott's novels with the young and beautiful wife of a family of 
country gentry, the neighbours of one of her aunts20, her great pleasure in reading 
Ruskin21 and her attentiveness to her uncle Matthew Arnold's writings and lectures22. 
A complete list of all the titles or authors mentioned in the stories, letters, diary 
items or later writings relating to childhood reading, in editions which were available 
during the 1850s and 1860s, appears in Appendix D. 
---------~~------ ~ 
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APPENDIX C. ii. 
Additional Material from WARD, BOX VII, Volume 1 
This is a clothbound brown octavo notebook with marbled external page surfaces. Its 
original cost was one shilling, and it bears a small oval sealing wax red mark: 'Beddow 
Booksellers Shifnal'. The lined paper is watermarked 'Joynson 1859' at the B opening 
and 'Joynson 1860' at the A opening. The contents are described as follows by the 
Honnold librarian, who, beginning at the A opening, numbered the leaves 1 - 38 in pencil 
at the top right hand comer of each page opening: 
Commonplace book, (1863-65): "Mrs Ward's first notebook" 
containing random poems and 
prose (fragmentary) la - 9b 
Letter from Thos. Arnold to "Dear Polly" - insert between 9b & lOa 
Volume in reverse Diary entry [in pencil] Jan 14 [1865] 38a 
Verses "own compositions": Rienzi/ The Mountains 37b - 37a 
A Tale of the Moors 36b - 15a 
Diary entry. Dec 10 1864 14b 
Random verses 14a - 11 
The name 'M. Arnold' and the date 'Nov 13th 1863' are written by Mary Arnold 
in ink. The Honnold librarian has added in pencil: ' - Jan, '65'. 
Mary Arnold copied out three favourite poems from Adelaide Anne Procter's 
Legends and Lyrics (1858), to which she also refers in Lansdale Manor, a narrative 
--------------------- -------
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which appears in the next three notebooks extant. The pages of the A opening of Volume 
1 proceed as follows. 
[Jf] 'The Angel's story' [3 verses] 
[]i] [3% verses] 
[21 [3% verses] 
(31] [3% verses] 
[ 41] [ .. ] 
[41 [ .. ] 
(51] [ .. ] 
[51 [ .. ] 
r fill [2];2 verses] MiS A.A. Proctor Nov. 15th 1863. • . J 
[i] and [7J 'A Vision' [A poem about a graveyard, also by A.A. Procter] 
[81] 'Give me thy heart' [A religious poem by A. A. Procter] 
[81 'Wallace's Execution' [gI] end of 'Wallace's Execution'. 
[A poem: 'Countess of Buchan', in what seems to be Tom Arnold's hand but which may 
be a correction by him, written out in full, of a poem which Mary had originally sent 
him.] [91 end of 'Countess of Buchan' 
[ld] 'Mrs Cunliffe' [a poem]. [This is followed by a pencil diary entry in ratiler wild 
handwriting Jan 19th? 1865?j 
At this point a letter from her father and some loose poems are contained within a 
folder or envelope which is glued into the notebook and tied with ribbon to secure the 
contents. This marks the centre of the book. The A progression comes to an end here. 
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[Two poems from the A opening of this notebook follow:] 
{8} [81] 
Wallace's Execution 
The scene is on a scaffold dread 
And round it many a drooping head 
For Scotia's Knight stands there to die 
Sad sign of Edward's victory. 
But there's no fear upon that brow 
The proud eyes are as fearless now 
As when in Falkirk's battle-field 
His ann was Scotland's truest shield 
But hark that deep voice clear and loud 
Breaks the still silence of the crowd 
Drew every look and fixed each eye 
Upon that fonn so fierce & high 
Oh! Scotland fair land of my birth 
To whom my love was given on earth 
For thee a brighter mom shall beam 
Radiant as ever patriots dream 
The Gallant Bruce shall soon arise 
And then to the far-spreading skies 
Shall rise the shout of vengeance sweet 
~------ -------------------
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Vengeance so full and so complete 
That ye shall rue the fatal day 
When ye called the Scots to bay. 
[ 10'] Mrs Cunliffe. 
I love thee <b> as some far off angel guide 
Too purc too holy for this world of sin 
And when in adoration kneeling at thy side 
No thought but rest and peace can entcr in. 
And in thy clear deep eyes God's impress set 
Shows thee a queen o'er others [?:minds] 
The mark of sharpest sorrow met 
[On the same page, below this poem, in reverse, in pencil, a diary entry in more mature 
handwriting, thought to date from 1865:] 
Jan 19th Drawing in thelmorning at the School of Art - drawing in the evening at home. 
Read some of Carlyle's "Sartor Resartus". How wonderful in its defiance is that 
"Everlasting Not, something which makes me feel the mysterylo~life & the dignity and 
thanklGod that we are such glorious things as [?: human ?:holy] souls. 
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[ The B opening, upside down and in reverse, proceeds as follows:) 
[[381]] M. Arnold [pencil:] Arras .. Agincourt ... Amiens .. [History and Gcograph_\' of 
France interspersed with heavy scribblings which may pertain to the diary entr,}', written 
later.] 
[[381)] [The bottom half of the page is covered with a January 1865 dia(v ent(v upside 
down, clearly written in later when Mary needed to find available spacc in which to 
express her feelings,] 
[[381]] Own Compositions. [311 verses of 'Rienzi 1 [[37]] [poeIlls: 'Rienzi', and 'The 
Mountains 1 
[[Ji]] - [[Iy]] A Tale of the Moors. 
[[ 151]] [Diary Entry - Visit to the Cunliffe's Rectory. Dec 10 1864.] 
[[ 141]] - [[ 10']] [Random verses. Then the envelope containing poems which is glued 
into the notebook as described above.] 
[ The B opening:] 1/- M. Arnold 
{ {38}} [[381)] [Pencil diary item, upside down, clearly written later dIan the rest of thl' 
items:] 
Jan 14th [1865] Went to Merton in the morning. Oh how bitterly bitterly have I failed 
this holidays with regard tolmy brothers. If in one thing the struggle is successful in 
another it is as weak as evil if not more so. And [heavy scribbling] writing in miserable 
pain & expect to be awake half the night what if reason should go altogether some da:-. ' 
[ The B opening continues with the following poem, 'Rienzi', There arc two n'fsiol1s t l( 
this POCflI in the notebook, one dated on a loose sheet in the cn\·clopcd glued into {he 
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centre of the book, the other copied out neatly on this page. [have gh'cn the wording of 
both versions of the poem here, indicating by deletions the earlier discarded lines or 
phrases. The date is given only on the loose sheet, not in the notebook, whieh was 
presumabJy copied out Jater.] 
Own Compositions 
Hark to that deep sound! Hark 
See yon heroic form 
And on his brow the mark 
Of one to ride the storm 
Far-famed Rienzi. 
Firm and erect he stood 
As one born to command 
And on his head no hood 
Rome's banner in his hand 
Death doomed Rienzi. 
"People of Rome forbear! 
Touch me not neither harm. 
In you my rights of care 
For you my forthright arm 
Touch not Rienzi. 
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Far to the spreading skies 
Rose that death-dooming shout 
A thousand weapons rise 
A thousand swords leap out 
Death to Rienzi. 
<Wert thou thus doom' d to die> 
Was this thy doom - to die 
<Rome's last and bravest> 
Rome's last and noblest 
<Fell o'er thy corpse no sigh> 
Without one mourning sigh 
<From those whose life thou gavest> 
From those thy rule has blest 
<Mighty Rienzi> Rienzi. 
No earthly grief wept o'er him ___ _ 
<But> Rome's angel shed a tear! 
Weep <Romans> till your eyes are dim 
Weep o'er Rienzi's bier 
<Fated Rienzi> People of Rome. 
Written after reading Bulwer's delightful novel of Rienzi by Mary Arnold No\' 1 st~ 1863. 
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[ This is followed in the notebook version by an incomplete poem:] 
The Mountains 
{{37}} 
Wild dreams arise within my <soul> heart 
And yet unutterably sweet 
[A Tale of the Moors begins on the opposite page.] 
[Examples of poems which follow after the diary item which follows the end orA Talc of 




How sweet t'would be to find a home 
Where peace should reign supreme 
Where sin & woe could never come 
Where love & joy should ever be without alloy 
Such home in part we find <on ea> below 
In love if deep and true 
Yet earthly love from sin & woe 
Its loved one cannot shie {I} d or keep in perfect joy 
Oh! bitter! bitter! t'is to yearn 
O'er loved ones past~ away 
To watch the summer months return 
The flower-crowned earth, the lengthening day And live alone 
<Oh! Saviour guardian brother Friend 
P;l~C ." 10 
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Thy love alone can never die> 
We watch on earth our hopes decay 
Our pleasures & our <hopes> {joys} 0' erthrown 
Yet wait we for a brighter day 
When gathered round the golden throne Our sorrows cease 
Oh! Saviour, precious guardian <friend> guide 
Thy love alone can never die 
How blest to feel when safely at thy side 
That <thou didst n'eer forget> {only by thy love thy presence ever nigh 
Our souls were {kept} 
How glorious then t'will be to stand 
Knowing all things even as we are [[ 131]J known 
Safe from the perils of the hostile land 
For evcr & ever neath thy great white throne 
To rest in peace. 1 
') 
watch & pray-
The night is dark _ behold the shade was deeper 
In the still gardens of Gethsemane 
When that calm voice awoke the weary sleeper 
"Couldst thou not watch one hour alone with me. 
a thou so weary of thy se<f>lfdenials 
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And so impatient of thy little cross 
Is it so hard to bear thy daily trials 
To count all earthly things a gainful loss? 
What if thou al<l>ways suffer'st tribulation { {13} } 
What if thy Christian warfare never cease? 
The gaining of the quiet habitation 
Shall gather thee to everlasting peace 
Here are we all to suffer,?t walking lonely 
The path that Jesus once himself hath gone; 
Watch thou this hour in trustful patience only, 
This one dark hour before the eternal dawn 
And he will come in his own time from heaven, 
To set his earnest-hearted children free; 
Watch only through this dark & painful even 
And the bright morning yet will break for thee 
Lyra Anglicana 
March 26th 1865 . 
• 
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[[121)] 30,58,70,74,82,94, 102, 122,140,29 [These numbers possibly refer to 
favourite hymns or hymn tlines.] 
Repentance & Faith.3 
There was a ship one eve autumnal, onward 
Steered o'er an ocean lake: 
Steered by some strong hand ever as if sunward; 
Behind an angry wake. 
Before there stretched a sea that grew intenser, 
With silver-fire far spread 
Up to a hill mist-gloried like a censer, 
With smoke encompassed; 
It seem' d as if two seas met brink to brink 
A silver flood beyond a lake of ink 
There was a soul that eve autumnal, sailing 
Beyond the earth's dark bars 
Toward the land of sunsets never paling 
Towards Heaven's sea of stars 
Behind there was a wake of billows tossing 
Before a glory lay. 
o happy soul! with all sail set, just crossing 
Pag.c 51J 
, 
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Into the Far-away. 
The gloom the gleam, the calmness & the strife 
Were death before thee & behind thee life. 
And as that ship went up the waters stately 
Upon her topmasts tall I saw two sails, whereof the one was greatly 
Dark, as a funeral pall 
But oh! the next's pure whiteness who shall utter? 
Like a shell-snowy strand, 
Or when a sunbeam falleth through the shutter 
[[ 1 JI]] [An essay on Greek tragedy in pencil entitled 'the origins of drama' follows, 
covering 1 F; III and the first eight lines of lor. It is very well informed and detailed 
dealing with playwrights; sacrifices; staging and audience.] 
[[ ](1]] [a poem in ink:] Beneath the oaks of Fotheringay 
A royal couple stood 
Oh who could tell oh {who} could say 
How near how close in blood. 
The one in robes full rich and fair 
With jewels blazing bright 
The other - nought save her golden hair 
~---~----~~~~~-------------------
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Relieved her robe o{night. 
But beauty no <jewel> {gem} can give I trow 
And riches can never buy 
Rested enthroned on her pallid [unfinished]. 
[Here an envelope is glued in, containing the following loose sheets, not all reproduced 
here:] 
[An undated letter to Mary from her father:] 
Dearest Polly, 
The strong theme of these is far better than in any of your verses that I have seen; 
I like them very much. I have made one or two little corrections to make them run 
smoother. Perhaps the last line would be still better if it ran thus, -
'And duty accomplished - die. 
but at any rate the "then" must be inserted, for the line is a syllable too short without it. 
Keep a brave heart, dearest child; God bless you. 
Your loving father 
T. Arnold. 
[ The poem to which this letter refers follows:] 
A Dream 
I sat by the fire one winter's eve 
Dreaming a lovely dream 
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Such wild sweet dreams I loved ·well to weave 
By the fi re 's ruddy gleam 
It was the wild dream of the day gone by 
Of heroes strong & brave 
When men were fearless & courage was high 
And no one feared the grave 
By impulse moved I hastily said 
Oh! that then r had been born 
that in Honour's cause I might have bled 
And Oppression's bonds have tom 
But then a voice in soft accents and sweet 
thus2t to me 1 t made reply 
Do thou what God for thee thinks meet 
And having done all - die. 
My own. 
[ On another loose slJeet of notepaper:] 
To my darling (Mrs Cunliffe) 
I love thee as the thirsty flourets turn 
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1863?4 
To worship the heaven on high 
As the wave that rolled so <h> dark and stem 
Falls neath the magic of the moonbeam's eye 
So passions in my heart when all whelmingly they wake 
Are hushed by thoughts of thee & conquered for thy sake. 
Fond reverence deep as for an angel fair 
Shr[I1nes thee in holy light within my heart 
And were it not for thy <universal> {gentle} 
Love on this lone earth so rare 
We might have thought <sp> a spirit 
Pure had chosen to depart 
Through love to man from the far heaven of love 
To guide & lead earth's erring soul to the haven of rest above. 
Address to the stars 
Oh ye fair stars that shine so pure 
Above this world of sin 
Ye Realms that to Eternity endure 
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On Marriage bells 
Ring on ye peals of gladness 
Ye make my heart rejoice 
Ye chase away the sadness 
That stifles Pleasure's voice 
Here I may not long remain 
Soon I shall pass from earth 
To the land where there's no pain 
Where all is joy and mirth 
Only for thee 0 God I live 
For me earth has no ease 
For thou Lord hast thought fit to give 
Not earth's but heaven's peace. 
May you be happy sweet bride 
May you by God be blest 
Oh that in him you may abide 
Till you in heaven rest. 
Mary Arnold. 
Pa~(' SIS 
APPENDIX C. iii. 
Additional Material from WARD, BOX VII, Volume 3 
The contents of this volume are described on the following handwritten list for the use of 
the Honnold Library. The list is pasted onto the inside red marbling of a substantial hand 
bound maroon cloth quarto notebook, originally priced 24/-, containing ninety blank 
pages watermarked 1864 and with a thin gold leaf line round the outside edges of the 
pages: 
'Opening A. COlnmonplace book 1866-67 
"Aspirations" poems Mar 1866 
Journal of my First visit to Scotland 
[with several sketches] June 7 - July 8, 1867 
Lansdale Manor (variant) (written on alternate pages) 17a - 36a 
Volume in reverse & on alternate leaves 
Notes continued, poems, hymns etc. 
Ailie 81 b - 21 b & first fly leaf' 
2a - 4a 
5a - 16a 
90b - 82b 
The pages of the A opening, the first dated progression, follow. It should be 
noted that the dating of this notebook is more difficult than that of Volume 1. Although 
all items in the A progression follow each other chronologically, there is a gap of over a 
year from the heading 'Aspirations' to the diary item which follows it. It cannot now be 
known whether the B opening was begun at the same time but for different purposes. 
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Index 
"Aspirations" Page 2 
[Notes in pencil towards a speech about some aspect of British Rule in the Far East, 
which follow the orientation of the A Opening, are obscured by an alternative passage of 
the narrative Ailie, a trial piece of writing which relates to the Indian tragedy and which 
is transcribed in the edited text on page 331 and 332 of this thesis]. 





_ . Tree after tree stretched shadowy and dark into the misty distance, _ the air was 
heavy with the scents of morning, and faintly flushed with the rosy sunrise, _ the dank 
creepers hung listlessly athwart the avenues. _ tthe tired flowers drooped heavily on their 
~talks~ _ all the forest life lay hushed in deathlike stillness when I the spirit of the violet2 
woke, on that lovely summer morning long ago. _ 
That early dawn world was very lovely, methought, as I gazed upon the silent 
scene. In these calm shades each hour of the long summer day had its own especial 
charm, noontide, when the sun in its prime wooed each leaf with light 
[31]6 {3} (31) [This page is devoted to a pen and ink sketch depicting three figures, two 
apparently girls balding flowers, one in a doolWay.] 
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{4} [41 
Puss, and Her Three Kittens 
Our old cat has kittens three; 
What do you think their names should be. 
One is a tabby with emerald eyes 
And a tail that's long and slender 
But into a temper she quickly flies 
I f you ever by chance offend her 
I think we shall call her this 
I think we shall call her that: -
Now don't you fancy Pepper-pot 
A nice name for a cat. 
One is black with a frill of white, 
And her feet are all white fur too 
If you stroke her, she carries her tail upright, 
And quickly begins tolpurr too. 
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I think we shall call her this 
I think we shall call her that: -
Now don't you fancy "Sootikins" 
A nice name for a cat. 
One is a tortoiseshell, yellow and black. 
With a lot of white about him 
If you tease him, at once he sets up his back 
He's a quarrelsome Tom ne'er doubt him! 
I think we shall call him this 
I think we shall call him that, 
Now don't you fancy "Scratchaway" 
A nice name for a cat? V 
V Our old cat has kittens three, 
And I fancy these their names will be: 
"Pepper-pot" _ "Sootikins" _ "Scratchaway" _ There 
Were there ever kittens with these tolcompare? 
And we call the old mother now what do you think? 
"Tabitha Longclaws Tiddleywink! 
Radcliffe May 16th 67. 
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________________ (probahly containing undated material written in 1868) 
[51] [A very expressive pen and ink sketch of an elderly woman asleep occupies this 
page.] 
{5} [Y] 
Journal of my First 
1867 Visit to 
Scotland 
On Friday the 7th of June, after hearing Uncle Matt's farewelllecture3, I set out for 
London, in company with Uncle Matt, Aunt Fanny Lucy & the boys, who were going 
back to West. Humble _ They left me at Reading & I went on to Paddington by myself. 
Bessie met me, & we drove tolWestbourne Terrace. There were some people to/dinner, 
so Bessie took me straight up tolher room, where I lay down & waited for <p> the 
provisions promised; After which B. took me down tolthe drawing room, which was 
untenanted, as the dinner was not yet over. It was a curiously shaped, beautifully 
furnished room, with quantities of knicknacks, & mirrors, & I stayed there till the 
hostess, a tall foreign-looking woman, Italian by birth, & with strange, soft un-English 
manners {came tolsee after me}. She brought me wine & biscuits & made me rest till it 
was time to go. Mrs Thurburn, Bessie's Grandmamma, is one of the dearest prettiest old 
ladies, I ever saw. The first time she saw me, she kissed {me} after the Scotch fashion, 
& altogether I felt more at home already than I could have expected She is <a> tall, with 
small delicately-cut features, & wears a white Quaker-like cap, who just suitslher face. 
One may easily conjecture from her face what is proved by the pictures at Murtic, that 
she was a {very} beautiful woman in her youth. 
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At 8 o'clock after Mrs Thurburn Junior, had given me a warm embrace, a proceeding 
perfectl y natural in her [61] but somewhat strange to lone 's English notions, Mrs Thurburn 
{senior}, B., {myself} & a talkative Scotch cousin, husband tolthe Italian above2t 
mentioned 1 t, set off for Euston Square. The large lighted station with its crowds of 
people, was rather a novel sight tolme. Afterlsome fuss about the carriage, we moved off 
& the interminable journeYlbegan. How we got through the 6 hours till daybreak, I 
cannot well say. Sitting on a carpet bag in thelmiddle with one'st head on one cushion, 
& one's t feet on thelother - or elongating oneself sideways over thelanns of the carriage, 
were positions alike unequal tolthelinducement of comfort or sleep. Sunrise came at last 
however & the cold morning air with it, & till 8 or 9 it was anything but pleasant. At 9 
we reached Carlisle & we turned out & got some scalding tea, by way of upsetting our 
<dig> digestion for thelrest of the journey. 
[~] The journey aftelWards grew gradually more interesting, and the round whin-covered 
hills and variegated fir & beech woods, characteristic of Scottish scenery, began tolmake 
their appearance not long after Carlisle was passed. To my great disappointment we did 
not pass through Edinburgh, but turned off instead at a place bearing the euphonious 
name of MothelWell Junction. In passing Stirling Bessie and I missed seeing the site of 
Bannockburn through not knowing on what side of thejtown {6} [&] <but somewhat N> 
{the little station} bearing the name was situated Stirling Castle though finely situated, is 
not in itself remarkable or imposing but {consists} of {a} long low range of buildings 
surrounded by a battlemented wall, and rather disappointing tolany one who has read the 
Days of Bnlce4. Near Perth we passed the pretty little watering place, called the Bridgc 
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of Allan situated among the hlls <among> {on} the small but picturesque little stream of 
the Allan I do not remember much after we left Perth till we <be> were near Aberdeen , 
for not having had any real sleep, I found myself so irresistibly sleepy, as to be compelled 
into a state of uneasy somnambulism, in which the mind was disagreeably awake 
tolexternal impressions while the body tried hard tolget a wink. For some way before we 
reached Aberdeen, the {rail} way <lay> {ran} along the coast, which as far as one could 
see seemed very bold and picturesque. <The peep> we had [§] {a peep} of Stonehaven, 
lying in a snug little bay bounded on either side by steep headlands, the one tolthe south 
though hidden from our view by the cliff supporting the ruins of the old castle of 
Dunottar. We reached Aberdeen at about half past four, and my first impressions of it, 
when after a long waiting for the carriage tolbe [i] unloaded, we set off for our 
homeward drive passing through some of the principal streetslon our way, were certainly 
not favourable. The day was wet and drizzly, and thelplace looked so dead-alive, and 
uninhabited, that I could hardly believe when I saw it the second time under different 
auspices that it could be the same. At about 6 -o'clock we reached the gateslof MurtIe, 
opened tolus by an old woman in a spotless whi te cap and kerchief who goes by the name 
of Nelly. She was evidently confused by the presence of a third person in the carriage 
and when Bessie spoke tolher and asked her whether she remembered her, Nelly 
{misunderstood her} & took the question as importing to me. "Aye" she said {as we 
thought at the time motioning towards me while a <misty> dreamy unreal look came 
over her face, which I have seen in her since, but which struck me then as something I 
had never seen before. 
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"That's my bairn." Without answering directly Mrs Thurburn told the coachman toldrive 
on. They thought at first she was speaking of her dead <bairn> child of her own to/whom 
she supposed me tolbe like; but it seems more probable that she was not referring to/me at 
all, but confused Bessie with her mother, who was her nurse-child forty years ago. 
{7} [7] After driving half a mile more through the avenue Murtle was reached in earnest, 
and Bessie took me intolthe dining room tolrest for a while before taking off my things 
upstairs. Naturally r was too tired tol<wait> notice anything very much till I was safe 
{in} <at the end> my own room, - moderate sized, and very comfortable, with a warm 
green carpet, white curtains, and curious little cupboards fixed again[st] the wall their 
eover<s> and doors being made of pink glazed calico covered with a sort of white open-
work on a wooden framework. The view from the window<s> is one of the best tolbe 
seen from the house, and looks very beautiful<ly> as <it> I see it very often in the early 
morning sunlight, and again at night when the winding Dee gleams out white & silvery in 
the moonlight among the dark purple hills. 
When I had in some degree purified, & smoothed myself down, Bessie came for me, and 
took me down toltea. Then I had a little more time to look about me while partaking of 
sconds [scones] & cream, and waited on by the oddest of odd beings, the ancient 
housemaid of the family by name Mary Coutts. Imagine a face old & worn yet 
preserving a curious {youthful} expression of childishness & eagerness tolplease, 
combined with an awkward [81] middle-sized figure, arms whose habitual swing is 
clearly the effect of nature, and a crinoline which persist[ed] in hanging in those 
irreconcileablc angles. She has {an} odd habit of repeating over tolherself in a lower 
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tone all that she says, thinking doubtless than [sic] an echo softens down the abruptness 
of the foregoing remark. Her contemporary & coadjutor, Barbara alias Mrs Phemister, the 
only surviving relict of two departed husbands in the nautical line and withal a 
character in her way was when I came intolthe house the only other female servant 
though others have been added since. [§] The male portion of the establishment 
consist<ing>ed of the coachman George Philips, a sturdy ingenious Scotchman the 
gardener Salter, a man whose chief aim in life seems tolbe to insinuate as much bitter as 
he can intol<the> every sweet eitherlof his own <own>or others, _ and a nondescript 
individual foolish-like" as the Scotch say, by name Willie Walker. His ancestors are said 
to have worn the veritable jester's cap & bells; and their eccentric tendencies <have> 
{are} easily traced in their descendant. 
After tea I was sent tolthe sofa, and being far too tired toldo anything but sit still, found 
{8} [81 time tollook about me a little. The dining room in which we were, is certainly 
the finest room in the house; - large, well-proportioned and hung round with large 
pictures of ancestors &c which show very well on the light -coloured panelled {walls}. It 
is very sunny & cheerful and is used as a sitting {room} much more than the drawing 
room, which is connected with it by means of a small but very pretty room called the 
parlour communicating on both sides with the dining- & drawing rooms, and occup[y]ing 
the central place in the ground floor under the dome. Here is [a] very beautiful picture in 
three compartments by Cope representing the martyrdom of Laurence Saunders. 
Immediately underneath it stands Bessie's harp; on the right hand of the door stands a 
handsome good sized organ, and in the corresponding recess on the left-hand side is a 
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cabinet of curiosities made tolmatch, while in the round window fonned by the pillared 
front of the dome, are the most comfortable lounging sofas imaginable; as the room 
altogether may be said tolbe the pleasantest and snuggest in the house. Besides these 
three rooms, there are several others on the ground floor - the/Low-bedroom & 
dressingroom, thelhall of course [gI] and conservatory, and the library, a small booklined 
room where we have Presbyterian prayers. Bessie and I stand with demure faees turned 
to the wall, and while she perforce knows every point & dot of {the title} of Dr 
Channing's Life & letters directly under her eyes, <my eyes> {mine} wander helplessly 
over the intricacies of an old map of London roads. Above there is a long corridor having 
rooms on each side at the right end of which as you go upstairs is my temporary abode. 
I was very glad to get tolbed that night, [§] and got up next morning very much rested. 
<Inspe> After prayers which seemed very odd to/me because of the different position, we 
had breakfast and after thatla long time of waiting before setting off for Peterculter 
service in which in spite of disuasions I persisted in going too. The service was of course 
Presbyterian. I am sure P. Church must have been made ugly on purpose for no-body 
could have built anything so hideous without express design. It is entirely choked up by 
{a semi-circular} gallery, in the front part of which is the Murtle pew, exactly on a level 
{9} [91 with the head of M~ Allan. After church we drove home to/an earlier dinner than 
usual and Bessie <be> and I occupied the rest of the <day> {afternoon} in inspecting the 
garden, and discussing the Milwards. [A good pencil sketch of Dr Paul occupies the 
central space of this page and Mary wrote her diary round it afterwards, framing tile 
figure with words.] In the evening there was a sort of service for the servants and 
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[om.:we] read one of Grandpapa's sermons5. 
Monday We went in to Aberdeen in the morning, we meaning Bessie and L I was struck 
with Union Street which <was> {is} granite from beginning to end We did a little 
shopping and George the coachman procured bread and viands for the household. We 
came back in time for lunch, at which coffee was served tolmy no small astonishment. [n 
the afternoon Bessie took me on Brucie along some of thelpaths near the river. We werc 
however stopped by their choked up condition. On the way back I got ahead of Bcssie 
and stopping to look back for her was horrified to/feel the beast on which I rode calmly 
lying down beneath me. As however he was only 12 hands high I tumbled over very 
neatly ball-fashion without any injury and picked up myself and him without loss of time. 
We went in directly afterwards tolenjoy the presence of the above-depicted individual 
The Rev Dr Paul. D.O. who did not leave till after tea 
[101] Tuesday June II th My birthday. A bright sunny day which made Lochn-a-gar 
visible for the first time since our arrival. Bessie gave me at breakfast a very pretty Lorn 
Brooch, and Mrs Thurburn a pretty chinese netting-case. I had letters from home, MiS 
May, Nora Alice and Lizzie We were too tired for any active amusement, and amused 
ourselves with setting the croquet according t%ur own devices with 18 hoops, after 
which we played two or three games. 
Wednesday 12th Another fine day. In the morning Bessie and I drove in thelphaeton to 
Cantly where I got out and began a sketch of the hills from the road. They looked very 
dim and lovely that morning like "ghosties" in the sky as Barbara would say. Bessie and 
I talked a good deal on thc way about MiB May, Mdllc and other school reminiscences. 
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The rest of the day passed much <of>as usual in reading practising and croquet. 
Thursday 13th In the morning B and I went into Aberdeen tolhave our photos taken We 
had great fun. I went to Giffords to get a board on which to [sic] my great astonishment 
was lent me directly without payment. When we came back tolMurtle we found <out> 
that { 10} [lor] a rather strange and mysterious occurence ~ had happened in our absence. 
On going upstairs Bessie found the old heavy looking glass belonging tolher room, lying 
on the ground entirely broken before the dressing-table, with its face turned up! No one 
had been into the room since B. left it except the housemaid who declared that when she 
went tolshut the window everything was right. Ten minutes after B. came home and the 
mischief was done. No cat or dog could possibly have done it as the door was shut, and 
there was no wind sufficient to have overturned thelheavy old fashioned glass. Besides 
no wind could have left the looking glass face upwards, or have<ing> arranged the 
pincushion and middle drawer (which being in the front would naturally have fallen 
under it) carefully on the top of the fallen glass. The mystery is not yet cleared up, and 
remains as inexplicable as ever. In the evening M~ and Mrs Allan called, nice shy gentle 
people who asked Bessie tolbring me tolsee them sometime. It is curious tolsee how well 
my name is known up here, almost more generally I think than in England. 
[§] Friday 14th Bessie and I went out driving in the Brucie phaeton, got almost soused in 
spite of two umbrellas which did more harm than good, as they (111] got in the way of our 
united<ing> vision, obliging us at last tolshare the whip & reins between us. An old 
woman offcred us some dilse by the way - an insult tolour dignity which Brucie revenged 
by bolting across the road so as nearly tolknock her down. Reading practising working in 
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the evening as usual 
Saturday 15 th In the morning Bessie had a ride on Malonia and got we_t. It rained the 
whole day, notwithstanding which, the three Banchory boys arrived at the proper time, 
tolmy and Bessie's horror, Entertaining three half grown boys on a rainy / {day} indoors, 
can never be very lively work but when it devolves upon two young girls, the case 
becomes still more blue. We had a forlorn game of biliards~, in which three of the party 
having never been previously instructed, naturally took immense interest, George May 
was witty & very complacent, Neddy Paul nervous, imitating G.M. by fits & starts. 
When the game waslended Bessie and I found tolour great relief that dinner time was 
approaching and went off toldress. Dinner passed off well enough, and afterwards we 
played the game of Crambo, eliciting thereby as may well be imagined, remarkable 
specimens { 11 } [1 Jfl of versification. A game of croquet under umbrellas was then tried 
with better success than might have been supposed. Music, thelharp & company chat 
filled up the rest of the time till theyltook their department (Mem. boat G.M.N.P.). 
Sunday 16th In the morning Bessie and I drove to Banchory Church in the phaeton by the 
bridge of Dee. The drive was lovely and the view o~the hills from near the bridge of Dee 
peculiarly picture-like and beautiful. We were almost the first in the church. The boys 
contrary t%ur expectation sat in the gallery. Dr Paul gave us two sermons, both more 
like lectures than sermons, and when we came out we spoke with himself and most of the 
members of the family. George May was as ready and as much pleased with himself as 
usual, and B and I drove home very well contented withlour expedition. In the garden in 
the afternon. Reading in the evening. 
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Monday [§] 17th In the morning I was out sketching the house. Bessie went to the 
station meanwhile and came back in time, in time [sic] <of>to take amiable caricatures of 
my venerable self. Mrs Thurburn went out in the Brucie phaeton. Rcading. Nothing 
particular. 
[§] Tuesday 18th In the morning we drove into Aberdeen had lunch with the Rosscs & an 
Arab individual by name El. Karey. Drove after lunch tolFerryhill Station [ 12'] tolsee Mrs 
Guelph. We were in a front place, and saw the Queen, the P. Helena & Louise & P 
Christian?t very well indeed. <The> Mrs Guelph was very good about lctteing~ herself 
be looked<ing> at. She looked<ing> very red and stout and unhappy, but the Princesses 
looked bothlof them bright and pretty. On the way home we set down Mrs Ross, and 
were nearly suffocated by rain and dust. I finished my sketch of the view from 
thelwindows. 
Wednesday 19th [§] Bessie reading, I sketching out of doors. In the afternoon we played 
croquet. M~ Mill's carriage drove up in the middle. In the height of her <grie> respect B. 
made an obeisance backwards which brought her to grief over a croquet hoop. 
Practising, wandering about in the garden, reading &c. 
[§] Thursday 20th In the morning B and I went out riding, she on Malonia I on Brucie. 
Little 'eaps were especially frequent corning back, and after a succession of them which 
proved tool much for Brucie's equanimity, I was thrown off among them, with no further 
injury however than a bruised knee. George assisted me up again & we rode home all 
right. It was a beautiful day and thelopposite side of the river looked very lovely under a 
mist of heat. [A full page sketch illustrating the scene with tbe cows described on dlC 
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next page follows.] [12l) [§] Friday 2 }St. In the morni"ng we carried up thc easel to the 
field on the east side of the house. No sooner had we completed our preparations than 
we were fated tolendure a plague of beast[s] in the persons of a number of young 
c<ows>attle who suffering under an infliction of vehement curiosity, assembled round us 
in great numbers poking their noses through the railing, sniffing the contents of the 
water-bottle, tasting the painting water, and making themselves disagreeable. At last 
Bessie and I got impatient, and I showered a douche of gamboge water over the nose of 
the nearest cow while Bessie belaboured them with a huge stick, as represented in the 
accompanying sketch. These strong measures gradually dispersed our tonnentors, and 
we sketched and read in peace. Croquet talking, reading. R. to Mrs Thurburn. 
Saturday 22 In the morning I went out riding on Malonja with George. We went within 
sight of the Hill of Fayre, and had a very pleasant ride of 9 or 10 mjles. I was very stupid 
about holding the double reins. When playing croquet in the afternoon, Bessie came 
toltell me that a Mrs Anderson was arrived, & would probably stay some days. At dinner 
1[131] was introduced tolthis lady, representations of whom will be found subsequently, 
one of the tallest women I ever knew, thin, & stooping and with features which must 
once have had beauty of a certain sort. We soon found out that she was music mad, a 
fact which may be conceived when it is known that she has a smattering [om.:of] 
instruments, and patronises more especially the fiddle and the concertina. After dinner 
we were much amused by the pic-nic party who came up tolthe lawn before the windows, 
and gave us songs recitations and par-seuls. One repeated the Charge of the Light 
Brigade6, betterlthan I have yet heard it with one exception. After their departurc, the 
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piano was kept up to a later hour than usual. 
Sunday 23 rd In the morning Mrs G. B. & I went tol[ ?:]Hilts Church. A young man 
preached in the absence of M~ Anderson. It was a very dogmatic party-spirited sennon, 
coming naturally from so young a man. B and I were out in the afternoon. Reading in 
the evening. One of Grandpapa' s sermons &c. 
{ 13 } [131] Monday 24th Bessie rode in the morning and I played croquet, read & 
practised in a very delightful idling fashion. Mrs A. went off to Aberdcen by the 1 
o'clock train t%ur great relief In the afternoon B and I went down tolthe station to/meet 
Mill Finnes, and her niece and nephew. The aforesaid nieces t & nephews t joined 
afterwards in a game of croquet in which, the two children & I were worsted during the 
game, as I learnt afterwards, Bessie did me the incalculable [om. ?:service] of giving 
Annie Finnes wrong information respecting my age. Music & party manners during the 
evening. At tea time Mrs Anderson turned up laden with crabs and dilse, which later 
commodity she offered me in the hall at Bessie's instigation. As may be imagined, the 
odour in the lower-rooms half an hour afterwards [sic]. After a supper of crab & dilse the 
Finnes left, Bessie came back from accompanying them <in> to/thelstation, in a statelof 
great excitement have<ing> met (unheard of occurrence) five young men in the Avenue.) 
(From Here dates the commencement of the daily lessons in wickedness my innocent 
mind received from B .M.) 
Tuesday 25th Mrs Anderson again went off to Aberdeen, and Bessie and I went to 
Cantly 1[141] riding and she leading Brucie. When welgot there I dismounted and began 
my sketch, while Bessie sat on Brucie's back while feeding, or made a sofa of the toplof 
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the stone wall, an attitude from which she was once suddenly startled, by the advent of an 
individual in tails. We got home without any mishap, found Mrs Anderson already back, 
and were of course kept at the piano for the rest of the day. 
Wednesday 26th Mrs A.[,] B. and I had a beautiful drive round by Countesswells. We 
had a beautiful view of the sea; and of the Prince Consort's pillar in Banchory. The fir 
and birch* {woods} looked so very lovely lighted up by bright gleams of sunshine Major 
and Mrs Ross came out to dinner, and we had a very amusing game of croquet in which 
Mrs Anderson took a prominent part A picture of her will be found beneath. Bessie went 
tolthe station with Mrs Ross in the Brucie phaeton. 
Thursday 27th [§] Bessie rode Malonia in the morning and in afternoon we set out with 
Brucie for Banchory Manse, hoping tolinduce thelpony to cross the suspension bridge. 
This hope was however fallacious. In spite of pulling coaxing [1 y] tugging beating, 
Brucie obstinately refused to go through the stile. Bessie and I had just begun to despair 
of getting over the river when a relay of small Banchory boys accompanied by their tutor 
Mr Thompson came down tolthe bridge. Seeing two young ladies in distress, M~ 
Thompson gallantly came tolour aid, but though he nearly pulled the bridle over Brucie's 
head, hc was in the end as fairly baffled as the rest of us, and there remained nothing for 
us toldo but to thank him and go home again (N.B. private In the evening we took a tum 
down the avenue shortly before nine and heard the coach arrive of course without any 
premeditated design. Chance next led our steps down to the den close tolthe road, which 
those who live on the other side of the river would naturally take from where the coach 
stops. Just as we were passing the wooden bridge, two young men in brown & grey 
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passed by - of course we {neither} saw <not> nor were seen. The night was fine & 
beautiful 
28th Friday Mrs Anderson & Bessie went into Aberdeen Dr and Mrs Kerr came to 
dinner, and Dr indulged Bessie and myself at croquet with the minute and circumstantial 
details of a tumour case. (Hooping, Alpine call, General Wickedness) 
<Ag> Saturday 29th Aggic Anderson came, a pretty girt with a great deal of musical 
talent. Two pleasant [151] maiden sisters the MiBes Glennie came tollunch & dinner. 
Alex Paul & Gussie arrived in the afternoon, and we had some delightful croquet after 
which A.P. played the violin tolus beautifully. Bessie drove him home in the little 
phaeton at four o'clock Warm & fine. (Nocturnal rambling, House breaking &c.). 
Sunday 30th Mrs Aggie Anderson & Bessie at Peterculter. Mrs Thurburn thinking me 
looking tired wished tolme [sic] tolstay at home. Mrs Thurburn had a good deal of pain 
from gout in the hand. Out in the garden afterldinner. 
Monday I July. The Andersons departed. Mrs Thurburn still suffering. In the afternoon 
Bessie and I drove ourselves over tojPeterculter tolcall on the Allans. We had a stiff visit 
withlthe usual accompaniments of wine & cake. On return<ed>ing M~ Johnnic Allan 
took a stroll, to which proceeding Brucie objected. 
Tuesday 2nd July. In the morning we drove to the other side of the river <to> by the 
Bridge of Dee to/call on the Thompsons of Banchory House, where the Prince Consort 
stayed during the British Association Mrs Thompson being unwell M~ Thompson a 
gentle looking white haired old gentleman did the/honours. The house is beautifully built 
& furnished and in the grounds above the/house is splen { 15} [1 YJdid column of granite -
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dug up on the place where the Prince Consort stood toflook at the view. In the 
drawing rooms are pictures of the Royal Family presented by the Queen. Mf T. took us 
over the Museum Conservatory & Library. He was very kind tolme, and as a mark of 
great favour gave B & me some water from the Dead sea toltaste which nearly made us 
both sick. After a kind invitation to come again we left, and drove to the Manse where 
we made a short call, tolask after Johnnie Paul, and invite the boys for next Saturday. 
Wednesday 3rd Day of humiliation. Bessie went to church in the morning as a 
representative of Mrs Thurburn, whose gout had not yet left her. I read practised and 
played croquet. 
Thursday 4~ In the morning read practised and wrote letters. In the afternoon B <I>and I 
had a delightful drive round by Cantly in the Brucie phaeton. The country looked lovely 
& Bnlcie behaved very well. Unfortunately my parasol which was in the bottom of the 
phaeton fell out on the way. George rode tolsearch for it when we came home but tolno 
purpose. (Nocturnal adventures luckier than usual thanks tolthe Wapping Shaw). 
Friday 5~h B and I went shopping in Aberdeen in the morning. \Ve came home tolfind 
Johnnie Allan domesticated in the parlour. A game of croquet [ loJ] followed, in which 
Bessie & I (L'1e former especially) were tormented by a plague of kittens. Getting a better 
Roland for his Oliver than he expected the maw of kittens at last took his departure 
leaving B and myself in a state between laughing & raving. Very fine evening lights 
over the valley._ 
Saturday 6th George M. N. Paul and Gussie made their appearance. Happily we were not 
as before condemned tolthe blues indoors and we had a very pleasant afternoon of 
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croquet and lounging. After dinner, we younger members had a private consultation in 
the parlour, ending <in> more righteously than might have been expected in a 
determination to go out * {boating} <without> with permission at 11 p.m. instead of 11 
a.m. by means of an open window. Fine and pleasant. 
Sunday 7th COfIlrnunion Sunday. We all went tolPeterculterlin the close carriage for 
ThllrhJ1rn IC' r thinlr rinht ;n C'~"inn th~t the ~fv,tf"'h f"'plphr~tif)n is more like '\rl1'lt our Lord 
.l. .lAUA v"' ........... .l.V' ..I.. \,.J. ...... .I..I.&'" J. I.b.l..I.l- 1.1..1. v~"J ' ..... b '" J."""''-!La. .....,"""''-''''''''' ............. '\.;' ... '-"'-".I.U\..I.'-'l.l.1. loA... 1.1. 'f'", (i.... .. 
originally intended than that in the English Church. After Church Mrs Thurbum and I had 
a talk. Bessie and I lay on the grass out of doors talking and reading { 16} (161 
Monday <7>8th Barbara Bessie & I drove in thellarge phaeton tolthe coast. We went over 
the Lighthouse and had a pleasant half hour on the shore gathering stones and shells. 
Coming back we had a race with the Banchory House carriage which however did not 
come to Murtle after all. 
Tuesday 9th [The diary breaks off here and is followed by a variant of Lansdale Manor, 
the whole of Script B, chapter five of this thesis (pages 207 - 219). 
The B opening begins at the end of the notebook with the following poetry and 
hymns copied out. The first date to be given is November 1866, which suggests that the 
B progression was begun not long after the original beginning ofthc A progression in 
1866. However ncither progression seems to have been completed in;l systcmc'lfic way.) 
[[911]] Extracts 
\Vhat within me and without7 
Hourly on my spirit weighs, 
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Burdening heart and soul with doubt 
Darkening all my weary days: 
In it I behold <my> Thy will 
God who givest rest and peace 
And my heart is calm & still 
Waiting till thou send release. 
God Thou art my rock of strength 
And my home is in Thine arms 
Thou wilt send me help at length 
And I feel no wild alarms 
Sin nor Death can pierce the shield 
Thy defence has o'er me thrown 
Up tolThee myself I yield, 
And my sorrows are Thine own 
Thou my shelter from the blast 
Tnou my strong defence art ever; 
Though my sorrows thickens [sic] fast; 
Yet r know Thou ieav'st me never; 
\-Vhen my foe puts forth his might, 
And would tread me in the dust, 
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To this rock I take tny flight 
And I conquer him through trust. 
wIlen my trials tarry long, 
Unto thee I look and wait 
Knowing none, though keen and strong, 
Can my faith in Thee abate. 
And this faith I long have nurst, 
Comes alone, 0 God, from Thee; 
Thou my heart didst open first, 
Thou didst set this hope in me. 
Christians! cast on Him your load, 
To your tower of refuge fly; 
Know He is the living God, 
Ever to His creatures nigh. 
All your heart before Him pour, 
2 
He will send you help with speed. 
Seek his e<p>ver open door 
1 
In your hours of inmost need. 
But hast thou some darling plan 
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{{90} } 
[[9ot]] 
Cleaving tolthe things of earth 
Leanest thou for aid on man? 
Thou wilt find him nothing worth. 
Rather trust the One above 
Whose is endless power and love 
And the help He gives His own 
Thou in very deed shall prove. 
<But hast thou some darling plan 
Cleaving to the things of earth 
Leanest thou for aid on man> 
Yea, on Thee my God, I rest, 
Letting life float calmly on 
For I know the last is best 
When the crown of joy is won. 
In Thy might all things I bear 
In Thy love find bitter sweet. 
And with all my grief & care 
Sit in patience at Thy feet. 
Let Thy mercy's wings be spread 
O'er me, keep me close to/Thee 
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In the peace Thy love doth shed· 
Let me dwell eternally: 
Be my All: in all I do 
Let me only seek Thy will 
Where the heart to Thee is true 
All is peaceful calm & still. 
[§] Evening Hymn. 
From the German. 
Sink not yet <S> my soul to slunlber8, 
Wake my heart go forth & tell 
All the mercies without number 
That this bygone day befell. 
Tell how God hathlkept afar 
All things that against Ine wast 
Hath upheld me and defended, 
And His grace my soul befriended. 
Father, merciful and holy 
Thee to night I praise & bless 
Who to labour true and lowly 
Grantest ever meet success; 
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Many a sin & many a woe 
Many a fierce and subtle foe 
Hast Thou checked that once alarmed me 
So that nought today has harmed me 
Now the light, that nature gladdens 
And the pomp of day is gone 
And my heart is tired & saddens 
As the gloomy night comes on; 
Ah! Then with Thy changeless light 
Warm & cheer my heart to-night 
Keep me close tolThee my Father. 
Have I e'er from Thee departed 
Now I seek Thy face again 
And Thy Son, the loving hearted, 
Made our peace through bitter pain 
Yes far greater than our sin 
Though it still be strong within 
Is the Love thatlfails us never 
Mercy that endures forever. 
{ {89} } [[89 f ]] 
P'lO/' ~ ~ , (. e'-- .. 
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Brightness of the eternal city! 
Light of every faithful soul! 
Safe beneath Thy sheltering pity 
Let the tempests past me roll: 
Now it darkens far & near. 
Still my God, still be Thou here 
Thou canst comfort, and Thou only 
When the night is long & lonely. 
E' en the twilight now has vanished 
Send They blessing on my sleep, 
Every sin and terror banished, 
Let my rest be calm & deep, 
Soul & ~ody, mind & health, 
Wife and children house & wealth, 
Friend & foe, the sick, the stranger, 
Keep <T>thou safe from harm & danger 
0, Thou mighty God, now hearken 
To the prayer Thy child hath made 
Jesus, while the night hours darken 
Be Thou still my hope, my aid; 
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Holy Ghost; on Thee r call, 
Friend and Comforter of all 
Hear my earnest prayer, oh hear me! 
Lord, Thou hearest, Thou art near me. 
[§] A Lent Hymn 
From the German. 
Lord, tolThee I make confession9, 
I have sinned, & gone astray, 
{ {89} } r have multiplied transgression, 
Chosen for myself; my way: 
Forced at last tolsee my errors, 
Lord I tremble at Thy terrors. 
But from Thee how can I hide me, 
Those oh! God, art everywhere; 
Refuge from Thee is denied me 
Or by land or sea, or air; 
Nor death's darkness can enfold me 
So that Thou shouldst not behold me. 
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Yet though conscience' voice appall~ me 
Father I will seek Thy face 
Though Thy child I dare notlcall me 
Yet accept me tolThy grace 
Do not for my sins forsake me 
Let not yet Thy wrath 0' ertake me 
For Thy son hath suffered for me 
And thelblood He shed for sin 
That can heal me & restore me 
Quench thislburning fire within 
T'is alone His cross can vanquish 
Those dark fears, & soothe this anguish. 
Then on Him I cast my burden 
Sink it in the depths below, 
Let me feel Thy inner pardon 
Wash me, make me white as snow. 
Let Thy Spirit leave me never 
Make me only Thine for ever. 
Nov. 1866. 
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[[ 89"]] [§] Faber's Hymn 10. 
I was wandering and weary 
When my Saviour came untolme 
For the ways of sin grew dreary 
And the world had ceased tolwoo me 
And I thought I heard Him say. 
As He came along His way 
o silly souls! come near Me 
My sheep should never fear me 
I am the shepherd true. 
At first I would not hearken, 
And put off till the morrow 
But life began to darken 
And I was sick with sorrow 
And I thought I heard Him say 
As He came along His way. 
o silly souls! come near me 
My sheep should never fear Me 
I am the/Shepherd true 
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At last I stopped tollisten, 
His voice could not deceive me; 
I saw His kind eyes glisten 
As anxious tolrelieve me 
And I thought I heard him say 
As He came along His way 
o siliy souls come near Me 
My sheep should never fear Me 
[(881)] I am the Shepherd true 
He took me on His shoulder 
And on my way He brought me 
He bade my love grow bolder 
And said how He had sought me 
And I {'m sure} thought I heard Him say 
&c. 
I thought His love would weaken 
As more & more He knew me 
But it bumeth like a beacon 
And its light & heat go through me 
And I ever hear Him say 
&c. 
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Let us do then dearest brothers . 
What will best & longest please us 
Follow not the ways of others 
But trust ourselves to Jesus 
We shall ever hear Him say 
As He goes along His way 
o silly souls! come near Me 
My sheep should never fear Me 
I am the Shepherd true! 
Copied January 20th 186<6>7 [pencil:] Last Sunday evening before!! 
{ {88} } [[881]] Al1 thou weary, al1 thou languid Art thou sore distrest? 11 
"Come to me," saith One, "and coming Be at rest!" 
Hath He marks tollead me to Him If He be my guide 
"In His feet & Hands are wound-prints And His side!" 
Is there Diadem, as Monarch, That His Brow adorns? 
"Yea a Crown, in very surety But of Thoms!" 
If I find Him, if I follow What reward is here 
"Many a sorrow, many a labour, Many a tear!" 
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If I still hold closely to Him what hath He at last 
"Sorrow ended, labour vanquished, Jordan past!" 
If I ask Him to receive me Will He say me nay. _ 
"Not till earth, and not till Heaven Pass away!" 
Finding, following, keeping, struggling Is He sure to bless? 
"Saints, Apostles, Prophets, Martyrs Answer, Yes~" 
- It fortifies my Soul to/know 12 
- That though I perish, Truth is so: 
- That how-so-e'er r stray & range 
- Whate' er I do Thou dost not change 
- I steadier step when r recall 
- That if I slip, Thou dost not fall. 
Clough's Poems 
[[87: a blank page: clearly the poems by A.H Clough were never copied in.] 
The history of the first literary attempts in our island during what is 
called the Anglo Saxon period is on the whole creditable to our Teutonic ancestors, and 
to ourselves as their descendants. The Anglo Saxons were not as our readers know the 
<f> original inhabitants of Britain but though the genius of the Ccltie I3 population whom 
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they displaced and well-nigh exterminated, was as far "as we can judge of a more brilian{ 
and facile character than their conquerors, there yet remains tolus {little} nothing which 
deserves mention in any History of English literature The Welsh indeed possess 
historical and other records which mayor may not claim an earlier date than the 
beginnings of Anglo-Saxon literature, but the evidence concerning them is confused and 
they themselves incomplete and fragmentary { {86} } [[ 88]] The earliest compositions 
which have come down tolus as written by our Anglo Saxon fore-fathers were not written 
in their vernacular tongue, but in Latin which was then and long after the common 
language of intellectual Europe. Gildas, & Neminus (whose existence however both as 
writers and personages has <not> {of late} been not infrequently <p>questioned) may be 
mentioned as belonging tolthe earliest class of Latin writers. Each name comes tolus 
attached tola short {historical} dissertation, in which the only qualities worthy of notice, 
are an'illimitable capacity in believing and industry in detailing any amount of myth 
a<f>nd fable however monstrous and improbable, and an utter absence of any critical or 
discerning faculty. The first writer who composed in his native tongue was the peasant 
{poet} Caedmon, whose poems on sacred and biblical subjects possess no small degree 
of native force and vigour and were wonderfully popular in [[8Y]] [a blank page except 
for the following notes:] Errata, The Gleeman's Song, Andreas and Elene. Beowulf. 
{ {85} } [[ 8~]] his day They possess a peculiar system of alliteration but neither rhyme 
nor metre. Caedmon died about 680, and not long after the writings of a north-country 
[om: historian] made the name of the author known in whatever of a literary world 
existed at that time. The Venerable Bede was all his life a monk in the monastery of 
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Weannouth near Durham, where he wrote many Latin 'works, thelchief of which his 
Ecclesiastical History is the only reliable {contemporary} source of information we 
possess<ing> respecting the events and personages of that early and obscure period 
[§] Bede died at an advanced age in 735, having continued his literary labours up tolthe 
very day of his death. He was an eye witness and therefore an accurate narrator of much 
of the contemporary history of the then powerful and extensive kingdom of Northumbria 
In the next <year> {century} King Alfred <inspired> <e>desiring to/promote 
education among the masses of his people translated into Anglo Saxon several well-
known Latin works and anlong { {84} } [[841]] others Bede's Ecclesiastical History. The 
most important prose work however which has come down tolus from this period is the 
Saxon Chronicle a <work> {series of annuals} commencing withlthelChristian era, and 
concluding <with the> {in} 1154, the year of Henry the 3f ctr 1s accession. The Chronicle 
is probably the work of several hands, some portions of local history being so much more 
fully given than others; but its several supposed authors have formed the subject of much 
controversy among Anglo Saxon scholars. 
So far I have only mentioned works whose authors are known, and whose 
authenticity is tolerably ascertained. But besides these, we have a {few} very early 
Anglo Saxon writings about whom [sic] little or nothing is known, beyond what can be 
derived from the internal evidence they afford. Such are the Gleeman's Song supposed 
tolhave been written in the fifth century, Beowulf a long poem written by an evidently 
Christian writer and giving many curious indications of the manners habits of thought 
and ess= [[ 831)] [This p<1gC is bJank except for one word occuring two thirds ol {iJe nay 
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down, opposhe the final paragraplJ of the essay:] language. - {{ 83}} [[831]] entially 
Teutonic superstitions of our Saxon forefathers, and Andreas and Elene, a mythical 
account of thellife and doings of St Andrew. 
Taken as a whole we may remark again that {the works} we have enumerated were 
creditable tolthe age in which theylwere produced and to/the people who wrote them. 
Possessing littlelor none of the Celtic {fire} or imagination there <is>was a solid vigour 
and force about them which ensured them durability and gave promise of better things. 
The language in which Alfred and Caedmon wrote was peculiarly rich andlcopious 
though rough and unmanageable. It received added vigour <from> and freshness from 
the Scandinavian element which through thelDanish incursions <had> introduced itself 
intolthellanguage, and now there only remained a gradual work of moulding and 
polishing which <the> Norman learning and civilization was shortlylin great measure 
toleffect. 
[(821)] o let the soLid ground14 
Not fail beneath my feet 
Before my life has found 
What some have found so sweet. 
Then let come what come may 
To a life that has been so sad 
I shall have had my day. 
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Down by the hill I saw them ride 15 
In a moment they were gone 
Like a sudden spark <struck vainly> 
Struck vainly in the night 
And back returns the dark 
With no more hope of light. 
{ {82} } 
[This represents the end of the first gathering of four leaves, after which some were tom 
out at an unknown period in the history of the notebook. The narrative Ailie begins at 
this point, but because of the lost leaves, the opening of the story is irrecoverable. 
After Ailie the following essay fills up the B opening spaces in the notebook. It 
seems to have been a question which had been set as part of Mary's fonnal schoolwork, 
on Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, to which she refers at some length in 
Lansdale Manor, particularly Script C. The essay is written the right way up according to 
the A opening progression, but on spaces which are occupied elsewhere in the notebook 
only by B progression materia1.] 
[19'] but then in reading hinl it was always useful tolremenlber that when <our> {we} 
close the book our opinion on the subject he has been setting before [om.:us] is really 
much more coloured by <the> his slight side-observations and thelsatirical foot-notes 
which seem tolact as a vent for the sarcasm and sceptism [sic] which Gibbon's idea of the 
dignityl<of>and gravitylo~the historian's office keeps in check in thelletterprcss than by 
the factsltolwhich they refer. Separated from these additionsland admixtures thcyl3rc 
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sometimes susceptible of a different interpretation; or· at any rate a modifying light rna\" 
be thrown upon them 
[This finishes half way down the page and appears to have no necessary link to the essay 
plan which follows] 
[201] Surely there must be some mistake in the putting of this question. At least so it 
seemed tolme when I first read it. <To speak of the decline of African Christianity in the 
4th and 5th centures the causes of the decline of African Christianity in the 4th and 5th 
Centuries are rather difficult to find out because as far as I know and can discover there 
was no such decline. 
During the 4th and 5 centuries it was that as Milman says" Africa the granary held the 
power of life and death over Europe in spiritual matters." In both St Augustine lived and 
taught and surely the period of his rule as bishop of Hippo is generally considered a 
prosperous in the history of the African church generally. At least we know of none 
more prosperous 
On looking up authorities however I saw what was meant by the question though even 
now it seems tome that the word "decline" as applied to African Christianity in the fourth 
and fifth centuries is totally out of place. No doubt just before the time of St Augustine 
there much dissension in the African chuch. The quarrels between Caecilian and 
Maonius were doubtless prejudicial 
[211] tolboth the spiritual and temporal welfare o~thoselwho engaged in them, and the 
conduct otlthelcouncil of Numidian bishops who declared Caecilian 's elction null and 
void is such as tolgive us no high idea of those dignitaries. But Gibbon speaks of the 
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squabble as a thing so small and insignificant and representing so littlelthe reallstate of 
thelAfrican church at theltime that were it not for the Great schism of thelDonatists which 
sprung {from it} and which toloccupy it "scarcely deserves a place in history." 
And as tolthelDonatist schism itself it depends upon thellight in which one views 
controversy generally. Whether it is tolbe looked upon as a sign of decline or not. Tolme 
it seems that controversy is rather a sign of life than of decay - that thelprominence which 
church history assumes in the annals of Africa during thel4th and 5th centuries though 
thelprogress of that history be not of thelsmoothest and most edifying description is yet 
afterlall a sign that afierlallwhetherlfor good or evil Christianity was the chief question of 
the day the subject upon {with} which the minds of all men of whatever calibre were 
more or less deeply engaged {occupied}. They believed toolfiercely; their beliefs were 
rather weapons o~warfare than saving 
[ The passage ends here.] 
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Additional Material from WARD, Box VII, Volume 5 
This is a dark blue leather bound plain unlined quarto notebook with thinly marbled 
endpapers, containing ninety pages of high quality paper with no watermark. The 
notebook is densely written and there are no entirely blank pages. The beginning of the A 
opening is a diary entry dated 20th June 1869, a few days after her eighteenth birthdav. It 
is possible that this notebook contains material written later than 1869, prehaps in the 
early months of 1870. Inevitably it cannot now be known how much time Mary had 
available for writing. 
[he undated narratives begin immediately after the diary finishes, clearly in 
chronological order: A Gay Life; A Woman of Genius; Believed Too Late; Vittoria. The 
last page of Vittoria brings to an end the unbroken succession of pages of the A opening. 
The diary entry dated 22nd June 1869 refers to work on Monstreley. It therefore 
follows that Mary was using the B opening for academic work at the same time as she 
began writing through from the beginning of the A opening for diary entries and fiction. 
The B opening begins with pencil notes referring to Monstrelet Chap XIV (1403) 
with notes on French history and Arragon in Spain. Essays, essay plans and a short 
untitled description of Fox How follow right up to the last page of the A opening, the end 
of Vittoria. The longest essay concerns the Spanish 'The Poem of the Cid' and includes 
impressive translation and literary interpretation. It fonned the basis of her published 
essay in Macmillan's Magazine, in October 1871, her first published academic work. 
The tone of the notes in the manuscript notebook is authoritative, confident and 
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committed, and her organisation of the material is highly intelligent, corresponding to an 
undergraduate essay in modem terms. She had begun serious scholarship at this point. 
The most interesting piece of prose in the B progression of this notebook is the 
untitled description of Fox How which follows. It is very likely to be an early working of 
material towards her first published narrative, A Westmoreland Story. 
r 
[[8&]] The house st<oo>ands on a rising tongue of land in the midst of a valley, fronting 
a great curving hollow o~hill, a hollow deep and far-withdrawn, filled in summer-time 
with soft creeping hazes now transfused with/golden gleams of sunlight, now darkening 
mto warm dose depths of purple shadow, and in winter shrouding its remote and ample 
bosom in weird white mists, wreathing vapours, and dull grey veils of cloud. On eaeh 
side the curve terminates in two great bastions of fell advancing steep and grand into the 
valley. At their feet the mountains break away into/gentle slopes and wooded 
undulations, which finally melt into a green level stretch of pasture and cornfield. About 
the middle of the valley the ground begins again to/rise, and slopes gradually upwards 
towards thelmountains bounding its western side. On this gentle swell of land stands the 
house which we would fain describe, tenderly reverently, truthfully, as befits a building 
to/whose every stone some memory clings. 
Tum away a moment from that splendid picture-like arrangement of hill and plain lying 
before it, and gaze withlme at the old house. 
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before it, and gaze withlme at the old house. 
Itslwalls <of> are of grey stone, tapestried with creepers; its architecture simple, 
unpretending yet attractive; its dimensions, not large as becomes the * { {86} } [[ 8&']] snug 
proportions of the valley and the nearness of the sheltering hills, but yet not mean. It 
stands with a certain homely dignity in the midst of its pretty gardens and sloping 
shrubberies, suiting itslplace perfectly. There is no other point in the valley where it 
could have stood so well; take it away and there were2 a blank in the landscape. 
Before the windows extends a lawn of smoothest brightest green sinking at its farthest 
end <towards> nearly tolthe level of the valley and bounded by a belt of dark fir <trees>. 
At one side of it stands a birch-tree _ thelmost beautiful of birch-trees! The growthlof 
years its [sic] lifts its large and graceful form proudly from the firs and laurels around, its 
feathery <foliage> outlines shewing in light round relief against thelbrown and purples of 
the distant hills. Like the house it suits itslplace. Amid so many noticeable things it 
stands, one of the most noticeable, _ a very queen of birch-trees! 
So much for the front aspect. Now let us descend thelsteps of thelterrace skirting 
the I front windows and tum I the comer. 
Here another and a totally different view presents/itself not so <striking or> {grand, not 
so} picture-like, <in outline> and yet in its own way equally lovely. A hill rising in the 
background, forms a centre-point, <unites> {& gathers to itself} and hannonises 
theldifferent elements/of the scene. Firmer in outline than those on the/northlside of 
thelvalley it is yet large enough toldwarf intolcosy [ ?:in]significance the whitelwalled 
village nestling at itslfeet. There *{ {85}} [[851]] it lies, thellittle north-country town, half 
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{of it} hiding amid the!woods which clothe the lower s10pes of sheltering WansmooL and 
half climbing ambitiously along the steep shoulder of the neighbouring fell. 
Lower down, in the valley the village church liftsla vainly-aspiring spire to!heaven. In a 
mountainous country a soire is always out of olace. <It carries withlin it an air of 
.."... "..L 1 
comoetition of rivalry>. In a olain. such a olain as Lincolnshire for instance a 
... .,... '- .I. _ 
<spire> {it} is one of the!most suggestive and suitable of object{s]. Rising sharply out of 
the far-reaching shadows of the!leyel monotonous land it arrestslthe eye with a sense of 
pleasant contrast and suggests tolthelmind <thoughts> healthful and elevating thoughts. 
There it is indispensable. While all <around> {else} harmonies with!<this creeping 
tedious> orosaic / f common-olace material side of} <of ours> it alone reminds thelhcart 
... ....... ~ I 
of other orosoects. loftier aims. more real realities. But here it carries with it an air of 
... ... . 
eomoetition of rivalry. Around it on all sides sorinf! the steeo majestic hills: worthy 
...., ... '-' .. J • -' 
fanes, suitable temples. Here needs no reminder of man's devising God in this!place 
has not left Himself without witness 
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Sunday June 20th . I feel a strong impulse tolwrite to-night but there seems nothing 
tolwrite about. I am sitting alone in the outer nursery. Within thelchildren's voices so 
loud and noisy a little while ago have sunk into quietness. Probably Ethel at this moment 
is lying half-asleep, her cheek flushing against her little hot hand, her hair falling abollt 
her face and neck in a free careless picturesque fashion. 
All is quiet the sunset is pouring in through the window lighting up a broad patch 
of wall on which if I tum I can see my own head and shoulders sharply shadowed. The 
sunset is not a hopeful one for to-morrow. There is too great a predominance of yellow 
light and dingy grey cloud. The radiance it throws over everything though intense is 
neither wann nor cheering. In the distant woods - grey misty and unreal - one misses 
thelmassive purple colouring which on a hot evening makes them so prominent a feature 
in the landscape, and so satisfying toltheleye. It has been a wretched June, irritating and 
disappointing in more ways than one. In England we cannot affordl<not> to be defrauded 
out of a whole month/of summer. Our winter is long enough and dreary enough in all 
conscience without having a third of the summer unduly tacked on tolit. 
Monday, June 21 st An irritating day. A steady downpour of rain but for all that a sort of 
suppressed light and radiance in the atmosphere continually promising better/things 
which never appeared. In the afternoon Theodore and I went to/the Radcliffe {2} [':;fj 
where I had an hour's tough reading in Professor Huxley's Article on the "Scientific 
aspects/of Positivism" I was interested but not much enlightened. One must read Comte 
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toUudge of his critics. However M~ Huxley's arguments against Comte's "Law of 
thelthree Notes" seemed tolme by no means conclusive. To say that a savage's belief in 3 
Supreme Being is merely an enlarged fonn of his belief in ghosts, is surely to make an 
assertion which cannot be proved, or which certainly has not been proved, and is 
therefore but a poor basis for an argument. And it may be doubted whether the 
successive stages of developement~ in a child's mind ought tolbe regarded as finally and 
entirely typical of the gradual progress of reasoning in the human mind generally. 
Huxley takes for grantedlthat so it is and therefore perhaps one instinctively questions 
thelfact without really having anything tolsay against it. It is curious how entirely the 
infidel tone of these papers passes me by without causing me any discomfort or 
disquieting me in the least. The premises upon which he founds his arguments arc such 
that as a matter of course one rejects them instantly. He assumes so much _ his claims 
upon your disbelief are so large and sweeping that/the mind disallows them without much 
thought and makes allowance afterwards for the statement of what appears a purcly 
individual and somewhat extravagant opinion. 
[§] Tuesday June 22nd. A day frittered away in croquet and idleness. M~ Pricc wrotelthis 
morning asking for a game so Mamma and I went down at 11. We met again after 
dinner. Altogether as if M~ {3} (31) Price and I had had too/much of each other. We have 
got into a stereotyped way of talking to/each other which after a little while now becomes 
tiresome. I feel inclined sometimes tolsay or do something outrageous tolshake him out 
of his polite speeches. 
Some end must come tolthis idle self-indulgent life. I feel toolashamed of myself 
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to go on longer with croquet at 11 in the morning. My poor books have had time tolget 
terribly dusty since I last looked intolthem. As for Monstrelet and the 15 th eentury these 
have during the last fortnight sadly lost their interest for me. I must set to and get it up 
again else by the end of the Vacation I shall /{have} gone far in my own person towards 
justifying even a Saturday's [sic] Reviewer's tirades. 
I have observed nothing at all to-day. External Nature indeed has not / {been} such as 
tolsuggest any thought even of thelmost trivial description. A grey heavy sky without 
even the sense of sunlight somewhere which made yesterday's rain almost more bearable 
than to/day's fair, - grey tints everywhere, some browner some bluer but all unutterably 
dreary, and an atmosphere matching the/sky in heaviness [~] and oppressiveness. 
Saturday July 10th A warm sunny day. Croquet ground in the afternoon. M~ Price and I 
are tired of each other; that is very evident. He thinks me conceited talkative tiresome, 
and instead of the attraction I once felt I now feel repelled and shut up when he comes 
near. A disappointing end to/a rather pleasant time. But I might have forseen it. I may 
please for a day - a week - {4} (41) but never for longer. Perhaps it is because I am so 
anxious to/please, and so self-conscious. Though I can't see why people should be 
disliked for the latter quality. It is a much greater misery tolthem than tolanybody else. 
Read some of SartorlResartuslin the morning, or rather "Lectureslon Hero-worship." I 
was very much interested and even carried away for some time but Carlyle gets tiresome 
after {a} while. There is so <M>much repetition. In a page you find perhaps one fine 
passage _ one sentence worth remembering _ and thelrest is merely verbiage or nearly 
so. Verbiage after/the Carlyle sort it is tnlc and therefore betterlthan other people's but 
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after!all mere chaff surrounding and <growing up> {sometimes choking} the grains of 
real wheat. After reading the essay on Odin what sort of notion have we of that hero or 
the hero-worship accorded him. A very confused one at thelbest! He inculcatedlbravery 
as thelchief virtue; the religion to!which he and his exploits gave birth was a 
"consecration of valour", about the expression and shaping of this religion therelwas a 
rudeness and earnestness and sincerity fitted to theltrue hardy Norse character, and 
worthy of admiration and respect from us their descendants. This is all one gets out 
o~twenty of [sic] thirty pages! Surely much more might have been made of the subject. 
Bravery was not a Norseman's one idea, not the one ideal of his {5} [51 rciigion. It was 
no doubt the chief idea in both but there are other impulses, other moral drifts so tolspeak 
in those old Norse stories with their pathos and quaint humour and never ending 
suggestiveness. 
[§] July 12th Monday <M~ Price> M~ and Mrs Thursfield came toltea this evening M~ 
Price was very pleasant and told several rather amusing stories one of which I put down 
here There was something about it which amused me very much. A few summers ago 
he was staying in Sark with M~ Reynolds of Brasenose, M~ Harris a pupil of his, and a 
Cambridge man named Mason a friend of M~ Reynold's. Mason was supposed to be a 
great climber; at least he <was> talked big about what he could do in that line though no 
one had ever seen him do anything very particular, and on one or two occasions he 
shirked opportunities of displaying his powers in a rather notable manner. 
Great Sark and Little Sark are joined together by a narrow neck or rather back of land. 
[ The di(1(v ends here and A Ga V Life follows immediately on the next page.] 
----- ---------------------
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APPENDIX D 
BOOKS AND WRITERS TO WHICH MARY ARNOLD REFERS IN HER 
JUVENILIA, LETTERS AND DIARY ITEMS 
The following books and writers can be associated with Mary Arnold's reading before 
1870. 
The Appendix has been set out in the form of a bibliography" The editions 
chosen have been those which were freely available at the time of Mary's childhood and 
which survive in the British Library. These are not necessarily the first editions of the 
respective works, nor necessarily the form in which they originally appeared. 
A single asterisk * signifies that she referred to the title or the author in writing 
before 1870. A single asterisk surrounded by square brackets t '" J indicates that she made J 
direct quotation from the title or author but did not attribute the quotation. 
A double asterisk ** indicates that external reference exists to associate the book 
or the author with Mary, for example that it was given to her as a gift. She herself in later 
writing occasionally refers to her childhood reading, principally in A Writer's 
Recollections (1918) on pages 57, 60, 72 and 73. 
A superscript dagger t is set against any book or writer when the evidence for its 
inclusion in this bibliography is more tenuous, although arguable in my judgement. 
Square brackets surround editorial interpretation which is not in italics in this 
appendix, in order to avoid confusion with the punctuation appropriate to a bibliography. 
---------
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* Aguilar, Grace, tHorne Influence: A Tale for Mothers and Daughters, 2 vols (London: 
R. Groombridge & Sons, 1847) 
*Aguilar, Grace, tThe Vale of Cedars: Or, The Martyr. A Story of Spain in the Fifteenth 
Century, (London: Groombridge & Sons, 1850) 
* Aguilar, Grace, * The Days of Bruce: A Story from Scottish History, (London: 
Groombridge & Sons, 1852) 
* Aguilar, Grace, t Home Scenes and Heart Studies. (London: Groombridge & Sons, 
1853) 
* Arnold, Matthew, Poems, 2 vols (London: Macmillan & Co., 1869) [and many lectures, 
articles and speeches: 'On Translating Homer', ( 1861); The Bishop and tile Philosopher, 
1862; 'Homer: Last Words' (1862); Essays in Criticism, first senes, ( 1865); 
'On the Study of Celtic Literature,' (1867); Schools and Universities on tile Continent, 
(1868); 'Culture and Anarchy' (1869) see Arnold family Bibliography]. 
*Arnold, Rev. Thomas, D.O., tChristian Life, its Course, its Hindrances, and its Helps. 
Sermons, Preached mostly in the Chapel of Rugby School, (London: B. Fellowes, 1842) 
* Arnold, Rev. Thomas, D.O., tChristian Life, its Hopes, its Fears and its Close. Sermons 
preached mostly in the Chapel of Rugby School, (London: B. Fellowes, 1842) 
Arnold, Thomas Edward, 'Recent Novel Writing,' Macmillan's Magazine, vol 13 (jan, 
1866) 202-9. 
[* Arnold, William Delafield], Punjabee, * Oakfield: Or Fellowship in the East, 2 vols 
(London: Longman, 1853) 
t Austen, Jane, tlVovels by A/iss Jane Austen, 5 vols (London: Richard Bentley, 1833) 
The Works of Miss Austen, 5 vols (London: Richard Bentley, 1856) 
Baynes, Rev. R. H. arr., * Lyra Anglicana, Hymns and Sacred Songs, [sixth thousand, 
revised and enlarged] (London: Houlston & Wright, 1862) 
[*Bluebeard - children's book] The Popular Story of Blue Beard. Embellished with 
Superior Colored Engravings. (London: J. Innes [?: 1830]) 
r**Bronte, Anne] Acton Bell, The Tenant of Wiidfell Hall, 3 vols (London: 
T.C. Newby, 1848) 
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(**Bronte, Emily] **Wuthering Heights. A novel, by Ellis Bell (vol 3, Agnes Gre\'. A 
novel by Acton Bell) 3 vols (London: T.C. Newby, 1847) -
.. ** Poems, by Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell, (London: Aylott & Jones, 1846) 
.. tWuthering Heights and Agnes Grey. By Ellis & Acton Bell. A new edition revised 
with a biographical notice of the authors, a selection from their literary remains, and a 
preface by Currer Bell. (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1850) 
[**Bronte, Charlotte] **Jane Eyre. An autobiography, edited by Currer Bell. 3 vols 
(London: Srrtith Elder & Co., 1847) 
.. t Shirley. A tale. By Currer Bell, 3 vols (London: Smith, Elder & Co .. 1849) 
.. t Villette. By Currer Bell, 3 vols (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1853) 
.. tThe Professor, a tale. By Currer Bell, [edited by A.B. Nicholls] 2 vols (London: 
Smith, Elder & Co., 1857) 
* Bulwer, afterwards Bulwer Lytton, (Edward George Earle Lytton) Baron Lytton: 
, 
.. * Rienzi, the Last oftl1e Tribunes, by the author of "Eugene Aram", 3 vols (Chapman 
& Hall, 1835) 
.. t Leila: or the Siege of Granada; and Calderon the Courtier, (London: Longman & 
Co., 1838 and Paris: A. & W. Galgani & Co., 1838) 
.. tThe Last Days of Pompeii, by the author of "Pelham", (London: Chapman & Hall, 
1850) 
t The Caxtons. A Family Picture, 3 vols (Edinburgh & London: W. Blackwood 
& Sons, 1849) 
t The Last of the Barons, (London: Chapman & Hall, 1850) 
Byron, George Gordon Noel, Baron Byron, [*] The Works of Lord Byron, S vols 
(London: John Murray, 1821) 
*Carlyle, Thomas, The Collected Works of Thomas Carlyle, 16 vols 
(VI * Sartor Resartus. Lectures on Heroes) (London: Chapman & Hall, 1 ~S7) 
[Miss Cathcart] t Adelaide: a Story of Modem Life, 3 vols (London: Longman (\: (·d., 
1833) [*Adclaide and Her Godson] 
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[*Clough, Arthur Hugh], Whibley, Charles, int., * Poems of Arthur Hugh Clough, 
(London: Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1862) 
Dickens, Charles, * The Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club, (London: Chapman 
and Hall, 1837) 
[**Dodgson, Charles L.,] CaroH, Lewis, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland, (London, 
Macmillan & Co., 1865) 
Doyle, Richard, * The Foreign Tour of Messrs. Brown, Jones and Robinson; being the 
History of what they saw and did in Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and Italy. (London: 
[ ?George Routledge], 1854) 
**Eliot, George, t Scenes of Clerical Life, 2 vols (Edinburgh: W. Blackwood & Sons, 
1858) 
.... t Adam Bede, 2nd edn, 3 vols (Edinburgh and London: W. Blackwood & Sons, 
1859) 
.... tThe Mill on the Floss, 3 vols (Edinburgh and London: W. Blackwood & Sons, 
1860) 
.... t Romola, 2nd edn, 3 vols (London, Smith, Elder & Co., 1863) 
.... tThe Spanish Gypsy. A poem, (Edinburgh & London: William Blackwood & 
Sons, 1868) 
... , t Agatha. A poem, (London: Triibner & Co., 1869) 
Faber, Frederick William, D.O., * Hymns, (London: Bums & Oates, and New York: 
Catholic Publication Society, 1861) 
**Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn, t Mary Barton: a tale of Manchester life, 2 vols (London: 
Chapman and Hall, 1845) 
**GaskeII, Elizabeth Cleghorn, t North and South, 2 vols (London: Chapman & Hall, 
1855) 
**Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn, * The Life of Charlotte Bronte, (London: Smith Elder (\: 
Co., 1857 and 1860) 
**Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn, tMy Lady Ludlow, and other tales; included in 'Round 
tile Sofa', (London: Sampson, Low & Co., 1861) 
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**GaskeIL Elizabeth Cleghorn, tThe Grey Woman and other Tales, (London: Smith, 
Elder & Co., 1865) 
**GaskeIl, Elizabeth Cleghorn, t Cousin Phillis, (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1(65) 
**Gaskell, Elizabeth Cleghorn, t Wives and Daughters, an every-day story, :2 vols 
(London: 1866) 
*Gibbon, Edward, * The Decline and Pall of the Roman Empire, [possibly a school or 
abridged edition] 
*Grote, George, * A History of Greece, 12 vols, 4th edn (London: John Murray, 1 SS-l- -
1857) 
**Hawthorne, Nathaniel, Transformation [*The Marble Faun] and the Blithcdalc 
Romance, [Bohn' s Standard Library] (London: H. G. Bohn, 1846) 
* * Hawthorne , Nathaniel, The House of the Seven Gables, [Bohn's Cheap Series] 
(London: Bohn, 1851) 
**Hawthorne, Nathaniel, Tanglewood Tales, for girls and boys: being a second Wondcr-
Book, (London: Chapman and Hall, 1853) 
**Hawthorne, Nathaniel, The Gentle Boy, (London: Knight & Son, e.1854) 
**Hawthorne, Nathaniel, The Chimaera, [Cassell's Story Books for the Young] (London: 
Cassell, J., 1866) 
*Hemans, Felicia Dorothea, *The Works of Mrs Hemans; with a memoir of her life by her 
sister [Harriet Hughes] 7 vols (Edinburgh: W. Blackwood & Sons; London: Thomas 
Cadell, 1839) 
*Hemans, Felicia Dorothea, tThe Domestic Affections, and other poems, (London: 
T. Cadell & W. Davies, 1812) 
*Hemans, Felicia Dorothea, t EngJand and Spain; or, Valour and patriotism, [a poem] 
(London: T. Cadell & W. Davies, 1808) 
*Hemans, Felicia Dorothea, t Hymns on the Works of Nature. For the use of children. 
(London: John Mardon, 1833) 
*Hemans, Felicia Dorothea, t The Siege of Valencia; a drama tick poeIlJ. The Ltlst 
ConstIlntinc: widl other poems, (London: John Murray, 1823) 
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*Hemans, Felicia Dorothea, Tales and Historic Scen'es in verse, (London: John Murra\, 
1819) 
Hood, Thomas, [*JThe Works of Thomas Hood, Comic and Serious, in Prose and Verse. 
Edited, with Notes, by his son [Thomas Hood], 7 vols (London: [no pub.] 1862) 
Hood, Thomas, [*JPoems, 6th edn, (London: Edward Moxon, 1853) 
[Hughes, Thomas] **Tom Brown's Schooldays, By An Old Boy, (London: Macmillan & 
Co., 1857) 
t Tom Brown at Oxford, (London: Macmillan & Co., 1861) 
*Huxley, Right Hon. Thomas Henry, Evidence as to Man's Place in Nature, (London: 
Williams & Norgate, 1863) 
[Keble, John,] **The Christian Year, 33rd edn (Oxford: John Henry Parker, 1848) 
*Longfellow, Henry \Vadsworth, * The Poetical Works and Translations of H. W 
Longfellow, 2 vols (London: H.G. Bohn, 1852) 
* Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, Works of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow. A new 
complete edition, including the Song of Hiawatha. [With illustrations by John Gilbert] 
(London: George Routledge & Co., 1856) 
*Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, tr., tCoplas de Don Jorge Manrique, translated from the 
Spanish; with an introductory essay on the moral and devotional poetry of Spain. 
(Boston. Mass.: [no pub] 1833) 
*Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, tEvangeline: a tale of Acadie. [illustrated] (London: 
David Bogue, 1855) 
*Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth, tf., The Divine Comedy, [by Dante] 3 vols (London: 
George Routledge & Sons, 1867) 
[**Martineau, Harriet], British Rule in India: a historical sketch, (London:[no pub J 
1857) 
[**Martineau, Harriet], A Complete Guide to the English Lakes, (Windermere and 
London:[no pub] 1855) 
[**Martineau, Harriet], t Deerbrook, a novel. 3 vols (London: Edward Moxon, 1 S39) 
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**Martineau, Harriet, The Playfellow: a series of rajes, (London: Charles Knight & Co., 
1841) 
[**Martineau, Harriet], tPoor Laws and Paupers illustrated, (London:[no pub] 1833 _ 
1834) 
tMeredith, George, Emilia in England, 3 vols (London: Chapman & Hall, 1864) 
tMeredith, George, Vittoria, 3 vols (London: Chapman & Hall, 1867) 
tMitford, Mary Russell, Rienzi, A tragedy in five acts [and in verse] (London:rno pub] 
1828) 
tMitford, Mary Russell, Tales and Stories, selected by M.R. Mitford (London: F. Warne 
& Co., 1866) 
tMitford, Mary Russell. Tales for Young People, selected from American writers by 
M.R. Mitford, 3 vols (London: Whittaker & Co., 1835) 
Mulock, [later Craik] Dinah Maria, tThe Ogilvies, 3 vols (London: Chapman & Hall, 
1849) 
Mulock, [later Craik] Dinah Maria, t John Halifax, Gentleman, 3 vols (London: Hurst 
and Blackett, 1856) 
[Newton, John] * Olney Hymns, in three books, (London: Oliver, Buckland & Johnson, 
1779) 
tOliphant, Margaret, The Rector and the Doctor's Family, (Edinburgh and London: W. 
Blackwood & Sons, 1863) 
tOliphant, Margaret, The Perpetual Curate, 3 vols (Edinburgh & London: W. 
Blackwood & Sons, 1864) 
tOliphant, Margaret, Miss Marjoribanks, 3 vols (Edinburgh and London: W. Blackwood 
& Sons, 1866) 
**Porter, Jane, ** The Scottish Chiefs, a Romance, 5 vols (London: Longman, Hurst, 
Rees & Onne, Patenloster Row, 1810) 
i-Prescott, William Hickling, *Conquest of Mexico, with a prcliminar.y view of tlle 
:mcient American civilization, and the life of the conqueror, Hemando Cortes, 3 vols, 5th 
edn (London: R. Bentley, 1850) 
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*Prescott, William Hickling, History of the Conques"t of Peru, with a preliminarv view of 
dle Civilisation of the Incas, 2 vols (London: R. Bentley, 1847) -
*Prescott, William Hickling, tHistory of the Reign of Ferdinand and Isabella the Catholic, 
3 vols, 5th edn (London: R. Bentley, 1849) 
*Prescott, William Hickling, History of Phillip the Second, King of Spain, 3 vols 
(London: Routledge & Co., 1856) [further editions appeared regularly up to and beyond 
1866] 
*Procter, Adelaide Anne, * Legends and Lyrics. A book of verses, 2 vols (London: Bell 
and Daddy, 1858 - 61) 
*Proeter, Adelaide Anne, t A Chaplet of Verses, (London: Bell and Daddy, 1862) 
[**Ruskin, John], * *Modem Painters: their Superiority in the Art of Landscape Painting 
to all the Ancient Masters proved by Examples of the True, the Beautiful and the 
Intellectual from the Works of Modem Artists. especially from those of 1.M. W Tumner 
Esq., R.A. [Vol 1] Bya Graduate of Oxford, (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1843) 
**Ruskin, John, Sesame and Lilies. Two lectures. (London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1865) 
**Ruskin, John, ** The Stones of Venice. With Illustrations drawn by the Author. 3 vols 
(London: ?Smith, Elder & Co., 1851 - 53) 
*SehiIler, Friedrich von, * Wallenstein, [a dramatic poem] and * Maria Stuart (a tragedy in 
five acts) both in German or edited School German editions 
*Seott, Sir Walter, * Waverley Novels, [Abbotsford Edition] 12 vols (Edinburgh: Robert 
Cadell, 1842 - 1847) 
*Seou, Sir Walter, * The Select Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott. Lay ofdle Last 
Minstrel, Marmion, Lady of the Lake and Rokeby, (London: Simms and McIntyre, 1849) 
*Shakespeare, William, * The Works of William Shakespeare: The Text revised by the 
Rev. A. Dyce, 6 vols (London: E. Moxon, 1857) 
[**Skene, Felicia, Mary Frances,] The Divine Master, (London: J. Masters, 1852) 
[**Skene, Felicia] *Hidden Depths, 2 vols (Edinburgh: Edmonston & Douglas, 1866) 
*Swinbume, Algernon Charles, [*JAtalanta in Calydon. A tragedy, [in verse] (London: E. 
Moxon & Co., 1865) 
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*Swinburne, Algernon Charles, Poems and Ballads,"(London: E. Moxon & Co., 1866) 
*Swinburne, Algernon Charles, t A Song of Italy, (London: J.C. Hotten, 1867) 
*Tennyson, Alfred, Lord, Poems, 2 vols (London: E. Moxon, 1842) 
.. [*] The Princess: A Medley, (London: E. Moxon, 1847) 
Maud, and Other Poems, (London: Edward Moxon, 1855) 
.. [*]Idylls of the King, (London: E. Moxon & Co., 1859) 
Thomson, James, [*] The Seasons, (London: Thomas Nelson & Sons, 1855) 
*Whiteside, Right Hon., James, * Italy in the Nineteenth Century, contrasted with its past 
condition, 3 vols (London: [no pub] 1848) 
*Whiteside, Right Hon., James, Canina Luigi, The Vicissitudes of the Eternal City; or, 
Ancient Rome; with notes classical and historical, [adapted from 'Indicazione 
topografica di Roma antica'] (London: R. Bentley, 1845) 
Winkworth, Catherine tr., [*]Lyra Gennanica, [The Muses' Library] (London: George, 
Routledge & Sons, Limited, and New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1855) 
Winkworth, Catherine tr., [*]Lyra Gennanica, second series, (London: Longman, Green, 
Longman, Roberts & Green, 1863) 
*Wordsw0l1h, William, * The Poetical Works of William Wordsworth,S v01s (London: 
Longmans & Green, 1827) [and many later editions] 
Yonge, Charlotte Mary, tThe Heir of Redclyffe, 2nd ed., revised, 2 vols (London: J.W. 
Perker, 1853) 
Yonge, Charlotte Mary, Heartsease: Or the Brother's Wife, by the author of 'The Heir of 
Redclyffe', 2 vols (London: J.W. Parker, 1854) 
Yonge, Charlotte Mary, tTbe Daisy Chain; or *Aspirations. A family chronicle by the 
author of the Heir of Redclyffe etc., (London: [no pub] 1856) 
Yonge, Charlotte Mary, tThe Clever Woman of the Family, (London: [no pub] 1865) 
Yonge, Charlotte Mary, Novels and Tales, 16 vols (London: Macmillan & Co., 1879) 
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MANUSCRIPT SOURCES 
The Manuscript Notebooks containing the narratives edited in this thesis are designated 
WARD, BOX VII, Volumes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, in Special Collections, The Honnold 
Library, Claremont Colleges, Claremont, California, United States of America. 
Manuscript letters by Mary Arnold and letters to her from her Grandmother; notes for 
school speeches and some other material, including photographs, are in the possession of 
Pusey House Library, Pusey House, St. Giles, Oxford. 
Manuscript letters to Tom Arnold from his sisters and some of his own letters to them are 
kept in the Brotherton Library, University of Leeds. 
The manuscript diaries of Thomas Humphry Ward and Dorothy Ward, with other 
material by Mary Ward, including her last hymn and prayer books, are kept in the Library 
of University College, London, Gower Street, London, 
Some of the last letters and notes of Mary Ward's' Aunt Fan', Frances Arnold, are in the 
hands of the Armitt Library, Ambleside. 
The 'Fox How Magazines' are in the custody of Dove Cottage Trust, Dove Cottage 
Museum, Ambleside. 
'The Gossip' (two volumes) is at present in the hands of the executors of Mrs M. C. 
Moorman. 
The following abbreviations are used in the Footnotes. 
The Honnold Library: Honnold. 
Pusey House Library: P.H. 
The Brotherton Library of the University of Leeds: Brotherton. 
The Library of University College, London: London. 
Armitt Library: Armitt. 
Dove Cottage Trust: Dove Cottage. 
The Library of the University of Newcastle upon Tyne: Newcastle. 
FOOTNOTES 
FOOTNOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION (pages 1 - 6). 
1. (p. 1) Mary Ward's first published work after her marriage was a children's 
story, based on family experiences on holiday at the old Arnold family home of 
Fox How, Ambleside, written for the enjoyment of her three children: Milly and 
OIly, or A Holiday among the Mountains (1881). It contains descriptions of Fox 
How and the family routine which are illuminating in relation to her own life 
there as a child. 
Her first published novel was Miss Bretherton (1884). Its subject is a 
brilliant but undisciplined colonial actress who eventually accepts conventional 
dramatic training and is received with acclaim both by the critics of the day and 
by the family of the English aristocrat who wishes to marry her. 
2. (p. 3) Sir John Eardley Eardley-Wilmot, Bart., succeeded Sir John Franklin, 
friend and correspondent of Dr Arnold, as Governor of Van Diemen' s Land in 
August 1843. The Tasmanian historian John West describes Wilmot's 
administration as 'short and troubled .. [:] Charged with the development of a 
gigantic scheme of penal discipline, founded on erroneous data, and imperfectly 
sustained by material resources, he was involved in the discredit of its failure' 
(West p. 233). Thus it would appear that the chief causes for his recall less than 
four years later were ultimately political. 
However Gladstone accompanied the fonnal notice of his recall with a 
private letter suggesting he was morally unfit for the post of Governor of a Penal 
Colony and it is this which is believed to have reflected indirectly on Julia, who 
was at about that time engaged to be married to his eldest son. Questions were 
raised in the House of Commons and Gladstone proved unable to specify 
precisely what the rumours were. It was stated that 'the authors of the report were 
persons in the service of the crown, both in England and in the colony, and its 
effect, that the accused was living in scarcely concealed concubinage with several 
women' (West p. 258). These accusations were unfounded but Wilmot could not 
defend himself effectively from their consequences. He died in the colony a few 
months afterwards and an ornamental Gothic tomb was raised near the highway in 
the churchyard of St David's Cathedral, where Tom and Julia were married three 
years later. (West, 1., The History of Tasmania, (1852) pp. 258-60). 
Bolger's comment on this episode is more infonnal: 'Wilmot .. made 
mistakes; he failed in his attempts to improve the convict system and he 
misjudged the moral tenor of polite city society ... Wilmot went further than this 
and finally lost public respect by driving for weekends at New Norfolk with Julia 
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Sorell, the bright eyed, vivacious and very desirable gninddaughter of the early 
Governor.' (Bolger, P., Hobart Town, (1973) pp. 41-2.) 
3. (p.4) The history of Tom Arnold's conversion and the religious vicissitudes 
of his subsequent life can be found in the following works among others listed 
fully in the Arnold family section of the Bibliography at the end of this thesis: 
Bertram, James, The Letters of Thomas Arnold (1850 - 1900); Arnold, Thomas, 
Passages in a Wandering Life (1900); Howell, P.A., Thomas Arnold the Younger 
in Van Diemen' s Land, (1964). 
4. (p.5) See in particular William S. Peterson, Victorian Heretic: Mrs Humphry 
Ward's 'Robert Elsmere' (1976) pp. 43 - 60; and John Sutherland, Mrs Humphry 
Ward: eminent Victorian, pre-eminent Edwardian (1990) pp. 12 - 42. 
5. (p.6) Mary submitted A Gay Life to Charlotte M. Yonge's 'Monthly Packet' 
and Ailie to Smith, Elder. Her published work of fiction, A Westmoreland Story, 
(1870) appeared in the periodical 'The Churchman's Companion'. It is not 
reproduced in this thesis, although a fragment which may have been part of the 
draft, describing Fox How appears in Appendix C.iv. pp. 558-60. 
FOOTNOTES TO EDITORIAL PRACTICE (pages 7 - 19). 
1. (p. 10) Sanders C.R., Editing Nineteenth Century Texts, (1966) p. 88. 
2. (p. 13) Haight, Gordon S., George Eliot: A Biography, (1968) p. 552. This 
Appendix reprints a passage from the earliest known George Eliot manuscript, 
which exactly echoes Mary Arnold's practice in reversing the notebook and 
opening from the other end after an initially normal progression from the 
beginning. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ONE - THE TEXT OF A TALE OF THE 
MOORS (1864) (pages 21 - 38). 
1. (p. 21) The narrative begins at the top of a right hand leaf of the B progression 
of the notebook. The left hand leaf immeditely preceding A Tale of the Moors 
contains the final verses of an original poem 'Rienzi', derived from the novel of 
that name by Bulwer Lytton, and the beginning of another poem by Mary called 
'The Mountains'. These are found in Appendix C. ii., pp. 508-10. 
2. (p. 21) Mary writes conventionally from the left to the right page within the B 
opening (the notebook in reverse and upside down). Double brackets reflect the 
fact that the page numbers appear upside down. 
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3. (p. 22) As a small child, Mary knew her grandfather, William Sorell well. At 
that time he held the post of Registrar of the Supreme Court, in Hobart, Van 
Diemen's Land, later Tasmania. The venerable figure of the 'notary public' in 
Longfellow'S poem Evangeline may also be suggested by this title. 
4. (p. 23) Four di fferent nibs are used in succession during this short chapter. 
5. (p.25) The remaining two thirds of this page are blank. A faded ink sketch 
measuring 11'2" xl", which depicts a girl in a dress, is glued in. There is a strip of 
dried glue vertically down the left margin of the next page. 
6. (p. 25) A triangular blank area is found here as a result of the fact that this 
page of the notebook was originally miscut and an extra comer was mechanically 
folded back onto itself during the manufacturing process of the notebook. 
7. (p.26) The preceding chapter is numbered the fourth and the following one 
the sixth, so presumably Mary neglected to give this break the title of the fifth 
chapter. 
8. (p.28) A deliberate lie, masquerading as patriotism but told intentionally to 
condemn the innocent hero appears in Porter's Scottish Chiefs (1810). Joanna, 
Contess of Strathean and Mar, and Princess of the Orkneys gives false evidence 
against Wallace, claiming that: 'my first passion has always been the love of my 
country' Volume V, p. 91. 
9. (p.29) The phrase 'with a firm step' is applied by Porter to Wallace Volume 
V, p. 115): 
"My errand here," answered Wallace, "is to defend myself, not to 
accuse others. I have shown that I am innocent, and my judges will not 
look on the proofs. They obey not the laws in their jUdgement, and 
whatever may be the decree, I shall not acknowledge its authority." As he 
spoke he turned away and walked with a firm step out of the hall. 
There is a similar scene in Bulwer Lytton's Leila (1838) p. 48:' "Man 
deserts me; but I will not forget that God is over all... lead on; I follow thee!" and 
[Leila] left the tent with a steady and even majestic step.' 
10. (p. 30) Mary was familiar with the poetry of Emily Bronte, which meant a 
great deal to her. Her last words, almost fifty years later, were a quotation from 
'No coward soul is mine'. Inez' thought here, though not an exact quotation, is 
reminiscent of Emily's absolute love of freedom and ability to look beyond death. 
---------------------------------------------------- .. ---
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11. (p. 30) .. 'the weary are at rest' from Alfred, Lord'Tennyson: the final line of 
The May Queen (1842). Ricks, C. ed., The Poems of Tennyson in three volumes, 
2nd edn, vol I, (1987) p. 460. 
12. (p. 30) This strange, possible conflation of two phrases suggests the 
existence of an earlier draft. 
13. (p. 31) 'Let us see' - an engaging use of the first person plural, showing 
narrative involvement in the midst of rhetoric and a departure from Mary's 
generall"41bit of writing as an omniscient author. 
14. (p. 34) It is very likely that Mary wrote this poem herself. This notebook 
contains far more poetry than prose, much of it her own. The optimism perhaps 
reflects some of Arthur Hugh Clough's writing. 
15. (p. 34) Mary adds onc or two syllables and makes very minor mistakes in 
transcription, suggesting perhaps that shc had learnt this lyric by heart. It is 
Byron's Stanzas for Music, written in 1816. McGann, Jerome J. cd., Lord Byron: 
The Complete Poetical Works, Vol III, (1981) p. 379. 
16. (p. 37) This is clearly a quotation. I have been unable to trace the originaL 
There is a superficial resemblance to Browning's Pippa's Song, in Pippa Passes. 
17. (p. 38) The rest of the page (the space needed for five lines of writing) is left 
blank, giving a sense of completeness to the end of Mary's first story. Although 
she filled up blank spaces in this notebook with diary items scribbled in pencil at 
a later date, she obviously felt that she wished to leave this page unmarked. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER TWO, LITERARY ASPECTS OF A TALE OF 
THE MOORS (1864) (pages 39 - 52). 
1. (p. 39) The commonplace book in which this narrative is found is described at 
the beginning of Appendix C.ii. on p. 503 where the contents of the book, 
Volume 1, are listed. The A opening is signed in ink: 'M. Arnold Nov 13 th 1863' 
in Mary's hand. The B opening begins with notes on French history and Mary's 
original poems, 'Rienzi' and the fragment 'The Mountains' before A Talc of the 
Moors begins. It is followed by the diary item dating her visit to the Cunliffe's 
vicarage at Shifnal: 10th December 1864. 
2. (p. 39) Two surviving poems: 'Mrs Cunliffe' p. 506 and 'To my darling (Mrs 
Cunliffe)' pp. 516-17 give a sense of Mary's feelings. 
l (p. 39) At Pusey House Library, there are thirteen letters in all from Mary's 
Pa~c :')-s 
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time at Rock Terrace School. Eight were written to her father, one in French; four 
to her mother and one to her Aunt Hiley. They are dated as follows: 
Mary Augusta Arnold to Thomas Arnold: Rock Terrace <Feb> March 1st 1861' 
, 
September 1861; November 1861; November 1861; March 9th 1862; March 
1862; May 24th 1862; [letter written in French, erroneously labelled 'CJjfton' in 
another hand] November 19th 1863. 
MAA to Julia Arnold: 1862 [mouming paper written in pencil]; Rock House [in 
pencil] Saturday February 20th 1864; [in pencil] February 1864; Rock House 
April 8th 1864. 
MAA to her Aunt Hiley (Mary Arnold 1825 - 1888) second daughter of Dr 
Arnold, at that time married to Rev. James S. Hiley of Woodhouse in 
Lcicestershire): Rock Terrace undated. 
4. (p. 40) Page 32, 11. 1-6. 
5. (p.40) Page 24, II. 6, 7 & 8. 
6. (p. 40) The pencil notes on the first page of the notebook suggest French and 
Spanish history, although the most extensive evidence of Spanish history and 
literature is found in notebooks of a later date, particularly Volume 5. 
7. (p. 41) Janet Trevelyan, in her life of her mother: 'the strain of Spanish 
Protestant blood ... ran in the veins of the Sorclls: for although they were refugees 
from France after the Edict of Nantes, it is most probable that they came of 
Spanish origin'. 
Trevelyan, J. P., The Life of Mrs Humphry Ward (1923) p. 1. 
8. (p. 41) Julia had 'a brief schooling at Brussels' according to Mary. Ward, Mrs 
Humphry, A Writer's Recollections, (1918) p. 4 .. Trevelyan says, however, that 
Julia was 'brought to England for [her] education', Trevelyan, (1923) p. l. 
9. (p. 41) The most striking example of a mother who abandons her children is 
Caroline Wing in Eltham House (1915). Women who desert their husbands and 
take away a child without any preparation or warning, in each case an only 
daughter, to a distant land, include: Netta Melrose who takes the infant Felicia to 
the continent of Europe (The Mating of Lydia (1913) pp. 46,47,); Phoebe 
Fenwick, who takes her daughter Carrie to the colony of Canada (Fenwick's 
Career, (1906) p. 319), and Daphne, the heroine of Daphne, or Marriage a la 
Mode, (1909) who takes her daughter Beaty to America (pp. 217,218). The 
accumulation of these instances, which are unique to Mrs Ward's fiction, sugge't 
all ultimately autobiographical impulse. There arc fewer instances of a father 
disappearing with a child. They are: Eleanor, (1900) where Eleanor's husband 
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leapt to his death in a trance with his infant son in his anns before the action 
described in the novel; and The Testing of Diana Mallory, (1908) where the father 
took Diana as a child to Europe after her mother's death following a trial for 
murder, p. 8 and pp. 58-9, again before the action described in the novel. 
10. (p.42) Tom Arnold's letters to his mother record several instances of his 
difficulty with Mary: (Bertram, 1., The Letters of Thomas Arnold the Younger, 
1850 - 1900, (1980): Novr 21st (1854) ' .. Mary is distracting my attention very 
much, for she is very naughty this morning. A child more obstinately self-willed 
I certainly never came across. It is very painful to have to punish her' p. 56. 
23rd February 1855: 'such self will as Mary's I never met with in my life. I have 
a regular pitched battle with her about once a day, p. 59. 
Monday Septr 17th (1855): Mary is still with the Reibeys at Entally ... her temper 
it appears is greatly improved since she has been under Mrs Reibey's care' p. 66. 
Tom had no knowledge of psychology and apparently did not make any 
connection between the responses of a highly intelligent and sensitive child and 
the series of radical changes in their family life leading up to the date of his first 
comment about her self-will: the death of the third baby at one day old, in May 
1854 p. 47; his own 'religious change' in October 1854 p. 53; Julia's reaction 
against domesticity, in early October 1854, believing that she was 'in for it again' 
p. 50, - a return to her old social life, p. 51: 'She has been going out to parties in 
the last few months more than she has done for years; and her father says, and I 
say although I shouldn't and many others say too, that in spite of children and 
domestic vexations (and being married to such a Turk as me she counts this 
foremost) she is still the unquestionable' Reine du bal' whenever she likes to 
make her appearance there ... ' All these events occurred against a background of 
financial stress and debt (Tom's appeals to his mother for money are in general 
edited out of Bertram's edition). They marked the loss of the early stability of the 
family and preceded Tom's conversion. He was inwardly convinced of the truth 
of Roman Catholicism by April 1855. The consequences of this proved most 
devastating of all, necessitating Mary's removal to her godmother Mrs Reibey in 
order to relieve impossible tensions in the Arnold household. 
II. (p. 42) Evidence of this is found in an unpublished letter from Jane Forster 
(nee Arnold, 1822 - 1899) Mary's god-mother, dated December 1st 1855: 'Where 
is dear little Mary now? Still with the Reibeys I suppose as you do not mention 
her either in your letter to Mamma or me. I hope you have not parted with her 
altogether! What could you be thinking of, my dearest Tom, in talking of letting 
the Reibeys adopt her - I should think you only ventured to think of it when you 
had the Island's length between you and Julia. If you werc to ask me seriously 
what I should think of such a thing I should sav that I can conceive of nothing but 
L ' -
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the direst necessity justi fying it - r suppose a parent rn.lght renounce his tru,,! 101' 
his child} sooner than see it starve and I don't think my suppositions extend an\ 
further. Brotherton. . 
12. (p.42) Mary's letter, dictated, since she was too young, at five and a half, to 
write for herself: Fox How, January 9th 1857:, .. r hope when I come I shall find 
you all quite well. r shall be glad to see you when I come to Dublin. Goodbye, I 
am your affectionate little child, Mary Augusta Arnold.' P.H .. As far as \VL' know 
she was never able to visit her brothers and sisters in Dublin, where they stayed 
until 1862, though she saw her father, who visited England fairly frequently and 
her mother occasionally. 
13. (p.42) Mary's appeals and attempts to communicate her feelings to her 
mother make heartbreaking reading. Examples from the unpublished letters at 
Pusey House, Oxford, include the following: Coleby, March 10th I pencil: 18571, 
My dear Papa & Mamma, I liked your letter very much which you sent me, and I 
am now staying at the Vicarage. We are going to walk this afternoon a little with 
a lady called MiS Brooke. 0 Mamma how I love you! I wish to come to you 
very much. Aunt Mary has been away yesterday ... (This letter was dictated by 
Mary when she was 5 years 9 months old, and written down by her aunt.) 
Eller How, Feb 20th 1859: My dear Mamma, Whe<re>n I was at Fox How 
yesterday Auntie told me that you were in great trouble, and I am very sorry. 
I wish you would send for me to nurse baby and help; for I would try. (A 
Sunday letter from school written in pencil by Mary herself at 7 ycars 8 months 
old.) 
Eller How, Aug. 12th 1860, My dear Mamma, Will you please send me 
some work. I can do some for my little baby brother... Please Mamma will you 
write to me soon and send me work for I want it very much ... 
14. (p.44) Marcella, (1894), Virago (1984) Smith, Elder & Co. (1903 edition), 
pp.6,7. 
15. (p. 44) Mary described the process of her imagination in writing fiction in 
the introduction to Sir George Tressady, The Westmoreland Edition (1911 - 1912) 
as 'the strange sense of a waking dream, of a thing not invented but merely 
reported - imposed as by a vision and breathlessly written down.' 
16. (p. 45) Pagc 36, 11, _~ to 4. 
17. (p. -+5) Smith, Gruver ed., Letters of Aldous Huxley. (London: Chat h) & 
Windus, 1969) p. 85: 
76: To Leonard Hux levi r Balliol College, Oxford]/ [November, 191 j II 
Dearest Father... p.86: I see A~nt Mary's undergraduate novel has be~un in the 
Comhill .. I see the inevitable carls' daughters, ... are coming inw .\Ul1t M'" book 
<.. 
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again. Why can't she resolutely keep them out? How' much better this book wd. 
have been had she made it a study of don-life in the 80s - which she wd. be 
particularly competent to deal with - instead of the usual politico-Debrett clap-
trap. 
18. (p.45) Virginia Woolf (in response to a letter from Mary Ward on Lytton 
Strachey's Eminent Victorians in the T.L.S. 11th July 1918.) 'How this lights up 
the stuffed world of the first class railway carriage that she lives in! Lytton is 
getting Walter Raleigh to answer, though I think nothing short of a coronet will 
impress her imagination. t 12 July 1918. The Diary of Virginia Woolf, Volume 
One, 1915-19, (1977) (Peng. 1979, p. 166). 
The compulsion for Mary Ward at this final stage of her creative life, 
writing against a tide of inward despair and exhaustion, was perhaps to restate in 
the closest social analogy she could find, her earliest perception of society, which, 
unfortunately for her ability to relate to twentieth century readers, reflected a 
highly conservative mid-Victorian colonial society of extraordinarily rigid 
stratification with convicts providing what was effectively a slave class and her 
own family and friends in a small exclusive circle at the top. Her later life and the 
pretensions which appalled her family, brought up in the far subtler English social 
world, acted out a script whose essential plot was laid down before she left 
Tasmania. 
19. (p.45) Leila's beauty has 'something in it of that clastic and fawnlike grace 
which a sculptor seeks to embody in his dreams of a being more aerial than those 
on earth.' Leila p. 28. 
20. (p.45) The epithet 'high souled' is applied by Bulwcr Lytton to Rienzi. 
21. (p.46) Mary's poem on the subject of Wallace's execution is found in 
Appendix C. ii p. 505. It is also referred to in Marcella, p. 9, where Marcella 
'tried again and again with a not inapt hand to illustrate for herself in pen and ink 
the execution of Wallace.' This is a revealing example of the important 
subliminal substitution of fine art for writing as a symbolic choice in Mary's 
fiction. 
22. (p.46) William S. Peterson Victorian Heretic, ( 1976), p. 48. 
23. (p. 46) John Sutherland Mrs Humphry Ward, (1990) p. 20. 
24. (p.47) Marcella (Vir. 1984)p.9. 
2\ (p.47) Grace Aguilar's The Days of Bruce, (1852) mentioned twice in 
letters to her mother, Appendix C. i., pp. 499-500, and once in M3ry's diary of 
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1867, Appendix C. iii., p. 524. 
26. (p.47) TA to MAA, Appendix C. ii. p. 515. 
27. (p.47) MAA to T A, Appendix C. i. p. 499. 
28. (p. 47) MP in 'The Gossip', Appendix B p. 487. 
29. (p.48) Sir Walter Scott, Marmion, (1808). The lines occur in Canto II, The 
Convent, stanza xiii, lines 14 - 16, (Logie Robertson, J., ed., Scott: Poetical 
Works, (1904) p. 107). 
30. (p. 48) Mary's description of the Alhambra at Granada is reminiscent of 
Bulwer Lytton's clarity and his habit of short, vivid detail set strikingly betwccn 
passages of dialogue or narrative. There are echoes of his preference for sharply 
differentiated new beginnings and dramatic chapter endings; his habit of depicting 
schematically contrasted pairs of lovers and his interest in the separation of a 
significant child from his or her parents, though the purposes to which he puts this 
plot device arc entirely different from those developed by Mary Arnold. The 
essential movement of the plots of Rienzi and Leila is driven by a revenge 
sustained by conscious, destructive human choice, whereas in Mary's repattcrning 
of many of the same clements, the heroine contains and redeems the intended 
revenge. Two scencs from Bulwer Lytton seem to have echoes in A Tale of the 
Moors. The first, in Rienzi, depicts Sir Walter de Montreal and his lover Adeline 
serenading each other alternately to the lute (Rienzi, Book III, Chapter III, pp. 225 
- 231). The second, given below, is an extremely dramatic scene giving Leila's 
imploring appeal to her father. Leila Book I, Chapter IV, p. 30-1: 
Daughter of the great Hebrew race, arise and curse the Moorish 
taskmaster and spoiler!" As he spoke, the adjuror himself [Leila's father] 
rose, lifting his right hand on high; while his left touched the shoulder of 
the maiden. But she, after gazing a moment in wild and terrified 
amazement upon his face, fell cowering at his knees; and, clasping them 
imploringly, exclaimed in scarce articulate murmurs: 
"Oh, spare me! spare me!" 
The Hebrew, for such he was surveyed her, as she thus quailed at his feet, 
with a look of rage and scorn: his hand wandered to his poniard, he half 
unsheathed it, thrust it back with a muttered curse, and then, deliberatcly 
drawing it forth, cast it on the ground beside her. 
"Degenerate girl!" he said, in accents that vainly struggled for calm, "if 
thou hast admitted to thy heart one unworthy thought towards a Moorish 
infidel, dig dccp and root it out, even with the knife, and to the death _ so 
wilt thou save this hand from that degrading task." 
He drew himsclf hastily from her grasp, and lcft the unfortunatc ~irl alone 
----- ------------------------ ----
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and senseless. 
31. (p.49) Grace Aguilar, The Vale of Cedars: Or, The Martyr, (1850) p. 11. 
32. (p.50) Appendix C. i., p. 499. 
33, (p. 50) Appendix C. i., p. 499. 
34. (p. 51) Page 25. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER THREE - THE TEXT OF LANSDALE MANOR. 
(1866) SCRIPT A (pages 53 - 116). 
1. (p. 53) Mary Penrose (1791 - 1873) who married Dr Thomas Arnold in 1820. 
Her contributions to 'Thc Gossip' are edited in Appendix B. This dedication is in 
the tradition of dedications which are found among the surviving 'Fox How 
Magazines' . 
Examples by Mary Arnold's aunts as children include the following by Janc 
(1821 - 1899), known in the family as 'K', the eldest child of her gencration: No 
II THE NEW MAGAZINE, DEDICATION [:] The Editors of this little Work 
beg to dedicate it to Miss Arnold with every Feeling of Love and Respect and wc 
hope that she will not think it impertinent of her humble Servants The Editor's t 
[undated]. 
A small notebook entitled 'The Little Rugbren's 111' was dedicated in the following 
way by Mary (1825-1888), the fourth of Dr Arnold's children: To The Littlc 
Rugbreans This Book is dedicated.t By their Sincere Friend.t and.t Affectionate 
Sister the Authoress. t 
1~ Edition.t [undated]. Dove Cottage. 
2. (p.54) This title page is centred under writing in an adult hand which 
presumably signifies the origin of the notebook: 'William Macintosh, 24 
Paternoster Row.' 
3. (p. 54) Mary did not establish a complete correspondence of names and 
characters until a little way into her narrative. All the stories show evidence of 
this tendency. This name, possibly intended to be a nickname, is very puzzling. 
-to (p.54) This number indicates Mary's own pagination. She herself numbered 
every page of this notebook in ink. The Honnold numbering is consistent 
throughout all the notebooks: the right hand leaf of every double page spread was 
numbered at the top right hand comer in pencil. Where two numbers occur 
together in this text, therefore, the Honnold numbering is always the lower of the 
two numbers. 
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5. (p.55) This is the first instance of a succession in the text where two numbers 
appear at the top right hand comer of the right hand page. Mary's number is 
always the higher, in this case, 3. 
6. (p.56) The composition of the family changes in the second version of the 
story although the children remain five in number. In the 1867 version, Lansdale 
Manor (Script C): 'next to Edith came two twin brothers, Ernest & Arthur, 
separated by several years of seniority from the youngest boy, little Percy, and the 
baby Ethel' p. 118, 1. 9. 
7. (p.56) The members of Mary Arnold's own family and their ages at the time 
of writing of this version of L.M. were: Mary herself, 15 years old; William 
Thomas, the equivalent of Edward/Ernest in the story, born in 1852, therefore 
13Y2; Theodore, born in 1855, therefore 11; Arthur, born in 1856, therefore 
nearly 10; Lucy born in 1858, therefore 8 (but adopted by a childless aunt); 
Francis (probably the basis of the character Percy) born in 1860, therefore 6; 
Julia, born in 1862, nearly 4 years old and finally the baby Ethel, born in 1864 
was under two years old. She appears in Lansdale Manor under her own name as 
the baby. 
Perhaps because they are based on real children close to Mary, the family 
has far more conviction and individual character than the seven children in C. M. 
Yonge's The Clever Woman of the Family (1865). They are 'Conrade and 
Francis, Leoline and Hubert, Wilfred and Cyril, and little Stephana the baby' 
(Fourth Edition, London, Macmillan and Co., 1875) p. 11. 
8. (p.57) This reads oddly, suggesting that Mary changed her mind from '1' and 
substituted 'our. .. guessed' forgetting to delete'!,. There are several examples of 
this category of correction in the narratives. 
9. (p.58) Edward's name is changed to Ernest at this point, and remains so for 
the rest of the narrative in all versions. 
10. (p. 60) The underlining represents a line at the original end of the chapter 
rather than an underlining of the three words. 
II. (p. 61) In the manuscript, the question mark is reversed. 
12. (p. 61) Sorell was the maiden name of Mary's mother Julia. 
13. (p. 64) This word may be an unconscious allusion to a phrase which occurs in 
'The Gossip' (1820) in a narrative written by the grandmother to whom MJry 
dedicated Lansdale Manor: 'The Elysium of Fishes' p . .:+78, 1. 11. 
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14. (p.69) 'For none of us liveth to himself, and no'man dieth to himself'. 
Romans 14.7. 
15. (p.72) Richard Doyle's cartoons featured these three characters 
(Appendix D) 
16. (p.76) John Newton (1725 - 1807) was ordained in 1764 and appointed 
curate of Olney, Buckinghamshire, where he and the poet Cowper collaborated on 
an Olney hymn book. (Book III, hymn lxv): 
Quiet, Lord, my froward heart, 
make me teachable and mild, 
Upright, simple, frce from art, 
Make me as a weaned child: 
From distrust and envy free, 
Pleas'd with all that pleases Thee. 
What thou shalt to-day provide, 
Let me as a child receive; 
What to-morrow may betide, 
Calmly to thy wisdom leave: 
'Tis enough that thou wilt care; 
Why should I the burden bear? 
As a little child relies 
On a care beyond his own; 
Knows he's neither strong nor wise, 
Fears to stir a step alone: 
Let me thus with thee abide, 
As my Father, Guard, and Guide. 
Thus, preserv'd from Satan's wiles, 
Safe from dangers, free from fears; 
May I live upon thy smiles 
Till the promis' d hour appears; 
When the sons of GOD shall prove 
All their Father's boundless love. 1779. 
17. (p. 80) Matthew Arnold and his wife Fanny Lucy had a problem with a horse 
in Switzerland on their honeymoon. Fanny Lucy was badly frightened but she 
was not hurt. This may be therefore be an example of family mythology or it may 
be a straightforward reflection of the invalid in mid-Victorian fiction, for example 
the character Philip Edmonstone in C.M. Y onge' s The Heir of Redclyffe ( 1853) 
or Mrs Hamley in Elizabeth Gaskell's Wives and Daughters (1866) among many 
others. 
18. (p. 80) This phrase is reminiscent of David Copperfield (1849-50). Man 
continues the convention into Ailie. 
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19. (p.89) The Gospel of Matthew, 18. 21 - 35. 
20. (p. 91) The austere practice of banishing all personal reference, which was 
held to be a mark of fine feeling in the nineteenth century probably originated 
w-ith the Tractarians. 
The habit when translated into literary terms has unfortunate 
consequences for the full development of character. Mary's later characterisation 
suffers from this limitation, which is particularly apparent in male characters 
occupying the role of elder statesmen, whether political, philosophical or moraL 
for example Mr Green in Robert Elsmere (1888); Edward Hallin, in Marcella 
(1894); Sir Wilfrid Bury in Lady Rose's Daughter (1903); Sir James Childe, in 
The Testing of Diana Mallory (1908); Mark Winnington in Delia Blaneht10wer 
(1915). 
21. (p. 94) This word, omitted in Script A, is found by comparing the parallel 
passage in Script C on p. 172,1. 17. 
22. (p. 94) The narrative continues on page 86, suggesting two pagcs were 
turned over by mistake. 
23. (p.95) Having discovered her error, Mary shows a competent method of 
dealing with it. Her familiarity with nineteenth-century editorial and copy 
techniques was learned from her father, to whom she frequently referred literary 
questions in her letters (see Appendix C. i., p. 499, 500, and 515). 
24. (p. 101) Wallenstein, Friedrich von Schiller's Romantic dramatic poem 
(1797: first performed on 12th October 1798). It is likely that Mary herself 
studied this in a full or an edited school text at her school in Clifton. 
25. (p.105) Thekla is the young, idealistic heroine of Schiller's Wallenstein. Her 
lover Max, takes a heroic and self-sacrificing stand against Wallenstein her father 
and Thekla supports this even though it means suffering and loss for her. 
26. (p. 106) Many circumlocutions for God or Christ were employed in natural 
discourse by believing evangelicals as an expression of their piety. It did not ring 
false at the time, though it reads very oddly now. 
27. (p. 107) The Italian verb 'avere'. 
2~. (p. 109) Moorburn (previously Moorbeck on p. 55 1. 19. Perhaps inspired by 
Moorworth, in C.M. Yonge's Thc Heir of Redclyffe (1853). 
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29. (p. 115) This is the end of the story and the end of the volume containing 
Script A (WARD, Box VII, Volume 2), grecn cloth bound containing an opcning 
dedication to her grandmothcr and dated August 1866. 
30. (p. 116) These experimental sentences are comparable with those found after 
the end of Mary's later story Ailic. In both cases Mary is wrestling to master 
theological matcrial in a natural way. 
31. (p. 116) Presumably this passage, found on the endcover on the right hand 
side, relates as an addition to the Sunday evening discussion of the Unforgiving 
Servant. Mary is aspiring to a confident adult control of difficult theological 
material. Here she integrates three axioms from the New Testament into one 
sentence. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR - THE TEXT OF LANSDALE MANOR, 
(1867) SCRIPT C (pages 117 - 206). 
1. (p. 117) This new notebook, with gold Gothic initials stamped into the maroon 
~eather cover was possibly a Christmas gift to Mary. The inscription is in an adult 
hand, written on the opening endpaper on the left side. Uncle 'Joe' was Mary's 
maternal uncle, William Sorell, known as a boy in Van Diemen's Land as 'Joey'. 
Bertram, The Letters of Thomas Arnold the Younger (1850 - 1900) (1980) p. 5 .. 
The date is not necessarily to be considered the date of composition of the 
narrative: it is more likely to be the date of thc receipt of the notcbook as a 
Christmas gift, perhaps a little late owing to thc vagaries of the post from 
Australia. 
2. (p. 118) Thc first mention of Alford Rectory in the text of the narrativc. 
3. (p. 120) The Angel in the House was a collection of poems published by 
Coventry Patmore in 1862. Page, Frederick, ed., The Poems of Coventry 
Patmore, (1949) pp.61-205. 
4. (p. 138) These six words appear on the blank left leaf opposite this sentence, 
which relate to narrative control. This shows how aware Mary was that the 
expectations of the readers should be carefully prepared, allowing for a degree of 
tension and suspensc. 
5. (p. 145) Romans 8. 37. 
6. (p. 1'+6) thc Book of Common Prayer, Collect for the fourth Sunday in 
Advent, which would occur in mid-December in the liturgical year. 
7. (p. 1.+8) The Gospel of John 13.34. 
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8. (p. 156) The Gospel of Matthew 6.30. 
9. (p. 157) The Gospel of Mark 10.29. 
10. (p. 157) Philippians 4.5. 
11. (p. 158) The Gospel of John 17. 11 and 14. 
12. (p. 160) I Samuel 15.22. 
13. (p. 160) II Corinthians 12.9. 
14. (p. 160) Hebrews 13.5. 
15. (p. 160) Two small pieces of paper are pasted onto the left leaf opposite this 
pagc. 
16. (p. 161) The Gospel of Matthew 25. 14. 
17. (p. 163) The Gospel of Matthew 18.35. 
18. (p. 164) Adelaide Anne Proctor's poem, 'Judge Not', appeared in her 
Legends and Lyrics (1858). Mary's fondness for A. A. Procter's verse is attestcd 
by the fact that 'The Angel's Story' is the earliest contribution to the first 
surviving commonplace book, Volume 1. Mary copied it out in November 1863. 
The poem' Judge Not' consists of four verses, beginning as follows and 
continuing in the same vein: 
Judge not; the workings of his brain 
And of his heart thou canst not see; 
What looks to thy dim eyes a stain, 
In God's pure light may only be 
A scar, brought from some well-won field, 
Where thou wouldst only faint and yield. 
19. (p. 164) 'The Legend of Bregenz', also by Adelaide Anne Proctor from 
Legends and Lyrics (1858), is a poem of twenty three eight-line stanzas. It tells 
the romantic, supposedly historically true story of a young girl who, showing 
great courage and resolve, saves her native city through intelligence she has 
gained while working in a foreign country with a family who have shown her 
kindness while she was their servant. This issue of divided loyalty and the 
heroism of a girl overlooked as insignificant by men plotting the overthnw. of a 
town bears some similarity to the first part of A Talc of the Moors. 
~O. (p. 166) The Gospel of John 13. I. 
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21. (p. 166) II Timothy 2. 13. 
22. (p. 166) Page 55 is missing, labelled 'tom out' by the Honnold librarian. 
23. (p. 166) These heavily deleted lines appear at the top of the right hand page. 
They are followed by a space equivalent to six blank lines before the next chapter 
begins. 
24, (p. 174) These famous lines come from the fifth stanza of William 
Wordsworth's Ode. Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early 
Childhood, (originally published in 1807). (Hutchinson T., ed., Wordsworth: 
Poetical Works (1904) p. 460.) 
25. (p. 186) This page has a huge question mark centred on it, raising the 
problem of whether Mary was convinced that it should ultimately fonn part of the 
narrative. 
26. (p. 195) These lines come at the end of Thekla's song, which makes up the 
seventh scene of the third Act of Die Piccoiomini, the second part of Wallenstein. 
The line translates: 'r have lived and loved.' 
27. (p.204) These lines are from Schiller's Maria Stuart, a tragedy in five acts. 
They are spoken by Mary Queen of Scots in the first scene of the third Act when 
she is enjoying the freedom of walking in a park after imprisonment. The lines 
translate: 'Hurrying clouds, sailing the breezes - the land of my youth greets me 
kindly'. 
28. (p. 206) This is the end of the last page of the maroon leather bound 
notebook, embossed with the initials M.A.A., designated Volume 4 by the 
Honnold Library. Like Volume 2, it is written in clear handwriting progressing 
from left to right straight through the book, following and never deviating from 
the A opening. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE - THE TEXT OF LANSDALE MANOR, 
(1867) SCRlPT B (pages 207 - 219). 
1. (p. 207) This episode is found immediately after Mary's diary recording her 
visit to Scotland in the A opening sequence of WARD, Box VII, Volume 3. (The 
diary is found in Appendix C. iii. pp. 523 - 538.) The Lansdale Manor fragment 
occupies right hand pages only. The end of Ailie, following the B opening 
sequence, occupies all the left hand pages upside down until the diary ends. There 
arc pages missing from the notebook and so it cannot be known how Mary 
introduced this completely new episode of Lansdale Manor. 
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Her choice of a new location, Glenthom (later 'Glenthome on p. 208 line 
12) and a significant new character, Mr Amcotts, perhaps reflects a visit to 
Banchory House, referred to in the diary. This was presided over by a Mr 
Thompson, 'a gentle looking white haired old gentleman' (p. 536) who treated her 
with great courtesy. Earlier in the diary, she meets 'a relay of small Banchory 
boys with their tutor' (p. 535) which may have suggested the idea of a prize 
gIvmg. 
2. (p.207) The word 'Lansdale', followed by the appropriate numcral, was 
pencilled in above the text by the Honnold librarian to clarify the sequence, as the 
notebook contains so much othcr matcrial. 
3. (p.208) Mary uscs thc phrasc 'half grown boys' in much the same tone in her 
diary on p. 531. 
4. (p. 209) Mary hcrself seems to have received cclebrity treatment as Dr 
Arnold's eldcst grandchild on her Scottish visit. The social setting which this part 
of thc narrative anticipates is found in several episodes in her latcr fiction: a 
gifted, beautiful young girl is able to dominate an established group of hcr social 
supcriors through force of personality. 
This occurs in Marcella ( 1894). Her passionate idealism impresses and 
disturbs Lord Maxwell's dinner party in Book I Chapter X, (Virago 1984) pp. 
104-9. In The Marriage of William Ashe (1905) Lady Kitty Bristol, little more 
than a schoolgirl captivates the discriminating attention of the cultural elite 
prescnt by her flawless performance of French dramatic poetry. Julie Ie Breton, 
the young companion of an aristocratic elderly woman, in Lady Rose's Daughter 
(1903) Part I, Chapter IX, succeeds in handling a salon of difficult and powerful 
statesmen in diplomatic and perfect French. Laura Fountain's fierce energy, 
beauty and disruptive passion erupts into an oppressive religious and poverty-
stricken cultural environment in Helbeck of Bannisdale (1898). It is perhaps the 
most moving example of the outworking of this fictional paradigm. 
Even Robert Elsmere (1888) is on one level a development of the samc 
theme. A conflict develops between the vitality and energy of new critical 
thought and a static, to a greater or lesser extent complacent, establishment. Mrs 
Ward's first novel, Miss Bretherton (1884), set out the theme with fewest 
disguises: a colonial actress takes the London stage by storm. Julia Arnold and 
Mary herself acted out this role in their lives. Mary achieved astonishing 
celebrity in her lifetime. 
Her son-in-law the historian G. M. Trevelyan wrotc to his daughter Mar:. 
encouraging her to consider taking up a place to read History at Oxford: .. ' You 'il'l' 
Mummy and I live in a comparatively restricted circle, at Berko r Bcrkham.'fcd\. 
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and [ ... ] we have no way of giving you [ ... J that broad education. experience and 
opportunity whch I had at Cambridge and she had in the household of the most 
active and centrally placed woman in England - her mother'. Venice, dated 7th 
May 1922. Newcastle. 
5. (p. 212) Elizabeth Gaskell's Wives and Daughters (1866) makes use of mirror 
scenes in relation to Molly Gibson's development as a character. There, as here, 
the absence of vanity is insisted upon. 
6. (p. 213) This drive seems to resemble the drive leading to Mary's friend 
Bessie Thurburn's family home in Scotland, Murtle. 
7. (p. 215) This scene, with its carefully arranged curtains and lighting in a grand 
drawing room is like the setting of a significant moment in Julia Sorell's early 
brilliant social career at Government House, Hobart. She took the part of 
Hermione in a tableau vivant taken from the end of A Winter's Talc. It is 
described in A Writer's Recollections (1918) pp. 4 and 5, and in Sir William 
Denison's memoirs (Varieties of Vice-Regal Life, Volume 1, (1870) where the 
Hermione tableau is mentioned on p. 52. 
8. (p.217) This is the first appearance in Mary's fiction of a 'morbid sensitive 
artistic nature'. Later examples include the tormented character Langham in 
Robert Elsmere (1888) and the less successful but comparable character Edward 
Manisty in Eleanor (1900). 
9. (p.219) This note is written in much smaller script, in different, lighter ink, 
and a very different hand. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER SIX - LITERARY ASPECTS OF LANSDALE 
MANOR Scripts A, C and B, (pages 220 - 236). 
l. (p.223) Appendix C. ii. p. 507, 1. 17-20. 
2. (p.223) One of Mary's favourite poems was Longfellow's Gaspar Becerra, 
(Appendix C. i. p. 499). 'By his evening fire the artist... mused, and dreamed of 
fame'. The final verse goes: 
o thou sculptor, painter, poet! 
Take this lesson to thy heart: 
That is best which lieth nearest; 
Shape from that thy work of art 
l (p.223) Notes for a speech survive in which Mary, on behalf of the whole 
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school, summarised the academic programme of the term, including scientific 
lectures. (P.H., undated, two sheets of blue notepaper.) 
4. (p.223) Appendix C. i., p. 501, ll. 18-21. (P.H. blue notepaper, undated, Box 
designation: WARD 3.1.) 
5. (p.224) Appendix C. i., p. 497,1. 12. 
6. (p. 224) Milly and OIly (1881) p. 74, also cited by Peterson, Victorian Heretic 
(1976) p. 45. 
7. (p.224) Mrs Arnold to MAA, from Fox How, Ambleside [dated in biro later: 
Ipcrhaps Christmas 1861 or 1862'J: 'God bleB you my dearest Mary. Never 
forget how much depends upon you as a Daughter & sister! & what a bIcBed 
thing it is to help in thought word & deed to make home happy to all. Ever your 
very affee. - Grandmother, Mary Arnold.' P.H. 
8. (p.224) Honan, A Life of Matthew Arnold, (1981) p. 375 and 376. 
9. (p. 224) Matthew Arnold, writing to his mother from Llandudno on August 
20th 1864. (Letters of Matthew Arnold, (1848 - 1888) Volume 1, (1895) p. 235.) 
10. (p.225) Page 184,1. 9. 
11. (p. 225) Grace Aguilar's first novel, Home Influence: A Tale for Mothers 
and Daughters, (1847). 
12. (p. 226) Peterson, Victorian Heretic ( 1976) p. 60. 
13. (p.226) Sutherland, Mrs Humphry Ward (1990) p. 24. 
14. (p.227) Page 68, 1. 19 to p. 69, L 3. 
15. (p.227) Page 148, II. 10 - 14. 
16. (p.228) Page 55, 1. 4. 
17. (p.229) Smith, William, and Wace, Henry, eds., A Dictionary of Christian 
Biography, (1877 -87). 
IS. (p.230) Page 182, l. 8 to p. 183,1. 12. 
19. (p. 230) Page 19"+, I. 19 to p. 195, l. 3. 
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20. (p. 231) A Writer's Recollections (1918) p.57. 
21. (p. 231) Page 189, 1. 2, to p. 190, I. 1 L 
22. (p.231) Fran90ise Rives Mrs Humphry Ward Romancicre, Tome II, These 
Presentee Devant L'Universite de Paris IV Ie 21 Juin 1978. (Universitc de Lillc. 
Service de reproduction des Theses. 1981) 'De la Recherche du Pere au 
Matriarcat', pp. 866-878. 
23. (p.232) Page 85, II. 8-15. 
24. (p. 233) Page 190, 1. 7 to p. 192, I. 20. 
25. (p. 234) Page 192, L 9-16. 
26. (p.234) This reminiscence was clearly a defining image of Julia's youthful 
celebrity. The character of Hermione is a fascinating one as the key to a complex 
of images which are found in Mary Ward's fiction. These inelude matrimonial 
jealousy and separation, the loss of a daughter and her ultimate recovery as 
princess and heir to a new age. Even the name Perdita, the flower-bearing 
maiden, is mentioned briefly in an excised passage in Ailie. 
27. (p.235) W. E. Gladstone's review 'Robert Elsmere and the Battle of Belief', 
The Nineteenth Century, May 1888, p. 771. 
28. (p. 236) Page 159, 11. 2-4. 
FOOTNOTES TO THE TEXT OF AlLIE (1867 - 1868) (pages 237-333). 
1. (p. 237) The beginning of the narrative Ailie is lost. Immediately before the 
surviving pages several leaves have disappeared from the book. It is possible that 
some of the pages of the notebook were tom out, loosening others which fell in 
the course of time. The end of the Scottish diary may also have disappeared 
entirely - in fact may have been tom out. If so, other Scottish material may be 
lost, including possibly a short visit to Edinburgh on the return train journey to 
London. These lost pages are a unique phenomenon in the surviving notebooks. 
A note in pencil in the handwriting of the librarian who annotated thc 
Ward papers at the time of their acquisition by the Special Collections, Honnold 
Library reads: 'Missing leaves here'. The resulting loose leaves were incorrectly 
numbered by the Honnold. 
There are few clues in the remaining text of Ailie to the original shape ot 
the beginning of the story except for one internal reference on p. 270. I. 20: 
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'Ralph sitting with Ailie in the balcony where we met her first in Rome'. 
2. (p. 240) The scene in St Peter's also presumably belongs to the missing lea\c~. 
3. (p. 241) The fashionable quarter for nineteenth-century English visitors to 
Rome. 
4. (p. 243) This is Mary's first attempt at a death scenc which is more than 
merely functional as a device of reconciliation. 
5. (p. 247) In later fiction several heroines make assumptions which misinterpret 
the facts and lead to separation between lovers. Perhaps the clearest c\:1mple is 
Phoebc Fenwick, the wife of the artist Fenwick, based on the story of Romney. 
She assumes, wrongly, that Eugenie de Pastourelles, the subject of his painting, is 
his mistress: Fcnwick's Career, 2nd impress, (London: Smith, Eldcr &: Co., 
(1906), Part II, London, Chapter VIII, pp. 228-233. 
Latcr Daphne presumes that her husband is re-reading love letters from 
an earlier romantic attachment with a view to resuming his relationship with 
Chloe Fairmile, whereas in fact he wishes to destroy them. Daphne, or Marriage 
a la Mode, (London: Cassell and Co. Ltd., (1909) Part II, Chapter VIII, pp. 204-8. 
6. (p. 247) This convention, that death reveals truth, makes the death bed very 
useful to a nineteenth-century novelist. It hallows the utterances of the dying and 
enables their insights to assume a prophetic tone with the effect of a deus ex 
maehina in relation to the romantic entanglements of the living. 
The experience Mary gained here is put to good usc in two later novels, 
where the death scene contributes poignantly to the outcome of the novel. In 
Marcella ( 1894), the dying Edward Hallin knows of Marcella's profound 
attachment to Aldous Raeburn but he is too weak to express this to Aldous, who 
sits beside him as he approaches death. Marcella (Vir. 1984) pp. 510-3. 
Augustina's dying attempt to force a sense of Helbeck's suffering on Laura has at 
first positive but ultimately tragic results. Helbeck of Bannisdalc (Peng. 1983) 
pp. 369-71. 
7. (p. 249) This is the only place in the narrative where Marie and Frank's infant 
Son Laurence is mentioned by name. There is only one later allusion to him: 'his 
[F[;wk's] delicate wife and ailing child' p. 284, 1. 3. The only parallel in Mary 
Ward's later fiction is found in the novel Eleanor (1900) where a woman who is 
doomed to die is haunted by the memory, and on onc occasion the vision, of a 
dead infant son. In that novel the child and his father died in a tragic accident but 
it was a suicidal act committed when of unsound mind. 
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8. (p. 252) A Homeric epithet. This is the only trace in Mary's writing that she 
may have read her uncle Matthew's lectures on Homer and perhaps also read 
Homer in translation. 
9. (p. 255) Tennyson, The Princess (1847), from the section 'Song of a Maid', 
line 32 (the third verse) Ricks C. cd., The Poems of Tennyson: In Three 
Volumes, vol I, (1987) p. 233. 
10. (p. 255) Thomas Hood, 'The Death Bed', final lines ' .. she had! Another dawn 
than ours.' 
11. (p. 256) Psalm 30 v. 5. 
12. (p. 259) This homage to the dead is developed later in one of the final scenes 
vf Helbeck of Bannisdalc, when Laura gathers spring flowers to strew on 
Augustina's bed. Laura dies while gathering cherry blossom from the ottcr cliff, a 
precipitous bank. She intends the suicide to appear an accident. 
Hclbeck spends time alone and prostrate with Laura's dead body in a way 
which is comparable to Ralph's response first to his brother's death and then 
Marie's in this narrative: ' In that long agony, Helbeck's soul parted for ever with 
thc first fresh power to suffer. Neither life nor death could ever stab in such wise 
again. The half of personality - the chief forces of that Helbeck whom Laura had 
loved, were already dead with Laura, when, after many hours, his arms gave her 
back to the Sisters, and she dropped gently from his hold upon her bed of death, 
in a last irrevocable submission.' (Helbeck of Bannisdale, (1898) (Peng. 1983) 
pp.385-6. 
13. (p 260) Ailie's invalid sister Beata is undeveloped in this story. She may 
prefigure the narrator in the next narrative, A Gay Life, which is told from the 
perspective of an invalid sister. 
1-1.. (p. 261) This malicious letter is mentioned again, and explained on p. 267, II. 
10 and 11. Ailie also receives a malicious letter on p. 329 1. 20 from Margaret 
Bruce, villifying Ralph. 
Tom Arnold writes jokingly to Julia on 28th March 1850 about a story he 
has heard about her flirtatious behaviour with Captain Fitzroy, and that he 
believed Hobart gossip is likely to have exaggerated what she reportedly said at 
the time. Bertram, New Zealand Letters of Thomas Arnold The Younger, (1966) 
p. 179. 
Shortly afterwards it seems he received a letter impugning Julia more 
seriously. He writes to her on 1 st April 1850, 'I received a lettcr this momin~ 
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wpich has pained me very much, but I will speak of it when I write tomorrow.' 
Bertram, The Letters of Thomas Arnold the Younger (1850 - 1900), (1980) p. 3. 
15. (p.262) This is the closest clue to Mary's later allusion to the storv's 
dependence on Hawthorne's The Marble Faun (1846). ~ 
16. (p.264) There is only one Transfiguration in Rome - a version by Raphael 
(1483 - 1520) in the Vatican Galleries. 
17. (p.269) Tennyson, The Princess. 
18. (p.270) Clearly a quotation, untraced. 
19. (p.271) Mary had stayed in her aunt Jane Forster's home Wharfeside in 
Wharfedale since she was five years old. It is another example of her predilection 
for places with which she had some personal connection. The most striking 
exception to this is her birthplace, Tasmania, where she lived until the age of five. 
Canada is the only colony which she describes in her later fiction. 
Van Diemen's Land as a penal colony, and even the rest of the Australia, 
did not enjoy desirable social cachet in the nineteenth century. Louis, one of the 
characters in Virginia Woolfs The Waves, (1931) written one generation later, is 
~ervously conscious of his father, 'a banker at Brisbane', and his own 'colonial 
accent'. He feels these obtrude his origins and obscure his intellectual gifts even 
as a small boy at a prep school, waiting anxiously outside his Headmaster's door, 
giving him an inner compulsion to achieve an integration of the disparate forces 
he perceives: 'I will achieve in my life .. some gigantic amalgamation between the 
two discrepancies so hideously apparent to me. Out of my suffering I will do it. I 
will knock. I will enter' p. 32. This has been compared with Leonard Woolfs 
consciousness of his Jewish origins as a disqualification for complete acceptance 
by English society at that period. Mary left Tasmania at about the same age that 
the fictional Louis left Brisbane. 
20. (p. 271) This is another possible echo of Wives and Daughters (1866). The 
two sons of Squire Hamley and the inter-generational reactions in that family, 
although not political in character, may have influenced Mary here. 
21. (p. 271) James Thomson, The Seasons; 'Spring', 11.1152-3: 
'Delightful task! to rear the tender thought, 
To teach the young idea how to shoot.' 
22. (p. 275) The entire passage which follows, five lines in length, is overscored 
and rejected. This is very unusual in Mary's writing. Nonnally she recasts an 
idea, either immediately or later in the story. For some reason she must ha\'L' 
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judged the episode to be too pastoral, or perhaps improbable. Considered as an 
image, it makes an interesting parallel to the character of Perdita, which is 
fleetingly attributed to Ailie at the end of the third chapter. 
23. (p.275) Reminiscent of Tennyson's 'The May Queen' without the poem's 
tragic tone. 
24. (p.277) Osborne Hamley in Wives and Daughters marries a penniless 
French girl, Aimee. 
25. (p. 277) Mary may have heard her parents discuss their own views on this 
subject, which are documented in early letters shortly after their engagement in 
Hobart. Bertram, New Zealand Letters, (1966) pp. 180-1 and 184. Julia wrote to 
Tom putting him under pressure to return from the other end of the island before 
he had finished his tour of duty so that she could attend a ball at Government 
House, Hobart, with him. 
26. (p. 282) It is extremely rare for Mary to mention the title of a novel in her 
5ction. No doubt she drew encouragement from the fact that it was by her uncle. 
She borrows its atmosphere and some vocabulary, recreating successfully the 
mood of confusion which creates the environment for the tragic accident where 
Ralph shoots his brother Frank. 
27. (p.296) This may refer to a lost passage in the narrative. Two blank lines 
follow before the end of the page. 
28. (p. 296) The numbering of chapters is inconsistent in this narrative. Two 
earlier chapter breaks, on pp. 255 and 271 are not numbered. The Chapter which 
begins on p. 317 is numbered IIIL 
29. (p.305) The loose pages begin here. They were numbered consistently with 
the rest of the notebook upon acquisition by the Honnold library but unfortunately 
not correctly at tllis point. Having studied the problems created by the loose 
pages, it was possible, when visiting Claremont in December 1994, to order the 
loose pages in a manner which fits both with the sense of the narrative and the 
normal sequence of Mary's writing, from right to left within page openings. The 
librarians kindly made a photocopy of this for the use of future scholars. In this 
typescript text, I have added a sequence of Capital letters in editorial brackets tl) 
indicate the order of the pages in the simplest way. 
30. (p.305) One of the Choruses from Swinburne's tragedy Atalanta in Calydon. 
(The Poems of Algernon Charles Swinburne in six volumes, (London: Ch:ltto l\: 
Windus, 1912) Vol 4, p. 275 and 276). 
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31. (p. 306) This page is loose and the number assigned to it is consistent with 
editorial practice throughout the typescript edition. The Honnold number 
assigned to the page at the top right hand comer is given here, even though the 
sequence at this point is wrong. 
32. (p.315) Here Mary experimented with two versions of the same paragraph. 
She cut a piece of paper and glued it exactly over the first version. 
33. (p. 316) This is the second version of the passage. 
34. (p. 316) Perdita is the subject of a picture by George Romney (Dalton in 
Furness 1734 - Kendal 1802). Later Mary Ward was to make Romney's career 
and his infatuation with Emma Hamilton the inspiration for Fenwick's Career 
(1906). No doubt the fact that he was associated with the Lakes interested her. It 
is also possible that she visited Edinburgh galleries on her way home from 
Aberdeen and noted comparable portraits by Raeburn. Romncy's portrait of Mrs 
Robinson as Perdita is in the Wallace Collection in London. 
The story of Wilfrid Tennant and Grizel here is successfully resolved, in 
stark contrast with the later tragic separation between John and Phoebc Fenwick. 
Julia Sorell's portrait was painted in Hobart in the late 1840s by the 
convict artist Wainwright. 
35. (p. 332) The main narrative ends here, at the bottom of a page of the 
notebook, with a long bold dash. 
36. (p. 332) This is the first of a series of extra paragraphs which clearly refer to 
the narrative but which are separated from the page sequence as it survives. 
37. (p.332) The following two experimental paragraphs are isolated from the 
main text of Ailie. They are written upside down on the first page of the 
notebook under the Index, in contrasting handwriting. They are orientated on the 
page consistently with the normal B opening progression of Ailie, therefore 
upside down beneath the initials and date 'MAA 1866'. The ink is lighter and the 
handwriting is much more mature than the ornamental and careful initials dating 
from 1866. 
38. (p. 333) This page is out of sequence with the rest of the surviving narrati\c 
of Ailie. The page which follows is tom out and although a small fragment . 
remains, there is no writing visible. Its exact place in the narrative must theretore 
remain a mystery. 
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39. (p. 333) The Honnold librarian has written beside page number 17 [ 17'], 
'Beginning in this volume a variant of Lansdale Manor rectos'. It follows that at 
the time of the acquisition of the notebook this ncw narrative sequence of 
Lansdale Manor was unbroken, despite the tom out page which follows this 
version of Ailie. It seems likely therefore that Mary was still experimenting with 
Lansdale Manor Script B after she had begun the narrative of Ailie. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER EIGHT - LITERARY ASPECTS OF AlLIE 
(1867-68) (pages 334 to 346). 
I. (p. 334) The sequence is indicated by footnotes to the relevant sections of the 
text: 'A', p. 305, 1. 2; 'B' p. 306, 1.3. 
2. (p. j34) Page 270, 1. 20. 
3. (p. 334) Page 246, 1. 20. 
4. (p. 334) Page 296, 1. 18. 
5. (p. 335) Introduction to Miss Bretherton (Westmoreland Edition, The 
Writings of Mrs Humphry Ward with introductions by the author, Volume VIII, 
(1910) p. 222: 
'Miss Bretherton' was my first serious attempt at a novel. After much 
scribbling of tales in my childhood and school-days, after a long story in three 
volumes, written at the age of seventeen, and of no merit whatever, after the 
publication in, I think, 1869, of 'A Westmoreland Story' in The Churchman's 
Magazine, and a later and much more ambitious effort called 'Vittoria', a novcl of 
Oxford life, which was never finished, I had come despondently to the conclusion 
that fiction was not for me. 
6. (p. 335) Page 331, 1. 18. 
7. (p. 336) See footnotes to p. 333, the isolated surviving fragment of Ailie. 
8. (p. 336) Page 535, 1. 18; p. 536, 1. 2; p. 536, 1.10; p. 538, 1. 3-.. L 
9. (p. 336) Page 531, 1. 14; p. 536, 1. 5; p. 537, 1.14. 
10. (p. 336) Eleanor is the most complex of Mary Ward's later fictional 
characters, probably reflecting the influence of Henry James. The novel charts 
hcr decline in health and religious journey as she prepares to die. 
II. (p.337) Peterson, Victorian Heretic (1976) p. 55. 
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12. (p.337) Oakfield, by Punjabee (William Delafieid Arnold) (1853) is also 
mentioned by Mary in A Writer's Recollections (1918) p. 27. 
13. (p.341) Robert Elsmere, Book I, Westmoreland, Chapter VII, (World's 
Classics 1987) p. 101-4. 
14. (p. 342) Helbeck of Bannisdale (Peng. 1983) Chapter One, p. 39 - -+~. 
15. (p. 343) The Romney portrait of Augustina and Alan Helbeck's great-
grandmother plays a symbolic role in the novel. It is ' .. a dazzling portrait of a girl 
in white, a creature light as a flower under wind .. so brilliant was the picture, so 
beautiful the woman' .. p. 70. For a time, after Laura's engagement to Helbeck, 
the picture has a reprieve (p. 247) but before the end of the novel Helbeck sells 
the Romney. It is part of a symbolic impoverishment and stripping of aesthetic 
and human feeling which precedes Laura's suicide. Helbeek tells Laura, '1 can't 
save the Romney' p. 307. It signifies that he gives his religious priorities first 
claim over both their lives. Helbeck of Bannisdale, (Peng. 1983). 
16. (p. 343) Fenwick's Career (1906) Book II, ch. VIII pp. 235. 
17. (p. 343) The Marriage of William Ashe, (1905) Part 1. ch. III p. 44 (London: 
John Murray, 1920) 
18. (p. 343) Mark Winnington in Delia Blanchflower (1915) is one example 
among many. 
19. (p.344) Helbeck's earlier love, fifteen years before the action of the novel. 
Hclbeck of Bannisdale (Peng. 1983) p. 139 and pp. 302-4. 
20. (p.344) Robert Elsmere, Book IV, Crisis, Chapter XXIX, (World's Classics 
1987) p. 357. 
21. (p.345) See earlier note 11 p. 337. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER NINE - THE TEXT OF A GAY LIFE ( 1869) 
(pages 347 - 386). 
I. (p. 347) The word' Diary' is centred on the opposite page, [(f). Both' A gay 
Life' and 'Diary' seem intended to be taken together as a running title for the 
whole narrativc. The phrase' A Gay Life' seems an imperfect fit for thc ~tory. It 
may derive from Elizabeth Gaskell's Wives and Daughters (1866) where It . 
appears twice, describing Cynthia Kirkpatrick's time in London, when the galcty 
of her 
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appears twice, describing Cynthia Kirkpatrick's time'in London, when the gaiety 
of her life disguised the inward tension arising from the fact that she was engaged 
to two men at once. The phrase appears twice in the novel: 'the gay life' she had 
been enjoying (p. 497) and 'that gay week' (p. 520) both refer to the same time 
spent in London. Wives and Daughters, (Penguin Books, 1969). 
2. (p. 347) Lina, a name derived from Adelina, the name of a character in Bulwer 
Lytton's Rienzi, returns again in The Marriage of William Ashe (1905), where it 
is given to the heroine's aunt. 
3. (p. 348) The pagination is in pencil, supplied by the Honnold Library. Mary 
herself did not number these pages. 
4. (p. 348) The first two pages of A Gay Life, pages 61 and 6 f progress from left 
to right but from the seventh opening, the progression is from right to left: 7f : 71, 
which is the more prevalent habit in Mary Arnold's writing practice for her later 
stories. 
5. (p.349) From this point onwards in the narrative the name of the heroine is 
usually spelt 'Lena' rather than 'Lina'. This kind of inconsistency appears to a 
lesser or greater extent in every story, as Mary gradually established her view of a 
character. 
6. (p. 350) Inconsistency of naming for the narrator has caused some confusion 
among critics. Here Lena, perhaps playfully, calls the narrator, who is an invalid 
elder sister, 'Betha'. On the next page Lena calls her' Madge' . 
7. (p. 351) This insistence on the 'child' in Lena's character is in keeping with 
Victorian convention but at strange, almost sinister variance with Lena's actions 
in the story. Mary was to develop a similar passionate irresponsiblity in her later 
heroine Lady Kitty, in The Marriage of William Ashe (1905). It is possible that 
she was aspiring to create a heroine after the novels of George Sand, a novelist 
greatly admired by her father and Matthew Arnold. If so, there is an inevitable 
and unresolvable tension between the perspective of mid-Victorian morality 
sustained by the invalid narrator and the resistance to convention and family 
restraint which seems to be the spring of Lena's actions. 
8. (p. 356) This scene anticipates Aldous Raeburn's quarrel with Marcella over 
her involvement in the family of a poacher who was accused of murdering a 
gamekeeper in Marcella, (Vir. 1984) Book II, Chapter XI, pp. 255-6. 
9. (p. 360) Mary leaves a blank space for two lines of poetry which she forgot to 
write into the narrative. It is likely that the passage to which she wished to refer 
would have been: 
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Then. in the boyhood of the year, 
Sir Launcelot and Queen Guinevere 
Rode through the coverts of the deer, 
With blissful treble ringing clear ... 
She looked so lovely, as she swayed 
The rein with dainty finger- tips 
A man had given all other bliss, 
And all his worldly worth for this, 
To waste his whole heart in one kiss 
Upon her perfect lips. 
'Sir Launcelot and Queen Guinevere, A Fragment' published 1842. Ricks, C., ed .. 
Tennyson A Selected Edition, (1989) pp 97-9. 
10. (p. 361) The discriminating praise of an older and more widely read authority 
is one of the rewards which is meted out to an obscure young man in Mary's latcr 
fiction. It is set against the indifference or surprise of his young wife in The 
History of David Grievc (1892) and Sir George Tressady (1896). 
11. (p. 363) There is no surviving clue to show what Mary's intentions were here. 
12. (p. 365) Here there is a gap in the text, in the middle of the page, of about one 
writing line in breadth. Another follows, at the bottom of the page, after the word 
'moths!' 
13. (p. 366) This episode fulfils the same function as the Box Hill chapter in Jane 
Austen's Emma. The unease of the lovers is set in contrast to the holiday 
atmosphere. 
14. (p. 371) This is the first example of a fall which removes a problematic hero 
from the fictional stage. She used this device again in her first published 
narrative, A Westmoreland Story (1870). 
15. (p. 385) The story evidently ends here but the title and a sentence of another 
story follows on the same page and on the following page another three sentences 
reworking an idea from A Gay Life. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER TEN - LITERARY ASPECTS OF A GAY LIFE 
(1869) (pages 387 - 399). 
1. (p. 387) This is Mary's first and only attempt to cast a narrative in the form of 
a fictional diary. 
2. (p. 388) There is blank space at the end of the last of her own diary entries in 
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this notebook for the day 10th July 1869. She must have made a conscious 
choice not to continue with her real diary but to begin a narrative instead. 
3. (p. 389) The episode relating to Mr Price is found on pp. 5621. 16 to 564 
(end). 
4. (p. 389) The narrator is angry at Edward Woolley's want of spirit. This is 
echoed in Mary's frustration at the 'stereotyped' way of talking which she and Mr 
Price had fallen into - p. 562 1. 19. 
5. (p. 390) Sutherland, Mrs Humphry Ward (1990) p. 37. 
6. (p. 391) In Ailie, the dying Frank tells Ralph that God was responsible for the 
shooting rather than Ralph. In Eltham House (1915), Caroline Wing was not 
informed that her small son was ill at the time of her adulterous liason and 
therefore was not responsible for the fact that she left him alone to die. luliet 
Sparling, the heroine's mother in The Testing of Diana Mallory (1908) did not 
commit murder, as the public was led to believe at a notorious society murder 
trial, but manslaughter in self defence when temporarily deranged. 
7. (p.392) Peterson, Victorian Heretic, (1976) p. 53. 
8. (p. 394) Thomas Arnold wrote to his friend J.e. Shairp from on board ship in 
1848, 'Gradually, thanks be to God and to George Sand, the interpreter of His 
truth, I found that this misery, which I had been so anxious to alleviate on the 
assumption that it could not but exist, was altogether an outrage and an offence in 
the sight of God. I found that it was not God who had destined the greater part of 
mankind to a life of ignorance and wretchedness, but that man had done it, by 
force of iniquitous laws and social customs, but chiefly through the absence of the 
spirit of Love'. Bertram, New Zealand Letters, (1966) p. 217. 
9. (p.396) This is also a common feature of Mrs Gaskell's writing, with 
reference to unmarried girls. 
10. (p. 397) Sutherland, Mrs Humphry Ward, (1990) p. 38. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ELEVEN - THE TEXT OF BELIEVED TOO 
LATE (1869) (pages 400 to 443). 
1. (p.401) Mary begins this narrative by writing from right to left within the first 
page opening. She begins A Gay Life, and Vittoria in this volume by writing 
from left to right in the first opening and then reverting to her habit of writing 
from right to left thereafter. 
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2. (p. 402) An exact source has not been found but c1eearly the sense is of 
cloudless happiness. 
3. (p. 418) Compare Molly Gibson, in Wives and Daughters (1866), 'It is not my 
secret, or you should know it directly.' (Peng. 1969) p. 568. 
4. (p. 429) Colossians 3. 3. 
5. (p. 432) Hamlet, III. 4. 145. 
6. (p. 436) This is the first example in Mary Arnold's fiction of a heroine caring 
for a child. A striking later example occurs when Laura Fountain tends the child 
who has been orphaned in an industrial accident in Helbeck of Bannisdale. 'The 
men yielded her the child instinctively at once.' (Peng. 1983) p. 206. 
Marcella is visiting an impoverished household when she meets Aldous 
Raeburn by chance after a long estrangement in Marcella (Vir. 1984) Book III, ch. 
X p. 419-425. 
7. (p. 441) The Gospel of Matthew 24.33. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER TWELVE - LITERARY ASPECTS OF 
BELIEVED TOO LATE (1869) (pages 444 - 449). 
1. (p. 444) John Fenwick in the novel Fenwick's Career (1906), and the husband 
of Daphne Flloyd in Daphne, or Marriage a la Mode (1909) are two later victims 
of their wives' jealousy. 
2. (p. 445) Appendix C iii. pp 523-538. 
3. (p. 445) A Writer's Recollections (1918) pp. 107-9. See also George Eliot's 
Journal of her visit to Oxford, 25-28 May 1870. Haight, The George Eliot 
Letters, Vol V (1869 - 1873), (1956) p. 99. 
4. (p. 447) Page 428 1. 16. This is mirrored by Augustina's reflection, on 
observing how tormented Helbeck has become by Laura's presence: 'Laura, come 
here! I can't bear it. He suffers so! You don't see it, but I do ... he can't tear his 
heart away from you. I can't understand it. It seems to me almost terrible - to 
love as he loves you.' Helbeck of Bannisdale (Peng. 1983) p. 370. 
5. (p. 448) Peterson, Victorian Heretic, (1976) p. 53-4. 
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER THIRTEEN - THE TEXTS OF A WOMAN OF 
GENIUS AND VITTORIA (1869) (pages 450 - 453). 
1. (p. 450) The last word of the narrative A Gay Life. The fact that are-working 
<-
of an earlier part of A Gay Life is found on the right page of the opening 
numbered 27 by the Honnold library, suggests that the idea for A Woman of 
Genius pre-dated the end of the writing of A Gay Life. 
2. (p. 450) Two blank lines appear above the title, which is centred at the same 
level as the title of Believed Too Latc. 
3. (P. 450) The rest of the page is blank. There is no evidence of any 
continuation. On the other hand the fact that so much space is left clear in a 
crowded notebook suggests that the essential idea was one which did not lose its 
hold over Mary's imagination as a potential story, one which she intended 
perhaps to return to later. 
4. (p. 451) The writing proceeds from left to right across the page opening 
numbered 48 in pencil by the Honnold librarian. 
5. (p. 452) Mary reverted to her typical habit of writing from right to left within 
page openings, from the page opening numbered 49. 
6. (p. 453) The written script ends here, four lines from the top of the page, 
leaving the rest of the page blank. No notes or continuation survive although 
Mary Ward implied that the idea was developed more fully before she abandoned 
fiction at the time of her marriage. In the Introduction to the Westmoreland 
Edition of Miss Bretherton she writes of 'a later and much more ambitious effort 
called 'Vittoria', a novel of Oxford life, which was never finished.' The Writings 
of Mrs Humphry Ward, Volume II (1911) p. 222. 
Vittoria is the last narrative to be written in unbroken succession from the 
beginning of the A opening of the notebook. The remaining pages of the 
notebook from this page opening are filled upside down in reverse from the B 
opening. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FOURTEEN - LITERARY ASPECTS OF A 
WOMAN OF GENIUS AND VITTORIA (1869) (pages 454 - 457). 
1. (p. 454) Miss Brethcrton is described as having a 'dramatic personality' and 
great beauty and charm, but no training in acting. The force of her pcrsonal 
impact carries her through the plays she perfonns. 
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2. (p. 454) Eleanor's unusual intelligence makes her a partner for an 
extraordinarily difficult though gifted man. Perhaps the personalities of Mary 
Ward's friends Mark Pattison and Henry James suggested to her the possibilities 
of Manisty's character and the friendship with a woman which is so important to 
him. 
3. (p. 455) Durkheim classes martyrdom as a form of suicide (Emile Durkheim, 
Suicide: A Study in Socilogy, (1952), Chapter 1, 'Suicide and Psychopathic 
states' III, p. 67). 
Inez is the first heroine who knowingly risks her own life. Mary Arnold's 
later fiction contain several examples of suicide, the more disturbing because they 
concern talented and beautiful young women. The most tragic of these is Laura 
Fountain. Other suicides in her fiction include Bessie CostrelL The Story of 
Bessie Costrell, (1895) and David Grieve's mother and sister Louie in The 
History of David Grieve (1892). Robert Elsmere's early death could perhaps be 
classed as an indirect form of martyrdom in the terms posited by the novel. 
1\t1ary Ward's family insisted that a period of prolonged, exhausting work 
contributed directly to her own death. 
4. (p.455) T. H. Ward's diaries for the years 1871 and 1872. London. 
5. (p.455) TA to his mother, 27th June 1852. 'She [Mary] evidently 
understands the meaning of a great many words which she cannot speak. She is 
passionate, but not peevish; sensitive to the least harshness in word or gesture, but 
usually full of merriment and gladsomeness. Sheis like a sparkling fountain or a 
gay flower in the house, filling it with light and freshness.' Bertram, The Letters 
of Thomas Arnold the Younger (1980) p. 24. 
6. (p.456) 'A Westmoreland Story' The Churchman's Companion, 3rd series, ii 
(1870) pp. 45-57; 121-40; 187-95. See also Peterson, Victorian Heretic (1976) 
pp.56-7. 
7. (p. 456) Ailie's memory of the scene in St Peter's appears to fulfil a similar 
function at the beginning of the action of the story. 
8. (p. 457) Sutherland Mrs Humphry Ward (1990) p. 41-2. 
FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FIFTEEN - CONCLUSIONS (pages 458 - 461). 
1. (p. 459) Francoise Rives. 'De sa mere, Julia Arnold, elle dit dans A Writer's 
Recollections qu'elle etc fortjolie et qu'elle avait beaucoup souffert des deux 
conversions de son mari a la foi catholiquc qu' ellc abhorrait. Dc son perc elIe 
The Juvenilia of Mrs Humphry Ward (1851 - 1920) - Footnotes to Chapter fifteen, 
_----Conclusions and Chapter sixteen, Appendix A: The 'Fox How Magazines' 1839 - 184.2. 
idealiste, Ie charme, la culture, les preoccupations "religieuses, la nature mystique, la 
passion pour la litterature, etc.' Tome II, ( 1981) p. 871. 
2. (p.459) Sutherland Mrs Humphry Ward (1990), see Index references to Arnold Ward 
and full account of a subject which his sister Dorothy Ward attempted to conceal and 
Janet Trevelyan's family to forget. He was addicted to gambling. 
FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX A, EXTRACTS FROM THE 'FOX HOW 
MAGAZINES', (1839 - 1842) (pages 462 - 469). 
1. (p. 462) Dr Arnold to Mr Sergeant Coleridge from Rugby, June 13, 1833: 
.. Our Westmoreland house is rising from its foundations ... It looks right into the 
bosom of Fairfield, - a noble mountain, which sends down two long arms into the valley, 
and keeps the clouds reposing between them, whle he looks down on them composedly 
with his quiet brow; and the Rotha, "purior electro", winds round our fields, just under 
the house. Behind, we run up to the top of Loughrigg, and we have a mountain pasture, 
in a basin on the summit of the ridge, the very image of those "Saltus" on Cithaeron, 
where Oedipus was found by the Corinthian shepherd. The Wordsworths' friendship, for 
so I may call it, is certainly one of the greatest delights of Fox How, - the name of my 
Chorion, - and their kindness in arranging everything in our absence has been very great. 
Stanley, Life and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold D.O. (1844) pp. 207-8. 
2. (p.464) Dr Arnold's handwriting. 
3. (p.464) A child's handwriting. 
4. (p. 466) A very large childish hand. 
5. (p.466) This page is blank except for a footnote marked 'x'. It is clearly the work of 
a young child helped by an older person. 
6. (p. 466) This page has been left blank. 
7. (p.467) This is unsigned. It is not in Matthew's handwriting. It could be by Tom. 
The Wordsworthian cadences are too sophisticated to have been written by one of the 
younger children. 
8. (p.469) This translation is in Matthew Arnold's handwriting. This is his Fox How 
SIgnature. 
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FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX B: 'THE GOSSIP' BY MARY PENROSE (1819 - 1820) 
(pages 470 to 494) 
1. (p. 470) Stanley, Arthur Penrhyn, D.O., Life and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold 
D.O., (1844) p. 15. 
2. (p. 471) 'Fox How Magazine' Number III, 1839, January; p. 43: .. .'but as mam-ma 
said r had better write about my lessons . .' ['Mam-ma' here is Mary Penrose]. 
3. (p. 472) Page 478 1. 11. 
4. (p. 481) Benkelszoon, according to Encyclopedia Britannica, 11 th edn, vol 13, ( 1909-
10) p. 609a. 
5. (p. 482) Measure for Measure II. 2. 107-9. 
6. (p. 487) Sir Walter Scott's Marmion (first edition 1808), Canto Second, 'The 
Convent', xii, 11.14-16. Logie Robertson, Scott: Poetical Works, (1904) p. 107a. 
FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX C. i .. MARY ARNOLD'S LETTERS (1857 - 1865) 
(pages 495 - 502). 
1. (p. 495) All the letters which are known to survive from Mary Arnold's childhood are 
in the custody of the Pusey House Library, Oxford, or among the papers at the Special 
Collections, Honnold Library, Claremont Colleges, California. 
2. (p. 496) Langton, February 13th 1857: Mary August Arnold to 'My dearest Papa & 
Mamma' [dictated], P.H .. 
3. (p. 497) Fox How, January 23 1857: MAA to 'My dear Papa and Mamma' [dictated], 
P.H. 
4. (p. 497) Langton, February 13th 1857: MAA to 'My dearest Papa & Mamma' 
[dictated], P.H .. 
5. (p. 497) Colcby. March 10 1857: MAA to 'My dear Papa & Mamma' [dictated] P.H .. 
6. (p. 497) Wharfeside. Feb. 5. 1857: MAA to 'My dearest Papa & Mamma' [dicmtcd 
and written down in her grandmother Mrs Arnold's hand], P.H .. 
7. (p. 497) Eller How. November 20th 1859: MAA to Julia Arnold [black-edged plain 
notcp::lpcr widl carefully ruled pencil lines to guide her own handwriting.] P.H .. 
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8. (p. 498) Eller How. March 4th 1860: MAA to Juiia Arnold [Mary's own handwriting 
in ink between carefully ruled pencil lines], P.H.. ~ 
The quotation from Scott comes from The Lady of the Lake, Canto Third, The 
Gathering, stanza ii, 112-3. (Logic Robertson ed., Scott: Poetical Works, (1904) p. 229b. 
9. (p. 498) Eller How. March 18th 1860: MAA to JA [trom now on Mary writes freelv 
and confidently in her own handj, P.H.. "' 
10. (p. 498) Rock Terrace <Feb>March 1st 1861: MAA to Thomas Arnold [crossed], 
P.H .. 
II. (p. 498) Rock Terrace. November 1861: MAA to T A, P.H .. 
12. (p. 498) Rock Terrace. March 9th 1862: MAA to 'My dearest Papa and my dear 
brothers', P.H .. 
13. (p. 499) Rock Terrace. May 24th 1862: MAA to TA, P.H .. 
14. (p. 499) Sir Walter Scott, The Lady of the Lake, Canto VI, xxviii, lines 22 - 26. 
(Logie Robertson ed., Scott: Poetical Works, (1904 p. 272). 
15. (p. 499) Rock House. Saturday February 20th [pencil:] 1864: MAA to T A, P.H .. 
16. (p. 500) Ifrom internal evidence, this is a letter from Rock Terrace School for Young 
Ladies, though without an address and dated only in pencil Fcb 1864]: MAA to JA, 
P.H .. 
17. (p. 500) Friday 12th [pencil: ? Feb 1864?]: MAA to lA, P.H .. 
18. (p. SOl) [Undated] MAA to Mrs Cunliffe [on blue notepaper, with two addresses 
written in pencil at the end: 1, Rodney Place, Clifton, Nr Bristol; and 26 St Giles, 
Oxfordj, P.H .. 
19. (p. 502) Marcella (Vir. 1984) Book I, ch. 1 p. 9. 
20. (p. 502) A Writer's Recollections (1918) pp. 72-3. Mary recalls identifying one of 
the neighbours of her Aunt Mary Hiley with Scott's heroines in the following passage: 
'Aunt Mary', Arnold's second daughter, I have already spoken of. When my 
father and mother reached England from Tasmania, she had just married again, a 
Leicestershire clergyman, with a house and small estate near Loughborough. Her home -
Woodhouse - on the borders of Charnwood Forest, and the beautiful Beaumanoir Park, 
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through long summer hours, undisturbed; its pleasant rooms, above all the 'tapestry 
room' where I generally slept, and which I always connected with the description of the 
huntsman on the 'arras' in 'Tristram and Iseult'; the Scott novels I devoured there; and 
the 'Court' nights at Beaumanoir, where some feudal customs were still kept up .... [I]ts 
beautiful mistress, Mrs. Herrick .. became identified in my imagination with each 
successive Scott heroine, - Rowena, Isabella, Rose Bradwardine, the White Lady of 
A vencl and the rest. 
21. (p. 502) Ruskin's Stones of Venice and parts of Modern Painters are mentioned as 
Mary's 'chief intellectual passion' before the age of sixteen when she went to live in 
Oxford. A Writer's Recollections (1918) p. 57. 
22. (p. 502) Her references to attending her Uncle Matthew's lectures as Professor of 
Poetry at Oxford are found in A Writer's Recollections p.56. 
FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX C. ii., WARD BOX VII, VOLUME 1, (1863 - 1865) 
(pages 503 - 518) 
1. (p. 511) Probably a translation by Catherine Winkworth. 
2. (p. 511) 'Watch and Pray', a hymn without attribution appears, in Lyra Anglicana 
(1862) p. 33 .. Mary's copy differs in punctuation in seven respects from the original. 
One difference is interesting: she adds a question mark for a comma after the word 
'suffer'. This makes the appeal more eloquent and may suggest an unconscious 
identification with the feeling expressed by the hymn writer. 
3. (p.513) 'Repentance and Faith', a hymn by Rev. W. Alexander, (Lyra Anglicana 
(1862) pp. 67 - 68). Mary did not complete her copy of this hymn. She stopped just 
before the appalling rhyme: 'On a dead baby's hand'. 
FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX C. iii., WARD BOX VII, VOLUME 3, (1866 - 1867) 
(pages 519 - 556) 
1. (p.520) This is the alternative title of C.M. Yonge's The Daisy Chain (1856). 
2. (p. 520) Mercifully this is Mary's only surviving venture into imaginative 
identification with plants or spirits of nature. Presumably the origin of inspiration for this 
writing must have been Wordsworth's Lucy poems, where his image 'a violet by a mossy 
stone' seems to represent both Lucy and nature. 
3. (p.523) Matthew Arnold's tenure as Professor of Poetry at Oxford lasted ten years 
from 1857 to 1867. 
4. (p. 524) Grace Aguilar's novel The Days of Bruce (1852) 
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5. (p.529) This is Mary's only direct reference to reading her grandfather's writings. 
She would have been familiar with many of his ideas at second hand from famih 
conversation. Her grandmother clearly kept Dr Arnold within her frame of refe;ence to 
the end of her life. On Mary's engagement to T. H. Ward, her grandmother wrote her an 
affectionate letter speculating what Dr Arnold's feelings would have been on hearing that 
his eldest grandchild was to marry an Oxford don. (July 1871 P.H.) ~ 
6. (p.533) Tennyson's very popular poem, written after reading an article in The Times 
in December 1854. (Ricks, C. ed., Tennyson (1987) pp. 508-510. 
7. (p.538) This hymn by A. H. Franke (1663 - 1727), translated by Catherine 
Winkworth was copied by Mary out of Lyra Germanica (London, 185:1) pp 110-2. The 
hymn book follows the ecclesiastical year and this hymn, headed 'Third Sunday after 
Trinity' would have been read in early summer. 
8. (p. 542) Lyra Germanica, second series pp. 78-81, translated by Catherine Wink worth 
(1863). 
9. (p. 545) Probably translated by Catherine Winkworth. 
10. (p. 547) Frederick William Faber, D.O. (1814 - 1863), Hymns (1~61). 
11. (p. 549) John Mason Neale (1818 - 1866) 
12. (p. 550) The Chorale Book for England (1863) may be the source of this hymn. 
13. (p. 550) This echoes Matthcw Arnold's views on the Celts, expressed in his lectures 
and published writing at or before this time. 
14. (p. 553) Possibly written by Mary herself. 
15. (p. 554) Possibly a poem by Mary herself in the style of Tennyson. 
FOOTNOTES TO APPENDIX C. iv. FOX HOW (1869) (pages 557 - 56.+) 
I. (p. 558) The notebook designated Volume 5 by the Special Collections, Honnold 
Library, contains this literary description of Fox How Ambleside. It probably represenh 
Mary's preparatory writing for A Westmoreland Story (1870). 
2. (p. 559) The highly literary tone of Mary's composition in this piece, retlccted here in 
an almost forccd rhetorical use of the subjunctive, is perhaps a retlection of the high 
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Part two - The Fiction of Mary Arnold, later Mrs Humphry Ward (1851 - 1920) 
a) The Unpublished Fiction of Mary Arnold (1863 - 1870) 
[These works are listed in chronological order, as far as this can be established, with 
dates, where these are known.] 
MS Honnold WARD, Box VII, Volume 1. (1863-65) 
Poetry: 'Rienzi' [November 18th 1863] 
'Wallace's Execution' 
'Mrs Cunliffe - a poem' 
'How sweet t'would be to find a home .. .' 
'Beneath the oaks of Fotheringay ... ' 
'A Dream' 
'To my darling (Mrs Cunliffe), 
'Address to the stars' 
'On Marriage bells' 
Prose: A Tale of the Moors [Finished on 24th October 18641 
MS Honnold WARD, Box VII, Volume 2. (1866) 
Lansdale Manor [Dedication dated 6th - 28th August 1866J 
MS Honnold WARD, Box VII, Volume 3. (1866 - 1867) 
Prose fragment: 'Aspirations' [ 1866] 
Poem: 'Puss and her Three Kittens' [Dated 16th May 1867] 
Prose: Lansdale Manor [Written after 27th Jul y 19671 
Ai/ic 
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Poetry: '0 let the solid ground ... ' 
'Down by the hill I saw them ride' 
MS Honnold WARD, Box VII, Volume 4. (1867) 
Prose: Lansdale Manor [Dated 29th January 1867] 
MS Honnold WARD, Box VII, Volume 5. (1869) 
A Gay Life 
A Woman of Genius 
Believed Too Late 
Vittoria 
Fox How 
b) The Published Fiction of Mary Arnold 
'A Westmoreland Story', The Churchman's Companion, 3rd series, ii (1870),45-57, 
121-40,187-95. 
c) The Published Non-Fiction of Mary Arnold 
'A Morning in the Bodleian' (Windermere, privately printed 1871) 
[Dedication to her grandmother: 'To Mrs Arnold, on her birthday, from her eldest grand-
daughter and her youngest grandson. Fox How, August 21st 1871' 
Written with Thomas Humphry Ward just after their engagement, when they were both 
staying at Fox How.] 
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